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Nomenclature 

 

List of capital Latin symbols 

 

Symbol Description Unit 

A Cross-sectional area m²  

A State/system matrix for LTI state-space models  

B Input matrix for LTI state-space models  

C Output matrix for LTI state-space models  

C(s) Controller transfer function  

D Feedthrough matrix for LTI state-space models  

D Damage or usage factor of material - 

D’(s)  Disturbance transfer function  

FR Frictional pressure loss correlation bar/m  

Gpr Projected irradiance; DNI multiplied by cosine of 

incidence angle 

W/m² 

Geff Effective irradiance; DNI corrected by cosine of 

incidence angle and other optical collector losses 

W/m² 

Gx-y Linear transfer function describing the change 

in variable y by a change in variable x 

[y]/[x] 

J Objective function for optimization  

L Length m 

N Number of samples or cycles # 

P(s) Process transfer function  

Pr  Prandtl number - 

Q Thermal heat flux or power W 

R Ratio - 

Re  Reynolds number - 

Sa Stress amplitude MPa 

V Volume m³ 
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List of small Latin symbols 

 

Symbol Description Unit 

c  Specific heat capacity of solid material J/kg/K 

  Specific heat capacity of fluid J/kg/K 

 Empirical heat loss coefficient W/m/°C 

 Empirical heat loss coefficient W/m/°C4 

d  Diameter m  

d Disturbance input to LTI model  

e Error; reference minus actual value [y] 

esc  Exponent for scaling of mass flow esc  

 Dimensionless factor (further specified by index) - 

h  Specific enthalpy J/kg 

k  Transfer function gain (reference and unit accord-

ing to index) 

 

 Length m 

m  Mass kg  

 Mass flow kg/s  

p  Pressure bar (= 105 Pa) 

q  Thermal heat flux (without index: to fluid) W/m² 

s  Complex Laplace variable 1/s 

t  (Continuous) time s  

u  Specific internal energy J/kg 

u  Control/input variable for LTI state-space models  

u'  Deviation/disturbance of input variable  

w  Fluid velocity m/s  

wap  Aperture width of a collector m  

 Weighting factor  - 

 State or state vector for LTI state-space model  

 Derivative of state or state vector  

 Controlled/output variable(s) for LTI state-space 

model 

 

z Axial coordinate along the loop length m 
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List of Greek symbols 

 

Symbol Description Unit 

 Heat transfer coefficient W/m²/K 

 Damping of complex conjugate poles or zeros  

Δ Indicating a finite difference of the subsequent 

variable 

 

 Sensitivity function  

 Closed-loop transfer function of disturbance re-

jection 

 

 Derivative of density by enthalpy (constant pres-

sure) 

(kg/m³)/(J/kg) 

 Derivative of density by pressure (constant en-

thalpy) 

(kg/m³)/Pa 

 Pressure drop coefficient - 

 Efficiency (further specified by index) - 

 Thermal conductivity W/m/K 

 Filter time constant s 

 Complementary sensitivity function  

 Dry angle, indicating non-wetted surface of an 

inner cross-section [0° (wetted) to 180° (dry)] 

° 

 Density kg/m³ 

 Track angle, indicating deviation of tracking po-

sition to collector-normal position [-90° to 90°; 

0° at solar noon] 

° 

 Temperature (without index: fluid) °C 

 Collector incidence angle °  

 Time constant s 
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List of indices 

 

Symbol Description 

  

*  Denoting optimal solution (superscript) 

^ Denoting prediction/estimate of a variable (hat) 

1ph  Single-phase flow 

2ph  Two-phase flow 

1 Loop inlet (of MBM) 

13 Section between inlet and initial point of evaporation 

(of MBM) 

15 Section between inlet and end point of evaporation (of 

MBM) 

2 Preheating section (of MBM) 

3 Initial point of evaporation (of MBM) 

35 Section between initial point and end point of evapo-

ration (of MBM) 

4 Evaporation section (of MBM) 

4I Evaporation section before injection (of MBM) 

4II Evaporation section after injection (of MBM) 

5 End of evaporation (of MBM) 

6 Superheating section (of MBM) 

6II Superheating section before injection (of MBM) 

6III Superheating section after injection (of MBM) 

7 Loop outlet (of MBM) 

I First sub-system of MBM, between inlet and evapora-

tion injection 

II Second sub-system of MBM, between both injections 

III Third sub-system of MBM, between superheating in-

jection and outlet 

A Location of evaporation injection (of MBM) 

A5 Distance from evaporation injection to end of evapora-

tion (of MBM) 

a  Outer (tube wall) 

a,i  Amplitude of case i 

a,p  Amplitude of permanent stress strength 

abs  Absorber 

B Location of superheating injection (of MBM) 

bi  Steam property before (any) injection  
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Symbol Description 

befSHI Steam temperature before superheating injection, 

equivalent to TbefInj 

c  Control or controller, respectively 

c,63% Characteristic time constant referring to the time 

needed to reach 63 % of the final valued for the first 

time 

c,imc Characteristic time constant regarding internal model 

control 

c,rp Characteristic time constant regarding real parts 

c,sl Characteristic time constant regarding the slowest 

mode of all poles 

clsky  Clear sky, also “cs” 

coll  Collector 

cs  Clear sky, also “clsky” 

DNI Regarding DNI or effective irradiation, respectively 

d0  Initial start of disturbance 

EVL Evaporation loop (of recirculation mode) 

eff  Effective; remaining after other (optical) losses  

el  Electric 

epc Engineering, procurement and construction 

F Fluid 

FF Feedforward 

foc  Focus position of collector 

fract  Fractal length/dimension 

GA  Gain acceleration/adaptation of controller gain 

horizon  Time horizon for scaling 

I Integral time or reset time, respectively 

i  Inner (tube wall) 

i Regarding case/amplitude i 

in Inlet 

inj  Liquid water of injection 

inj06 Regarding injection before DISS collector 6 

Inj11 Regarding injection before DISS collector 11 

inv,0 Initial investment 

L Indicating length-specific variable (unit [X]/m) 

LS Live steam temperature 

LS,ref Reference/nominal live steam temperature of turbine 

loss  Heat loss 

M Regarding mass flow 
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Symbol Description 

meas  Measured value 

mIn Inlet mass flow of loop 

mInj06 Injection mass flow before DISS collector 6 

mInj11 Injection mass flow before DISS collector 11 

mInj12 Injection mass flow before DISS collector 12 

O&M Operation and maintenance 

opt  Optical  

opt,0  Peak optical; defined for an incidence angle of 0° 

out  Outlet 

P Process 

PT1 First order delay element 

PTn n-th order delay element 

p  Pole (of transfer function) 

pre  Prediction/forecast horizon 

ref  Reference value 

rel  Relative value 

res  Residence time 

SF Solar field 

SHI Superheating injection 

SHL Superheating loop (of recirculation mode) 

sam  Sampling time 

sc  Scaling 

Tout Outlet temperature 

TbefInj Steam temperature before superheating injection 

TbefSHI Steam temperature before superheating injection, 

equivalent to TbefInj 

sfb  State feedback 

th  Thermal 

w  Wall of absorber tube 

w,inj Liquid water of injection  

z  Zero of transfer function 

 Regarding filter time constant; for tuning factor 

 Temperature 
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List of abbreviations  

 

Abbreviation Meaning 

-  

ABB Company name (Asea Brown Boveri) 

CSP Concentrated solar (thermal) power, also called solar thermal 

electricity (STE) 

DETOP Former German research project regarding DSG 

DFEM Discretized, finite element model (for transient simulation) 

DISS Direct Solar Steam, European research project; name patron for 

the corresponding test facility at the PSA 

DIVA  

DLR Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt e.V. 

(German Aerospace Center) 

DNI Direct normal irradiance (unit W/m²) 

DSG Direct (solar) steam generation 

DUKE Research project, Durchlaufkonzept – Entwicklung und 

Erprobung (Development  and demonstration of the once-

through concept) 

EBGS Error-based gain scheduling (also denoted gain acceleration) 

EPC Engineering, procurement and construction 

EPE Position of end point of evaporation, i.e. the first location along 

the loop at which the water content is completely saturat-

ed/gaseous 

EVI Evaporation injection 

EVL Evaporation loop (only for recirculation mode) 

FCR Fixed charge rate (unit %/year) 

FEM Finite element method 

FF Feedforward 

GA gain acceleration (also denoted as error-based gain scheduling) 

GUDE Former German research project regarding DSG 

HTC Heat transfer coefficient (unit W/m²/K) 

IAM Incidence angle modifier (dimensionless) 

IMF Inlet mass flow of one collector loop 

INDITEP Former European research project regarding DSG 

IPE Position of initial point of evaporation, i.e. the location along the 

loop at which the water starts boiling 

ITES Former German research project regarding DSG 

LCOE Levelized cost of thermal energy 

LHP Left half plane (of pole-zero map) 
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Abbreviation Meaning 

LTI Linear time-invariant model or transfer function 

MBM Moving boundary model 

MPA Materialprüfanstalt Stuttgart (Material Testing Institute of the 

University of Stuttgart) 

MPC Model predictive control 

NMPC Non-linear model predictive control 

O&M Operation and maintenance 

OPC Object Linking and Embedding for Process Control 

OTM Once-through mode (solar once-through boiler configuration) 

PCM Phase change material 

PDE Partial differential equations 

PE-1/2 Puerto Errado 1 and 2, Fresnel-DSG plants in Spain 

PI Proportional integral controller 

PRODISS Preparational project for the DISS project 

PSA Plataforma Solar de Almería in Spain 

RHP Right half plane (of pole-zero map) 

RM Recirculation mode (solar steam generator configuration) 

S-N Curve of stress amplitude versus cycle number 

SHI Superheating injection 

SHL Superheating loop (only for recirculation mode) 

TM Trademark 

TSE-1 Thai Solar Energy 1, Parabolic trough-DSG plant in Thailand 
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Abstract 

Solar thermal power plants use collectors to concentrate the sunlight and 

heat up a fluid to high temperatures. This heat can be used to run a steam 

turbine and generate electricity. Such plants work similar to conventional 

steam power plants, with the only difference in replacing the fossil steam gen-

erator by a solar one. The steam can directly be generated within the solar field. 

This direct steam generation (DSG) process is analyzed in detail for parabolic 

trough collectors. As in conventional power plants, there exist two main con-

cepts, one with forced circulation during the evaporation phase and one in a 

once-through configuration. This work covers the complete range of solar once-

through steam generators for the first time. Design criteria are derived, transi-

ent models are validated and robust control strategies for large-scale commer-

cial plants are developed. Those are validated by experiments at a commercial 

scale test facility at Plataforma Solar de Almería in Spain. Furthermore, a 

methodology for component life time estimation is proposed for such plants and 

the overall economic potential of the once-through configuration is compared to 

the state-of-the-art recirculation type. It is demonstrated for the first time that 

solar once-through steam generators are technically feasible and economically 

very promising. 
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Kurzfassung 

Solarthermische Kraftwerke konzentrieren die direkte Solarstrahlung, um 

Wärme bei hohen Temperaturen zu erhalten. Diese Wärme kann zum Beispiel 

für einen Dampfturbinenprozess genutzt werden, um Strom zu erzeugen. Dies 

entspricht der Arbeitsweise eines fossilen oder nuklearen Kraftwerks, mit dem 

einzigen Unterschied, dass der konventionelle Dampferzeuger durch einen sola-

ren ersetzt wird. Bei der direkten Dampferzeugung im Solarfeld ergeben sich 

zwei wesentliche, analoge Konzepte: zum einen das Umlaufprinzip für den Ver-

dampferbereich; zum anderen das Zwangsdurchlaufprinzip, welches auch als 

Benson-Kessel bekannt ist. 

Kommerzielle Kraftwerke mit solarer Direktverdampfung werden bereits in 

Spanien und Thailand erfolgreich im Umlaufkonzept betrieben. Die vorliegende 

Arbeit analysiert nun detailliert das Zwangsdurchlaufkonzept für solare Para-

bolrinnen-Kraftwerke. Eine besondere Herausforderung ist dabei die nicht re-

gelbare Wärmezufuhr durch die Sonne, die durch eine angepasste Massen-

stromzufuhr ausgeglichen werden muss. Auslegungskriterien für solche Solar-

felder werden herausgearbeitet, transiente Simulationsmodelle angepasst und 

robuste Regelstrategien für künftige kommerzielle Kraftwerke werden entwi-

ckelt. Alle Punkte werden anhand von Experimenten im kommerziellen Maß-

stab an einer Testanlage auf der Plataforma Solar de Almería in Spanien vali-

diert. 

Darüber hinaus wird eine Methodik zur Charakterisierung der Strahlungssi-

tuation vorgeschlagen, die eine einfache Lebensdauerabschätzung von potenzi-

ell kritischen Komponenten ermöglicht. Anhand letzterer kann beispielhaft die 

lange Lebensdauer eines bestrahlten Dampferzeuger-Rohres nachgewiesen 

werden. Die Vor- und Nachteile des solaren Benson-Kessels werden mit Hilfe 

eines detaillierten techno-ökonomischen Vergleichs mit dem Stand der Technik 

herausgestellt. Insgesamt kann so erstmalig der Nachweis der technischen 

Funktionsfähigkeit und des wirtschaftlichen Potenzials des solaren Durchlauf-

konzepts erbracht werden. 
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1 Introduction 

The availability of reliable and clean energy, especially electricity, will be one 

of the most important challenges in the future. Oil is still the most important 

energy carrier of our times, with consumption increasing rapidly [115] but price 

and availability a pawn in the hands of the exporting countries and their poli-

tics [219]. Energy diversity is therefore a key factor for long term energy supply 

systems. The demand for cleaner, sustainable energy supply at the same time 

paves the way for the development of renewable energy harnessing. 

One of the vastly available energy resources is the sun. Countries in the 

world’s Sun Belt such as Morocco, Egypt and USA as well as countries such as 

Chile or even China have a high potential due to high direct solar irradiation. 

This renewable energy carrier can be used to produce dispatchable electricity 

with the help of concentrated solar power (CSP). Countries that currently de-

pend on the import of expensive energy carriers could even become energy ex-

porters [249, 250]. 

CSP technology uses large mirrors to concentrate sunlight onto a small re-

ceiver (solar towers or solar parabolic dishes) or onto long receiver pipes (linear 

Fresnel collectors or parabolic troughs). The latter line focus collectors are the 

widest spread commercial CSP technology at the moment, but are still in its in-

fancy compared to conventional fossil power plants. CSP technologies collect 

the sun’s energy as heat, store the heat if needed, and finally transport it to a 

power block in which the heat is transformed to electricity by a steam turbine 

or a gas turbine. The main advantage of CSP is its dispatchability. This means 

that the heat of the solar field can be stored for hours or days before it is used 

to generate electricity, more cheaply than electricity storage such as batteries. 

In consequence, it is possible to generate solar electricity during the night, or 

whenever it is needed. 

One option of CSP is to use water from the steam turbine and directly feed it 

to the solar field to generate steam at high temperatures of up to 550°C. The 

steam is fed back to the steam turbine and the cycle is repeated. This cycle is 

equivalent to a conventional coal power plant – but with the coal-fired steam 

generator being replaced by the solar field. This concept is called direct (solar) 

steam generation (DSG). Some commercial DSG plants already exist in Spain 

[168] and Thailand [141]. They apply the so-called recirculation mode with a 

steam drum in the solar field to separate the evaporation and superheating sec-

tions. Following the footsteps of fossil boilers, the current work aims at further 

developing the DSG technology to become more competitive. By the use of solar 

once-through boilers, the expensive steam drum, the header piping to and from 

the drum and the recirculation pump can be omitted. The investment of the so-



2  Introduction  

lar field can thus be reduced. Furthermore, the heat losses are reduced signifi-

cantly and the solar field can be operated more efficiently. Another practical 

advantage is the easy scalability of one loop and its operational flexibility. Re-

circulation mode solar fields consist of two types of loops, one for evaporation 

and one for superheating. The collector area of evaporation and superheating 

sections must be balanced well for a certain design point and nominal tempera-

ture, which can be challenging depending on the total solar field size and the 

actual plant site. For once-through mode, each loop is identical, there is no 

fixed share of evaporation to superheating area and the outlet temperature can 

flexibly be defined by the mass flow provided to the loop. 

Two drawbacks are usually associated with solar once-through boilers. One 

is the controllability, especially the stabilization of the solar field outlet temper-

ature of the steam. The second one is the fluctuation of the end of the evapora-

tion zone, which is supposed to cause high material stress in the absorber 

tubes and, thereby, to reduce the receivers’ life time. Particular emphasis is 

thus put on those two aspects. The work suggests design criteria for solar once-

through boilers in parabolic troughs, shows how to realistically control these 

plants under varying solar irradiation conditions and provides a methodology to 

estimate the life time and potential of the technology. 

1.1 Objective and methodology of thesis 

The overall objective of this work is the technical and economic evaluation of 

the solar once-through boiler concept in parabolic troughs. This concept is re-

ferred to here as once-through mode (OTM). The work is divided into five major 

parts. The first part (chapter 2) deals with general, mainly steady-state design 

criteria for the loop layout of a line focus once-through boiler. The main criteria 

are derived and exemplified by a reference loop for 500°C and 125 bar at the 

outlet. In addition, the criteria are applied to the DISS (Direct Solar Steam, see 

next sections for details) test facility and the basic layout for experiments is de-

rived. 

The second part (chapter 3) deals with the transient modeling of the once-

through steam generation process. As the main energy source is not controlla-

ble, the transient simulation is the most important aspect in OTM design. A 

discretized model, a moving boundary model and linear time-invariant transfer 

functions are derived. The models are applied to the DISS test facility and vali-

dated by experiments. They are the basis for the remaining chapters. 

The third part (chapter 4) of this work deals with controller design. The 

main task of control is to reject disturbances and keep the desired steam tem-

perature setpoints. This is a challenging task due to quickly and uncontrollably 

changing solar irradiation, the lack of thermal buffer elements and long time 

delays in the manipulated mass flows. A new control strategy is developed, 
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which is based on adaptive PI controllers. This method especially aims at being 

robust, easy to understand and easy to implement. The strategy is demonstrat-

ed at the DISS test facility. As an outlook on advanced concepts, the potential 

of model predictive control is shown for the process. These concepts will be very 

useful, if a good forecasting/nowcasting of the irradiation is possible. This is a 

different but current field of research [109]. 

The fourth part (chapter 5) deals with the analysis of component life time. A 

methodology for predicting the life time of any CSP solar field component is 

suggested. Typical transient situations are identified and categorized for the 

superheater section and the endzone of evaporation. Thermo-mechanical stress 

analysis is performed for typical situations. These loads are then evaluated by 

means of pressure vessel design codes to predict the component life time. 

The final part (chapter 6) assesses the overall comparison of the OTM with 

the state-of-the-art commercial recirculation mode for large power plants of 

250 MW of nominal thermal power. The annual efficiency and yield perfor-

mance is analyzed exemplarily for one year at the location of Tabernas, Spain. 

Solar field basic engineering is performed and the differences to recirculation 

mode are identified. The evaluation of both systems is summarized by a com-

parison of the levelized cost of thermal energy. 

All of the parts are summarized in the last chapter and final conclusions are 

drawn. The work includes all relevant aspects such as controllability, reliability, 

efficiency, investment, system complexity and, to a small extend, the operation 

and maintenance. It focuses on parabolic trough solar fields. Nevertheless, all 

methodologies are transferable to other line focus systems such as linear Fres-

nel collectors. At some points, links to this technology are mentioned as well. 

Point focusing technologies such as tower or dish systems show only little cor-

respondence in the main system characteristics and are not covered here. 

1.2 A brief history of direct steam generation 

Direct solar steam generation (DSG) was already used for solar-thermal pro-

cess steam and power generation in the late 19th and at the beginning of the 

20th century [82]. However, mainly because of cheap fossil fuel resources, it 

took the technology almost another 100 years to become applied at a large 

scale and commercially. Novatec Solar commissioned the first DSG Fresnel 

plants in Puerto Errado, Spain, in 2009 and 2012 [168]. These PE-1 and PE-2 

plants provide a nominal electrical power of 5 and 30 MW, respectively. The so-

lar field produces wet steam, which is then separated by a central steam drum. 

The liquid condensate is used again in the solar field, while the saturated 

steam is fed to a steam turbine for producing electricity. Current developments 

by Novatec Solar have also proven the ability to produce superheated steam at 

the PE-1 site [179]. 
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The company Solarlite built the first commercial DSG parabolic trough plant 

with superheated steam. The TSE-1 plant is located in Thailand and was com-

missioned in 2011 [141]. The plant produces superheated steam in the solar 

field of about 30 bar and 330°C, which is fed to a steam turbine. A steam drum 

is used in the solar field to separate the evaporation and superheating section. 

Experience from this plant promotes the feasibility of the DSG technology and 

has proven a very robust operation even during strong transients [141].  

  The basis for these commercial plants was the development started in the 

1990s. The projects GUDE and PRODISS analyzed fundamental principles of 

steam generation in horizontal tubes [97] before the DISS project was started in 

1996 [275]. Although DISS is the official abbreviation for Direct Solar Steam, it 

seems a remarkable coincident that one of the researchers at those times hailed 

from the town Diss in Norfolk, England [273]. In the first phase of this project, 

the accordingly named DISS test facility was designed and built with 500 m of 

LS-3 type collectors. In the second phase, the DISS test facility was used to in-

vestigate the basic operation concepts of DSG, which are recirculation mode, 

once-through mode and injection mode [68]. A schematic diagram of these 

three classical concepts is shown in Figure 1.1. All concepts share that the wa-

ter from the power block is preheated, evaporated and superheated in the solar 

field, and is then finally directly fed to the steam turbine or other steam con-

sumers. In once-through mode, preheating, evaporation and superheating is 

done within the same loop. For injection mode, various injection lines are addi-

tionally foreseen in the loop to have a better controllability [65]. In recirculation 

mode, the solar field is divided into a steam generation part and a superheating 

section. The wet steam from the first section is separated by a steam drum into 

liquid condensate, which is fed back to the solar field inlet, and saturated 

steam, which is fed to the superheating section. 

 

Figure 1.1: Classical DSG operation concepts as proposed in [68]. 
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Experience of the DISS project supported the recirculation mode as the 

most promising option, because it showed a very robust operational behavior 

[276]. Injection mode was considered too expensive, while once-through mode 

was thought to be too challenging from a control point of view at that time. In 

consequence, a pre-commercial DSG plant for recirculation mode was designed 

in the project INDITEP [274]. In the same framework, two new Eurotrough col-

lectors of 100 m length each were added at the inlet of the DISS test facility. A 

detailed system analysis of recirculation plants within the project DIVA then 

identified that higher steam parameters of 100 bar and up to 500°C offer fur-

ther cost reduction and efficiency potential [72]. Component tests for such high 

parameters could successfully be demonstrated during the REAL-DISS project 

at a test facility in Carboneras, Spain [60]. At the same test facility, in the 

framework of the ITES project, a new thermal energy storage concept for DSG 

could be demonstrated by the world’s largest prototype of a phase change ma-

terial (PCM) storage system [145].  

Research and commercial plants show reliable and robust operation of DSG 

solar fields with recirculation mode. However, the DETOP project revealed three 

missing development steps for the long-term success of DSG. These are (a) the 

development of a cheap commercial storage system, (b) the optimization of op-

eration and maintenance procedures together with joint integration concepts of 

solar field, power block and storage system, as well as (c) the development of 

the once-through mode as a more cost-effective solar field option [81]. The lat-

ter research topic led to the initiation of the DUKE project, which aims at the 

demonstration of the once-through mode (OTM) on a commercial-scale test 

loop. In order to reach this goal, the DISS facility was extended by three new 

collectors to a total length of now 1000 m (as of 2013). More details on the per-

formed changes and a history of the DISS facility can be found in [74]. The con-

figuration of the facility relevant for the assessment of OTM is described in the 

next section. The DUKE project is expected to result in an evaluation of the 

OTM and a comparison with the recirculation mode.  

The developments in solar-thermal steam generation remind one of the his-

tories of classical fossil steam generators. The first power plants were operated 

in natural and forced circulation mode because of the simplicity of the ap-

proach. Then the trend to higher efficiencies, i.e. pressures, as well as the need 

for more flexibility led to the introduction of once-through boilers [53]. These 

were introduced as so-called Benson or Sulzer boilers [232] and are, obviously 

with variants, still the current commercial practice. The evolution of solar-

thermal DSG is thus a consequent step. However, the boundary conditions are 

different for solar and fossil once-through boilers, e.g. simply by the fact that 

the energy source of solar boilers cannot be influenced. The current work has 

been performed in the framework of the DUKE project and aims at providing a 
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more scientific background on the most important aspects on solar once-

through boilers. 

The state of the art overview on particular topics such as modeling of steam 

generation in horizontal tubes or control of solar boilers is provided in the cor-

responding chapters. 

1.3 Description of test facility  

The DISS (Direct Solar Steam) test facility was the first large-scale experi-

mental plant for research on the DSG process. It is located in the desert of Tab-

ernas, close to Almería in Spain. The facility belongs to the test center for con-

centrating solar power called Plataforma Solar de Almería (PSA) and is owned 

and operated by the Spanish research center CIEMAT. The facility has seen 

many changes throughout the years of operation, each leading to another step 

forward in DSG research. All operating modes of DSG could and still can be 

tested at the facility. Detailed descriptions on the developments and back-

ground can be found in [74, 272, 275]. 

The facility is used in this work to study the once-through mode (OTM) 

characteristics in detail, to validate transient models and to demonstrate the 

newly developed control concepts. This section thus provides an overview on 

the whole facility and the most important features that are currently available. 

Figure 1.2 shows a schematic diagram of the plant in OTM configuration. Fig-

ure 1.3 shows two photos of the facility to get a real life impression. A feed wa-

ter pump is included in the Balance of Plant (BOP) and provides water to the 

solar field inlet. The water enters collector 0A and is then forced through all 

other collectors in series. On its way, the water is preheated, evaporated and 

then superheated. After the last collector (12), the generated steam is directed 

back to the BOP. At the outlet of the solar field, the pressure level of the steam 

is controlled by a throttle valve (not shown). Normal operation of the facility is 

with a fixed pressure at the outlet. After the throttle valve, the steam passes 

through a heat exchanger. The steam is cooled down and its power is used to 

preheat the water that is going to the solar field inlet. This increases the solar 

field’s inlet temperature to a level that is similar to the feed water temperature 

after the pre-heating section of a conventional power block. The de-superheated 

steam from the heat exchanger then passes a dry cooling system by which it is 

completely condensed. The condensate is collected in the feed water tank from 

which it is sucked by the feed water pump and again directed to the solar field. 

This completes the closed water circuit. Although a steam turbine is not in-

stalled in the facility, the solar field operation can be performed as if a turbine 

was present.  
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Figure 1.2: Diagram of the DISS test facility in once-through mode configuration. 

   

Figure 1.3: Photos of collector 1A of the DISS test facility before extension in DUKE project 

(2007) and aerial view in north-eastern direction of complete new DISS facility (Jan. 2013). 

Source: DLR. 

Typical operating parameters used in this work are an inlet temperature of 

260°C, an outlet temperature of 400°C and an outlet pressure of 80 bar. How-

ever, during the DUKE project, the facility was equipped with new receivers and 

piping that allows operation with outlet steam conditions up to 500°C and 110 

bar [76]. The receivers have a length of 4.06 m, an outer steel tube diameter of 

70 mm and a wall thickness of 5.5 mm. They were produced by the company 

SCHOTT Solar in 2011. The length of all collectors in total is about 1000 m and 

the plant comprises 240 receivers. The collectors are connected with each other 

using ball joints of the company Advanced Thermal Systems Inc., which com-

pensate the length variation of the receivers during the heating process and al-

low rotation of the collectors when tracking the sun, while still being connected 

by fixed steel piping. 

The historical growth of the DISS facility led to a variety of collector types 

with different geometries and efficiencies. As these values are important for en-

ergetic analyses, Table 1.1 provides an overview of all the 16 collectors in-

stalled. Note that only the collector identifiers are used throughout this text, 
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thus, collector 0A indicates the first collector in the loop and collector 1 indi-

cates the fifth collector of the loop. This corresponds to Figure 1.2. In total, 

there is an aperture area of 5195.9 m² available, with a mean optical efficiency 

of 69.8 %. In consequence, during summer irradiation conditions, the loop can 

provide a thermal power of up to 3 MW. This corresponds to a commercial-scale 

size and allows for testing close to power plant conditions. The optical efficien-

cies were determined by cold water experiments with a transient evaluation. 

The uncertainties are higher than ±4.5 % due to the measurement equipment 

available at the plant [75]. 

Table 1.1: Collectors’ geometries and nominal optical efficiencies at DISS facility. 

Name Number Type Aperture 

width 

[m] 

Length (Nomi-

nal module 

length) [m] 

Nominal 

aperture 

area [m²] 

Nominal  

optical 

efficiency 

[%] 

0A 1 SL4600+ 4.60 100 (96) 441.6 76.3 

0B 2 SL4600+ 4.60 100 (96) 441.6 75.4 

1A 3 ET-100 5.76 100 (96) 553.0 65.1 

1B 4 ET-100 5.76 100 (96) 553.0 70.1 

1 5 LS-3 5.76 50 (48) 276.5 69.4 

2 6 LS-3 5.76 50 (48) 276.5 71.4 

3 7 LS-3 5.76 50 (48) 276.5 64.1 

4 8 LS-3 5.76 50 (48) 276.5 66.4 

5 9 LS-3 5.76 50 (48) 276.5 70.9 

6 10 LS-3 5.76 50 (48) 276.5 70.2 

7 11 LS-3 5.76 50 (48) 276.5 72.7 

8 12 LS-3 5.76 50 (48) 276.5 68.1 

9 13 LS-3 5.76 25 (24) 138.3 55.6 

10 14 LS-3 5.76 25 (24) 138.3 65.9 

11 15 LS-3 5.76 50 (48) 276.5 66.6 

12 16 SL4600+ 4.60 100 (96) 441.6 73.7 

Total      1000 (960) 5195.9 69.8 

 

To allow the injection of water during the evaporation and superheating pro-

cess, various injectors are installed along the loop between some collectors (see 

Figure 1.2). Feed water can directly be injected into the steam flow by them. An 

additional injection is located after the last collector. It is used to guarantee a 

steam temperature below 450°C when entering the BOP because of design limi-

tations. During this work, only the injectors before collector 6 and collector 11 

are used. 
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After each collector, Pt100 temperature sensors are installed to measure the 

fluid temperature. Fluid temperature, pressure and mass flow are measured at 

the loop inlet. Pressure is also measured after collector 8, after collector 12 and 

after the BOP throttle valve, the latter serving for pressure level control. The 

steam mass flow is measured after collector 11 and after collector 12. All injec-

tion mass flows are measured as well. Furthermore, differential pressures are 

measured over each collector, over collectors 1 to 8 as total, over collectors 9 to 

11 as total and over the complete loop. 

Two additional features are foreseen for a more detailed study of the OTM 

behavior. First, there are 57 thermocouples installed between the receivers of 

collectors 6 to 9. In this area, the change between evaporation and superheat-

ing is expected for nominal operating conditions. The sensors are located be-

tween each or every second receiver, i.e. every four or eight meters, and meas-

ure the fluid temperature. At some locations, two sensors are installed, with 

one sensor tip slightly above and the other slightly below the middle of the fluid 

cross section. While evaporation takes place at constant temperatures, the su-

perheating shows rising fluid temperatures. Thus, the thermocouples can be 

applied to detect and visualize the end of evaporation by measuring the fluid 

temperature. 

The second feature is the special receivers designed to measure the steel 

wall temperature around the circumference of one cross-section. There are six 

thermocouples welded to the steel surface and distributed around the circum-

ference as shown in Figure 1.4. Each thermocouple is shielded by a thin metal 

sheet to be protected against the incoming concentrated solar radiation, which 

would influence the temperature measurement [272]. The thermocouples are of 

type K, class 1, but measurement uncertainties are higher than standard val-

ues due to the complex set-up. The thermocouples have been installed during 

receiver production and work within the receiver’s vacuum. The heat losses of 

these cross-section receivers are the same as for the normal ones. This configu-

ration permits an analysis close to real receiver wall conditions. Figure 1.5 

shows the locations of the cross-section receivers as installed at the DISS facili-

ty. In total, there are 23 of these receivers in the loop. 16 of them are installed 

close to the outlet of almost each collector. The remaining 7 receivers are locat-

ed at potentially critical points close to the end of evaporation, where a dryout 

might appear, as well as at the locations with the highest steam temperatures 

in the superheating section. The wall temperature measurements are used to 

detect the temperature gradient around the wall during operation, which pro-

vides valuable insight into the heat transfer conditions of the fluid. Low tem-

perature gradients indicate high heat transfer coefficients. It is also possible to 

detect flow regimes in the evaporation section to a certain degree [94, 103]. For 

example, a very high gradient can suggest stratified flow with liquid, i.e. with 
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high heat transfer coefficients, at the bottom and steam, i.e. with low heat 

transfer coefficients, on the top of the receiver. Such insights are decisive for 

the overall evaluation of the life time of a receiver tube.  

 

Figure 1.4: Diagram of a receiver’s cross-section with thermocouples A to F distributed 

around the outer circumference; B to F face the mirrors, while A always faces the sun. 

 

 

Figure 1.5: Locations of the receivers with cross-sectional measurements; white boxes indi-

cate normal receivers, marked boxes indicate cross-section receivers with thermocouples. 
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2 Design of once-through collector loops 

The design of a once-through collector loop is important to allow for a wide 

range of safe operating conditions and for enabling the efficient conversion of 

solar power. Design criteria are developed and summarized in the following sec-

tions. Examples are provided for an exemplary loop with 500°C/110 bar at the 

outlet and a length of 1500 m. Some results are also presented for the 

400°C/80 bar configuration of the DISS test facility. 

2.1 General layout of one loop 

The serial connection of collectors is called a loop and one loop comprises 

various collectors. The main influencing factors to decide how many collectors 

form a loop are the inlet and outlet temperature as well as the geometry of the 

collector. If not stated elsewise, a Eurotrough collector with 150 m length and 

an aperture width of 5.76 m is used here as standard collector type. Consider-

ing the design criteria, which follow in the next sections, a desired outlet tem-

perature of 500°C would result in a loop of ten collectors in series. 

The classical layout of a once-through loop [68] foresaw that all of the water 

enters at the inlet and the steam leaves the loop at the outlet. It is shown later 

that this concept is deemed to fail because of controllability and reliability con-

straints. Thus, the additional injection of water at another location in the loop 

must be foreseen. Figure 2.1 shows four possible loop layouts with injections. It 

can best be interpreted together with Figure 2.2. The latter shows the tempera-

ture profile and steam quality profile along the loop. Note that by scaling the 

loop length to 1 an almost general profile is achieved, which would be valid for 

the same radiation and the same inlet/outlet temperature constraints, but with 

different total length and collectors. Looking at the temperature profile, one can 

see the three important sections of a once-through loop: liquid water is pre-

heated at first until the saturation temperature is reached (at a position of 

about 235 m or 16 % of the loop length). Then, the water is completely evapo-

rated, which is indicated by a steam quality of 1 (at positions 950 m to 1030 m 

depending on the variant, about 2/3 of the loop length). This process takes 

place at a constant temperature or at a slightly decreasing temperature due to 

the pressure losses along the loop, respectively. In the next section, the satu-

rated steam is superheated to the desired temperature at the loop outlet. These 

are the preheating, evaporation and superheating sections. Two important loca-

tions are considered throughout this work. The initial point of evaporation (IPE) 

is the first location at which steam is produced. It is indicated by an initial 

steam quality of greater than 0. The end point of evaporation (EPE) is the loca-
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tion at which no water is in the liquid phase anymore, indicated by the first lo-

cation at which steam quality is equal to one. 

 Variant A is considered the most robust variant with one injection in the 

evaporation section (EVI) and one injection in the superheating section (SHI). 

The EVI can be seen as a drop in the steam quality profile, while the SHI is 

seen in the temperature profile.  

Each injection line must be installed and maintained, such that certain 

costs are associated with it. The power plant owner or project engineers must 

decide whether one or two injections shall be foreseen and at which locations. 

Variant B only has the EVI, while variant C assumes only having the SHI. Vari-

ant D is a compromise, which only applies the EVI in each loop, but for which 

one central injection before the steam turbine is foreseen for safety. If this vari-

ant D is to be designed for the same live steam temperature of the turbine, the 

solar field must provide a higher outlet temperature to give the central injection 

a certain working range. This can be seen in the temperature profile of variant 

D with an exemplary outlet temperature of 525°C. 

Neither the steam quality nor the enthalpy can be measured. In single-

phase flow, the steam temperature and pressure are the only measurable prop-

erties indicating the state of the fluid. In the evaporation section, the saturation 

temperature is directly linked to the pressure. Both are constant for all steam 

qualities. This causes the saturation temperature to decrease slightly along the 

evaporation section due to the pressure loss. However, no fluid state is 

measureable. This non-observability causes problems for control, as will be ex-

plained in chapter 4.  

 

 

Figure 2.1: Overview on variants for general loop layout with different number and locations 

of the injectors. 

Feed water Superheated Steam

A

B

C

D
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Figure 2.2: Temperature and steam quality profile along the loop for different loop layouts. 

The pressure is an important variable of the loop. It is assumed in this work 

that the outlet pressure of the solar field is fixed during normal operation. This 

corresponds to a fixed pressure operation of the steam turbine, which is rec-

ommended for once-through mode [136, 150]. The main reason is that the load-

dominating irradiation can change quickly because of passing cloud. Sliding 

pressure operation would result in fast changes of the loop’s mass content and 

in high temperature and EPE variations. The transient behavior of fixed pres-

sure mode, especially during short cloud events, can be handled much easier 

by keeping the temperature profile along the loop close to nominal conditions. 

Pressure sliding should therefore only take place very slowly under controlled 

conditions.  

The pressure drop along the loop is shown in the upper graph of Figure 2.3 

for an outlet pressure of 110 bar. The pressure drop is the highest in the su-

perheating section due to the high velocity of the steam. The liquid water does 

not show significant pressure loss. In both single-phase flow sections, the 

length-specific pressure drop increases with mass flow and with a reduction of 

outlet pressure level. The pressure loss in the evaporation section additionally 

depends on the steam quality. Special correlations exist for this dependency in 

literature. The ones by Friedel [92] (also in section Lbb of [257]), Thom [244] 

and by Müller-Steinhagen and Heck [181] have shown good agreement with da-

ta from DSG facilities [69, 107, 206]. The Friedel correlation is used here. Un-

certainty of pressure drop correlations is rather high, in the range of about ±30 

% [233], a more detailed overview is provided in [107]. The pressure drop in the 

bends of the piping between the collectors (steps in Figure 2.3) is calculated by 

the correlation of Chisholm [39]. The uncertainty of all two-phase flow correla-

tions must be taken into account when determining the design pressure level of 
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the solar field and of the components. Detailed analyses on large-scale DSG 

plants have not been published yet, but offer a potential for cost reduction by 

better designed components. 

The profile of the average heat transfer coefficient between fluid and the in-

ner tube wall is shown in the lower graph of Figure 2.3. The heat transfer coef-

ficient in the single-phase region can be calculated e.g. by correlations of Gniel-

inski [95], as used here, Dittus-Boelter [263] or Petukhov [191]. The liquid 

phase shows a higher heat transfer than the gas phase. The heat transfer in the 

two-phase region is much higher due to boiling. Suggestions for the calculation 

of two-phase flow correlations are published e.g. by Odeh [186], Gunger and 

Winterton [99], as used here, or Chen [37]. For parabolic trough plants with 

DSG at pressures of 30 to 70 bar, Goebel [96] developed specific correlations 

from experimental data, but with limited validity for other pressure levels. The 

lowest heat transfer is always found at the loop outlet and varies between about 

3200 and 1200 W/m²/K in the example of the 1500 m/500°C loop. Note that 

for these diagrams a scaling of the loop length to one is not useful, as the abso-

lute loop length alters the mass flows and the resulting heat transfer and pres-

sure loss. Only the qualitative shape would remain the same for a scaled dia-

gram. Also note the small fluctuations at the transitions between single-phase 

and two-phase, e.g. at 185 m of the 300 W/m² curve in Figure 2.3 (bottom). 

They are caused by different saturated heat transfer coefficients from the corre-

lations used in both regions. A linear interpolation results in a smoother transi-

tion, but does not imply a better estimate due to the high uncertainty, which 

must be considered anyway. 

 

Figure 2.3: Pressure and heat transfer profile along the 1500 m/500°C loop of variant A for 

different steady-state load conditions. 
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The inlet and outlet temperatures of the loop are usually fixed. The outlet 

temperature is determined by the design parameters of the steam turbine. The 

inlet temperature is determined by the cooling and preheating conditions of the 

power block. The latter conditions may result in a significant part load variation 

of the inlet temperature, especially if the turbine is operated in sliding pressure 

mode. With the inlet and outlet temperature fixed, the heat input or direct 

normal irradiance (DNI) determines the overall mass flow that can be super-

heated. For each irradiation condition, the ideal mass flow can be calculated by 

steady-state heat balances. The irradiation level also dominates the tempera-

ture profile at the end of the loop. Variants with the same outlet temperature 

always also have the same temperature profile directly before the outlet if irra-

diation conditions are the same. This can be seen for variants A to C in Figure 

2.2 in the last collector. It is an important aspect for design. If no SHI is in-

stalled, the steady-state end of evaporation is solely determined by irradiation. 

The share of mass flow injected by the EVI only influences the share of mass 

flow at the inlet, but not the position of the EPE. If an SHI is installed, the EPE 

is shifted upstream. The irradiation level and the share of SHI mass flow de-

termine the EPE. 

The share of the SHI mass flow of the overall mass flow also determines the 

difference between temperatures before and after the injection. The temperature 

difference by the SHI is used as a more intuitive measure in Figure 2.4. If it is 

increased, the injection share is obviously increased as well (upper left graph). 

For high loads, equivalent to high DNI levels, there is no significant difference 

for variants A (SHI at 1350 m) and C (SHI at 1200 m). With low loads, the same 

temperature difference is equivalent to an increase in mass flow share. This in-

crease is slightly smaller for variant C.  

The loop efficiency is another important aspect of the design. The EVI does 

not have any measurable influence on the efficiency. Although the IPE is shifted 

upstream with an increase of the EVI mass flow share, the heat loss in this 

preheating zone is very low. Furthermore, the heat transfer coefficient in the 

evaporation section is very high, such that small changes by the mass flow are 

negligible for efficiency. Dependencies on the temperature difference by the SHI 

are shown in the lower left graph of Figure 2.4. A temperature difference of zero 

is equivalent to the efficiency of variant B, which is set to 100 % in the graph. 

Its absolute value is 71.45 % at 900 W/m² and 65.16 % at 300 W/m² in the ex-

ample. A temperature difference by the SHI of 50 K is assumed now for variants 

A and C. The loop efficiencies at 900 W/m² are 71.27 % for variant C (SHI at 

1200 m) and 71.11 % for variant A (SHI at 1350 m). This is an overall efficiency 

reduction of 0.25 % (variant C) or 0.5 % (variant A) compared to variant B. At a 

very low load of 300 W/m², these reductions are 0.8 % for variant C and 1.7 % 

for variant A. 
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Figure 2.4: Influence of steady-state temperature difference by SHI on (from top to bottom) 

injection share, total loop efficiency, EPE and IPE for variants A (SHI 1350 m) and C (SHI 

1200 m) for two different irradiation levels and variant D (central) for low irradiation level. 

Those efficiency differences are an important result for overall system analy-

sis as well. One might have assumed that a temperature difference of 50 K is 

achieved by a certain collector length and that this length is comparable to the 

loss of the injection. The temperature increase of 50 K along the loop requires 

about 110 m of collector length (compare Figure 2.2). The wrong assumption 

would have suggested an efficiency loss by the injection of 110/1500 or 7.3 % 

of collector surface, respectively. This is by far not the case. The efficiency loss 

is only caused by the difference in heat loss, which is 1.7 % at maximum for 

variant A. In fact, the annual average is much lower, since the loop is mainly 
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operated at high and medium loads throughout the year. It will be shown in 

chapter 4.6 on control that a high temperature difference by the SHI increases 

the controllability significantly. From an efficiency point of view, this must be 

compared to using the equivalent collector area for control, a maximum of 

1.7 % in this case. This corresponds to a length of about 25 m or 17 % of one 

collector. 

Variant D is a special case. The superheating injection is centrally in the 

power block and the temperature difference by the SHI is achieved by the same 

increase of loop outlet temperature. A temperature difference of 40 K therefore 

corresponds to an outlet temperature of 540°C. As the heat loss increases sig-

nificantly with high temperatures, the efficiency of variant D is very low. The 

corresponding curve for 900 W/m² is not shown in Figure 2.4 for readability. 

Its efficiency is almost the same as the 300 W/m² curve of variant C. This does 

not include the additional losses of the header piping. Thus, from an efficiency 

point of view, variant D does not make sense. Variants A and C are also superi-

or for control, as they offer a higher injection share at the same temperature 

difference or at the same efficiency level, respectively. Another problem of vari-

ant D is that the design temperature of the solar field must be increased. This 

can significantly increase the investment cost. The outlet temperature is thus 

limited in the graphs to 540°C. In consequence, variant D is only relevant, if the 

installation of a superheating injection in each loop is extremely expensive.  

Figure 2.4 depicts the change in EPE and IPE on the right hand side. It can 

be expected that the EPE varies by about 17 m in steady-state conditions for all 

relevant loads. It varies by about 25 m for variant A and by only 12 m for vari-

ant C with 50 K temperature difference by the SHI. The EPE is well within the 

seventh collector of the loop for all these variants, between 900 m and 1050 m. 

As there might occur reduced life times of receivers close to the EPE, as studies 

in [230] suggest, it might be beneficial to demand this bordering for simpler 

maintenance. More details are provided in chapter 5, which puts this demand 

into perspective.  

In this respect, it is a useful objective of control to keep the EPE in a narrow 

bandwidth during transient operation. This is the main motivation for the EVI, 

as will be discussed in chapter 4. It is best discussed looking at Figure 2.5, 

which shows the temperature profiles of variant A for various steady-state cas-

es. The problem of EPE control is that the EPE cannot be measured directly. 

One option is to use the temperature measurements between the collectors lim-

iting the EPE, at locations 750 m, 900 m, 1050 m and 1200 m in this case. The 

temperature gradient between 750 m and 900 m can be extrapolated. The tem-

perature gradient between 1050 m and 1200 m can be extrapolated back, i.e. 

upstream. The intersection of the gradients can be used as a measure for the 

location of the EPE. This is sufficient for limiting the EPE during transients, 
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even if it is clear from the temperature profile that the gradient measure does 

not provide the correct location of the EPE.  

Another option is to control the temperature before the superheating injec-

tion. The nominal case of Figure 2.5 has an inlet temperature of 260°C and a 

temperature difference by the SHI of 30 K. The resulting temperature before the 

SHI is almost constant for high and medium loads, 460°C in the example. At 

lower loads, the superheating efficiency is reduced. Keeping the desired tem-

perature difference, the temperature before the SHI is 467°C. Keeping the tem-

perature before the SHI at 460°C, the working range of the SHI is reduced to 

23 K. By following the latter approach, the control of the temperature before the 

SHI keeps the EPE within 10 meters during all loads. So far, it has not been 

considered that the inlet temperature usually varies with load for large-scale 

power plants. Figure 2.5 exemplifies this at a low load with an inlet tempera-

ture of 180°C. Note that this case fulfills both a temperature drop of 30 K and a 

temperature before the SHI of 460°C. However, the EPE is shifted downstream 

by about 45 m. To keep the EPE at the nominal location, a temperature before 

the SHI of 486°C would be needed.  

Control variants for the EPE by the EVI are patented by Feldhoff and Eck 

[73]. An example for shifting the setpoints of the temperature before the injec-

tion is elaborated in [248]. It is assumed in this work that a small fluctuation of 

the EPE is acceptable. If it can be kept within one collector, it is even beneficial 

to let it vary slightly in order to distribute the thermo-mechanical loads associ-

ated with the EPE along the whole collector. More details are derived in chapter 

5. Other items for the steady-state design of an OTM loop are derived in the up-

coming sections. 

 

Figure 2.5: Part load temperature profiles for loop variant A with 1500 m/500°C; variation 

for irradiation level, temperature drop by the SHI and inlet temperature; nominal case with 

30 K by SHI and 260°C inlet temperature. 
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2.2 Considering thermo-mechanical loads 

The receivers and other components of the solar field must be designed for 

safe operation of the plant. The high pressure of the fluid causes mechanical 

stress within the components’ wall. The wall thickness is thus chosen such 

that the component can permanently resist this stress level. In solar boilers, 

there is additional stress caused by the high temperature, its variation over 

time and the irradiation incident on the receiver tubes. These thermal stress 

loads must be analyzed and considered in detail to guarantee safe operation. 

Good overviews for the design of DSG systems are published by Steinmann 

[230] and Eck [66, 69]. The corresponding ideas are used here to briefly exem-

plify the procedure for steady-state design of the receivers. First, single-phase 

flow is considered, then, the situation in the evaporation section is examined. A 

methodology for transient stress analysis is suggested separately in chapter 5. 

2.2.1 Single-phase flow 

During steady-state operation, the single-phase heat transfer coefficient 

(HTC) between fluid and inner wall can be assumed constant around the tube’s 

circumference. A schematic diagram of an irradiated receiver cross-section is 

shown in Figure 2.6, left. The intensity of irradiation varies along the circum-

ference of the tube and depends on the collector type. The graph on the right il-

lustrates an irradiance profile of a Eurotrough collector with data based on 

[221]. An incidence angle of 0° is assumed and one can imagine the sun from 

the top and mirrors located at the bottom. The circles represent constant irra-

diation intensity with high values corresponding to large diameters. The diame-

ter steps shown correspond to 20 % steps in intensity. Intensity peaks are 

found at about 40° from the mirror center to both sides. The lower intensity in 

the middle can be explained by the shadowing effect of the receiver itself and 

the gap in the mirrors. The shape of the profile can vary significantly in reality 

depending on the quality of the mirrors, collector structure, aperture width, re-

ceiver diameter and other influences. It stays nearly the same for parabolic 

troughs as long as the collector tracks the sun. Only the orientation of the pro-

file changes, while the axes remain. This is different for Fresnel collectors, 

which undergo significant changes in the shape of the profile during the day. 

The location of the maximum circumferential stress depends on the value of 

the HTC [230], which is illustrated by Figure 2.7 for a Eurotrough irradiance 

profile as of Figure 2.6 (right). The radial temperature gradient dominates the 

stress, if the HTC is high. The resulting maximum stress is then found at the 

location of the highest incident heat flux, usually on the side of location B in 

Figure 2.6 (left), with deviations according to the actual inhomogeneous irradia-

tion profile. For low values of the HTC, the heat conductivity within the cross-

section has more impact and the location of the highest stress is shifted to loca-
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tion A [230]. The temperature profile within the tube wall can be determined by 

steady-state energy balances, when the flow conditions, the material properties 

and the irradiation profile are known. 

          

Figure 2.6: Schematic diagram of an irradiated cross-section of an absorber tube with sin-

gle-phase flow (left) and normalized distribution of incident heat flux on the absorber tube of 

a Eurotrough collector at an incidence angle of 0° (right). 

   

Figure 2.7: Circumferential stress depending on heat transfer coefficient for DISS facility 

with steam of 400°C/80 bar; position A at inner wall of unirradiated side, position B inner 

wall of irradiated side; based on [211, 230]. 
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temperature gradient around the cross-section versus the steam mass flow pro-
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the new DISS facility and steam parameters of 400°C and 80 bar. The charac-

teristic lines are given for constant irradiation levels between 900 W/m² and 

300 W/m². A Eurotrough collector is assumed, which is similar to an LS-3 col-

lector, e.g. collector 11 of the DISS facility. The irradiation intensity is smaller 

for a Solarlite collector due to its smaller aperture width. It is thus sufficient for 

design to consider only the Eurotrough curve. The design steam mass flow is 

calculated from steady-state heat balances. It is used to derive the correspond-

ing HTC with the help of the fluid properties. Temperature and HTC are then 

used as boundary conditions for the receiver simulation. The resulting design 

curve is shown as dashed line in Figure 2.8. This diagram is derived for steady-

state conditions, but DISS experiments and simulation studies [211] show that 

it can be applied for normal transient conditions in the superheater as well. 

     

Figure 2.8: Maximum temperature gradients in the superheater section of the DISS test fa-

cility at 400°C and 80 bar depending on mass flow and effective irradiation; simulations for 

Eurotrough collector and new DUKE receivers. 

The irradiation to be considered in the diagram is the effective irradiation, 

which is the DNI corrected by the cosine of the incidence angle and other opti-

cal effects (for details see definition in equation (3.15) on page 39). A tempera-

ture gradient of about 35 K is derived for an effective irradiation of 900 W/m² at 

nominal conditions. This is well below the recommended limit of 50 K [66]. Note 

that the limit is usually provided by the receiver manufacturer. The 50 K limit 

is a rather general suggestion for steam generators, which must be analyzed in 

more detail and altered according to stress analyses, e.g. with the ANSYS re-

ceiver model. The value of 50 K is kept here for simplicity and already offers 

some safety margin for the DISS case. The applied receiver model was validated 
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against the model in [69] and data from the new DISS facility. Both results sug-

gest an accuracy of about ±3 K for the maximum temperature gradient. Never-

theless, it is recommended to choose a buffer of at least 10 K to the maximum 

allowable gradient for safety and as a buffer for peak deviations of the irradia-

tion profile. The buffer for the DISS facility is at least 15 K for steady-state con-

ditions when operating at an outlet temperature of 400°C. 

During normal operation, the irradiation level can quickly vary and the inlet 

mass flow is adapted accordingly. There might be situations in which the irra-

diation increases quickly, e.g. after a long field of passing clouds. The low inlet 

mass flow is then combined with a high irradiation level. To avoid critical tem-

perature gradients in those situations as well, the minimum mass flow should 

be chosen accordingly. It is suggested here to limit it according to the maxi-

mum effective irradiation at clear sky level. This is exemplified in the following. 

During a winter day, clouds can cover the solar field and show an effective irra-

diation of 500 W/m². The minimum mass flow to the loop should then not be 

chosen lower than 0.4 kg/s, i.e. with 40 K temperature difference in Figure 2.8. 

However, the maximum clear sky irradiation might be as high as 700 W/m² 

when clouds suddenly disappear. As a safety measure, one should thus look at 

the temperature gradient at this irradiation level. The same temperature gradi-

ent of 40 K results in a minimum mass flow of 0.7 kg/s. The plant can be oper-

ated safely, because the nominal mass flow at 500 W/m² (0.8 kg/s) is higher 

than the minimum mass flow (0.7 kg/s). This situation changes for a lower ir-

radiation level of 300 W/m² of the same winter day. The steady-state design 

mass flow (about 0.5 kg/s) is below the most conservative minimum mass flow 

(0.7 kg/s). The desired outlet temperature cannot be reached under the con-

servative mass flow and a trade-off is needed to continue operation. It must 

then be checked, whether a short term load with a higher maximum tempera-

ture gradient might be allowable. If the plant is operated at 0.5 kg/s, the max-

imum temperature gradient at suddenly disappearing clouds can be almost 

50 K at 700 W/m². This is usually acceptable, but must be checked in advance. 

If the same situation is assumed for a summer day with a maximum irradiation 

of 900 W/m², the temperature gradients at 0.5 kg/s may reach more than 

60 K. If the stress load from such an event is still acceptable, operation can be 

continued. Otherwise, a lower outlet temperature must be accepted or collec-

tors must be quickly defocused for a short time when clouds suddenly disap-

pear. Note that this is a worst case estimate. If reflectivity of the collectors is 

low on that day or the cloud field will not disappear, the plant can be operated 

safely. On the other hand, the example shows that a simple global minimum 

mass flow can lead to critical situations in summer. Thus, the suggested meth-

od of an adaptive limitation leads to a better range in winter and a much safer 

operation in summer time. Note that a strict interpretation of Figure 2.8 does 
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not limit the inlet mass flow to the loop, but the mass flow in the superheating 

section. 

The two critical locations to be checked in the superheating section of an 

OTM loop are the outlet of the loop and the collector outlet before the SHI. As 

mentioned above, the outlet collector of the DISS facility has a lower heat flux 

and thus is less critical than shown. The situation before the SHI is conserva-

tively estimated by reducing the mass flow in the graph by 10 %, which is a 

kind of maximum injection share for DISS operation. The resulting temperature 

gradient can then be read from the corresponding irradiation curve at a re-

duced mass flow. For the DISS design, this still guarantees a buffer of more 

than 12 K during all situations. 

Another location with single-phase flow to be analyzed is at the loop inlet, as 

the inlet mass flow can be significantly lower than the superheating mass flow. 

2.2.2 Two-phase flow 

A similar analysis must be performed for the evaporation section. The max-

imum temperature gradient around the circumference shall be small. Certain 

flow regimes exist that guarantee a homogeneous heat transfer around the cir-

cumference and, by that, limit the temperature gradient. It must thus be shown 

that such flow regimes are maintained during all operating conditions. This re-

places the calculation of temperature gradients as a function of mass flow, as 

used for the superheating section. The design can therefore be limited to verify-

ing the desired flow patterns along the evaporation path. 

The determination of the flow patterns is a complex task because of the var-

ious types of flow that can occur in the evaporation section. Figure 2.9 provides 

an overview of such flow patterns. The actual pattern depends on the vapor 

void fraction, mass flow, geometries and other conditions. Not all types of flow 

are present in a forced convection boiler. In fact, the ideal transformation from 

liquid to pure gas is via bubble and annular flow only. Both flow patterns guar-

antee a homogeneous and high heat transfer coefficient at the inner pipe wall. 

A good introduction to this topic is found in [67]. The main question for heat 

transfer, and thus stress analysis, is the actual flow pattern in the receiver. 

Baker [12] was one of the first to publish a flow pattern map for oil/gas 

flows in horizontal pipes, which is still used. Taitel and Dukler [237] developed 

a common flow pattern map to distinguish analytically between the flow re-

gimes. It was slightly adapted by Steiner [228] and can also be found in section 

Hbb of [257]. Thome and colleagues [129-131] developed another map, which is 

more accurate for refrigeration systems, but rather complicated to apply. It was 

extended to diabatic flow in [266, 267, 280]. A simplified version [246] is 

achieved by applying void fraction calculations of [212]. An overview can be 

found in [245]. Nakamura [184] analyzed the particular transition from wavy to 
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dispersed flow for horizontal pipes. Matuszkiewicz [164] investigated the bubble 

to slug flow transition and explained it by instabilities of void fraction waves. 

The latter approach was used to model a wide range of flows in [7]. 

 

 

Figure 2.9: Flow patterns in horizontal two-phase flow [257]. 

Note that most of the flow pattern maps have been developed for oil/gas, 

water/air or refrigeration systems. Only Müller [182], Odeh [185] and Hermann 

[103] especially analyzed the case of solar boilers in parabolic troughs. Goebel 

[96] analyzed the heat transfer in some regimes for the DSG case in detail. 

The flow pattern map of Taitel/Dukler is shown in Figure 2.10. Their ap-

proach is based on dimensionless numbers that are derived from the physical 

parameters of gas and liquid phase and the mass flows of the two phases [107]. 

The Martinelli parameter X defines a ratio of liquid to gas phase pressure drop 

when considered separately. A modified Froude number Fr* is used to distin-

guish between annular and wavy flow. The variable K separates stratified and 

wavy flow. Eventually, the dimensionless number T indicates the ratio of turbu-

lent to gravity forces acting on the gas phase. It is used as a measure to distin-

guish between plug and bubble/dispersed flow. Besides the limits of the flow 

map, there are two design curves (above and almost parallel to the Fr* line of 

the map) characterizing the loop and the flow path of a once-through steam 

generator at high (solid line) and low (dashed line) irradiation conditions. The 

spike of the lines is caused by the evaporation injection, which shifts the curve 

to higher mass flows. The lines must be compared with the Fr* boundary be-

tween wavy and annular flow. All conditions are within annular and plug flow 

according to the Taitel/Dukler map. It can be seen that the design of the DISS 

facility at 400°C (Figure 2.10, right) is similar and slightly less conservative 

than the 1500 m/500°C loop (Figure 2.10, left). Experiments at the DISS facili-

ty show that the chosen design is sufficient to guarantee a good heat transfer in 
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the evaporation section. It can thus be expected that the high temperature loop 

is also in the annular flow region. 

One must be aware that all maps only indicate an approximate transition 

border. The design should be done such that the evaporation path along the 

loop is conservatively in the annular flow region. For a given collector geometry, 

this is achieved by increasing the mass flux or the length of the loop, respec-

tively. The resulting pressure drop of the loop increases and a compromise 

must be found during the design stage. During low part load and with OTM, the 

evaporation path is shifted closer to the wavy flow region. Even a fast annular 

flow might lead to a short dry-out region, when not enough water for wetting of 

the whole wall is left. This happens close to the end of evaporation and cannot 

be avoided in practice. Especially this transition from annular to pure gas flow 

and the corresponding heat transfer coefficient is hardly predictable [107]. 

  

Figure 2.10: Transition between wavy and annular flow by Fr* shown in Taitel/Dukler flow 

regime map for 1500 m/500°C loop (left) and DISS facility/400°C/80 bar (right); each at 

900 W/m² (-) and 300 W/m² (--); each with Schott PTR-70-DSG receivers of DISS facility. 

Herrmann [103] analyzed the particularly important transition between 

wavy and annular flow for irradiated absorber tubes. A simplified correspond-

ing map is shown in Figure 2.11, which has also been used in [205]. It is based 

on the superficial velocities of the separate phases. The existence of a water film 

on top of the inner tube is explained by the local heat flux. If the local heat flux 

is lower than the energy needed for the evaporation of the water in the wetting 

film, the annular flow can be maintained. If the heat flux is higher, the film will 

not be closed at the top. The resulting temperature gradient around the cross-

section is increased. Characteristic curves of a constant temperature gradient 

show the same shape as the transition curve. A deterministic model to predict 

the characteristic lines was developed. It can be applied for choosing good mass 

flow conditions for a once-through loop. Nevertheless, uncertainty must be tak-

en into account for this specialized model as well. It must be mentioned that 

the transition line is now dependent on the effective irradiation. The situation of 
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a once-through loop is represented by a straight line connecting the two veloci-

ties of completely saturated liquid and steam in the absorbers, since the super-

ficial velocities are calculated as if each phase would be alone within the cross-

section. The 1500 m/500°C loop is described by the combination of 1.3 m/s 

liquid and 12.2 m/s gas velocities for high loads and 0.38/ 4.2 m/s for low 

loads. For the DISS facility at 400°C/80 bar, the combination is 0.7/ 12 m/s 

for high loads and 0.3/ 5.0 m/s for low loads. The model of [103] can be ap-

plied for detailed designs providing a good estimation of wetted surface and 

temperature differences. Nevertheless, results from the DISS facility show that 

the simple map of Taitel/Dukler [237] provides an already sufficient result 

when the part load design considers a certain distance to the critical transition 

line of Fr*. The latter approach was chosen here, as shown in Figure 2.10. 

 

Figure 2.11: Simplified flow pattern map for the transition between stratified and annular 

flow; 60 bar, 4° tilted collector; straight line representing once-through loop conditions along 

the evaporation path; numbers indicate cross-section temperature difference; taken from 

[103, 205]. 

An interesting phenomenon gets apparent in the flow maps of Herrmann 

[103]. The transition curve is shifted to the left and has a higher peak when the 

pressure level is increased. This means that the mass flux must be increased 

with pressure to achieve the same maximum temperature gradient. Recall that 

the pressure drop increases with mass flow and decreases with pressure level. 

Thus, the absolute pressure drop of two loops at different, fixed outlet pressure 

levels will differ less than one might expect, if the loop is designed for the same 

maximum nominal temperature gradient. Nevertheless, it is usually more bene-

ficial to choose the higher pressure level. 
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Also note that the collector and the absorber tube are tracked with the sun. 

At solar noon, the irradiation comes from the bottom and does not intercept 

with the top of the absorber. This is positive for maintaining annular flow. Dur-

ing the morning and evening, the irradiation comes further from the side and 

wavy flow is more likely. However, the heat flux density is usually also reduced 

due to the lower DNI level. In consequence, the nominal temperature gradients 

are close to the ones at low loads in the afternoon. Design and results from the 

new DISS facility suggest that annular flow is achieved during all loads, estab-

lishing a maximum temperature difference of about 10-15 K. Only a small in-

crease very close to the EPE is observed, which is hardly predictable. It is below 

or close to the superheater values and, therefore, not critical at steady-state. 

For additional safety of the design, it is highly recommended to check the 

resulting temperature gradients within a cross-section for the case of a loss of 

wetted surface near the end of evaporation. A design example and illustrating 

experimental results are presented in chapter 5.3. 

Daily start-up and shut-down of the solar field causes high thermal stress 

to the receivers. This is probably the main challenge for the stability of the re-

ceiver tubes, if the temperature gradients are designed to be low by the meth-

ods explained above. A similar problem is known from modern fossil plants 

with fast load changes and start-up demand [29, 102]. This fatigue must al-

ready be taken into account in the design phase. The design should consider 

that there might be days with long cloud periods, which require the solar field 

to be started-up twice a day. 

For Fresnel collector fields, it is a viable option to build the collectors on a 

tilted ground. One example is Novatec Solar’s PE-1 plant. It is then beneficial to 

locate the initial evaporation on a lower level than the end of evaporation, since 

this increases the flow regime of annular flow in the evaporation section [67, 

103]. The irradiation profile of Fresnel collectors around the absorber tube is 

very different from parabolic troughs. This difference must be considered for 

the analysis of temperature gradients. 

2.3 Considering thermo-hydraulic instabilities 

There are three types of thermo-hydraulic instabilities to be considered for 

OTM loops. A stationary analysis is performed to identify so-called Ledinegg in-

stabilities. In addition, various types of dynamic instabilities exist. For large so-

lar fields, the parallel flow instabilities might arise as well. The good news is 

that there are two simple counter-measures for these instabilities: the pressure 

at the loop inlet must be increased and the inlet mass flow must be controlled. 

For completeness, the following short paragraphs provide more details. 

Ledinegg [148] derived a reason for flow instabilities from the characteristic 

of pressure loss versus mass flow of a steam generator. A typical diagram of 
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such a characteristic is given in Figure 2.12 for the DISS test facility at 80 bar 

and 900 W/m². Instabilities arise when one system pressure drop can be estab-

lished by two or more different mass flows. Let us consider the curve of 120°C 

inlet temperature. The pressure drop of 6.6 bar of the loop could in principle be 

the result of three different mass flows, namely about 1, 2 and 3 kg/s. If the 

system is at 2 kg/s and a small irradiation or pressure disturbance happens, 

the mass flow might immediately change to 1 kg/s. A reduction to half the 

mass flow may have severe impact on the loop, e.g. very high temperature gra-

dients within the receivers. Such damages in fossil plants were the motivation 

for the analysis by Ledinegg. Note that this is not deterministic but a rather 

stochastic event. A very good description is given by Dolezal [51-53]. Mathemat-

ically, it can be postulated that the pressure drop must always increase with 

mass flow to achieve “Ledinegg stability”, i.e. / 	0. This is usually 

achieved with low subcooling or a high temperature at the loop inlet, respec-

tively. For power plants with a high preheating of the feed water, the tempera-

ture at the solar field inlet is usually high enough. Nevertheless, Ledinegg sta-

bility must be guaranteed during all operating conditions, especially during the 

start-up procedure when feed water preheating in the power block is started af-

ter solar field operation. If the characteristic is not monotonically increasing, a 

throttle valve or orifice at the loop inlet can be installed. The throttling must be 

increased until the sum of the pressure losses has a monotonically increasing 

characteristic. This must be checked for all relevant irradiation conditions. 

 

Figure 2.12: Pressure drop vs. mass flow rate; characteristic Ledinegg diagram for OTM par-

abolic trough loop with 1000 m at 80 bar outlet pressure and 900 W/m² DNI. 
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Such an analysis can be extended in a transient manner as well, as demon-

strated by Taitel [236]. There is a vast field of dynamic instabilities that have 

been observed in two-phase flow systems, such as density wave oscillations 

(DWO), pulsating burnout, pressure drop oscillations and thermal oscillations. 

Good overviews are provided in [28, 49, 124]. Most of these instabilities can be 

traced back to the Ledinegg characteristic and can thus be avoided by adapting 

it by inlet throttling [214]. DWO are the most commonly described dynamic in-

stability, as it can induce burnout, component vibration or control problems 

[14, 18, 231]. Therefore, various approaches to model these instabilities have 

been performed, e.g. in [210, 240]. Steinmann [229] simulated DWO for a DSG 

loop. He showed that DWO do not occur, if the inlet mass flow is controlled. 

This is also beneficial for temperature control.  

 Parallel flow distribution is commonly considered a topic of concern. If the 

DNI to parallel evaporator loops is not the same, an imbalance in mass flow can 

occur. It originates from an imbalance in pressure drop. The loop with the 

highest irradiation shows a higher steam fraction at the outlet. This causes a 

higher pressure drop in the loop. As the loops are connected at the outlet to the 

same header line, the pressure drop of all loops tends to be the same. Thus, the 

mass flow of the irradiated loop is decreased to reduce the pressure drop. This 

causes an even higher steam fraction or superheating at the outlet [217]. Even-

tually, it can result in the dryout of the irradiated tube section. In order to 

avoid this, Taitel and Minzer [172, 173, 235, 238] developed a control strategy 

for evaporators and Koch [139] studied the control of parallel superheating sec-

tions for the recirculation concept. Their works can be used for design of a 

suitable control. The controllability of parallel flow is also proven by commercial 

DSG plants in the evaporation section [168]. Thus, one must take care about 

this control, but it is no major problem. The control for once-through boilers is 

similar or even simpler. There is a high overall loop pressure loss due to the 

long superheating section of the once-through loop, while the superheating sec-

tion is separate for recirculation mode. For safe operation, each once-through 

loop requires its own inlet control valve. By foreseeing a pressure drop reserve 

at these valves, no particular problem should arise from parallel loops in once-

through boilers. 

It can thus be concluded that the active control of the inlet mass flow with a 

certain offset pressure drop over the control valve is sufficient to avoid all kinds 

of hydraulic instabilities in the solar field. 
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2.4 Considering further design aspects 

There are other design criteria that may depend on the particular boundary 

conditions of a project or an adjacent process. These could be site conditions, 

water quality, feed water conditions, material limitations, storage requirements 

and other items. Some aspects are covered in the following paragraphs. 

The live steam, which is fed to the steam turbine, must not only be provided 

at a certain temperature and pressure level, but must also fulfill high chemical 

composition requirements. The water entering the solar field must already 

comply with this water quality. Potable water cannot be used and must be de-

mineralized in advance to avoid corrosion and other degradation effects in the 

pipes. Salt in the water can lead to the blockage of steam attemperator orifices. 

For steel with high shares of chrome, chloride usually is the main driver for 

corrosion and its formation must be avoided. Conditioning of the water may on-

ly be done using volatile matters in order to avoid their deposit in the absorber 

tubes or solar field piping. If certain substances cannot be omitted, other 

measures must be taken to avoid deposit on the superheating tubes. This may 

be the installation of condensate traps, which can offer the possibility to remove 

water during the night and to thereby reduce the concentration of those sub-

stances. Although this seems trivial, various tube cracks in nuclear power 

plants have reportedly been associated to insufficient water quality due to ac-

celerated corrosion [47, 201]. Thus, corresponding water quality standards ex-

ist for conventional boilers and it is highly recommended to comply with those 

for solar boilers as well. These are e.g. the VGB guideline VGB-S-010-T-00 and 

the DIN EN 12952-12. 

The final loop shape must be taken into account for the design of the loop 

length. If a U-turn of the loop is desired, i.e. the header for inlet and outlet are 

close to each other, the number of collectors per loop is even. The loop length 

can only be varied in steps of two collectors. The decision for an adequate loop 

length is then usually unambiguous. If the loop does not have a U-turn, i.e. the 

inlet header is far away from the power block and the outlet header close to it, 

the loop length can be chosen more flexibly. 

A thermal energy storage system for DSG plants ideally consists of a latent 

phase change material (PCM) storage in combination with a sensible molten 

salt two-tank or three-tank storage system [81, 143]. Such a storage system 

has not been built commercially yet, but various research activities aim at its 

development [195, 277]. Sodium nitrate (NaNO3) is a promising PCM option 

and a prototype with this material has already been tested successfully [144]. It 

has a melting temperature of 306°C [17] and is used for evaporation and con-

densation, respectively. For charging, the condensing steam must have a tem-

perature difference of about 10 K above the PCM. This corresponds to saturated 

steam at about 316°C or 110 bar, respectively. For discharging, the wa-
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ter/steam temperature must be below the PCM temperature, which results in 

evaporation at about 296°C or 80 bar. A once-through loop must thus be de-

signed for a constant pressure level of about 110 bar at the outlet. In part load, 

the pressure can be reduced to about 80 bar to allow for a combined operation 

from the solar field and the storage system. A variety of inlet and outlet condi-

tions can occur in the solar field by these operating conditions. They must al-

ready be taken into account during the design stage. 

 The final loop design should be checked for its robustness against devia-

tions from the design conditions. Especially the start-up conditions in combina-

tion with a power block or thermal energy storage system should be evaluated 

in detail. The influence of a reduced optical or thermal efficiency should be 

evaluated as well. These variations may impose fairly different conditions onto 

the loop compared to the nominal design conditions. 

2.5 Derived design criteria and reference loops 

The methodology to design a once-through loop is straightforward. In fact, 

only a few variables are free to choose, namely the collector geometry, the loop 

length and the shares and positions of the evaporation injection (EVI) and the 

superheating injection (SHI). The difficulty is to model and to jointly consider all 

relevant aspects, which are partly contradictory. The recirculation mode offers 

more design freedom, since the evaporation and the superheating loops can be 

designed almost independently and the mass flows are considerably different 

[69]. This freedom is exchanged by a simple scalability of the OTM loop. 

In practice, the collector geometry, the feed water temperature and the de-

sired outlet steam parameters are already fixed at the beginning. A simple pro-

cedure is proposed for a loop with two injections (variant A) in the following. 

The design of the other variants can be derived accordingly. 

Define a desired temperature drop by the superheating injection (SHI), e.g. 

40 K or half of the temperature increase of one collector. For a defined effective 

irradiation, the mass flow is then given by the steady-state heat balance. It is 

sufficient to consider the inlet mass flow and the mass flow behind the SHI. The 

EVI can be ignored at first. The loop length is then chosen such that a good 

compromise of the following aspects is achieved: 

 Low steady-state temperature gradients in the receiver walls of the 

superheating section (end of loop and before SHI; mind the reduced 

mass flow before the SHI) 

 Evaporation path conservatively in the annular flow regime for nomi-

nal and part load 

 Low pressure drop along the loop 

 EPE within one collector for all/most of the loads. 
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The loop shape (U-turn or straight) and collector geometry defines how flexi-

bly the loop length can be varied. After this first design result, the nominal op-

erating range of the evaporation injection (EVI) is chosen, e.g. a constant mass 

flow or share of the inlet mass flow. A value in the range of about 5 to 10 % of 

the inlet mass flow seems reasonable. The EVI is then located at a position that 

allows an injection around a steam quality of 80 to 85 %. The flow regime is 

checked with the split evaporation mass flow and the EVI position and share 

are adapted iteratively. If no acceptable compromise can be found, the SHI 

mass flow can be varied slightly while keeping the loop length constant. If still 

no compromise can be found, the position and nominal mass flow of the SHI 

must be adapted, and the procedure to find a new loop length must be started 

again. 

The same methodology has been used to design the 1500 m/500°C loop and 

the experimental set-up for the DISS facility at 400°C. For the latter loop, the 

SHI is chosen to be before collector 11 and the EVI before collector 6. The EVI 

reduces the steam quality from 93 % to about 85 %. It would be positioned 

more conservatively before collector 5 for a commercial plant. However, the very 

high steam quality before the EVI is used for experiments in order to test an ex-

treme case. The same injection was also used for experiments at lower outlet 

temperatures at the beginning of the test campaign and in winter time. The EVI 

should be located further upstream with increasing outlet temperature. It 

should be before collector 3 for temperatures of 500°C. However, the design cri-

teria are hardly fulfilled for such high temperatures in the 1000 m DISS loop, 

since the ideal length is around 1500 m. Experiments for testing the limits are 

recommended for the future to validate the models at these high temperatures. 

Figure 2.13 shows the design mass flow as a function of the effective irradia-

tion for the 400°C DISS loop with two injections. The mass flow before the SHI 

defines the temperature before the SHI, which is 350°C in the example. The EVI 

mass flow was chosen to be 5 % of the inlet mass flow. The underlying design is 

used especially in chapter 3.4 for the derivation of transfer functions of the 

DISS facility. Figure 2.14 shows the design of the 1500 m/500°C once-through 

loop. 
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Figure 2.13: Stationary mass flow as a function of effective irradiation for DISS test facility 

with inlet temperature 260°C, outlet temperature 400°C, temperature before SHI 350°C and 

outlet pressure 80 bar. 

 

Figure 2.14: Stationary mass flow as a function of effective irradiation for 1500 m/500°C 

loop with inlet temperature 260°C, temperature before SHI 480°C and outlet pressure 110 

bar. 
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3 Transient process models for once-through mode 

The transient behavior of temperature, mass flow and pressure is of major 

importance for the analysis of once-through mode (OTM) solar fields. In conven-

tional Benson boilers, the amount of fuel can be adapted to the current needs 

in order to avoid large deviations from the desired operating point. This degree 

of freedom does not exist in solar-thermal power plants. The sun cannot be in-

fluenced directly. In consequence, the deviations from the nominal operating 

point will be pervasive – or in other words: a real steady-state will not occur. 

Once the loop has been designed, the geometric boundary conditions for a 

transient analysis are fixed. In order to analyze the transient behavior, one can 

run real experiments and/or use transient simulation models. As real large-

scale experiments for the plants considered here would be too expensive and 

time-consuming, this option should usually be avoided. Transient simulation 

models offer the possibility for assessing various situations and boundary con-

ditions to find an optimal solar field configuration, operating instructions and 

control strategies. Such models already exist for conventional steam generators. 

However, the boundary conditions are different e.g. in absorber tube length and 

diameters, heat input and order of local distribution. Therefore, new suitable 

models had to be derived. 

Depending on the desired result and the allowable effort, different process 

models shall be used. A detailed model of the process should be available for 

understanding the main dynamics and system characteristics. The detailed 

model can serve as good approximation of the real plant. For extensive parame-

ter studies or for use in real-time control applications, it is desirable to have a 

model that has a short simulation time, while still catching the main dynamics. 

Furthermore, for control system design, the most practical forms of transient 

models are linear transfer functions or state-space representations. 

All three types of models are presented in this chapter. The detailed model is 

a spacially discretized model with partial differential and algebraic equations. It 

is implemented in Modelica/Dymola and was mainly developed by Hirsch [105]. 

A simplified lumped, moving boundary model is developed based on [203] and 

combined with a partly distributed approach. This model catches the main dy-

namics by 26 differential and additional algebraic equations. For the design of 

controllers, linear transfer functions of some sections are available based on 

Eck [57], while transfer functions for the complete loop must be identified. All 

models are described and validated in this chapter. They are then used in the 

following chapters for concept analysis. 
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3.1 Detailed model with axial discretization 

There are many applications that require two-phase or multi-phase flow 

modeling, e.g. in chemical and process industry, and specialized journals have 

existed for many decades. One example is Minami [171], who studied transient 

two-phase flow phenomena of kerosene-air mixtures experimentally in horizon-

tal pipelines (420 m length, 78 mm in diameter) of comparable dimensions as 

those in parabolic troughs. Taitel and Minzer [239] suggested simplified transi-

ent models for such pipeline flows. However, these models neither include heat-

ed pipes nor the complete process from preheating, evaporation to superheated 

conditions. 

The following section gives an insight into modeling approaches by extend-

ing the work in [78]. While modeling of single-phase fluid behavior in parabolic 

troughs is rather simple [35, 278], the case of direct steam generation (DSG) is 

more complex. This is due to a long section of two-phase flow and a large densi-

ty difference in the fluid between the inlet and outlet of a loop. In fact, the fluid 

density at the inlet is about 20 to 40 times higher than at the outlet for a typi-

cal once-through loop. For single-phase loops with synthetic oil or molten salt it 

is only in the range of 1.1 to 1.2. Various modeling approaches for the DSG 

process – or steam generation in general – exist. They can predominantly be 

distinguished by the way the two-phase flow is considered in the derivation of 

the main equations. The model must consider that at the inlet, a first part of 

the collector will preheat the water, such that a liquid single-phase flow with a 

low dependency on pressure exists. This section is followed by two-phase flow 

in the evaporation part before a single-phase flow again exists in the superheat-

ing part. The latter sections with steam both significantly depend on pressure. 

Complex models developed for the nuclear industry consider the flow by a 6-

equation model: mass, momentum and energy balance equations are stated for 

each phase separately. The equations are then closed mainly by empirical in-

teraction laws [15]. Simulation tools such as CATHARE [22], ATHLET [227], 

APROS [146] or RELAP5 [48] use such models for steam generation. ATHLET is 

currently also adapted for the simulation of the solar DSG process in parabolic 

troughs [113]. The drawback of these models is that the empirical interaction 

laws are not known and require a considerable effort to be derived, if at all pos-

sible. 

Therefore, many model approaches assume that the two-phase flow can be 

considered as a homogeneous fluid, i.e. liquid and steam are in thermodynamic 

equilibrium, have the same velocity and are distributed equally within a cross-

section. Lippke [150] uses such a model with mass and energy balances for the 

homogeneous fluid. As described in [189], the pressure, i.e. the impulse bal-

ance, is updated separately from the mass and energy equations based on stat-

ic pressure loss correlations.  
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Steinmann [229] developed a model based on transient mass, energy and 

momentum balances. The finite differences model uses the method of charac-

teristics for solving the boundary conditions at the discretization bounds. Even 

very fast dynamics can be caught well with this model because of the non-

steady impulse balance. 

Hirsch [105] derived the mass and energy balances as explicit functions of 

enthalpy and pressure to simulate the DSG process. The programming lan-

guage Modelica and its Dymola interface are used. The momentum balance is 

incorporated by an inverse pressure loss correlation. The outlet pressure, inlet 

mass flow and inlet enthalpy are the main boundary conditions. This model is 

used here and is described in the next section. 

A model based on similar equations has been implemented in commercial 

computational fluid dynamics software by Lobón [154]. This tool allows for the 

combined modelling of fluid dynamics and thermo-mechanical analysis. How-

ever, computing times are very large and take about 10 to 100 times longer 

than a comparable simulation with the Dymola model [153]. Therefore, such a 

model is not useful for the purpose of system characterization as desired here. 

3.1.1 Transient model description 

The main model used in this work has been developed by Hirsch [105] and 

is also described in [105]. Thus, only the most important aspects are compiled 

here. A discretized approach is used to solve the set of partial differential equa-

tions. The term discretized finite element model (DFEM) or simply Dymola mod-

el is used in the following to refer to this model, although the category of a finite 

difference model may be more suitable. 

The mass, energy and momentum balance for a unidirectional fluid flow can 

be written as [57, 78, 105]: 

0 (3.1) 

 

 (3.2) 

 

2
0 (3.3) 

These equations include density , fluid velocity w, enthalpy h, pressure p, 

pressure drop coefficient ζ, inner diameter d and convective heat transfer Q to 

the fluid per volume V. The equations form a set of partial differential equations 

(PDE) with derivatives of time t and location z. The latter non-steady impulse 
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balance can be approximated by a stationary frictional pressure loss correlation 

[105]: 

 (3.4) 

These equations are valid for single-phase flow as well as for the homogene-

ous equilibrium two-phase flow assumption. For two-phase flow, the average 

properties calculated by steam quality or enthalpy are used. 

As the thermal inertia of the piping plays a dominant role in line focus sys-

tems, the wall temperature must be considered as well. A simple approach is 

applied, which neglects axial heat conduction and temperature gradients within 

a cross-section. The transient heat balance for the tube wall is then given by  

1
, ,  (3.5) 

This includes mean wall temperature ϑw, wall density , wall cross-section 

Aw, wall heat capacity cw as well as the length-specific absorbed heat from solar 

input qabs,L, heat loss qloss,L and thermal power to the fluid qL.  

The mass and energy balances for the fluid (3.1) and (3.2) are reformulated 

in explicit form of enthalpy and pressure. This step is simplified by neglecting 

the time derivative of pressure in (3.2). The resulting formulation has the im-

portant advantage that the spatially discretized system results in a set of de-

coupled equations, which is much easier to solve numerically [105]: 

1
 (3.6) 

 

1
 (3.7) 

with mass flow  and 

, ; 						 ;  (3.8) 

Note that  is only introduced to equation (3.6) to show the same structure 

as in (3.7). In order to replace the partial, directional derivative of the mass flow 

/ , the pressure loss correlation by Müller-Steinhagen and Heck [181] is 

used in inverse form, which results in the following relation: 

, , Δ  (3.9) 
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The partial derivatives in space are replaced by an upwind discretization 

such that the equations can be written for each element as 

 (3.10) 

1
 (3.11) 

The pressure pi is constant in each element i. The energy balance for the 

wall temperature is 

1
 (3.12) 

Thus, each element has the three states ,  and w. Local boundary con-

ditions are , , , ,  and the sun’s incidence angle . A 

schematic diagram of the discretization is shown in Figure 3.1. Due to the 

used discretization, the terminal constraints are the mass flow and enthalpy 

at the collector inlet and the pressure at the collector outlet. 

 

Figure 3.1: Discretization scheme for the Dymola model based on Hirsch [105]. 
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3.1.2 Modeling of heat input and heat loss 

The absorbed heat by the receiver element with length Δz is the direct nor-

mal irradiance DNI to the collector corrected by various optical factors:  

Δ 	 cos ,  (3.13) 

The term wap describes the aperture width of the concentrator or the collec-

tor, respectively. The term DNI times the cosine of the incidence angle θinc is 

called projected irradiation Gpr. The nominal optical efficiency ηopt,0 is valid at 

perpendicular irradiation (θinc = 0°). This value already includes reflectivity of 

the mirrors, transmissivity of the receiver’s glass envelope and absorptivity of 

the absorber tube wall. For other incidence angles, it must be corrected by the 

collector type-specific incidence angle modifier (IAM). Further corrections 

should be done depending on the cleanliness of the mirrors and glass envelopes 

(ηclean), the share of irradiated receiver length as a function of the incidence an-

gle and solar field alignment (ηendloss), as well as the shading by other collectors 

in the morning or evening (ηshading). A more concise introduction to optical char-

acteristics of line focus systems is given e.g. in [56, 156, 157, 216]. All these 

factors must be considered for a good approximation of the absorbed heat. All 

of them can be calculated in advance from known correlations except the clean-

liness, which depends on the current soiling and dirt level of the mirrors. For 

the sake of brevity, the following short notation will be used: 

Δ 	 ; ,  (3.14) 

Note that the current overall optical efficiency ηopt is a function of time and 

incidence angle. At this stage, it is also convenient to introduce the effective ir-

radiation, which will play a key role in later chapters. It is defined as: 

,
 (3.15) 

It is the irradiance effectively incident on the receiver after all other current 

optical losses are considered, especially including the cosine losses and IAM. 

The factor ffoc is between 0 and 1 and indicates whether (or to which extent) the 

collector is focused or not. If not stated otherwise, the factor ffoc is equal to one 

during normal operation. The effective irradiation is applied in order to show 

the cosine and incidence angle effects compared to the DNI. It is then simplified 

to Gpr multiplied with the IAM. 

The receiver heat loss Qloss can be modeled in various ways. It can be implic-

itly derived by empirical thermal efficiencies [55, 157], by a simple radiation 

loss term [57] or empirical correlations from heat loss measurements [54]. It is 

assumed that the empirical correlation for the heat loss is known, since it is a 

standard for commercial state-of-the-art receivers. Examples for the determina-
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tion of such correlations are given in [31, 32, 54, 76]. As shown in [265], it is 

convenient for high temperature receivers to model the length-specific heat loss 

qloss,L depending on two coefficients (c1, c4) as a function of the tube wall tem-

perature: 

,  (3.16) 

The values used here were determined in [76] for the latest DSG receiver 

tubes by SCHOTT Solar and correspond to the ones used in the upgraded DISS 

test facility. The values are c1 = 0.16155 W/m/°C and c4 = 6.4407e-9 W/m/°C4. 

Note that the wall temperature must be inserted in Celsius and not in Kelvin. 

The effective heat Q transferred from the inner tube wall to the fluid is cal-

culated assuming a mean wall temperature [105]: 

Δ
1

1 1
2 ln 2

 (3.17) 

In this equation, di and da are the inner and outer absorber tube diameters, 

respectively. The thermal conductivity of the tube wall is denoted λw, the heat 

transfer coefficient between inner tube wall and fluid is denoted . For single-

phase flow, the heat transfer coefficient can be calculated using the correlation 

by Gnielinski [257] or by Dittus and Boelter [263]. The latter is also used in 

[105] and many others. It is formulated by the fluid’s Reynolds number Re, 

Prandtl number Pr and thermal conductivity λF: 

0.0235 . .  (3.18) 

The heat transfer coefficient for the two-phase flow was determined empiri-

cally for horizontal absorber tubes and pressures up to 70 bar by Goebel [96]. 

Further options are presented in [257] and compared in [70]. However, the heat 

transfer coefficient is high and thus the influence on the dominating time con-

stant for heat transfer is low [105]. Therefore, the heat transfer coefficient in 

two-phase flow can be assumed constant for our purposes without loss of accu-

racy. A typical value is in the range of 10’000 W/m²/K [105]. Note that this is a 

good approximation for all operating points analyzed here, because high mass 

flow densities and corresponding flow regimes must be assured during opera-

tion anyway, as derived in chapter 2.2. The application of heat transfer correla-

tions for stratified flow or similar flow regimes is thus of no practical im-

portance for this analysis. 

The model equations are implemented and simulations are performed with 

the software package Dymola. The integrator DASSL is used for solving the 

numerically stiff system. As a trade-off between accuracy and computation 

time, the relative tolerance is defined as 10-6 or 10-5.  
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3.2 Extended moving boundary model 

The detailed model with axial discretization implemented in Dymo-

la/Modelica works very accurately. However, the simulation time is rather long. 

In order to be able to simulate the transient system behavior in a wide range 

with a low computational effort, another model shall be developed. This shall 

serve for larger simulation studies as well as for application in a model predic-

tive control scheme.  

The partial differential equations of the distributed system depend on time 

and space (as shown in equations (3.1) to (3.5)). In order to achieve a significant 

simplification of the system description, the distributed character is now ig-

nored, that is any derivatives in space are avoided and only the ordinary differ-

ential equations in time are kept. Such models are called lumped or concen-

trated parameter models. The boiler/loop is divided into three sections, namely 

the preheating, evaporation and superheating sections. Only the main mass 

and energy balances are considered for these sections separately. The state of 

the system can then predominantly be characterized by the lengths of the sec-

tions or their control volume boundaries, respectively. These boundaries can 

vary in a transient model and led to the name moving boundary model (MBM) 

theory. Such an approach is usually a good compromise between accuracy and 

computational speed in many applications. 

One of the first papers using this MBM approach for steam generators was 

by Adams [1]. It was extended to nuclear once-through boilers by Ray [204] who 

divided the boiler into its three sections. The two boundaries of phase change 

(liquid to two-phase and two-phase to gas) between these sections can move 

with time, i.e. the length of each section can vary. Later, Ray [203] already sug-

gested a similar model for a solar boiler system. 

A slightly different MBM formulation has been used by Jensen and 

Tummescheit [118, 119] for refrigeration systems. While Ray uses the thermo-

dynamic approach of internal energy in the two-phase flow region, Jensen fol-

lows the approach of mean void fraction, which can also consider slip, i.e. the 

velocity ratio of gas and liquid flow within a cross-section [78]. The latter ap-

proach has lately been used by Zapata [271] for the simulation of a parabolic 

dish steam engine and by Bonilla [27] for the classical once-through mode 

(without injections) in parabolic troughs. Bonilla validates his MBM against ex-

perimental data from the old DISS test facility of 500 m length. An extension of 

[119] for momentum conservation has been presented for solar tower and 

trough systems [268], since for long boiler tubes the pressure drop might not be 

negligible. 

Due to the rather empirical character of the mean void fraction, the MBM 

developed in this work is based on the articles of Ray [203]. However, the model 

must still be extended to meet the particular requirements here. Originally, it is 
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not foreseen to have injections within the loop, but for the system considered 

here, they are important to have. Furthermore, information at least at those lo-

cations of injections is desired for control purposes. Thus, a mixed approach of 

lumped and distributed modeling is used. The main ideas and necessary adap-

tations are described in the following. First, a base model is formulated for 

normal operation, for which there is one EPE between the evaporation and the 

superheating injection. Then, two disturbance models are added. The alpha 

model considers the EPE being shifted downstream the superheating injection, 

while the beta model considers it being shifted upstream the evaporation injec-

tion. 

3.2.1 Base model description 

The original model of Ray [203, 204] is used as basis for the newly derived 

equations. A schematic diagram of the sub-volumes applied to a once-through 

parabolic trough loop is given in Figure 3.2. The boundaries and volumes are 

enumerated consecutively. 1 denotes the inlet of the boiler, 2 is the preheating 

section, 3 is the boundary between the liquid and 2-phase flow (or the initial lo-

cation of boiling, respectively), 4 is the evaporation section, 5 denotes the 

boundary between the 2-phase and pure steam flow, 6 is the superheater sec-

tion, and 7 represents the outlet of the boiler. The boundary 5 is also denoted 

as end point of evaporation (EPE) in the following. The advantage of this model 

is the explicit modeling of the EPE as defined as length  [203], which is not 

present in the DFEM: 

	
,

 (3.19) 

The change in EPE location depends on the energy balance of the adjacent 

volumes, characterized by specific internal energies u, and the change of the 

adjacent boundaries, characterized by the specific enthalpies h. The mass flow 

at the initial point of boiling is indicated by , densities are denoted by , 

length-specific heat flow to the fluid by  and the inner tube cross-section 

by A.  

For the simulation of the outlet conditions, this approach would already be 

sufficient for most types of loop layouts. Injection mass flows can often be 

treated as additional inlet mass flows, which do not change the results signifi-

cantly. However, the model should also be applied for control purposes and 

thus must be able to predict other states along the loop, the most important 

one being the temperature before the superheater injection (see control strategy 

chapter for reasons) and the end point of evaporation. This means that the 

model may not completely be lumped, as spacial information is needed.  The 

resulting scheme is shown in Figure 3.3. The injection A in the evaporation sec-
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tion divides the original system into the two sub-systems I and II. A third sub-

system is introduced for the additional superheating section after the super-

heating injector (B). This model is able to predict the dynamic behavior at the 

outlet as well as at locations before and after the injections.  

 

Figure 3.2: Sub-volumes based on original approach by Ray [204] (Ray model). 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Sub-systems and volumes for a loop with two injectors (base model). 

 

The model equations for this base model have been derived using mass and 

energy conservation and have been applied to the new DISS test facility by Mo-

rille [178]. There are 13 system state variables that represent the volumes or 

boundaries of the model. These are the wall temperatures and specific internal 

energies of each of the five volumes (2, 4I, 4II, 6II, 6III), the start and end of 

boiling (l13 and l15) as well as the density of the saturated steam ( ). In addi-

tion, the pressure pA at injection A is added as intermediate state for simplify-

ing the calculation procedure and to consider the pressure drop along the loop. 

This is another difference to [118]. The pressure is updated for each iteration 

step by a frictional pressure loss correlation. 

If only these states were accounted for in the model, changes in the input 

would immediately take effect on the outlet conditions, bearing in mind that it 

is a lumped and not a distributed representation of the loop. For example, a 

change in inlet mass flow would result in an immediate drop in outlet tempera-

ture. However, the real system has significant delay that must be considered in 

the model as well. Thus, 12 intermediate state variables for delaying the input 

are added. Such states are defined for the input mass flows and enthalpies (in-

let, injection A, injection B) and the solar heat input for each volume. These de-
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lays can be interpreted as simple first order prefilters. In accordance with [203], 

the prefilter of the inlet mass flow is chosen to be a second order filter, i.e. two 

states are added. However, Ray [203] only uses a prefilter for the inlet mass 

flow, but not the other ones suggested here, which can be seen by the abrupt 

step responses in his graphs (not shown here). Without prefilters, the system 

response shows a first strong deviation in the wrong direction directly after an 

input step, before it meets the final characteristic trajectory. This introduction 

of initial counter-reactions or non-minimum phase zeros, respectively, is typical 

for plain lumped parameter models. This is well described in [118] for some 

cases. In the MBM of this work, it is present for a change in injection mass 

flow. Although it can be avoided by introducing a second order enthalpy filter 

element, which is further interconnected with other states, the computational 

effort increases significantly. As the effect is negligible for small input changes 

and the model shall be fast, the version with the simple first order prefilter is 

chosen here for the injections.  

As a result, a system of 26 non-linear, but ordinary differential equations is 

achieved. These are constrained by 96 algebraic equations, such that a differ-

ential algebraic equation (DAE) system of index one is stated [215]. The system 

states are given in Table A.1 on page 247. 

The derivative of boundary 5, the EPE, is now formulated by the new base 

model as follows: 

, , L,4II
 (3.20) 

The change in l13 influences the system states u4I and u4II, such that its 

derivate is not directly present in the time derivative of the EPE anymore. Fur-

ther details can be found in Annex A and [78]. 

The outlet variables of each subsystem are extrapolated from the internal 

energy of the volume before. In this way, the temperature at the loop outlet is 

extrapolated from the conditions after injection B via the internal energy of vol-

ume 6III. The same is done for the temperature before injection B. Both tem-

peratures are no original states of the system and cannot be exchanged with 

others (as they would be meaningless for some two-phase conditions). Never-

theless, a numerical trick is applied and they are added as additional states by 

using a first order delay with a short time constant. This can be interpreted as 

measuring the states. By that, both temperatures are available at each iteration 

step, which is important for control purposes later on. This trick is also differ-

ent to the other MBMs, but very helpful to get an insight into various transient 

conditions of the system, which usually are not visible in a lumped parameter 

model. Numerically, they only add minor computational effort, as they are not 

interconnected with other system states. 
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3.2.2 Alpha model description 

A model for control prediction must be numerically robust and valid in a 

wide operating range. The base model as described above is limited to the situa-

tion in which the EPE is between injectors A and B. If strong disturbances oc-

cur or the system is not controlled, the EPE might be shifted to a different posi-

tion. If irradiation is too low or the mass flow is too high, respectively, the EPE 

is shifted downstream of injection B (Figure 3.4) and might even move out of 

the system. The latter case is equivalent to having two-phase flow at the loop 

outlet. The corresponding model is denoted as alpha model here. 

 

Figure 3.4: Sub-systems and volumes for a loop with two injectors, EPE located after injec-

tion B (alpha model). 

If the length l15 of the base model approaches injection B, two changes in 

modeling occur. First, sub-volume 6II shrinks until it does not exist anymore as 

a volume, such that volume 4II represents the complete sub-system II in the 

new alpha model. Second, there may exist two locations with saturated condi-

tions or two EPEs, respectively. If the length l15 from the base model is directly 

before injection B and a certain mass flow is injected, there will be a second 

EPE after injection B as well. If the length l15 from the base model exceeds the 

location of injection B (indicated as boundary 5’’ in Figure 3.4), there is a jump 

of the EPE to this second location (indicated as boundary 5). One possibility for 

handling this problem is the switching between two models as suggested in 

[118, 178]. If the base model is not valid anymore, the complete simulation is 

repeated with the alpha model and a “simulation master” selects the corre-

sponding results afterwards. This procedure causes problems for control, since 

a shifting back and forth in the same simulation is not feasible or would require 

cross-initialization of one another. Such initializations and state transfor-

mations can become numerically unstable and cause most of the computation-

al effort in practice. Therefore, a different approach with smooth state transi-

tion is chosen here. This is another important difference compared to the other 

MBM approaches such as [27, 118, 178, 203]. In this work, the same number 

of states as in the base model is kept and only very few equations are adapted 

to calculate them. 
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The alpha model uses the internal energy  and the length l15 in their base 

definitions, which consider mass flows at the inlet and injection A. This defini-

tion predicts the EPE without considering the mass flow of injection B. It thus 

serves as virtual EPE. To distinguish the virtual length from the real EPE, the 

virtual length is denoted as l15’’ here: 

, ,
 (3.21) 

Note that properties of boundary 5 are calculated assuming the properties of 

the virtual point 5’’. The saturation pressure 5’’ is interpolated between pres-

sures  and  for a consistent transition to and from the base model; a mini-

mum of  is used, if l15’’ exceeds the loop length. 

The outlet condition of sub-system II is interpolated by the virtual length 

lA5’’, exceeding injection B, and the fixed length LAB between the injectors. By 

that, the local information at injection B can be estimated. Sub-system III 

would include a sub-volume 4III with evaporation in a strict definition. Howev-

er, volume 6III is used as an average for the complete sub-system III. As in the 

base model, the outlet conditions are extrapolated from the conditions after in-

jection B and the internal energy . In that manner, the alpha model can be 

simulated without introducing new states. Furthermore, the model can also 

handle situations easily when the length l15 exceeds the collector length and a 

two-phase mixture leaves the loop. The coupling of the length l15’’ with the mass 

flows at the inlet and injection A is kept, such that there is no switch in de-

pendencies. 

3.2.3 Beta model description 

A shift of the EPE upstream injection A is assumed in this paragraph, which 

is illustrated in Figure 3.5. It can be caused by a strong increase in irradiance 

at the inlet of the loop, while the mass flow remains too small. From a modeling 

point of view, sub-system I is now equivalent to the original Ray model with a 

short length L1A. Sub-systems II and III can be treated the same way as sub-

system III of the base model. This has been implemented in [178]. However, 

such a situation should be avoided for safety reasons. In a real system, the col-

lectors before injection A should at least partly be defocused during such a dis-

turbance. Therefore, it is not considered anymore in detail in the following. 
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Figure 3.5: Sub-systems and volumes for a loop with two injectors, EPE located before injec-

tion A (beta model). 

 

3.2.4 Main differences to axially discretized model 

During start-up of the system, the boundary 3 or the initial point of evapo-

ration, respectively, is virtually located behind the loop outlet at first, such that 

there is liquid water at the outlet. In consequence, there is no boundary and 

the system reduces to a simple first (or low) order approximation. Then, shortly 

after focusing the collectors, boundary 3 is quickly shifted to the loop inlet. 

These steps are not included in the MBM here, as the main application is fore-

seen for nominal conditions so far. Note that the case when boundary 3 is be-

hind injection A is very unlikely in practice during nominal conditions. Usually, 

only about the first 10 % of the loop are used for preheating and injection A is 

located in the second half of the loop. In fact, boundary 3 barely moves, even 

during strong transients. This can be explained by the high density difference 

between the sections/volumes. Numerically, this leads to a very stiff system, 

which must be treated with corresponding integration algorithms. Nevertheless, 

the MBM can be extended by the same state transition technique as the alpha 

model to meet the start-up boundary conditions. The prefilters of the MBM 

would then probably have to be adapted accordingly. On the other hand, these 

start-up conditions can easily be handled by the DFEM. The accuracy of the 

DFEM will be significantly higher compared to the MBM, because it remains its 

high order independent from the flow conditions. Since a pure single-phase flow 

is numerically easy to handle, the DFEM will simulate significantly faster than 

for normal operating conditions. 

The extended MBM is implemented in Matlab® software environment. It rep-

resents the main system dynamics by using only 26 states. For comparison, the 

DFEM needs about 200 discretized elements with 3 states each, so that an 

overall of about 600 states must be calculated. In consequence, the computa-

tion time of the MBM is only about 1/1000 of the DFEM for normal operating 

conditions. Thus, the goal of deriving a fast model for simulation studies and 

online control has been achieved. A comparison of the simulation results is 

presented in the following validation section. 
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3.3 Experimental validation of the models 

Some aspects of model validation have already been published in [78]. This 

section recalls them and gives a more detailed insight. The validation is per-

formed with experiments at the new DISS test facility in once-through mode. 

The schematic diagram of the facility is depicted in Figure 1.2 on page 7. Com-

pared to a commercial loop configuration, there are three long/crossover piping 

sections between collectors 1B and 1, 8 and 9, as well as between 11 and 12. A 

commercial configuration would have only one crossover piping or even none 

for a straight loop. Therefore, the models include the additional piping as well. 

During all presented experiments, the pressure was kept constant at the outlet 

of the loop at a level of 80 bar and DNI did not vary significantly, if not stated 

otherwise. A validation experiment is performed with constant inputs, i.e. all 

mass flows, the inlet temperature and the focus signals of collectors are not 

varied in the plant. In consequence, only the DNI is a varying (uncontrollable) 

input. One of the controllable inputs is then changed to perform a step re-

sponse test in order to compare the transient behavior of the simulation against 

the plant data. Completely stable outlet conditions can rarely be established be-

fore and after a response test. Nevertheless, this is taken into account as the 

measured input data is used as simulation input. Sometimes, two or more in-

puts are changed at once to cross-validate their influence. Overall, more than 

50 useful step response tests were performed in 2013 for the most important 

process variables. Table 3.1 provides an overview on the selected tests that are 

explained in more detail in the following.  

Table 3.1: Overview on the experiments at DISS test facility presented in this work. 

Test No. Outlet phase Purpose of test 

A Water Single-phase validation of whole loop 

B Steam Step response collector 12 (superheating) 

C Steam Step response inlet mass flow 

D Steam Step response injection mass flow bef. coll. 11 

E Steam Step response inlet temperature 

F Steam Step response collector 5 (evaporation) 

 

Test A: Single-phase validation of whole loop 

The DFEM is very flexible and can be applied for the complete range of DSG 

solar fields; that is for single collectors and whole loops, as well as for water, 

steam and two-phase flow. The configuration of the new DISS facility is validat-

ed by an experiment with single-phase liquid water flow. The resulting compar-

ison of temperature between data and simulation is shown in Figure 3.6. The 

measured data of loop inlet mass flow, loop inlet temperature, DNI and focus 
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signals ffoc (0 or 1) of each collector is used as input for the simulation. The dy-

namic behavior and test is complex due to various focus and defocus periods of 

several collectors. Nevertheless, the DFEM can handle these transients with a 

very high accuracy. Not only the outlet temperature ,  is well met, but also 

temperatures along the loop at the outlet of collectors 0A and 1. Only a very 

small phase deviation between temperature data and simulation is present, 

which promotes the good representation of the piping system of the complete 

1000 m loop. Also note that the first collector of the loop (0A) is focused at 

around 13.58 h (i.e. 13:35 h) and defocused at around 14.15 h. Its outlet tem-

perature is very well reproduced by the DFEM even for this extreme transient. 

This illustrates that the model is also well suited for single-phase flow systems 

such as synthetic oil or molten salt. It could reliably be used for transient anal-

yses such as optical efficiency/IAM determination or performance tests. The 

DFEM configuration with the same lengths, same number of elements and all 

other parameters being kept constant is used for the validation. 

 

Figure 3.6: Test A: Validation of water flow through complete loop with DFEM compared to 

DISS data of June 18, 2013; collector outlet temperatures (top) denoted by T, inlet mass flow 

(middle), irradiation (bottom); collectors in focus: #2 to #7 at 13.0h-13.25h, coll. #1A to #1B 

at 13.3h-13.55h, coll. #0A to #0B at 13.58h-14.15h. 
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Test B: Step response collector 12 (superheating section) 

Figure 3.7 shows a test in once-through mode with superheated steam on 

July 17, 2013. At 13.43 h, the last collector of the loop (collector 12) is defo-

cused. At 13.66 h it is refocused again. The top graph illustrates this focus sig-

nal over time. The second graph shows the outlet temperature (left) and the 

temperature before injection (right). In this case, the latter is the temperature 

after collector 11. The outlet temperature behavior is well met by both models. 

The lower graph shows the absolute temperature deviation between simulation 

and data. The maximum deviation during the test is 8.3 K for the MBM and 

11.4 K for the DFEM. Both deviations occur because of a slightly different reac-

tion time. While the DFEM reacts faster, the MBM reacts slower than the real 

plant. Considering that 10 % of the total heat input is suddenly dumped by de-

focusing, the transient is represented very well by the model. The temperature 

before injection (Figure 3.7, right) varies strongly in the real plant, while it is ra-

ther smooth in the simulation. This is due to unmeasured tracking disturb-

ances at the inlet, which are not present in the simulation input. The underly-

ing tracking problem was solved in 2013 such that disturbances are not pre-

sent in experiments of 2014 and later. The deviation to simulations can be up 

to 12 K during the experiment (Figure 3.7). Note, however, that the MBM and 

DFEM behave very similarly, such that they are consistent with each other for 

this high temperature and steam conditions as well. 

   

Figure 3.7: Test B: Validation of defocus and refocus of superheating collector 12 with 

DFEM and MBM compared to DISS data of July 17, 2013; collector outlet temperatures (left) 

and temperatures before superheater injection or before collector 12, respectively (right); av-

erage inlet mass flow 1.32 kg/s, DNI 870 W/m², Geff 810 W/m² (focused), ϑin 270°C. 

The variation of the end of evaporation is not shown explicitly here, but its 

dynamic behavior is well approximated as a mirrored behavior of the tempera-
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ture, e.g. an increase in superheating temperature corresponds to a de-

crease/upstream-shift of the end of evaporation in the loop. 

In general, the change in optical loop efficiency by 1 % results in an outlet 

temperature change of about 6 to 8 K. At the same time, the uncertainty in de-

termination of optical efficiency and IAM correlations from the plant is at least 

3 %. Furthermore, unmodeled disturbances are often present during the exper-

iments and increase the uncertainty of the validation. Thus, the validation is 

focused on the comparison of dynamic characteristics rather than trying to ex-

actly meet the same temperatures.  

Test C: Step response inlet mass flow 

Figure 3.8 shows an experiment with small step variations of the inlet mass 

flow of July 25, 2013. The DFEM meets this transient very well. Only a maxi-

mum deviation of 6 K occurs during the steep 90 K-increase of temperature. 

This is caused again by a slightly earlier reaction of the DFEM compared to the 

real plant. The DFEM is about 90 seconds faster for a reaction of overall 

1800 seconds (about 5 %). The MBM reacts even earlier (17 K deviation) and 

shows a flat peak in temperature (7 K deviation at 16.0 h). This is due to the 

second order delay chosen for the MBM’s inlet mass flow. A higher order would 

improve the response, but again increase the computational effort. Note, how-

ever, that the peak at 16.0 h is usually met by the MBM as well and that the 

selected response in Figure 3.8 represents a rather low accuracy compared to 

most experiments. It is explicitly shown here to provide an impression on the 

uncertainty in the MBM’s behavior. 

Test D: Step response injection mass flow before collector 11 

Figure 3.9 depicts the response experiment of the injection mass flow before 

collector 11. This injection is used in the next chapter for control purposes. The 

DFEM again shows a slightly faster reaction of the model of about 36 s to 70 s 

compared to the real plant. The temperature gain of the response is smaller by 

about 5 % to 10 %. The thermal inertia of the piping system therefore seems to 

be overestimated by the DFEM. The MBM shows slightly higher gains than the 

real plant when large changes are performed, while it also damps too much for 

small changes. At 15 h and 15.25 h, the initial counter-reaction typical for 

MBMs is visible as mentioned in the modeling section. The sudden decrease in 

injection mass flow provokes a fast counter-reaction – that is a decrease – of the 

temperature. This is due to the interpolation of variables within the MBM, 

which immediately take effect. These variables and the response can be 

smoothed by adding another model order in the MBM, but at the price of signif-

icantly higher computational effort. As control action itself should be smooth, 

the effect is negligible and the simpler model is used here. 
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Figure 3.8: Test C: Validation of inlet mass flow step with DFEM and MBM compared to 

DISS data of July 25, 2013; inlet mass flow (top), outlet temperature (middle) and tempera-

ture deviation between simulation and data (bottom); average DNI 740 W/m², Geff 700 W/m², 

ϑin 265°C. 

 

Figure 3.9: Validation of injection mass flow changes step before collector 11 with DFEM 

and MBM compared to DISS data of November 6, 2013; injection mass flow (top), outlet tem-

perature (middle) and temperature deviation between simulation and data (bottom); average 

inlet mass flow 0.77 kg/s, DNI 880 W/m², Geff 570 W/m², ϑin 240°C, ϑinj11,water 200°C. 
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Test E: Step response inlet temperature 

A particular characteristic of steam generators is shown in Figure 3.10 for 

August 9, 2013. When the inlet temperature is decreased (at 14.7 h local time), 

the typical non-minimum phase behavior of the outlet temperature is seen. 

That means that, at first, the outlet temperature will increase and reach a max-

imum (at about 15.25 h) before it decreases to its final lower value (after 

15.5 h). This is due to the density increase of the reduced temperature at the 

inlet – an increase of only 2.2 % in the experiment. This density increase is in-

tensified downstream through the preheating section. When reaching the be-

ginning of the evaporation section (after about 12 min), it causes a lower veloci-

ty and thus a lower mass flow of the steam in the system. In consequence, 

more heat can be transferred to the steam at the outlet, which results in a 

higher temperature. Note that the pressure drop effect described in [154] is a 

result of this density or mass flow disturbance. After the residence time of the 

fluid between loop inlet and outlet, the temperature starts decreasing (15.25 h) 

and reaches its lower value. This density effect is reproduced by the DFEM, but 

with an earlier and higher local maximum. The DFEM reacts about 3 min earli-

er during the overall disturbance of 61 min, which was considered acceptable. 

The MBM has an even smaller phase shift and underestimates the local peak. 

During the whole experiment, its deviation is less than 8 K. The vice versa reac-

tion is visible after 15.75 h for an increase in inlet temperature. 

 

Test F: Step response collector 5 (evaporation section) 

Figure 3.11 gives an example of an energy disturbance in the evaporation 

section on July 26, 2013. Collector 5 is defocused at 14.1 h local time. The 

same density effect as described above is again visible. The sudden loss in en-

ergy input results in a higher density, which again causes a slightly lower mass 

flow at the outlet and, in consequence, a higher outlet temperature. This effect 

is very small and short, as the residence time of the steam from collector 6 to 

the outlet is also short, in the range of one to three minutes. After that, the 

temperature decreases rapidly to its final lower value. The same can be seen for 

the focusing of collector 5 at 14.70 h, with a local minimum at about 14.78 h 

before the final value is approached. 

The DFEM represents this behavior with a smaller peak reaction. The peaks 

of the MBM response are barely visible. This is due to the lumped character of 

the model. Collector 5 is only a small part of the first evaporation section 4I (see 

section 3.2.1 for details) and the model reacts for an average change in that 

section with a rather long time delay for reaching the final value. This illus-

trates the price to be paid for the simplifications. Note that it might in principle 

be possible to tune this response by adding collector-specific time delays and 
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superposing corresponding inlet temperature disturbances in order to better 

meet the distributed character. However, this would be an extreme tuning effort 

and significantly complicate the MBM, since it would leave the path of analyti-

cal equations with simple first order prefilters. Therefore, such tuning is not 

performed here. This ignorance must especially be considered when applying 

the MBM within a model predictive controller and combining it with locally dis-

tributed DNI values. The minutes directly after such an evaporation disturb-

ance can be misleading, while the main response will fit well to the overall plant 

behavior. The deviation does not appear when considering homogeneously dis-

tributed DNI along the loop. 

 

Figure 3.10: Test E: Validation of inlet temperature steps with DFEM and MBM compared to 

DISS data of August 9, 2013; inlet temperature (top), outlet temperature (middle) and outlet 

temperature deviation between simulation and data (bottom); average inlet mass flow 

1.0 kg/s, DNI 945 W/m², Geff 870 W/m², collectors 0A and 0B defocused. 
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Figure 3.11: Test F: Validation of de-/re-focus steps of collector 5 with DFEM and MBM 

compared to DISS data of July 26, 2013; focus signal (top), outlet temperature (middle) and 

temperature deviation between simulation and data (bottom); average inlet mass flow 

1.1 kg/s, DNI 820 W/m², Geff 750 W/m², ϑin 270°C, collectors 0A and 0B defocused. 

 

Conclusions of experiments 

Various other experiments have been performed at the DISS facility, but for 

brevity only the most important ones are presented here. Concluding the exper-

imental results, both the DFEM and the MBM meet the main dynamics of the 

system very well. Nevertheless, both models show deviations from the data to a 

certain extent as expected. Especially, the MBM output differs from the real 

plant output, when the distributed character has a strong influence on the 

transient behavior. Those aspects must be considered during the interpretation 

of the model outputs. For controller design, they must be considered in the un-

certainty of the underlying models. 
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3.4 Linear time-invariant transfer functions for control 

Linear time-invariant (LTI) transfer functions are used in control design to 

describe the linearized system deviations from a pre-defined operating point. 

Significant simplifications are used to derive these models. LTI models show 

very good agreement with the real system behavior if single-phase flow and 

small deviations are analyzed. As the steam generating system is non-linear 

and has large deviations in operating points (e.g. caused by fluctuations of 

DNI), one LTI model is not sufficient. Instead, a complete set of LTI models is 

needed, each of which being valid for a small range of operating conditions. The 

following paragraphs illustrate an analytical model for the superheating sec-

tion, while the following subsections derive suitable LTI transfer functions for 

the design of controllers in chapter 4.3. The latter LTI models are identified 

from simulations, but do not contain physical parameters. 

Background to analytical LTI approaches 

LTI models for single-phase flow collectors exist based on first principles 

[57, 63, 138, 139]. They are numerically stable both in the time and frequency 

domain. These models work very well in a small range around the operating 

point. Their model order can become very high for commercial scale plants and 

their simple gain approximation can lead to significant deviations from the real 

behavior. Furthermore, all collectors are characterized by the same PTn approx-

imation with the order n being the only parameter to vary. This is practical on 

the one hand, but can lead to misinterpretations during controller design on 

the other hand. The model is presented in detail in Annex B and a comparison 

with oil systems is performed. Only the main general relations are shown here 

to get an impression of the structure. A superheating collector is considered in 

the following. The transfer function from a change in inlet temperature to the 

resulting change in outlet temperature is approximated by [57]: 

s
Δ s
Δ s

s
1

1
 (3.22) 

The complex argument s denotes the Laplace variable for frequency domain. 

The order  of the PTn element mainly depends on the collector length and 

process design, while the time constant  is predominantly influenced by the 

residence time or mass flow, respectively. For small collector lengths, the order 

of the system can well be kept constant, while the time constant must be 

adapted to the current operating point.  is the throughput time or the resi-

dence time of the fluid in the collector, respectively. It can be calculated from 

the equation 

 (3.23) 
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This includes fluid density , inner cross-section AF, collector length Lcoll 

and mass flow . With the temperature transfer function, one can also formu-

late the transfer functions for mass flow and irradiance. The change in irradia-

tion/DNI to outlet temperature can be expressed by [57]: 

s
Δ s
Δ s

	
1

1
1 s  (3.24) 

This transfer function has an integral term (1/s), which is at first dominant 

and is then smoothed by a first order delay (1 ) with time constant , de-

pending on fluid residence time and heat transfer relations. Note that the tem-

perature transfer function  is included in the DNI transfer function. 

The transfer function from a change in inlet mass flow to outlet temperature 

is nearly identical [139]: 

s
Δ s
Δ s

	
1

1
1 s  (3.25) 

Only an additional, slightly faster zero element (1 ) and the gain kM are 

different. The models are based on [278] for synthetic oil and [57, 139] for 

steam. Annex B describes the models in more detail and joins the two ap-

proaches to a common framework. The negative sign indicates that an increase 

in mass flow results in a decrease of temperature. 

Analytical LTI models for the evaporation section of line focus collector fields 

exist as well. They are derived and explained in [57] in detail. Their drawback is 

that they lead to very complex models and are not stable in the time domain. 

The same is true, if the frequency domain equations in [57] are re-transformed 

and further simplified [77]. The system is stiff and has a bad conditioning [215] 

due to the different speed of dynamics involved. Thus, neither a simple scaling 

nor a transformation of the equations is possible. Other models for convention-

al steam generation exist analytically, e.g. in [10, 137, 198]. Their simplified 

forms are only based on the main energetic assumptions, but neglect the influ-

ences of inlet temperature and density effects. In consequence, no sufficient 

model for the evaporation section is available for the desired purposes. 

Furthermore, a common analytical approach for transfer functions of the 

complete once-through loop does not exist at the moment. One way to derive an 

LTI model of the complete loop is the numerical or analytical linearization of the 

MBM. This linearization again is not stable in the time domain due to the same 

reasons as above [215]. Nevertheless, such models are needed in the time do-

main for two reasons. First, controller design supported by simulations in the 

time domain is usually more intuitive to interpret and to validate. Second, the 

application within a model predictive control scheme requires time domain 

simulations for prediction of the system behavior. 
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Introduction to model identification 

As a consequence of the missing analytical model descriptions, simplified 

LTI model structures are identified in this work by simulations with the discre-

tized model for the complete loop in the sequel. A similar way has been chosen 

by Valenzuela [253] based on experimental data, for which a first order element 

with deadtime was chosen. The difference in the approach taken here is that 

the usage of the discretized model allows for assessing a wider range of operat-

ing points, that all relevant disturbances can be considered dynamically and 

that the model structures are of higher order without deadtime. This enables a 

much better representation of the system behavior. 

The main controlled variable is the outlet temperature of the loop, which 

shall be kept within a small range during nominal operation. Thus, deviations 

of all other variables are linked to deviations of the outlet temperature here. 

The temperature before the superheater injection is also an important variable 

for control and is therefore modeled as well. Structurally, the transfer functions 

for both temperatures look very similar. 

Main manipulated variables are the inlet mass flow, the injection mass flow 

in the evaporator and the injection mass flow in the superheater. Disturbances 

occur from inlet temperature, irradiation and injection water temperatures. 

Furthermore, the location of irradiation disturbances has significant influence 

on the outlet temperature. Models for such energy disturbances are identified 

collector-wise. Other disturbances such as ambient temperature, wind speed or 

wind direction are negligible compared to the mentioned variables. No transfer 

functions are derived for those minor influences. 

The identification process is performed as follows: 

1. Various step responses are simulated with the detailed DFEM in 

Dymola for various operating points. 

2. A suitable transfer function structure of low order is identified for 

each relation, e.g. a third order model is chosen for the relation be-

tween injection mass flow to outlet temperature. 

3. All step responses of one relation are fitted to this structure via the 

Matlab® System Identification Toolbox. 

4. One step variation magnitude is selected as typical LTI model of the 

set and the other magnitudes’ results are provided as uncertainty of 

this typical LTI model.  

The main transfer functions of interest for controller design are identified 

and provided in this manner. Note that this approach must be repeated for eve-

ry plant. The DFEM is based on first principle parameters and can be adapted 

easily. The LTI model parameters are pure numerical representations and only 

the LTI model structures can be kept the same for other plants. Table 3.2 pro-

vides an overview on all the identified relations and in which section of this 
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chapter they are described. Section 3.4.1 is very detailed and also serves as in-

troduction to LTI models in general and to the characteristic numbers used in 

this work. The main characteristics of the system relations are explained in all 

corresponding sections, which are valuable for controller design later on. 

Table 3.2: Overview on considered LTI model relations and the corresponding section in this 

chapter. 

Relation to 

Steps by 

Outlet temperature Temperature before 

superheater injection 

SHI mass flow 3.4.1 - 

EVI mass flow 3.4.3 3.4.2 

Inlet mass flow 3.4.5 3.4.4 

DNI (on complete loop) 3.4.6 3.4.6 

Local DNI or collector-wise 

focusing, respectively 

3.4.8 3.4.8 

Inlet temperature 3.4.7 3.4.7 

SHI water temperature 3.4.9 - 

EVI water temperature 3.4.9 3.4.9 

 

Table 3.3: Variation of DFEM simulation inputs for identification of LTI model parameters; 

all simulations started from steady-state value for all DNI variants. 

Input Number of 

variations 

Variation range 

DNI steady-state values 9 375 to 975 W/m² 

in 75 W/m² steps 

Inlet mass flow 90 ±1, 2, 4, 6 and 10 % 

Mass flow injection 11 126 ±1, 2, 4, 6, 10, 20 and 50 % 

Mass flow injection 6 117 ±2, 4, 6, 10, 20 and 50 % 

DNI (on whole loop) 90 ±1, 2, 4, 6 and 10 % 

Inlet temperature 36 ±1, 2, 5 and 10 K 

Inj. 11 water temperature 90 ±1, 2, 5, 10 and 20 K 

Inj. 6 water temperature 90 ±1, 2, 5, 10 and 20 K 

Collectors 0A to 9 936 ±1, 2, 4 and 6 % 

Collectors 10 to 12 324 ±1, 2, 4, 6 %, 

-10, -20, -50 and -98 % 

 

All DFEM simulations are started from the steady-state as designed in chap-

ter 2.5. Thus, every value for DNI is linked to steady-state mass flows at the in-

let and the injectors. Nine different steady-state operating points are defined by 
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DNI with a resolution of 75 W/m² between 375 and 975 W/m². Step responses 

of all other input variables are then generated for each of those conditions. Note 

that the name DNI is used as synonym for effective irradiation  in this chap-

ter, because all simulations assume ideal incidence angles of 0°. Simulations 

are performed for the DISS test facility for an outlet temperature of 400°C at 80 

bar and an inlet temperature of 260°C. An overview on the performed simula-

tions for identification is provided in Table 3.3. The suitable model structures 

are provided in Table 3.5 at the end of this subchapter. The identified numeri-

cal LTI model parameters can be found in Annex C for selected models of mass 

flows and DNI. 

 

3.4.1 Superheater injection to outlet temperature 

The influence of the injection mass flow in the superheating section is now 

analyzed regarding the loop outlet temperature. Analytical relations between in-

jection mass flow and outlet temperature are provided in Annex C as mentioned 

before. For long superheating sections or special system configurations, the an-

alytical models result in high order transfer functions or do not hold anymore 

due to invalidity of assumptions. One special case arises for the DISS facility. If 

the injection before collector 11 is used, an LTI model for a 50 m LS-3 collector 

in series with a long crossover pipe and another 100 m SL4600+ collector 

should be found. A common method is to multiply the three corresponding 

transfer functions. The analytical approach by [139] suggests a structure with 

n1+3 poles including a pure integrator and n1+2 zeros for each superheater sec-

tion. If a simple Padé approximation is assumed for the crossover pipe, this 

leads to a model order of (1+3)+1+(3+3) = 11 and nine process zeros. Further-

more, the resulting transfer function implies many simplifications, which no 

longer necessarily hold. Thus, a system identification approach is used to re-

duce the model order and better meet the real system behavior. 

Model structure 

Figure 3.12 shows the step responses from the mass flow of injection before 

collector 11 to outlet temperature for the DISS facility. At steady-state condi-

tions with high effective irradiation, the mass flows are high and the response 

is relatively fast. At lower irradiation levels or loads, respectively, the response 

time is more than doubled. The efficiency of the superheating section decreases 

for a fixed outlet pressure. Thus, the temperature increase is lower and, in con-

sequence, the same share of injection mass flow results in a lower temperature 

deviation as well. At low DNI levels, e.g. 375 W/m² in Figure 3.12 (left), a slow 

response is seen at first (until time 250 s), followed by a steeper response. At 

high DNI levels, those two parts are less distinguishable. A slight overshoot of 
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the response before reaching the new steady-state appears, but is rather negli-

gible. In Figure 3.12 (right) it can be seen that response times and gains vary 

slightly with the relative share of the injection mass flow variation. Thus, one 

response cannot be scaled to the other, even at the same operating point. 

   

Figure 3.12: Step responses of outlet temperature to a reduction in injection mass flow sim-

ulated with the discretized model of DISS facility for different load situations (left) and injec-

tion variations (right). 

To meet the described behavior, a model structure with three poles and two 

zeros is chosen: 

2 1
2 1 1

 (3.26) 

In accordance with Table 3.3, 126 different step response simulations are 

performed with the DFEM. Using the Matlab® System Identification Toolbox, 

one can identify all responses to an accuracy of more than 98.5 % for the cho-

sen structure. The parameters of the identified models are listed in Annex C.  

Pole-zero maps 

Neglecting four outliers, Figure 3.13 (left) shows the resulting pole-zero 

maps for all models. These maps are a common means to analyze the system 

characteristics. Roots of the denominator of the transfer function are called 

poles. Roots of the numerator are called zeros. The easiest way to check stabil-

ity of a dynamic system is to calculate the real part of the poles. If all real parts 

are negative, i.e. all poles are in the left half plane (LHP) of the pole-zero map, 

the system behavior is stable. A stable steady-state value is reached after an 

excitation of the system. The places of poles define the main dynamic behavior. 

Poles close to the imaginary axis are slow – and dominate the dynamic response 

-, while poles with high negative real parts are fast and do not significantly in-

fluence the dynamics. Complex conjugate poles with imaginary parts unequal 

to zero indicate oscillating systems. The oscillation is more significant the 

greater the imaginary part is compared to the real part [175]. The interpretation 

of zeros is more complex, especially if they have positive real parts. Such a sys-
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tem is called non-minimum phase. The step response of a system with an odd 

number of non-minimum phase zeros usually shows a characteristic under-

shoot. A very nice introduction is found in [111], some examples are given later 

on. 

All poles of the system, as shown in Figure 3.13 (left), are in the left half 

plane. Thus, as expected, all transfer functions are stable. It can be concluded 

that the pole structure is twofold. On the one hand, there are models with one 

fast pole and two slower complex conjugate poles (which corresponds to high 

DNI, as will be seen later). On the other hand, there are models with all three 

poles in the same range (low DNI). The complex conjugate zeros are scattered 

around the imaginary axis, some in the left and most in the right half plane 

(RHP). This already suggests that the system is somehow non-minimum phase. 

The identified poles and zeros for one example are illustrated in Figure 3.13 

(right) for the 150 m section. 

Note that the analytical approach by Eck (p. 41 in [57]) already has five 

poles for a 50 m collector, of which two are quasi integrators, i.e. they are very 

close to the imaginary axis. The analytical approach also gives five non-

minimum zeros and an additional five in the left half plane. As a result, the an-

alytical model can become instable because of the integrators, though the plant 

would not [248]. In the real system response and the identified LTI models, the 

integrative part is smoothed by the heat transfer behavior and can thus be well 

approximated by stable poles. A simpler and more suitable LTI model can be 

achieved. 

Definition of characteristic time constants 

A characteristic time constant τc,rp is defined as follows: 

,  (3.27) 

 This definition can be understood better when looking at the pole zero map 

in Figure 3.13 right. A pole with  can be found on the negative x-axis at fre-

quency -1/ . The real part (thus “rp”) of the complex conjugate pole pair with 

 and δ1 can be found on the x-axis at frequency -δ1/ . Thus, the characteris-

tic time ,  is defined as the sum of both reciprocal real parts. 

The identified poles are analyzed in the following. Figure 3.14 shows the 

pole parameters of equation (3.26) and the characteristic time constant ,  of 

equation (3.27). A broad variation is apparent. First, the identified time con-

stants increase by a factor of up to four with decreasing DNI. Thus, the re-

sponses are significantly slowed down at lower loads. Second, there is a large 

variation of time constants ( ,  and ) and damping δ1 at the same DNI level. 

This is caused by the different share of injection, which is varied. There is no 

smooth transition of the damping with load, not even for the same injection 
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variation (see e.g. -2 % injection changes in Figure 3.14). This is a result from 

numerical regression when searching for parameters, as no restrictions were 

imposed on the identification process. Nevertheless, there is a trend that the 

damping is significantly reduced in most cases when the share of variation is 

small and when the load is low. This is illustrated for the case of -2 % injection 

changes in Figure 3.14. Or vice versa, a smoother and faster response is 

achieved for higher injection mass flow variations, e.g. -10 %. This is an inter-

esting result from model identification. The step response is oscillating more at 

lower loads and by smaller injection shares. 

   

Figure 3.13: Pole-zero map of identified models from step responses of superheating injec-

tion mass flow to outlet temperature at DISS facility for different load situations; all models 

(left) and one for -10 % at 750 W/m² (right). 

 

 

Figure 3.14: Time constants (left) and damping (right) of the identified LTI models for injec-

tion mass flow to outlet temperature. 
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order elements are characterized by their time constants (τ2) and second order 

elements by two times the damping multiplied with the time constant (2 ). 

All times are summed up, which gives the following definition: 

, 2  (3.28) 

This time constant plays a key role in optimal controller design and will be 

the basis for controllers developed in the next chapter. 

In order to get a feeling of the speed and development of the response in an 

unambiguous way, the characteristic time , % is defined as the time after 

which 63 % of the final (temperature) deviation, or of the new steady-state, re-

spectively, are reached: 

Δ , % 0.63 Δ → ∞  (3.29) 

Note that for a simple first order element , , %. 

The third characteristic time constant ,  corresponds to the slowest mode 

of the transfer function. It is the reciprocal value of the real part with the small-

est absolute value (which was already used for τc,rp): 

, max ;  (3.30) 

This number is helpful when pursuing pole placement strategies for control-

ler design. Figure 3.15 gives a better feeling for the characteristic times. Time 

constants are plotted versus the final (new steady-state) total mass flow after 

the injection. Clustering of the mass flows corresponds to DNI levels as in the 

figures above, e.g. 1.25 kg/s at 750 W/m². Within these load clusters, there are 

strong variations for τc,sl and τc,rp (see Figure 3.14). Those two time constants 

are characteristic for the approximation of the single transfer function. Togeth-

er, they show what the slowest mode is and how dominant it is compared to the 

other modes. (One could also express this domination by the factor of τc,rp/τc,sl, 

being around one for domination and increasing with the influence of addition-

al modes.)  

On the other hand, one can see a good clustering or a small deviation, re-

spectively, for times τc,imc and τc,63%. This is because both numbers characterize 

the overall system behavior instead of the single composition. Note that the 

63 % value is significantly higher than the IMC value. In fact, in the current ex-

ample for the superheater, the IMC time constant almost exactly corresponds to 

a 45 % value, that is Δ , 0.45	Δ → ∞ . For further discussions, it is 

important to note that the total mass flow after the injection, i.e. at the inlet of 

the superheating collectors, is a good measure to cluster the system parame-

ters. In fact, a small variation of optical collector efficiency would only shift the 

corresponding clusters along the curve, but would not shift the complete curve. 
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Figure 3.15: Characteristic time constants of the identified LTI models for superheater injec-

tion mass flow to outlet temperature. 

The analysis is continued for the zeros of the models. Figure 3.16 shows the 

identified time constant τz1 (left) and damping δz1 (right) for the same LTI models 

as above, but for the numerator polynomial of equation (3.26). Again, the pa-

rameters are scattered and, due to the numerical regression, for one share of 

variation there is no unambiguous trend visible. The zero damping gets nega-

tive for all loads with only some exceptions with small variation share 

(e.g. -2 %). Thus, most of the systems are non-minimum phase, although this 

characteristic is not very dominant. Their values are close to zero, which indi-

cates that the zeros are close to the imaginary axis and might lead to oscilla-

tions. This has to be considered during the controller design and results in a 

reduction of performance. 

 

Figure 3.16: Zero time constants (left) and zero damping (right) of the identified LTI models 

for injection mass flow to outlet temperature. 
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Process gain 

Another important parameter is the process gain  of the system. Figure 

3.17 (left) shows the gain dependent on the injection mass flow variation. The 

gain changes almost linearly around the operating point. Normal LTI models, 

however, would lead to constant gains at the same operating point. Thus, an-

other non-linearity of the system is thereby shown. At a variation of 50 % of the 

injection mass flow, the gain varies about ±4 %. Again, a very good characteris-

tic is achieved, if the gain is plotted over the total mass flow after injection 

(Figure 3.17 right). 

Conclusions 

A step response of the discretized simulation and the LTI model is depicted 

in Figure 3.18. The model fitted to the detailed simulation has an almost identi-

cal response. The LTI model for a different load case, simulated with the same 

absolute deviation as the other model, is similar in the first reaction, but reach-

es a different final value. This behavior was expected from the former analysis 

due to the non-linear gain characteristic. Note that the analytical models as-

sume a linear behavior, which is only valid in a very small range. 

The LTI models can be characterized by the relative shape of the step re-

sponse and by the scaling of this response to a defined final value. The latter 

scaling is done by the process gain. In consequence, the gain characteristic ver-

sus mass flow (Figure 3.17, right) can in principle be used for a correction of 

the characteristic shape of one operating point. Such models with a non-linear 

(steady-state) pre-scaling of a transient LTI response are called Hammerstein 

models [101]. The controller design presented here does not explicitly use this 

kind of models, but they can be helpful for the implementation of model predic-

tive controllers for non-linear systems [260]. 

Drawing a conclusion, the superheating injection system is non-linear and 

non-minimum phase, but the gain can be approximated well as a function of 

overall mass flow. The main characteristic time constants such as τc,imc also 

show a good clustering around their approximation dependent on the overall 

mass flow or operating point, respectively. However, the numerically identified 

model parameters are not suited for simple approximation by a function of the 

mass flow. 

The same analyses are performed for the other desired transfer functions in 

the following sections. 
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Figure 3.17: Process gain of the identified LTI models for injection mass flow to outlet tem-

perature; left: versus injection mass flow variation; right: vs. total mass flow after injection. 

 

Figure 3.18: Step responses of outlet temperature by change in superheating injection mass 

flow simulated with the discretized model and two different LTI models for the same absolute 

variation (in kg/s). 

 

3.4.2 Evaporation injection mass flow to temperature before injection 

For the basic control scheme, a transfer function from the evaporation injec-

tion before collector 6 to the temperature before the superheating injection (af-

ter collector 10) is needed. This temperature is denoted the “temperature before 

injection” , or the temperature before the SHI. From a control point of 

view, the temperature before the evaporation injection does not provide any in-

formation, because it usually remains constant at saturation temperature. This 

temperature is thus ignored and it is concentrated on the one before the super-

heating injection. Figure 3.19 provides an overview on the responses in the time 

domain. 

Two LTI model structures are well suited for this transfer function. Both 

have four poles, but differ in the number of zeros, which is either one or three. 

The structure with four poles and three zeros is chosen here to be equivalent to 
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the outlet temperature in the next section as well. It has the following transfer 

function: 

2 1 1
2 1 2 1

 (3.31) 

The models have been identified from 117 different step responses for the 

chosen structure. 

   

Figure 3.19: Step responses for evaporation injection mass flow to temperature before su-

perheating injection simulated with the discretized model for different load situations (left) 

and injection variations (right). 

The relation of gain and total mass flow after the evaporation injection is 

shown in Figure 3.20. The approximating linear regression has a standard de-

viation of 4.2 K/(kg/s). The reference mass flow is the total mass flow after the 

evaporation injection. The absolute values of the curve are about 20 % smaller 

compared to the ones of the superheating injection (compare Figure 3.17). 

The typical pole-zero maps of the LTI models are shown in Figure 3.21. The 

two complex conjugate pole pairs are close to each other and nearly have the 

same damping. All the three zeros are in the RHP. The zero pair is close to the 

imaginary axis, while the real zero is far on the right. With reduced load, the ze-

ros are put further to the right and the zero pair has a greater imaginary part. 

 

Figure 3.20: Process gain of the identified LTI models for evaporation injection mass flow to 

temperature before superheating injection. 
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Figure 3.21: Pole-zero map of identified models from step responses of evaporation injection 

mass flow to temperature before injection at DISS facility; all models (left) and one for -20 % 

at 750 W/m² (right). 

 

The poles can be analyzed again with the help of the characteristic time 

constants. With two complex conjugate poles one finds 

, 2 2  

,  

, max ;  

(3.32) 

Figure 3.22 shows the resulting plot for both proposed model structures 

with one zero (left) or three zeros (right). The time constant τc,63% is clustered 

quite well around its linear regression curve. This number is directly derived 

from simulations with the discretized model. On the other hand, the approxi-

mation of τc,imc has a different shape and clustering is broad. This is caused by 

a strong variation and uncertainty in LTI parameter identification. The model 

with three zeros shows a slightly smoother curve than the one-zero model. Oth-

er simple LTI structures lead to a similar or usually worse result. In conse-

quence, these models must be treated with care during controller design and 

application. Also note that the IMC time constant is slower than the 63 % value 

for high loads and faster for low loads in the current case. This makes sense 

from a control point of view. The response at high loads can roughly be inter-

preted as a deadtime followed by a step. If the controller is too fast, the system 

will react harshly and oscillate. In consequence, a large IMC time constant 

needs to be chosen. When the response is smoothened, at lower loads in this 

case, it can be chosen more aggressively. This can be perfectly studied in Figure 

3.22. 
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Figure 3.22: Characteristic time constants of the identified LTI models for evaporator injec-

tion mass flow to temperature before injection; LTI models with 4 poles and 1 (left) or 3 

(right) zeros.  

 

3.4.3 Evaporator injection mass flow to outlet temperature 

Another option for control is to use only one injection in the evaporation 

section to control the loop outlet temperature. This concept will also be investi-

gated in the control chapter. Thus, it is important to analyze its transfer behav-

ior. 

There is an additional delay caused by the distance from the superheating 

injection to the loop outlet compared to the transfer function analyzed in the 

former section (evaporator injection to temperature before SHI). This suggests 

introducing another zero to the transfer function. In fact, the least order for 

suitable model structures is four poles and two zeros. A slightly better approx-

imation is achieved with four poles and three zeros. Therefore, the latter struc-

ture is chosen this time: 

2 1 1
2 1 2 1

 (3.33) 

Again, the models have been identified from the 117 different step responses 

for the chosen structure. Figure 3.23 shows the typical shape of the step re-

sponses. These are very similar to the ones of the superheating injection to out-

let temperature (compare Figure 3.12 on page 61). The response is now obvi-

ously slower or stretched in time, respectively. Note that the same variation at 

DNI levels 675 to 450 W/m² results in an almost identical temperature gain in 

Figure 3.23, left. This is due to the fact that the absolute nominal evaporation 

injection mass flow is constant for all loads in the shown simulations. The su-

perheating injection mass flow varies with load (although it is held constant for 

step responses of the evaporation injector). Despite the non-linear gain charac-

ter, the injection gain can be well approximated as a function of mass flow after 

the injection as shown in Figure 3.24. 
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Figure 3.23: Step responses for evaporation injection mass flow to outlet temperature simu-

lated with the discretized model for different load situations (left) and injection variations 

(right). 

 

Figure 3.24: Process gain of the identified LTI models for evaporation injection mass flow to 

outlet temperature. 

The pole-zero maps of the LTI models are illustrated in Figure 3.25. There 

are two complex conjugate poles close to each other with different damping. 

They are in the RHP very close to the imaginary axis and the single zero is also 

in the RHP. Thus, it is a very similar non-minimum phase situation to the one 

of the superheating injection to outlet temperature. This can also be seen on 

the characteristic time constant plot in Figure 3.26. The definitions are the 

same as for the transfer function with four poles in the above section. The in-

crease in temperature response is rather slow due to the dominating thermal 

inertia effect. Thus, the IMC time constant is now continuously increasing and 

always smaller than the 63 % value. The IMC time constant rather corresponds 

to 35 % values and varies between 250 s and 670 s. The IMC time constants of 

the superheating injection to outlet temperature are in the range of 180 s to 

500 s, which is about 25 % faster. Thus, a significant reduction in control per-

formance can be expected, if only the injection in the evaporation section is ap-

plied. 
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Figure 3.25: Pole-zero map of identified models from step responses of evaporation injection 

mass flow to outlet temperature at DISS facility; all models (left) and one for -20 % at 

750 W/m² (right). 

 

Figure 3.26: Characteristic time constants of the identified LTI models for evaporator injec-

tion mass flow to outlet temperature. 

 

3.4.4 Inlet mass flow to temperature before injection 

State-of-the-art control concepts foresee the control of the temperature be-

fore superheating injection (or outlet temperature) by the inlet mass flow. An 

LTI model for this path needs at least five poles. Models using two or four zeros 

are suitable. The structure with two zeros and a transfer function of the follow-

ing form is selected:  

2 1
2 1 2 1 1

 (3.34) 

The models have been identified from 90 different step responses for the 

chosen structure. Figure 3.27 shows the typical shape of the step responses. 
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This transient path is significantly slower than the ones before. At 900 W/m², 

the final value is not reached before about 1000 s or about 20 min, respective-

ly. At 375 W/m², the response takes about three times as long. One can also 

see the sensitivity of the temperature to a variation in inlet mass flow in Figure 

3.27 right. 1 % influences the temperature by about 5 K. The absolute value of 

the gain is depicted in Figure 3.28 and is similar to those of the injectors. How-

ever, the approximation of the gain now has a very high standard deviation. 

Good agreement is only achieved for low shares of variation, while at high 

shares, the system cannot be considered to be working at the same operating 

conditions anymore. At the same mass flow, one finds deviations of 15 % or 

75 K, respectively. This situation might be unacceptable, especially if the model 

is used for predictive controllers instead of only being used for controller de-

sign. A theoretical analysis of the gains reveals that the gain mainly depends on 

DNI linearly and on the square of the mass flow. As mass flow dependencies 

have already been considered here, it seems reasonable to scale the gain with 

the square root of the DNI or, more precisely, with the square root of the effec-

tive irradiation Geff.  

∗ ∗  (3.35) 

This simple scaling provides a very convenient correlation as shown in Fig-

ure 3.29, left. When being rescaled, the operating characteristics for the inlet 

mass flow and effective irradiation as shown in Figure 3.29 right are achieved. 

Note that the latter data is the same as in Figure 3.28, but the suggested scaled 

approximation gives a variation of less than 1 % or 5 K, respectively, instead of 

15 %. 

 

   

Figure 3.27: Step responses for inlet mass flow to temperature before injection simulated 

with the discretized model for different load situations (left) and variations (right). 
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Figure 3.28: Process gain of the identified LTI models for inlet mass flow to temperature be-

fore injection. 

   

Figure 3.29: Process gain of the identified LTI models for inlet mass flow to temperature be-

fore injection; gain scaled by square root of DNI (left) and re-scaled correlation for different 

levels of DNI (right). 

The pole-zero maps of the LTI models are depicted in Figure 3.30. Two pairs 

of complex conjugate poles are found together with a single, slightly faster pole. 

The complex conjugate zeros are in the RHP with some distance to the imagi-

nary axis. Thus, again, it is a non-minimum phase system. Note that the slow-

est poles also have the least damping. This combination results in a small oscil-

lation of the step responses around the final value, which is not that distinct in 

the responses simulated with the DFEM. They thus introduce a small identifi-

cation error, which is negligible for the purposes of controller design here. 

The time constant graph is shown in Figure 3.31. Due to the strong devia-

tions from operating points, a broad clustering of the IMC time constants ap-
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ty or robustness later. Otherwise, a scaling with DNI, as performed for the pro-

cess gain, might lead to a better approximation. The IMC time constants are be-

tween the slowest mode and the 63 % times, close to the 35 % times. A typical 

step response is shown in Figure 3.32. With the LTI model being out of operat-

ing range, a rather large gain deviation between the two simplified step re-

sponses exists. This underlines the need for the scaled gain correction. 
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Figure 3.30: Pole-zero map of identified models from step responses of inlet mass flow to 

temperature before injection at DISS facility; all models (left) and one for +2 % at 750 W/m² 

(right). 

 

Figure 3.31: Characteristic time constants of the identified LTI models for inlet mass flow to 

temperature before injection. 

 

Figure 3.32: Step responses of temperature before injection by change in inlet mass flow 

simulated with the discretized model and two different LTI models for the same absolute var-

iation (in kg/s; without scaled gain correction). 
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3.4.5 Inlet mass flow to outlet temperature 

The original once-through concept envisaged the control of outlet tempera-

ture only by means of the inlet mass flow. This transfer path is now analyzed 

and it is shown why that concept is deemed to fail.  

In fact, the characteristics are very similar to the one of the inlet mass flow 

to the temperature before the superheating injection. The transfer function is 

chosen to have the same LTI structure with five poles and two zeros: 

G
2 1

2 1 2 1 1
 (3.36) 

The same 90 response simulations as before are used for identification. Typ-

ical load and variation dependencies are shown in Figure 3.33. Final values are 

not reached before 10 min to 35 min. The IMC time constants are depicted in 

Figure 3.34. Again, the dependency on DNI level is not corrected, but taken as 

uncertainty. The time constants range from 400 s at high load to 1500 s at low 

load. In consequence, the reaction of the corresponding controller would be 

very slow. This is unacceptable for disturbance rejection. The IMC constants for 

controlling the earlier temperature before injection are in the range of 250 s to 

1000 s. This is at least 35 % to 50 % faster and thus favorable. The IMC time 

constants for the evaporation injection to temperature before injection are 

much lower, in the range of 180 s to 360 s. 

   

Figure 3.33: Step responses for inlet mass flow to outlet temperature simulated with the 

discretized model for different load situations (left) and mass flow variations (right). 
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this work, the exponent of 0.5 is maintained here. A typical step response and a 

deviation from operating point are provided in Figure 3.36. 
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Figure 3.34: Characteristic time constants of the identified LTI models for inlet mass flow to 

outlet temperature. 

   

Figure 3.35: Process gain of the identified LTI models for inlet mass flow to outlet tempera-

ture; gain scaled by square root of DNI (left) and re-scaled correlation for different levels of 

DNI (right). 

 

Figure 3.36: Step responses of outlet temperature by change in inlet mass flow simulated 

with the discretized model and two different LTI models for the same absolute variation (in 

kg/s; without DNI-scaled gain correction). 
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3.4.6 DNI to superheating temperatures 

The previous sections analyze the control path transfer functions. The fol-

lowing sections focus on the transient disturbance behavior. As the effective ir-

radiation is the main energy resource of a solar thermal power plant, it sug-

gests itself to begin with a disturbance of DNI. Note again that DNI is used in 

this chapter as a synonym for effective irradiation. All DNI disturbances are as-

sumed to be the same along the complete loop. For the sake of brevity, the 

main temperatures of interest are covered together, namely the outlet tempera-

ture and the temperature before the SHI. 90 different step responses are simu-

lated. The responses for -10 % are not used for identification of the temperature 

before the SHI, because it falls to saturation level at such uncontrolled disturb-

ances. The model structure chosen for both temperatures is five poles and four 

zeros: 

2 1 2 1
2 1 2 1 1

 (3.37) 

Figure 3.37 shows step responses of both temperatures. The temperature 

before injection decreases about 20 % faster than the outlet temperature. The 

superheating section provides a small buffer because of the thermal inertia of 

the crossover piping. The temperature before injection has less inertia and thus 

decreases much faster. 

 

Figure 3.37: Step responses by change in effective irradiation simulated with the discretized 

model for different load situations; to outlet temperature (left) and to temperature before in-

jection (right). 
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Figure 3.38 illustrates the resulting pole-zero maps of the identified LTI 

models for the outlet temperature. The structural appearance is the same as for 

other temperatures. Poles and zeros are nearly mirrored by the imaginary axis, 

being pushed closer together for lower DNI levels and further away for higher 

DNI levels. 

   

Figure 3.38: Pole-zero map of identified models from step responses of effective irradiation to 

outlet temperature at the DISS facility; all models (left) and one for -6 % at 750 W/m² (right). 

Figure 3.39 left depicts the process gain as a function of DNI level. As the 

mass flow is kept constant during the step responses, there are characteristic 

lines in the graph. A pure approximation of the gain by DNI corresponds to the 

design curve, but can lead to significantly misleading results during transient 

situations. It is thus recommended to calculate the characteristic field of the 

gain in advance by detailed steady-state energy balances. For the assumption 

of constant inlet conditions, the energy balances can be reformulated to give 

the characteristic lines: 
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Indices 0 and 1 indicate different steady-state conditions. The gain is very 

sensitive to heat capacity cp and overall thermal loop efficiency ηth, that will be 

different for each operating point. Thus, care must be taken when a simple the-

oretical approximation shall be used to identify operating points off the design 

curve. It may lead to a significant deviation of up to about 30 %, a problem 

from which the analytical models suffer as well. Thus, it is suggested to solve 
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,  (3.39) 

The scaling exponent esc that fits the loop is 2.6 for the outlet temperature 

in this case. The scaling exponent is particular for each plant and temperature 

location because of different shares of superheating/evaporation lengths, tem-

peratures and pressures. The scaling exponent for the temperature before injec-

tion is determined to be 2.2 and the mass flow is the one before the superheat-

ing injection. The high loads are found in the lower left corner of Figure 3.39 

(right) and uncertainties increase with lower loads. This is obvious as the tem-

perature profile and heat transfer along the loop change significantly for low 

loads. If the equation is rescaled to the original chart, as shown in Figure 3.40, 

the approximation is able to meet the gains dependent on DNI and mass flow 

very well. Deviations in a real plant will occur, if the mass flows are balanced 

differently than foreseen in the design. Nevertheless, it will remain a good 

guess, much better than a misleading linear scaling. Note that the characteris-

tic mass flow line is limited on the left by saturation. If DNI decreases further at 

some point, the water will not be superheated anymore and the definition of 

temperature gain will become meaningless. If such a high variation is to be 

considered, the enthalpy gain must be chosen accordingly. The gains of outlet 

temperature are greater than the ones for the temperature before injection, be-

cause it is directly correlated to the total aperture width of the system. 

   

Figure 3.39: Process gain of the identified LTI models for effective irradiation to outlet tem-

perature; gain dependency on DNI (left) and scaled variable (right). 
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shall be designed for irradiation step rejections, one can conclude that consid-

ering irradiation decreases is sufficient to also handle irradiation step increas-

es. 

   

Figure 3.40: Process gain of the identified LTI models for effective irradiation with character-

istic lines of scaling approximation for outlet temperature (left) and temperature before injec-

tion (right). 

   

Figure 3.41: Characteristic time constants of the identified LTI models for effective irradia-

tion to outlet temperature (left) and temperature before injection (right). 

   

Figure 3.42: Step responses of outlet temperature (left) and temperature before injection 

(right) by change in effective irradiation simulated with the discretized model and two differ-

ent LTI models for the same absolute variation (in W/m²; without scaled gain correction). 
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3.4.7 Inlet temperature to superheating temperatures 

The inlet temperature can cause severe disturbances in once-through mode. 

As shown in the experimental validation section above, this is caused by the 

twofold dynamics of the system. A first short-term density disturbance is fol-

lowed by an enthalpy response at the velocity of throughput time. A decrease of 

temperature thus leads at first to an increase in outlet temperature and, only 

after that, to a drop in temperature to its new lower steady-state value. This 

behavior is shown for an inlet temperature reduction of 10 K at different loads 

in Figure 3.43. The initial inlet temperature is always 260°C. The graph on the 

right shows the behavior of the temperature before the injection. There is a 

higher peak with lower loads, while the final values are nearly the same. The 

graph on the left shows the outlet temperature, which reacts more slowly be-

cause of the additional damping of the pipes. The latter is also the reason why 

no significant change with load is visible. The non-minimum phase peak has a 

temperature variation of 30 K to 40 K, while the disturbance is only 10 K at the 

inlet. There is a leverage factor of 3 to 4 for this disturbance. This leverage fac-

tor reduces with higher disturbances, but is even higher for lower disturbances. 

For a disturbance of 5 K at the inlet, the leverage factor can reach up to 5, i.e. 

about 25 K peak increase in temperature before injection. A moderate example 

for 900 W/m² is illustrated in Figure 3.44. The peak has only a very small 

phase shift at constant load, which is favorable for the LTI models and their 

scaling. 

The model structure chosen to meet the transient behavior is seven poles 

and six zeros for the outlet temperature. For the temperature before injection, a 

structure of 8 poles and seven zeros is identified, which is not significantly bet-

ter for the outlet temperature. Note that the DFEM simulations for identifica-

tion purposes can be considered as worst case estimations, since the experi-

mental validation has shown that the DFEM reacts slightly faster and with a 

slightly higher gain than the real plant. The resulting LTI models are not direct-

ly used for controller design, but are meant as disturbance models. Less detail 

is therefore provided here. 

However, the pole-zero maps in Figure 3.45 reveal a dominating single zero 

far on the right of the right half plane. This zero causes the strong counterreac-

tion at the beginning of the disturbance. All the zeros and poles are shifted fur-

ther to the imaginary axis with lower loads. The same holds for lower gradients 

of the inlet temperature change. 
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Figure 3.43: Step responses by change in inlet temperature by 10 K simulated with the dis-

cretized model for different load situations; to outlet temperature (left) and to temperature 

before injection (right). 

 

Figure 3.44: Step responses by change in inlet temperature by 5 K and 10 K simulated with 

the discretized model; to outlet temperature (left) and to temperature before injection (right); 

initial inlet temperature of 260°C. 
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Figure 3.45: Pole-zero map of identified models from step responses of inlet temperature to 

outlet temperature at DISS facility for different load situations; all models (left) and one 

for -5 K at 900 W/m² (right). 
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The heat input to the solar field can be variable in location. For example, 

most collectors of a loop are in focus, while one collector is defocused. A similar 

situation occurs if only a small part of the collector field is shadowed, while the 

rest is under clear sky conditions. The transient behavior during and after 

these disturbances is particularly interesting for a once-through solar boiler. 

These disturbances are summarized by the terms local energy disturbance, fo-

cus disturbance or local irradiation disturbance, respectively. Local energy dis-

turbances near the inlet of the loop cause density disturbances similar to those 

of the inlet temperature (see LTI models above and experimental validation sec-

tion). If the disturbance is further downstream, i.e. it happens in a part of the 

loop closer to the outlet, the density and non-minimum phase effect is smaller. 

In the superheating section, it is no longer dominating. Figure 3.46 illustrates 

this separately for the 100 m and 50 m evaporation collectors of the DISS facili-

ty. Note that according to experimental data, the peak of the first counter-

reaction might be underestimated by the simulation for some collectors in the 

middle of the loop.  

The transient behavior not only varies with location, but also with load and 

intensity of variation. The load dependency is shown in Figure 3.47. The left 

graph shows the outlet temperature, which is significantly influenced by the 

long crossover piping. Thus, in a commercial plant, the transient response 

would rather be similar to the reaction of the temperature before injection (right 

graph). 
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Figure 3.46: Step responses by change in collectors’ focus/energy input to temperature be-

fore injection simulated with the discretized model for the DISS facility; first 100 m collectors 

(left) and following 50 m collectors (right). 

 

   

Figure 3.47: Step responses by change in collectors’ focus/energy input simulated with the 

discretized model for collector 1A at different loads; to outlet temperature (left) and to tem-

perature before injection (right). 
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gain is almost constant for small and large deviations, which is a good approx-
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The described transient behavior is transferred into LTI models, for which 
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ture and are listed in Table 3.4. As they are not directly needed for controller 

design, further details are omitted here. A joint defocusing of all collectors re-

sults in a transient behavior very similar to the one of a DNI disturbance on the 

complete loop (as described in detail above). 
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Figure 3.48: Step responses by change in collectors’ focus/energy input simulated with the 

discretized model for collector 12 at different loads (left) and for various change variations 

(right). 

 

Table 3.4: LTI model structures for collector-wise focusing and de-focusing or energy input 

disturbances, respectively. 

Collector Outlet temperature: 

poles/zeros 

Temperature before  

injection: poles/zeros 

0A 7/3 7/3 

0B 7/3 7/3 

1A 6/3 6/3 

1B 5/3 5/3 

1 4/3 4/3 

2 4/3 4/3 

3 4/3 4/3 

4 4/3 4/3 

5 4/3 4/3 

6 4/3 4/3 

7 4/3 4/3 

8 4/3 4/3 

9 4/2 3/2 

10 4/2 3/2 

11 4/2 - 

12 3/2 - 

 

3.4.9 Injection water temperature to superheating temperatures 

Another disturbance to the loop is the change in injection water tempera-

ture. This change is usually caused by a change in inlet temperature or, more 

precisely, by a change in the temperature after the feed water pump. All water 
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mass flows are fed by the same line and the water temperatures at the loop en-

try only differ because of other insulation and piping characteristics.   

Figure 3.49 shows the influence of the water temperature at the injection 

before collector 6. For brevity, it is denoted injection 6. The gain of its transfer 

function is about 0.05, i.e. 20 K change in water temperature result in a 1 K 

change in superheating temperature. Strictly speaking, the gain depends on the 

relation between enthalpy flows of the fluid in the main line and the injected 

water as well as on the heat capacity of the steam at the outlet. The speed of 

the transfer function depends again on the load as shown in Figure 3.50. 

It is interesting to compare the transfer functions of the temperature before 

the SHI for changes of injection water temperature (Figure 3.50 right) and for 

changes of the injection mass flow (Figure 3.19 left on page 68). The shape of 

the transfer function is nearly identical. If no other way for identification is 

available, the same parameters can be chosen and only the gain needs to be 

adapted. The gain can be calculated from steady-state energy balances. 

The same holds for injection 11. Figure 3.51 illustrates the dependency on 

load and variation share to outlet temperature. 

The LTI model structures are chosen as follows: four poles and three zeros 

are used for the injection water temperature to outlet temperature for both in-

jections. Four poles and two zeros are chosen for the transfer function from the 

evaporation injection to the temperature before the superheating injection. They 

are considered for disturbance estimation. 

 

Figure 3.49: Step responses by change in water temperature at injection before collector 6 

simulated with the discretized model for different variations; to outlet temperature (left) and 

to temperature before superheating injection (right). 
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Figure 3.50: Step responses by change in water temperature at injection before collector 6 

simulated with the discretized model for different loads; to outlet temperature (left) and to 

temperature before superheating injection (right). 

   

Figure 3.51: Step responses by change in water temperature at injection before collector 11 

simulated with the discretized model at different loads (left) and for change variations (right). 
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needed in the time domain for the application in a model predictive control 
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controller design. The LTI models identified in the previous sections therefore 

use higher order transfer functions without deadtime. 

The identification of the transfer functions is based on simulations by the 

DFEM and not on analytical approaches. This is because current analytical 

models do not cover the complete range of preheating, evaporation and super-

heating. Analytical models for superheaters are of very high orders to cope with 

commercial scale loops. Analytical models for the evaporation section are not 

(numerically) stable in the time domain because of the stiffness of the system. 

Each identified transfer function is described by a fixed model structure. 

These structures are summarized in Table 3.5. The parameters strongly depend 

on the load, as the system gets slower with lower mass flows. Due to the non-

linearity of the system, the variation share or intensity, respectively, also 

changes the parameters and the gain of the transfer function. For a first guess, 

a typical model of the various variation shares is also given in the table. These 

typical representatives are used for controller design and predictive control im-

plementations. The other models are considered as uncertainty and for stability 

analysis. The validation of the models is omitted here as they fit very well with 

the DFEM, which in turn has already been validated with experimental data. 

The goal of deriving stable, low order time domain transfer functions for the 

complete loop is achieved for all necessary dependencies.  

 

Table 3.5: Identified LTI model structures for the DISS test facility; values in brackets indi-

cate the particular LTI model identified as typical/representative for all LTI models of the 

same relation. 

Input Outlet temperature: 

poles/zeros 

(variation of typical 

model) 

Temperature before 

superheater injection: 

poles/zeros (variation 

of typical model) 

Inlet mass flow 5/2 (+2 %) 5/2 (+2 %) 

Injection 11 mass flow 3/2 (-10 %) - 

Injection 6 mass flow 4/3 (-20 %) 4/1 (-20 %) 

DNI (on complete loop) 5/4 (-6 %) 5/4 (-4 %) 

Inlet temperature 7/6 (+5 K) 8/7 (+5 K) 

Inj. 11 water temperature 4/3 (+10 K) - 

Inj. 6 water temperature 4/3 (+10 K) 4/2 (+10 K) 
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3.5 Comparison of modeling approaches 

The current chapter describes various model approaches for once-through 

line focus solar fields. A good model is the foundation for optimal control and a 

meaningful system characterization. It is also a trade-off between accuracy and 

computational as well as modeling effort. Each model described above has its 

justification and application area in this sense. 

The discretized finite element model (DFEM) as developed in [105] allows a 

very deep insight into the system behavior. It is also able to analyze the distrib-

uted character of the system. This is especially true for irradiation/focus dis-

turbances that occur only on a small part of the loop. Clouds seldom appear as 

a closed front over the complete loop, but are very often scattered throughout 

the collector field area. This can change the transient behavior significantly, as 

shown in sections 3.3 and 3.4.8. If the local energy disturbance is given as an 

input to the DFEM, it can reliably reproduce the transients with only small de-

viations. It is thus very well suited for system characterization as well as for 

plant representation during verification of control strategies. 

The moving boundary model (MBM) approach, as extended for injections in 

this work, is also a very good system representation. Disturbances over the 

complete loop are reproduced very well with only minor deviations. The MBM is 

limited by the location of the boundaries of the end and beginning of evapora-

tion. If there is two-phase flow at the outlet, additional MBM structures or state 

transition techniques must be applied, as has been demonstrated here. Care 

must be taken when interpreting the simulation for two cases. First, as typical 

for MBM approaches in general, the initial response to a fast input step can 

lead to non-physical counter-reactions (see Figure 3.9 on page 52). This non-

minimum phase behavior is usually, however not always, due to modeling sim-

plifications. Second, also as a matter of modeling, the lumped MBM cannot rep-

resent the distributed character of the system well. By the new implementation 

with two injections, this is somehow improved, because there are now five dif-

ferent sections instead of only three. Nevertheless, a collector-wise local resolu-

tion is not possible. This must be taken into account when applying the MBM 

in MPC schemes. Note however, that it might be possible to transform local dis-

turbances (e.g. on collector 1) to inlet disturbances (e.g. to a certain sequence of 

inlet temperature trajectories) or to superpose the MBM with LTI models. Those 

are complex tasks and extremely increase the modeling effort. Furthermore, the 

locally resolved energy input is usually not available online (as of yet) during 

operation and only very rough estimations can be made. Therefore, such mixed 

modeling is not considered in this work, but is left for future improvements. 

Another important aspect of the MBM is its tuning. There are prefilters that 

must be parameterized to meet the delayed characteristics of the plant. An in-

tuitive one is the deadtime of inlet enthalpy. If the measured inlet temperature 
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(from which enthalpy is calculated) is delayed by the throughput time of the 

preheating section before being used as input to the MBM, the inlet tempera-

ture disturbances are met very well. Other delays are closely related to typical 

time constants of the corresponding sections. Those are not known well without 

either another model in advance or experimental data. Therefore, the modeling 

itself is based on analytical equations, while its fine-tuning must be supported 

by additional information.  

Purely analytical and linear time-invariant (LTI) transfer functions can be 

modeled based on [57, 139]. They reduce the model to a characteristic time 

constant and a certain model order. This works well for short superheating sec-

tions of up to 150 m, but accumulates errors for large commercial-scale ones. 

Nevertheless, it is a good and fast estimation if no other model is available or if 

the influence of geometries or other parameters is to be studied. 

The analytical LTI transfer functions for the evaporation section are also 

based on [57]. They can be used for frequency domain controller design only, as 

the models are not numerically stable in the time domain. They also have the 

same limitation in length of the section as the superheater models. They are 

very helpful, if no other means for injection control design is available. 

The newly identified, low order LTI transfer functions are stable in the time 

domain and cover the full range of once-through system relations throughout 

all sections (preheating, evaporation and superheating). Although the struc-

tures are identical or very similar for other plants, their parameters are not 

available analytically. Only most of the gains can be calculated analytically by 

steady-state heat balances in advance. The values of the poles and zeros typical 

for the transient behavior must be identified for each particular plant. As 

shown above based on [57] for the superheating section, the order of the LTI 

transfer function mainly depends on the collector dimensions, whereas the pa-

rameters (time constant and gain) highly depend on the operating point. A step 

response or similar data should therefore be available from a DFEM or experi-

mental data for various operating points. If LTI identification is possible, it is 

recommended for control purposes as demonstrated here. 

More than 1800 step responses are analyzed in this work. Since the general 

behavior is now understood and typical variations are selected, a future ideal 

identification process may only require one DFEM simulation per operating 

point and input variable. A loop with ten collectors has to consider 15 input 

variables for full characterization of each operating point, when neglecting the 

injection water temperatures with their small influence. The pure injection con-

troller design, as outlined in the next chapter, only needs two typical DFEM 

simulations or LTI models per operating point, respectively. A reduction of 99 % 

in simulation effort could be achieved. Nevertheless, reliable LTI models should 
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always be validated by various DFEM simulations to have a high confidence in 

their accuracy.  

Table 3.6 summarizes the main items of the models’ strengths and weak-

nesses. In the next chapter, the MBM is used as a plant model for control con-

cept verification, when DNI is assumed the same all over the loop. This is the 

case for the design of classical controllers as well as for model predictive control 

(MPC) schemes. It is also used as an internal controller plant model in a non-

linear model predictive control (NMPC) scheme. The DFEM could be used for 

this as well, if a faster implementation was available. The identified LTI models 

are used for controller design. They are also applied in the linear MPC scheme 

as internal controller models for a fast and numerically reliable prediction. The 

analytical LTI models for the superheater can be used within an MPC scheme 

for the superheater injection control, as well, as shown in [248]. As the identi-

fied models are available, there is no need to do so in this work. 
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Table 3.6: Overview on model characteristics and application (*computational effort for 

1000 s simulation in the time domain with Dymola (DFEM) or Matlab® (all others); SHL for 

superheating sections only; EVL for evaporation section only. 

Item DFEM MBM Analytical  

LTI SHL 

Analytical 

LTI EVL 

Identified 

LTIs 

Good gain 

estimation 

 

Yes Yes Partly Partly Yes, with 

corrections/ 

scaling 

Good transi-

ent behavior 

Yes Main dy-

namics, 

but initial 

deviation 

Rough Only  

frequency 

domain 

Yes 

Local resolu-

tion 

 

Yes Very  

limited 

No No Roughly, by 

superposition 

Relative  

computational 

effort* 

 

1 10-3 10-4 10-4 10-4 

Modeling 

effort 

 

High Medium Low Low Low 

Parameteri-

zation effort 

 

Low Medium to 

high 

Low Low Medium to 

high 

Numerical 

stability in 

time domain 

 

Medium Low to 

medium 

High Not at all High 

Application in 

linear control-

ler design 

 

Indirect by 

simulation 

tests 

Indirect by 

simulation 

tests 

Rough, 

only SHL 

Only  

frequency 

domain, 

only EVL 

Yes 

Application as 

internal model 

in MPC 

If fast imple-

mentation 

available and 

numerical sta-

bility guaran-

teed (usually 

not the case) 

If  

numerical 

stability is 

guaranteed 

Yes, but 

only for 

SHI 

No Yes 
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4 Control strategies for collector loop 

The control of steam generators is a complex task and a lot of sub-

controllers are needed. Control loops of conventional power plants are well ex-

plained in [85, 136, 137, 149]. The particular control loops of DSG solar fields 

are described in [253, 255]. Most of the control loops can remain unchanged for 

solar once-through boilers, e.g. control of the solar field outlet pressure, the 

feed water pump, the condensate system or the de-aerator. Thus, this work fo-

cuses on the main challenge of solar once-through boilers. This is to keep the 

live steam temperature before the turbine constant during operation. This ob-

jective is achieved best, if the outlet temperature of each collector loop is main-

tained in a stable and safe bandwidth during normal operation and disturb-

ances. As the main energy resource, the sun, cannot be influenced, the mass 

flow of the loop must be adapted according to the irradiation level. It is shown 

in [152, 242, 254] that this is not a trivial task and, so far, good results have 

been demonstrated only for almost clear sky conditions with slow changes in ir-

radiation. State-of-the-art control concepts are not yet sufficient to be applied 

for large power plants. 

The objective of this chapter is to prove the feasibility of temperature con-

trol. A first robust and easy-to-apply concept is developed for the direct applica-

tion in commercial plants. It is based on proportional-integral (PI) controllers, 

and must be extended by feedforward and non-linear concepts to work reliably. 

The resulting control strategy is demonstrated at the DISS facility. The number 

of sensors needed is also reduced as much as possible to decrease the invest-

ment and maintenance costs. 

Subsequently, a look into the future is dared by analyzing model predictive 

control (MPC) concepts. They are theoretically promising, since the once-

through system is a multivariable problem and has long time delays as well as 

input and output constraints. Concepts are suggested and their potential is 

roughly estimated. 

Note that this chapter is different to former works on solar field control 

mainly because of two aspects. A more realistic approach is considered on how 

reliable local irradiation is measureable in large-scale commercial power plants 

– that is not at all locally, at the moment, and only as average for the whole 

field. Furthermore, a strictly practical approach for the first robust concept is 

taken. Control theory is used to simplify the control as much as possible in or-

der to be applied. This approach is chosen from experience with solar plants 

using oil as heat transfer fluid. Although a lot of theoretical, advanced control 

concepts exist, almost none of them seem to have found their way to commer-

cial parabolic trough plants so far. 
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This chapter is limited to the most challenging part of keeping the loop out-

let temperature constant. Neither start-up nor parallel loop control are ana-

lyzed. Both of the latter can be solved independently. Start-up requires a relia-

ble feedforward control and parallel loop operation is achieved by the same 

measures as in evaporation loops of commercial DSG plants with recirculation. 

The optimization of those controllers is not part of this work. Furthermore, op-

eration at constant outlet pressure is assumed. The turbine is operated in fixed 

pressure mode, which is preferred for once-through boilers [136, 150] and for 

the charging of an integrated thermal storage system with phase change mate-

rial [23].  

4.1 System characterization 

The system characterization and its interpretation from a control point of 

view are best understood with the background of section 3.4. A lot of interpre-

tation has already been provided there. Thus, the important issues are summa-

rized briefly. The main characteristics of the control problem are: 

 The system is open loop stable. 

 The loop outlet temperature is the controlled variable and shall be 

kept constant. 

 The mass flows at the loop inlet and at certain injection locations are 

the manipulated variables. 

 Collectors can be defocused (heat input can be reduced) and used as 

manipulated variable as well, if needed. This is applied only in par-

ticular situations and not for nominal control to keep efficiency high. 

 The system is highly distributed and disturbance location plays a 

major role for the system response. 

 The main energy source of the process, irradiation, acts as disturb-

ance, which cannot be controlled. 

 Irradiation disturbances can only be measured at very few locations. 

Thus, it cannot be measured distributed, while it can usually be well 

averaged in the time frame of the inlet mass flow response. 

 The delay and shape of the system response depends on the manipu-

lated variable(s), mainly the inlet mass flow. 

 The system is unobservable in the evaporation section, which is the 

major part of the loop. In consequence, estimation of distributed ir-

radiation disturbance is not possible. 

 Energy/density disturbances close to the loop inlet result in a non-

minimum phase reaction with very strong undershoots. 

 The plant is non-linear; linear scaling is possible on gain and behav-

ior only in a very small range around an operating point. Non-

linearity becomes more distinct with lower loads. 
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 The system has slowly varying time variant parameters (such as opti-

cal efficiency of each collector). 

 The transient behavior is very complex and even detailed models 

have a high uncertainty. Because of the distributed character, many 

additional disturbances (component damage, wind conditions, irradi-

ation conditions, soiling etc.) cannot be detected and further increase 

uncertainty. 

 Regarding modeling, the system is very stiff, such that analytical or 

numerical linearization is only possible in the superheating section, 

but not for the whole loop or the evaporation section, respectively. 

 Regarding physics, density between inlet and outlet changes by a fac-

tor of 20 to 40. In consequence, the fluid residence time and time de-

lays depend highly on location (Figure 4.1). 

 

Figure 4.1: Residence time of fluid along the loop for different load situations at DISS test 

facility; steps after the collectors are due to long crossover pipe sections. 

 

In a DSG system, the mass flow and temperature at the outlet cannot be in-

fluenced directly by the inlet mass flow. The steam volume in the loop provides 

a kind of buffer, such that the fluid cannot be treated as incompressible. On 

the one hand, this is a significant drawback from the control point of view, 

since long delays must be considered. On the other hand, it shows an ad-

vantage compared to large solar fields with oil as heat transfer fluid. The latter 

line focus plants with synthetic oil show anti-resonance modes for fast chang-

es/high frequencies in irradiation or mass flow [166, 167, 278]. The plant gain 

changes extremely, if only a minor change in disturbance happens. These reso-

nances are in the range of periods of 30 s or faster [278], and can affect the real 

system. Because of the compressibility of the steam, such resonance modes do 

not exist for DSG systems. Critical frequencies are found in the range of 1 s-1 or 

faster [57], which is not a typical frequency of cloud intermittence during opera-

tion. Thus, they affect neither the real plant nor the controller design. 
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A drawback compared to solar fields with oil is the unobservability in the 

two-phase flow section. Enthalpy or steam quality cannot be measured and, as 

a result, no information about states is available. One might argue that the 

temperature slightly decreases because of the pressure loss in the system and 

that this pressure loss depends on the energy input and the current mass flow 

distribution along the loop. Thus, a guess on the states may be possible. This is 

true theoretically, but in practice, saturation temperature/pressure sensors are 

not accurate enough and pressure loss correlations are not known precisely 

enough to provide any useful information. Another option is to measure the 

steam void fraction [57, 279], from which a steam quality could be derived. 

Such systems are expensive, very complex and not precise enough at the mo-

ment. In consequence, the only option to gain more insights is irradiance 

measurements along the loop, which also is very expensive. The latter option 

can be used beneficially for feedforward and MPC. Nevertheless, it is not con-

sidered here to be available. 

Typical step responses for inlet mass flow, injection mass flows, DNI on the 

complete loop and inlet temperature are shown in Figure 4.2 for the DISS test 

facility. Inlet mass flow and homogeneous DNI disturbances show the same 

shape and nearly the same gain, with the mass flow reaction being slightly 

slower than the DNI reaction. Both are based on a misbalance between heat in-

put to the system and water/steam content in the system. Slow changes in DNI 

could thus be controlled by the inlet mass flow. Due to the long delay of the re-

sponses, a short variation of DNI would be visible by temperature measure-

ments a few minutes later. A corresponding controller response of the inlet 

mass flow would again be delayed by various minutes. During this time, a 

DNI/cloud disturbance is likely to have vanished again and the delayed control 

reaction does not counteract the former disturbance, but result in another dis-

turbance. The system might become instable. In consequence, the feedback re-

action of a controller on a DNI disturbance would not be very good. Only feed-

forward action would be able to compensate most of a DNI disturbance, if the 

DNI can be measured. Injection mass flow reactions are faster than DNI dis-

turbances on the loop. Thus, they are able to reject those disturbances effec-

tively, if the working range is chosen high enough. This is true for all loads 

(compare Figure 4.2 left and right). 

Changes in inlet temperature, which are comparable to changes in energy 

input at the loop inlet, show steeper gradients than DNI disturbances and a 

non-minimum phase response with strong undershoots. Again, feedforward ac-

tion of the inlet mass flow might be able to compensate this. However, it must 

be a transient compensation due to the non-minimum phase character. Since 

model uncertainty is very high, such feedforward compensation by the inlet 
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mass flow may not be able to fully cope with such a disturbance. Again, only 

the injection mass flows offer this possibility. 

Local changes at the end of the evaporation section (collector 6) and the loop 

outlet (collector 12) are shown in Figure 4.3 for the DISS facility. In the evapo-

ration section, the injection before collector 6 shows a similar system response 

than the disturbance by collector 6. However, this is different for the injection 

before collector 11 and a disturbance at collector 12. Even feedforward com-

pensation cannot handle such a situation completely, as the collector disturb-

ance results in a much faster response. Only the focusing of the collector itself 

can quickly compensate a loss of irradiance input to the collector. This example 

illustrates the limits of every temperature control system. Local reduction of 

DNI in the superheating section will always result in a reduction of outlet tem-

perature at the beginning. In the case shown in Figure 4.3, the disturbance 

would have reached 61 % of its final value (1.5 K of 2.5 K deviation) before the 

perfect (steady-state) feedforward control of the injection would be able to coun-

teract. No control strategy can perform better than this physical limit. There are 

only two possibilities to overcome this limitation: a) a very reliable local DNI 

prediction is available (which is not true in reality at the moment) or b) addi-

tional mirrors of the last collector can be focused. The latter option b) is possi-

ble, but means that the last collector is defocused to some degree at nominal 

conditions – or, for the case of linear Fresnel collectors, that some mirror facets 

are defocused at nominal conditions. This obviously results in a loss of efficien-

cy or heat output, respectively. Whether this is economically promising, must 

be evaluated for each project. For parabolic troughs, it is unlikely due to their 

large and relatively expensive collector module areas. For linear Fresnel collec-

tors with independent mirror facet control, it might be interesting. As this work 

concentrates on parabolic troughs, such an option is not covered for the main 

control schemes. 

Note that there exist fundamental differences between recirculation mode 

(RM) and once-through mode (OTM) control. RM has a fixed end of evaporation 

by the steam drum. The latter separates the steam mass flow generation of the 

evaporation loops from the steam temperature increase in the superheating 

section [24]. This is advantageous for long irradiation disturbances. However, it 

is a challenge to the design of such a system. The ratio of evaporation to super-

heating collector area is fixed and must be optimized for a nominal operating 

point. Due to different irradiation levels and collector efficiencies, the optimum 

ratio is already different in part load. The superheater injection of the RM field 

is not only needed for control during transients, but also for balancing different 

steady-state operating points. In consequence, RM fields without SHI must al-

ways be defocused to some degree in part load, even at a clear sky day. If the 

SHI is installed, the imbalance of evaporation and superheating areas may be-
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come disadvantageous, if a certain amount of collectors is out of work in the 

evaporation section. The achievable temperature at the outlet of the superheat-

ing section is affected and some superheater collectors might have to be defo-

cused because of those imbalances as well. Therefore, the OTM configuration 

offers a lot more flexibility in real plant off-design situations. The price to pay is 

the lack of water/steam mass buffer.  

  

Figure 4.2: Comparison of outlet temperature step responses at DNI levels of 900 W/m² (left) 

and 450 W/m² (right) for changes of mass flows, DNI on complete loop and inlet temperature 

simulated with DFEM. 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Comparison of outlet temperature step responses at a DNI level of 900 W/m² for 

changes of injection mass flows and energy input to collectors 6 and 12 of DISS facility simu-

lated with DFEM. 
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4.2 Compilation of state-of-the-art control strategies 

The following subsections summarize the control background for the newly 

developed concepts. Control of conventional fossil steam generators can partly 

be transferred to solar boilers. Many papers on control of distributed solar 

fields with single-phase flow exist as well. Some of the approaches can be ap-

plied to DSG solar fields, while others are not applicable because of different 

system characteristics. Finally, some papers on the particular topic of this 

work, i.e. solar once-through mode control, with the current state-of-the-art 

control concepts are presented.  

4.2.1 Control of conventional once-through boilers 

There is a vast variety of papers analyzing the control of conventional steam 

generators. Lindsley [149] or Flynn [85] provide a good overview; Dolezal, 

Klefenz and Profos [51, 53, 136, 137, 198] can be considered authors of fun-

damental books on the topic. 

Remember that the main difference to solar plants is that the fuel input can 

be controlled in fossil boilers. An overview on standard approaches for super-

heating control provides Figure 4.4. The outlet temperature of the superheating 

section is usually controlled by a simple PI controller. This controller is sup-

ported by additional proportional control on the temperature directly after the 

injection. This is called a PI-P cascaded structure (Figure 4.4, left). The same is 

possible for two injections, if the superheating section is very long (Figure 4.4, 

middle). The temperature before the second injection is controlled by the first 

injection; the outlet temperature is controlled by the second injection. Both can 

then work in a PI-P structure. The setpoints and controller parameters may be 

adapted to the load and other structures like PI-PI structures are possible. 

State feedback is another very wide-spread and useful control approach for 

superheater sections [85, 104]. The superheater model is transformed to a line-

ar time-invariant state-space model [11]: 

 

 
(4.1) 

The controlled variable is , usually the outlet temperature, the manipulated 

variable is u, mainly the injection mass flows, and the current system state is 

x, e.g. temperature measurements along the superheating sections. The matri-

ces A to D fully describe the dynamic behavior. A state-feedback controller can 

then be established by [11]: 

 (4.2) 

The controlled variable usfb is updated by proportional feedback to all system 

states by a gain matrix ksfb. If the states are only temperatures along the su-
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perheating sections and all these temperatures can be measured, a perfect 

state feedback can be established [104] (Figure 4.4, right). However, the order 

of the state space model is high and not all – or even none – of the tempera-

tures in between are measured. In these cases, the state must be estimated by 

a state observer. As this is a common approach in control theory, it is not de-

scribed here in more detail. The reader is referred to [11] or other text books on 

advanced control. In general, one can say that the input to the system is con-

sidered to estimate the current system state. Note that by only using the 

knowledge/estimate on the input, the control can already be improved even 

without measuring the system states. 

  

Figure 4.4: Control approaches for conventional superheating sections of fossil power plants 

based on [137] and [104]; PI-P cascade (left), PI-P cascade with two injections (middle); state 

feedback controller (right). 

 

The control of the evaporator, i.e. the inlet mass flow, in a once-through 

boiler is usually based on a temperature measurement in the superheating sec-

tion, shortly after the evaporation section. As the load and fuel input is known 

in conventional plants, this is used for feedforward action on the inlet mass 

flow [85, 136, 137]. 

Pioneering work on MPC for steam generators was published by Richalet 

[207] and Lecrique [147]. They paved the way for many other works on multi-

variable optimization of the complete steam generator. For example, MPC was 

used on supervisory level for improving existing PI controllers in [85, 180, 183, 

187, 188, 196]. Moelbak [174] developed an adaptive superheater controller 

based on general predictive control. Recently, Franke [89, 90, 142] applied non-

linear MPC for the start-up of fossil-fired steam power plants. A lot more con-
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cepts have been analyzed in literature and a detailed overview would be out of 

proportion to this section. Nevertheless, the most important concepts that can 

be transferred to solar once-through boilers have been mentioned.  

4.2.2 Control of distributed solar fields with single-phase flow 

The control of large distributed solar collector fields with synthetic oil as 

heat transfer fluid is covered by many research papers with all varieties of con-

trol concepts. Camacho [35, 36] provides a good overview on them. Modeling 

and classical control strategies are presented in [35], while advanced schemes 

such as adaptive control, gain scheduling, MPC, artificial neural networks, 

fuzzy control and optimal control are summarized in [36]. 

The concept of gain scheduling, which is described later on in more detail, 

shows promising results for such plants and is analyzed in [2, 120, 192, 193]. 

Irradiation, mass flow and inlet temperature are the main scheduling parame-

ters. The delays of the system mainly depend on the oil mass flow such that in 

discrete time systems the discrete dead time shall be adapted or scaled [224, 

278].  

MPC schemes such as gain scheduled general predictive control [33, 34] are 

advantageous to simple PI controllers, if the internal model is accurate and if 

the DNI can be predicted, both of which is not necessarily the case. Nonlinear 

control is suggested in [13]. An interesting option, if the process is understood 

well by the designer, is the use of fuzzy control [84, 213]. Several works on the 

related linguistic equation control [121-123] have also been published. Most of 

the mentioned approaches have been tested at a small-scale test plant at PSA.  

A more transparent design approach and robust performance are achieved 

based on internal model control as suggested by Zunft [278]. 

The influence of cloud patterns passing over a solar field was analyzed in 

various studies for other CSP technologies, e.g. in [105],[128],[152], but have 

not been considered explicitly in control papers on synthetic oil plants so far. 

This might be due to two reasons. First, the ACUREX test facility [34], which is 

used as reference in most of the related papers, was very small compared to 

typical collector areas of large-scale commercial plants – in fact, it had only 

about 0.5 % of a commercial collector area for a 50 MWel plant [225]. Second, 

the oil solar field has a very distributed and high thermal inertia, such that lo-

cal cloud patterns have a significantly smaller effect compared to a DSG loop. 

4.2.3 Control of solar once-through boilers 

The control of solar once-through boilers has not been analyzed in many 

papers before. The first paper is probably the theoretical work by Lippke [152] 

based on [150]. He already foresees a loop with up to two injections for good 

control. It is demonstrated that local irradiation disturbances are an extreme 
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challenge. They are worse, the slower the disturbing clouds move and the larger 

they are. General control propositions for mass flows are made based on transi-

ent simulations. An additional –high risk– control is suggested based on de-/re-

focusing of the first collectors at certain disturbances. Although theoretically 

logical, such a strategy requires a very detailed knowledge of the transient be-

havior and current cloud positions. Thus, it is not recommended for robust 

control. Lippke [150] also suggests to use fixed pressure mode for turbine oper-

ation instead of sliding pressure mode. Fixed pressure mode shows better be-

havior during transient conditions and allows for a smooth temperature control 

[150]. It is also favorable during charging and discharging of a phase change 

material storage system [23, 25].  

Control concepts for DSG operation modes have been developed and tested 

by Valenzuela [253, 254]. She demonstrated the general feasibility of DSG con-

trol at the old 500 m long DISS facility. The main control schemes for RM and 

OTM are introduced in [254]. The scheme for controlling the outlet temperature 

by the feed water valve at the loop inlet is shown in Figure 4.5 for OTM. The in-

ner loop, comprising the PI/anti-windup controller and the plant, describes the 

valve control, which is rather fast. The mass flow setpoint for that inner loop 

(min_dem) is generated by an outer PI controller with a dominating feedforward 

action. This feedforward action is based on reference outlet temperature, cur-

rent irradiation, inlet temperature, ambient temperature, injection water tem-

perature and injection mass flow setpoint. An interpolation scheme from pre-

calculated energy balances is used to determine the feedforward mass flow from 

the input variables. The same scheme is used for the injection controller, of 

which only one is foreseen before the last collector of the loop. Inputs to the 

feedforward action are steam temperature before injection, injection mass flow, 

loop outlet mass flow of the steam and injection water temperature [253]. 

 

Figure 4.5: Outlet temperature control scheme via loop inlet valve as suggested by Valenzue-

la for once-through mode [254]. 
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The transfer functions of inlet and injection mass flows to outlet tempera-

ture are approximated from experimental data by a first order delay element 

with dead time, including uncertainty assumptions. The PI controller parame-

ters are designed such that each uncertainty model shows a minimum gain 

margin of 2 dB and a minimum phase margin of 60° for inlet and 90° for injec-

tion mass flow [253]. One controller is used for the complete operating spec-

trum. Its performance is shown in [254] for two clear sky days (April 22, 2002; 

July 27, 2002) and for one day with disturbances (April 26, 2002). Operation 

was performed at 30 or 60 bar, respectively. During clear sky irradiation, the 

temperature can be controlled very well. However, if drops in DNI occur, the 

temperature cannot be stabilized quickly. In [255], an additional clear sky day 

at 100 bar (May 21, 2003) and a day with short DNI drops at 30 bar (May 15, 

2003) are shown. The latter article also includes experimental data for recircu-

lation mode. [256] is dedicated to recirculation mode solely. It can be seen that 

the challenge of once-through mode is temperature control, while for recircula-

tion mode, level control in the steam drum is crucial. The latter is analyzed for 

various control concepts in [256]. 

The control of the superheating temperature is relevant for all DSG modes. 

Eck [57, 59, 64] provides an approach for adapted PI controllers for the super-

heating injection. The model parameters are calculated online based on analyti-

cal equations and measurements. The adaptation is performed based on [9] by 

mapping one open loop point of the frequency response locus (Nyquist plot) to a 

predefined one by changing the PI controller’s gain and time constant. The se-

lection of the predefined point must be chosen from various simulations. This 

procedure is able to handle a wide range of plant parameters. The PI controller 

design for the evaporation injection is performed similarly in [57]. Based on this 

approach, a similar procedure is followed by Trebing [248], not resulting in one 

point, but rather in an area of predefined points. In [59], a superheater control-

ler based on internal model control (IMC) is designed with the same analytical 

LTI models. Its control performance is described as worse than the adapted PI 

controller.  

Koch [139] suggests an adaptive PI-PI cascade structure from conventional 

steam generators for superheating control. He uses an intermediate tempera-

ture measurement for fast inner loop control, while the outer control loop de-

fines a setpoint for the intermediate temperature. This improves the perfor-

mance of [64], but relies on additional temperature measurement and addition-

al irradiation measurements in the sections before and after the intermediate 

temperature sensor. 

Tanner [242] suggests an MPC scheme for once-through boilers of a special 

type of linear Fresnel collector systems. The receiver consists of a bundle of 

small parallel tubes. The collector loop has no injections and a small header at 
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the middle of the loop, which connects all parallel tubes of each loop. The lay-

out is very similar to conventional boiler design, but differs in flow directions. 

Water/steam flows from the inlet to the middle header in only about half of the 

tubes, while it has the counter-direction from the middle header to the outlet in 

the other parallel tubes. A linear MPC concept is suggested and tested at a pilot 

plant. The resulting temperature can barely be stabilized even during rather 

constant irradiation conditions. This is no surprise when looking at the system 

characterization of section 4.1, especially the non-minimum phase behavior. 

The MPC scheme is favorable, but the loop layout does not allow for effective 

control. Further note that the receiver design does not guarantee a homogene-

ous flow distribution within the parallel receiver tubes, as demanded implicitly 

in section 2.3. 

4.3 New robust control strategy 

This section suggests a new outlet temperature control concept for solar 

once-through boilers based on PI controllers. These must be accompanied by 

feedforward, gain scheduling and non-linear control action because of the long 

time delays and various operating conditions of the system. The aim is not to 

provide optimal control in all operating conditions, but to enable the reader to 

easily design and tune a reliable, robust controller. Implementation is easily 

possible in every control environment and basic design rules are derived. This 

shall serve for short-term implementation in large-scale commercial solar fields. 

The control loops are simplified to single input-single output (SISO) systems as 

far as possible. All methods are exemplified by the design for the DISS test fa-

cility. 

4.3.1 Selection of control structure 

The basic loop layouts are shown in Figure 2.1 on page 12. These comprise 

A) Evaporation injection (EVI) and superheater injection (SHI) 

B) Only EVI 

C) Only SHI 

D) EVI with central superheating injection (CSHI) in the live steam header. 

The loop control structure of variant B is identical to variant D. Only the set-

point of the loop outlet temperature is higher for variant D in order to provide a 

buffer for the central injection. In consequence, only variants A, B and C are 

discussed in the following. 

It is advisable to control the outlet temperature by the last injection of the 

loop in order to reduce the time delays as much as possible. This is done by the 

SHI for variants A and C. The temperature before the SHI is almost independ-

ent from load for all steady states (see chapter 2). In consequence, this temper-

ature is suggested as control variable for the evaporation mass flow. For variant 
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C, this is the loop inlet mass flow (IMF). For variant A, the fast control shall be 

done by the EVI, while the IMF can be used for slow tracking of the working 

points of EVI and/or SHI. If inlet temperature varies significantly during opera-

tion, the desired temperature before the SHI might not stay constant for all 

loads. In those cases, the reference value for the temperature before the SHI 

must be adapted such that a good working range of the SHI is assured. When 

the temperature before the SHI is close to its reference, the SHI will have a suf-

ficient working range during all loads, unless significant plant failures are pre-

sent (e.g. collectors in the superheating section being out of work). Both control 

loops (SHI to outlet temperature and EVI to temperature before SHI) can then 

be treated separately for control design. Those schemes are depicted in Figure 

4.6. The temperature before the SHI is used as feedforward signal for the SHI 

controller. This is not possible for the EVI controller, since the enthalpy before 

the EVI cannot be measured. A PI-P cascade or state feedback are two options 

for variant B. A PI-P cascade is suggested for variant C. Only variant A is ana-

lyzed in detail here, the other structures are covered in a more general way. 

 

 

Figure 4.6: Overview on control structure for the three main loop layout variants with IMF 

adaption by PI structure; FF indicates feedforward action, IMF inlet mass flow, EVI evapora-

tion injection, SHI superheating injection, PI-P indicates a PI controller with additional pro-

portional action on temperatures along the plant. 
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Figure 4.7: Detailed control set-up for the recommended basic control of variant A with 

online estimation of the optical efficiency or cleanliness, respectively; dashed lines indicate 

signals; solid lines indicate water/steam line. 

The IMF control is very slow in all cases such that disturbance rejection is 

ineffective. In consequence, the IMF is predominantly determined by the feed-

forward term for the average irradiation on the solar field. This is explained in 

section 4.3.3. The IMF provides the main mass flow to the loop, while the injec-

tions cope with fast and local disturbances. The IMF controller needs feedback 

if a plant-model mismatch exists in the efficiency of the loop, which is very like-

ly in real life. If loop efficiency is overestimated, the feedforward term of the IMF 

is too high and, in consequence, the EVI will have a lower mass flow share 

compared to the design. This leads to a lower buffer, if fast irradiation disturb-

ances appear. Two options can be used to overcome this problem. One option is 

to use a PI controller on the working point of the EVI, e.g. a constant EVI mass 

flow, as illustrated in Figure 4.6. This controller may not adapt the mass flow 

as the manipulated variable, but shall correct the efficiency of the feedforward 

term. The better second option is to directly estimate the current efficiency of 

the loop and adapt the feedforward term for irradiation accordingly. The latter 

option requires online estimation of the efficiency. Although this is more com-

plicated, the information is useful for both plant operation and maintenance. 

The reason behind the estimation is that the efficiency is valid for all the sun 

positions and transients in the morning and in the evening, which is not neces-

sarily the case for the PI variant. Thus, it is highly recommended to apply the 

efficiency estimation. In the simplest variant for a small plant, online estima-

tion for each loop could even roughly be performed by the operator. This proved 

to be sufficient for DISS facility. In any case, it must be considered that espe-

cially the PI control may only be used during clear sky periods in order not to 

provide misleading output. Its design must also be very slow to avoid oscilla-

tions. Further note that the successful application of a PI structure requires a 

very good prediction of the clear sky DNI curve in the feedforward of the IMF. 

Only in this case, the PI structure could be designed to have a similar effect as 

a simple Kalman filter estimation. Nevertheless, it will usually perform worse 

than the online estimation. In this work, good efficiency estimation is assumed 
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for the basic control concept. This recommended variant is shown in detail in 

Figure 4.7 with the most important sensors and signal paths. 

For robust control of first commercial plants, it is recommended to apply 

variant A with two injections. This configuration allows good disturbance rejec-

tion during all situations. Its controller design is divided into three parts that 

can be solved independently: 

1) Design of SHI control 

2) Design of EVI control 

3) Design of IMF control. 

These steps are described in section 4.3.2. For variant B, the EVI controls 

the loop outlet temperature together with IMF control. Variant C is designed 

analog to the SHI and by a mixture of EVI and IMF.  

Variant B poses significant problems to PI control design, since the delay 

from the EVI to the outlet is very large. The basic controller must then at least 

be accompanied by additional feedback from temperatures along the superheat-

ing section. This corresponds to a PI-P cascade structure from fossil superheat-

ers [136, 137]. It is illustrated in Figure 4.6 and described in section 4.3.5. This 

is the minimum requirement, but it is advisable to directly use a model predic-

tive controller as presented in section 4.5. Note that PI control via the IMF on 

outlet temperature would be very slow and become useless for disturbance re-

jection. Thus, the EVI working range is chosen as control variable. 

For variant B, a fast EVI control of a temperature shortly after the evapora-

tion section can be suggested as well. Its setpoint is then adapted by an inte-

grator on the deviation of the outlet temperature. Due to the rather homogene-

ous heat input in fossil plants, this works well and is comparable to a PI-PI 

structure. However, for solar plants, the integrator would be too slow to effec-

tively reject local disturbances at the end of the superheating section. During 

cloudy situations it can even destabilize the plant. The PI-PI structure is thus 

not considered here. 

The IMF control of variant C constitutes a SISO system for the temperature 

before the SHI (see Figure 4.6). It is faster than using the loop outlet tempera-

ture. The SHI can be improved by additional proportional action on tempera-

tures after the last superheating collectors. Depending on the degree of super-

heating before the SHI, such a PI-P cascade might also be useful for the IMF 

controller. 

All PI controllers do not work sufficiently solely. There must be feedforward 

action (section 4.3.3) and adaptation of the parameters (section 4.3.4), which in 

the end establish a non-linear controller for the basic control scheme. Especial-

ly the SHI must include feedforward on the temperature before the SHI. Some 

special operating situations must be foreseen separately for robustness in 
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commercial plants (section 4.3.6). The basic controller design of variant A is 

then summarized in section 4.3.7. 

There are a lot of additional variants, if the defocusing of collectors is taken 

into account for nominal control. For example, one might foresee variant B or D 

with the last collector acting on the outlet temperature via a PI controller or via 

a simple threshold hysteresis. The most important drawback of such configura-

tions is that they do not offer any buffer during fast reductions of irradiation. 

Thus, they are only recommended for variant D. The outlet temperature will 

drop rapidly during these disturbances, which might lead to higher stress cy-

cling in the absorber tubes or, if all loops suffer the same disturbance at once, 

even to trips of the turbine. Another important drawback of such options is the 

loss of energy during nominal operation. Theoretically, the collector can be de-

focused in very small steps in order to almost continuously control the temper-

ature. Then, the resulting loss of energy might be negligible. However, with cur-

rent precision of parabolic trough collectors and collector tracking units, it is 

very difficult to implement this in a real commercial plant [117]. In conse-

quence, large shares of the collector are defocused all the time or at least peri-

odically. Whether this can be outweighed economically by saving installation 

costs of the SHI, is a project-specific analysis. Linear Fresnel collectors with in-

dependently controllable facets or short mirror units have an advantage here. 

For the latter systems, defocus control should be analyzed in more detail in the 

future. In this work, the defocus control is only considered for special operation 

conditions as described in section 4.3.6. 

4.3.2 Basic controller design procedure 

The design of the underlying PI controllers is now analyzed. LTI models are 

derived for various load conditions and used for controller design. The proce-

dure is accompanied by the example of the DISS test facility. Nine different 

loads are used in section 3.4 to do so. Thus, the LTI models are assumed to be 

available in the following. The first subsection introduces the design methodol-

ogy and exemplifies it by the SHI controller design. The subsequent sections 

show the results for the other relevant controllers for variants A to C at the 

DISS test facility. 

4.3.2.1 Design Procedure and example of SHI control 

Figure 4.8 shows a classical feedback control structure in which measure-

ments and noise are ignored for simplicity. The control variable (y) is the output 

of the plant section (P) under disturbances (d). The negative feedback is com-

pared to the reference value (ref). The resulting error (err) is the input to the 

controller (C) with the manipulated variable (u) as output. The manipulated 

variable and possible deviations of it (u’) are then taken as plant input. The 
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control variable y corresponds to a temperature, e.g. the loop outlet tempera-

ture, while the manipulated variable u corresponds to a mass flow, e.g. the in-

jection mass flow. The transfer function μ(s) of the reference to the control vari-

able is [175]:  

ref 1
 (4.3) 

The transfer function from the disturbance to the control variable can be 

expressed by [175]: 

	
d

1
1

 (4.4) 

The transfer function  is called sensitivity function [175]. The sum of 

both functions always equals unity, which is why μ(s) is called complementary 

sensitivity function. The sensitivity function shall be small in order to effectively 

reject disturbances. However, it can be shown that | | → 1 for → ∞. Thus, 

for high frequencies, disturbance rejection and controller performance is lim-

ited. One can interpret sensitivity as a measure of controller performance 

( 0), while complementary sensitivity is a measure of robustness ( 0) 

[175].

 

Figure 4.8: Classic feedback control structure based on [175]. 

The concept of internal model control (IMC) suggested by Morari [175] pro-

vides the background to design excellent controllers as trade-off between the 

two requirements. The resulting controllers usually are of high order and ex-

plicitly include the plant model and disturbance models. However, it can be 

shown that for systems of first or second order, the optimal IMC controller is 

nearly equivalent to a PID controller [175]. For higher order systems, as for 

DSG plants, the ideal IMC controller will always perform better than a simple PI 

controller. Nevertheless, a simple approach shall be derived here. The main 

idea of IMC, that a robust controller may not be faster than the underlying pro-

cess, is transferred to the PI controller design.  

The PI controller to be designed has the following form: 

1
1 1

 (4.5) 
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Time constant  and gain kc must be chosen for each operating condition. 

The approach can be illustrated by a very simple example. The plant to be con-

trolled is of first order: 

1

1
 (4.6) 

An IMC controller for step inputs (1/s) would result in the PI parameters 

[175] 

,  (4.7) 

The controller’s time constant is identical to the characteristic IMC time 

constant of the process, which has already been determined in chapter 3.4. The 

filter time constant  can be interpreted as dominating time constant of the 

closed loop transfer function. The same idea is also valid for higher order sys-

tems. In consequence, the design of the PI controller can be reduced to search-

ing for one parameter, the closed-loop time constant . For non-minimum 

phase systems, the controller gain kc also depends on the zero  in the right 

half plane. Consider the plant 

1
1
; 0  (4.8) 

Then a good choice from IMC methodology for the controller gain is 

2
 (4.9) 

The non-minimum phase character of the system reduces the gain and, in 

consequence, the controller performance.  

If a high order controller can be implemented, it is recommended to follow 

the two-degree-of-freedom approach in [175]. However, the main success of the 

design is in the consideration of realistic disturbances. Consider D’(s) as a dis-

turbance scenario on the output (comparable to d in Figure 4.8). Former ap-

proaches [36, 57, 254] used the sensitivity function for design purposes – more 

or less explicitly – which is equivalent to defining a step for design (D’(s) = 1/s). 

This is a good approach for reference tracking or output step responses. How-

ever, both scenarios are usually not decisive for solar plants. The main disturb-

ance from a control point of view is irradiation. Irradiation disturbances are 

slow, when acting homogeneously on the loop, or fast, when acting locally near 

the plant outlet. During nominal operation, D’(s) is better represented by irradi-

ation disturbances and their transfer functions (compare sections 3.4.6 and 

3.4.8). Other disturbances from inlet temperature and injection water tempera-

ture can be treated in the same way. The problem for the controller is the varie-

ty of disturbance scenarios D’(s) that can act on the system. 
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One approach is to define a robust performance objective based on the infin-

ity norm such that all possible disturbances are rejected fulfilling a minimum 

controller performance requirement [175]. Although this sounds logical at first, 

the problem for solar plants is to define all possible disturbances. Therefore, 

further simplification would be needed. Note that all irradiation disturbances 

must pass through the system at least partly. System characterization in sec-

tion 4.1 promotes that the relevant system response on irradiation disturb-

ances can be very similar to mass flow disturbances. For the SHI, homogeneous 

disturbances on the loop are very slow, while disturbances on the last collector 

are very fast. As a compromise, it is suggested here to use mass flow disturb-

ances for nominal controller performance. This can be interpreted as irradiation 

disturbance on the relevant plant section, which is the last superheating sec-

tion for the SHI. At the DISS facility, this considers DNI disturbances on collec-

tors 11 and 12. For a commercial plant, the SHI can be placed before the last 

collector, such that both collector and SHI response are nearly the same. In 

consequence, the design objective is simplified to find a good controller for 

mass flow disturbance rejection. The resulting transfer function of the closed 

loop is  

′
1 ′ 1

 (4.10) 

Two advantages promote this approach: it is already a compromise for all 

disturbances and no additional irradiation transfer function is explicitly needed 

for nominal controller design. The time constant of the controller is fixed by the 

mass flow or load, respectively, as derived above. Thus, the controller gain 

must be found as a good compromise between disturbance rejection  and 

robustness . 

An intuitive choice for the gain is to let the closed-loop system be as fast as 

the plant. This implies . A corresponding controller C1(s) is defined and 

the tuning factor  is introduced as the ratio of integration time and . The 

controller can then be represented by: 

1
1

	
1

1 1
1

1
 (4.11) 

Figure 4.9 shows the closed-loop system responses of an input disturbance 

step  (left) and a reference step  (right) for various values of the tuning 

factor for a DNI level of 900 W/m². A small tuning factor leads to a smooth, but 

slow system response. On the other hand, a large tuning factor results in a fast 

disturbance rejection, but strong oscillations. The controller C1(s) with 1 

shows a smooth response for both steps. The peak of the disturbance rejection, 

the maximum control deviation, is at about 0.5. This means that about 50 % of 

an uncontrolled disturbance will still be effective on the controlled plant. It is 
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suggested to limit the tuning factor to values for which system responses be-

come negative at some point. This is reached by increasing the tuning factor to 

2, resulting in a peak at about 37 %. A better disturbance rejection would 

cause robustness problems with very high overshoots in the reference step re-

sponse. 

With lower loads, the system tends to oscillate stronger and to have a more 

distinguished non-minimum phase behavior. This is illustrated in Figure 4.10. 

Tuning factors must be chosen more conservatively. A tuning factor of 1.05 

reaches the limit of non-negative values in the disturbance rejection response. 

A tuning factor of 3 would destabilize the whole plant. It is useful to recall 

equation (4.9). The nominal model has a characteristic time constant of 473 s 

and two right half plane zeros at 326 s. If 0 is chosen, the factor /2  is 

0.73. The shape of the corresponding step response in Figure 4.10 resembles 

the one with a tuning factor of one for higher loads in Figure 4.9. Also note that 

the peak in disturbance rejection is significantly higher for low loads. A rather 

aggressive tuning factor of one still has a peak value of about 0.55. This can be 

interpreted as a system immanent performance limitation. 

   

Figure 4.9: Closed-loop system responses to step inputs of input variable (u’; left) and refer-

ence (ref; right) for the nominal LTI model of the SHI to outlet temperature at 900 W/m². 

  

Figure 4.10: Closed-loop system responses to step inputs of input variable (u’; left) and ref-

erence (ref; right) for the nominal LTI model of the SHI to outlet temperature at 375 W/m². 
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For an automated calculation of controllers and for a more concise descrip-

tion, an objective function for the choice of the gain can be developed. The ob-

jective chosen here is comparable to a weighted H2-optimal controller design 

[175]. The perfect controller shall have no setpoint deviations for input disturb-

ances, which means 0 for all times t, and perfect robustness against 

noise, which would mean 0 for all times t. This is obviously not pos-

sible in reality, but allows for comparing the step responses to the ideal value. 

The step response of the reference is weighted by a factor  to choose the de-

sired shape. The objective function J is minimized in order to find the optimal 

tuning factor ∗ : 

min  

. .				  
(4.12) 

The objective function is linked to the tuning factor by equations (4.10) and 

(4.11). It is formulated for the tuning factor, but of course, can also be formu-

lated directly for the controller gain, which leads to the same results. Figure 

4.11 shows the closed-loop system responses for two optimal tuning factors. 

Weights of 0.2 lead to smooth results and weights of 0.25 to more aggressive 

ones. With lower loads, the weights should be reduced to achieve the same 

shape of the response. Note that the relative variation of the tuning factor is 

significantly reduced with lower loads as well. 

Robustness must not only be considered for the nominal plant model, but 

also for deviating models considering uncertainty. Figure 4.12 shows that, even 

for high uncertainty, the controller performance remains in a good range. The 

systems considered in the figure are all LTI models with the same DNI level (14 

in total), a faster LTI model with a more than 30 % higher gain and a slower LTI 

model with an about 25 % smaller gain. Experimental data suggests a slightly 

faster system with higher gain compared to the DFEM and LTI models. Thus, 

this model uncertainty leads to an even better closed-loop performance than 

the nominal case. 

Stability is not explicitly mentioned during the design procedure here, but 

must be assured, of course. The objective function J can be interpreted as a 

Lyapunov function [2, 11] of the system output. If the plant is stable and if any 

stabilizing controller with the chosen IMC time constant exists, the solution of 

the optimization is stable as well. Both assumptions hold for the models and 

solar plants considered here. 
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Figure 4.11: Closed-loop system responses to steps of input variable (u’) and reference (ref) 

simulated with the nominal LTI model for optimized tuning factor at a given weight at 

900 W/m² (left) and 375 W/m² (right). 

  

Figure 4.12: Closed-loop system responses to steps of input variable (u’) and reference (ref) 

for optimal controller gain by weight 0.2 at 900 W/m² (left) and weight 0.25 at 375 W/m² 

(right), simulated with nominal model (black) and various other (grey) LTI models in the 

range of 0.92…3.1 of nominal characteristic time and 0.76…1.36 of the nominal plant gain. 

Note that the approximation of the IMC time constant (see Figure 3.15 on 

page 65) is very good for all models and was not changed for the controllers. 

The gain optimization can then also be interpreted as a kind of pole placement 

strategy. This is illustrated for the nominal controller at 900 W/m² in Figure 

4.13. The controller introduces an open-loop zero on the real axis at the inverse 

of the IMC time constant (1/200 s-1). Thereby, the root loci lines are fixed and 

the gain of the controller moves the additional closed-loop poles along the lines 

in the direction of the zeros. A good compromise between speed and smooth-

ness is usually achieved, when the additional slow closed-loop poles are close 

to each other. A minimum damping must be considered for pole pairs in order 

to avoid extensive oscillations. More aggressive pole placement strategies would 

place the controller zero closer to the inverse of the characteristic times τc,rp or 

even τc,sl. This can lead to a less oscillating and only slightly slower closed-loop 

response for the nominal models, but at the price of a higher first peak (e.g. 

compared to y/u’ in Figure 4.11 left). Detailed descriptions can be found e.g. in 
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[11, 132]. Robustness against uncertainty is usually smaller compared to the 

IMC approach taken here [175]. 

The resulting controller design is depicted as Bode plot in Figure 4.14. 

Cloud disturbances can happen at various and random frequencies. Ideally, the 

controller should be able to reject disturbances in the range of 10-3 s-1 to 

4 ∙ 10  s-1. These values correspond to cloud patterns with a period of about 

25 s to 1000 s, respectively. Low frequencies indicate large, but slow moving 

clouds. High frequencies indicate very small and fast clouds that periodically 

cover the plant. At high loads with relatively short delay, the magnitude peak of 

the disturbance rejection in the Bode plot can be shifted to high frequencies. 

For both the conservative and aggressive controllers the peak has a magnitude 

smaller than one. In consequence, the resulting system response is able to at 

least reject some part of the disturbance, although it amplifies the disturbance 

more than an uncontrolled plant – of course, only at those frequencies. For 

lower loads and longer time delay, the peak is shifted to lower frequencies, 

making it more likely to be met at relevant operating conditions. Care must be 

taken during such weather conditions. If they happen regularly, adapted, i.e. 

detuned, controller parameters for these conditions may be a good option. This 

topic is briefly discussed in section 4.3.4 on adaptation. 

 

Figure 4.13: Root locus plot of the closed loop system μ(s) for various tuning factors with the 

nominal LTI model at 900 W/m². 
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Figure 4.14: Bode plots for the nominal LTI plant model and the closed-loop system for SHI 

to outlet temperature at 900 W/m² (left) and 375 W/m² (right). 

From optimization or pole placement, the optimal values for the controller 

gain can be calculated. This is performed for each LTI model and the resulting 

values are plotted against the steam mass flow after the superheating injection 

in Figure 4.15. For high and low loads, the clustering is very good, while for 

medium loads, there are high deviations. A simple linear approximation is one 

solution that is more aggressive for high loads and gets more conservative for 

lower loads. This leads to an easily implementable gain scheduling scheme, 

which is described in more detail in section 4.3.4. 

 

Figure 4.15: Optimal SHI controller gain calculated by objective function for different 

weights and its approximation for controller implementation. 
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The same approach is used for all other PI controllers here. Therefore, it is 

useful to summarize it again: 

1. Set the controller integration time constant equal to the approxima-

tion function of the characteristic IMC time constant from section 

3.4, i.e. , . 

2. Find a tuning factor  such that the shape of the closed-loop re-

sponse to an input disturbance step (y/u’) shows a good compro-

mise between small first peak and low oscillations. This can be au-

tomated either by solving an optimization problem (4.12) or by defin-

ing desired poles in the root locus curve (Figure 4.13). 

3. Calculate the controller gain kc from the optimal tuning factor. 

4. Repeat steps 1 to 3 for all LTI models or for at least all nominal LTI 

models. 

5. Define an approximation of the controller gain kc as dependency of 

the main mass flow (after the manipulated valve). 

An important aspect is the saturation of the manipulated variable. If the 

minimum or maximum of the manipulated mass flow is reached, an anti-

windup [2] for the control signal and the integrational term must be activated. 

This is standard in commercial control systems and not described here in de-

tail. Additional anti-windup must be foreseen for the case when the controlled 

temperature falls to saturation, i.e. there is two-phase flow instead of super-

heating. 

The following sections summarize the results achieved for the other plant 

sections to be controlled. 

 

4.3.2.2 Evaporation injection to temperature before SHI 

The control of the temperature before the superheating injection by the 

evaporation injection is very important for commercial plants. The influence of 

the crossover piping is reduced compared to the transfer behavior of the SHI to 

the outlet temperature of the DISS facility, which was considered in the sec-

tions above. Thus, the resulting controllers of this section are very similar to 

the ones in commercial plants for controlling a superheated temperature by an 

injection. The same objective function (4.12) is applied with weights of 0.24, 0.2 

and 0.15. The resulting step responses at 900 W/m² are shown in Figure 4.16 

(left). Note that the maximum control deviation in the input disturbance rejec-

tion response (0.5 at weight 0.20) is greater compared to the response of the 

SHI (0.4 at weight 0.20). This is due to the longer collector section of 200 m for 

the EVI and the reduced thermal inertia by the shorter crossover piping. The 

system response also tends to oscillate more. This can cause problems for the 

downstream SHI controller as well. Little oscillations are thus desirable for the 
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EVI controller response. The corresponding approximations for controller gains 

are depicted in Figure 4.16 (right) for the two conservative weights. 

In principal, the system response to the EVI depends on the designed refer-

ence temperature or, more precisely, on the share of evaporation length to su-

perheater length of the controlled plant (between EVI and SHI in this case). As 

the system is almost isothermal in the evaporation section, the damping of the 

piping’s thermal inertia is negligible in that part [59]. Note that this adds to the 

model uncertainty. A longer evaporation share implies a faster response, which 

should still be manageable by the controller. This further supports the choice of 

the conservative weighting. 

   

Figure 4.16: Optimal results for the EVI controller gain for temperature before SHI; resulting 

step responses for reference (y/ref) and input disturbance (y/u’) steps at 900 W/m² (left) and 

optimal controller gains with possible approximations (right). 
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quires the tuning factors be lower than in the before mentioned cases. Accepta-

ble system responses are achieved by higher weights of 0.3 and 0.25 now 

(Figure 4.17, left). The maximum control deviation increases to about 0.65 for a 

weight of 0.25 at 900 W/m². Corresponding controller gains are depicted in 

Figure 4.17 (right). 

It is important to take a look at the Bode plots of the resulting closed-loop 

systems, as shown in Figure 4.18. The amplitude peak of the disturbance rejec-

tion is at the relevant frequencies between 3*10-3 s-1 (period of 330 s) and 

10-2 s-1. This indicates that certain periodic cloud combinations at those fre-

quencies cannot be compensated by the controller. In fact, at low loads, they 

are even amplified. This is a limitation of the plant and there is no PI controller 

that could shift the bandwidth to higher frequencies. Thus, the performance of 
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the controller is very limited and effective disturbance rejection is not possible. 

In consequence, such a controller must be accompanied by controller parame-

ter adaptation, additional state feedback, reliable feedforward action – which is 

complicated, as will be discussed in the next sections – and by additional col-

lector control. The corresponding loop layout of variant B, only equipped with 

the EVI, shows significantly worse performance than variant A during cloudy 

weather conditions. 

   

Figure 4.17: Optimal results for the EVI controller gain for outlet temperature; resulting 

step responses for reference (y/ref) and input disturbance (y/u’) steps at 900 W/m² (left) and 

optimal controller gains with possible approximations (right). 

 

  

Figure 4.18: Bode plots for the nominal LTI plant model and the closed-loop system for EVI 

to outlet temperature at 900 W/m² (left) and 375 W/m² (right). 
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4.3.2.4 Inlet mass flow to the temperature before injection 

The control of the temperature before the SHI by the inlet mass flow is dis-

cussed now. System characterization reveals very long step responses that are 

in the same range as homogeneous DNI variations along the loop. Any faster 

disturbance cannot be rejected in an acceptable time. Even DNI disturbances 

cannot be rejected well, as there will always be a delay between the controller 

recognizing the disturbance and a significant controller answer. This can be 

seen in Figure 4.19 (left). The maximum control deviation is in the range of 0.9 

after about 900 seconds. Within this period, the disturbance is likely to already 

have disappeared. Then the controller action leads to even worse results. Thus, 

even under ideal step response conditions, the controller takes more than one 

hour at 900 W/m² to counteract the disturbance. At lower load, such ideal 

conditions result in more than two hours for complete disturbance rejection. 

This is unacceptable for control. Note that the disturbance rejection as shown 

in the figure is only valid for homogeneous DNI disturbances along the loop. 

Short local DNI disturbances in the superheating section rather act as an out-

put step (mirrored y/ref response). Such disturbances are rejected slightly bet-

ter, but still very slow. High oscillations during the response must be avoided, 

since a small fluctuation in the inlet mass flow already results in high tempera-

ture variations at the outlet. The injections may then have to use their complete 

operating range to counteract inlet oscillations – or run out of range. Weights of 

the objective function must therefore be chosen high to smooth the response. 

Controller gains are shown in Figure 4.19 (right) and must be considered for 

reference tracking rather than disturbance rejection. Weights should be in-

creased for lower loads. Bode plots are shown in Figure 4.20. Input disturbance 

rejection is not successful, but worsens the situation by the controller in the 

relevant frequencies for all loads. It is thus better not to implement this kind of 

controller and to only use the injections. 

   

Figure 4.19: Optimal results for the IMF controller gain for outlet temperature; resulting 

step responses for reference (y/ref) and input disturbance (y/u’) steps at 900 W/m² (left) and 

optimal controller gains with possible approximations (right). 
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Figure 4.20: Bode plots for the nominal LTI plant model and the closed-loop system for inlet 

mass flow to temperature before SHI at 900 W/m² (left) and 375 W/m² (right). 

 

4.3.2.5 Conclusions for different loop layouts 

Concluding the basic controller design, a methodology to design PI control-

lers for solar once-through boilers is suggested. Good disturbance rejection is 

only achieved along short distances, e.g. from the EVI to the SHI and from the 

SHI to the outlet. Disturbance rejection by the inlet mass flow is ineffective and 

very slow due to the long time delay involved. In consequence, variant A with 

two injections is the only variant able to effectively reject disturbances by the 

suggested PI controllers. The inlet mass flow is based on pure feedforward ac-

tion with the help of average DNI measurements. Variant B and D (only EVI) 

may only be used for short superheating sections. Otherwise the same effect as 

for the inlet mass flow appears, i.e. the control action can even worsen the per-

formance. Variants B and D can significantly be improved by additional propor-

tional feedback or MPC approaches. Variant C (only SHI) can work with PI con-

trol and additional proportional feedback for the SHI controller. Its inlet mass 

flow is again only based on feedforward control. Due to its robustness, the rec-

ommended control should be performed by variant A. Therefore, the following 

sections focus on this variant. The other variants are only briefly described. 
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4.3.3 Feedforward 

The main controller’s task is to reject disturbances during operation and 

keep a constant temperature. If a disturbance happens, the system needs a 

certain time to react to it. Then, the controller needs additional time to react 

and, after that, the system needs additional time to respond. This can take a lot 

of time due to the long delays of the system. If disturbances can be measured, 

it is thus helpful to let the controller counteract it already before the system re-

action is apparent. This is called feedforward control. 

Feedforward action must be applied with caution. If the dynamics or the 

measurements of the variable are uncertain, a misleading feedforward term 

acts as an input disturbance. 

There are many disturbances that can appear, e.g. changes in inlet temper-

ature, irradiation, ambient temperature, injection water temperature. A perfect 

controller should consider all of them. In fact, former DSG control concepts 

foresee a variety of feedforward actions [57, 152, 254]. However, this perfect 

controller is limited by design and model effort as well as by measurement ac-

curacy and effort. Furthermore, some disturbances happen very slowly, such 

that the new PI controller can easily handle them without prior action. 

Table 4.1 provides an overview on the most important system disturbances 

and their consideration in feedforward control for the SHI. In its simplest ver-

sion, the SHI controller only uses the temperature before the SHI as feedfor-

ward variable. In contrast, the state-of-the-art concepts use eight or more dif-

ferent terms. The differences result from assumptions for large scale solar fields 

and the more aggressive design of the PI controller in this work. They are ex-

plained in more detail below. 

The EVI controller in its basic version has no feedforward at all. However, it 

would be desirable to measure the enthalpy before the EVI. This would signifi-

cantly improve the performance – analog to the temperature before the SHI for 

the SHI controller. Measurement techniques for steam void fraction are availa-

ble [59], but they are very expensive, require a lot of extra process effort and 

show high uncertainty [57, 279]. The subsequent calculation of enthalpy fur-

ther increases this uncertainty. In consequence, enthalpy before EVI cannot be 

used for feedforward at the moment. Nevertheless, it can be considered as the 

most important missing sensor for DSG technology. 

Table 4.2 provides the same overview for the feedforward of the inlet mass 

flow controller. Differences to former approaches are small. The most important 

differences, however, are the consideration of a clear sky DNI model together 

with the IAM. The following paragraphs explain the differences and significance 

of the single disturbances.  
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Table 4.1: Disturbances considered for feedforward control of superheater injection (SHI). 

Variable SHI Simple SHI Advanced Former  

approaches 

[57, 254] 

Current DNI Not used Recommended 

(if measured for 

superheater) 

Yes 

Temperature  

before SHI 

Important Important Yes 

Temperature after SHI Not used Not used Yes 

Inlet temperature Not used Not used Yes 

Injection water 

temperature 

Not used 

(see adaptation) 

 

Not used 

(see adaptation) 

Yes 

Steam mass flow  

before SHI or at outlet 

Not used Not used Yes 

Outlet pressure Not used Recommended Yes 

Ambient temperature Not used Not used Yes 

Wind speed Not used Not used Some 

IAM Not used Recommended Yes 

Clear sky DNI model Not used Recommended Not used 

 

Table 4.2: Disturbances considered for feedforward control of inlet mass flow (IMF). 

Variable IMF Basic IMF Advanced Former  

approaches 

[57, 254] 

Current DNI Important Important Yes 

Inlet temperature Recommended Recommended Yes 

Injection water 

temperature 

Not used Not used Yes 

Steam mass flow  

before SHI or at outlet 

Not used Not used Sometimes 

Outlet pressure Recommended Recommended Yes 

Ambient temperature Not used Helpful Yes 

Wind speed Not used Not used Yes 

IAM Important Important Yes 

Clear sky DNI model Recommended Important Not used 

Collector focus state Recommended Important Yes 
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4.3.3.1 Temperature before the superheating injection 

If the dynamics are minimum phase, correspond to the dynamics of the ma-

nipulated variable and a good model exists, the feedforward action can be 

based on the static gain of the transfer function. This gain can be calculated 

from steady-state energy balance. Those for the superheater section can be 

formulated to calculate the outlet enthalpy of the loop hout: 

 (4.13) 

The subscript “bi” indicates states before the injector in the main steam line. 

The subscript “inj” indicates states of the injection water and “out” the loop 

outlet condition. 

The change in outlet temperature by a change in injection mass flow is given 

by its derivative: 

d
d

,

 (4.14) 

Note that enthalpy is approximated by heat capacity cp and temperature. 

For the case of a disturbance of the steam temperature before the injection, the 

resulting (steady state) change in outlet temperature can be described by the 

following derivative: 

d
d

,

,
 (4.15) 

The change in injection mass flow and in temperature before the injection 

must give the same outlet temperature change for an ideal feedforward control. 

The differential equations are now considered as difference equations, solved 

for outlet temperature and set equal. The resulting equation is: 

∆
,

∆  (4.16) 

This equation can be used as additional feedforward signal for the injection 

mass flow (∆ ) depending on the temperature before the SHI (∆ ). The effec-

tive heat input Qeff can be estimated by the absorbed heat and the heat losses 

in the superheating section: 

Δ , , Δ  (4.17) 

The heat terms are taken from equations (3.14) and (3.16). The variable Δz 

in this case denotes the length of the superheating collectors between injection 

and loop outlet. The length-specific heat loss should be averaged over the su-
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perheating section, e.g. by a simple equation for high temperatures as suggest-

ed in [265]: 

, ,
1 1

2
1
5

 (4.18) 

The temperatures of the inlet and outlet of the corresponding section are 

considered here. The coefficients c1 and c4 are as described for equation (3.16). 

Equations (4.16) to (4.18) together provide a good estimate of the feedfor-

ward correction. Note that they are different to the linearized equation used in 

[57]. The equations here assume that various system parameters are measured, 

which would result in a lot of sensors. For large scale plants, significant reduc-

tion is needed.  

It is recommended to measure the injection mass flow as a minimum re-

quirement, since this measurement is not only needed for SHI feedforward, but 

also for controller adaptation. In addition, the mass flow is a manipulated vari-

able that should be checked to work properly and it can be an input to energy 

balances for performance evaluation. Considerations of other measurements 

are covered within the following sections. 

4.3.3.2 Temperature of injected water 

The temperature of the injected water should be known for equation (4.16). 

However, it is usually not necessary to measure it in all loops as it changes 

slowly. The injected water is taken from the main feed water line, whose tem-

perature is measured for control and performance evaluation anyway. There is 

a deviation to this feed water temperature, since the injection line is separated 

at some point and has different thermal inertia and flow velocities. This can be 

corrected, if the temperature is measured at two or more loops of the plant, e.g. 

the last and the first loop of a subfield. The water temperature can then be 

modeled or estimated, respectively. This estimation can reduce the temperature 

measurements significantly for large scale plants. Note however, that these 

measurements may be required by an operating company or owner for reliable 

performance evaluation of the plant. 

When changes in injection water temperature shall be compensated, a for-

mulation analog the one above results in: 

∆
,

∆  (4.19) 

As the injection mass flow (as a factor in the numerator) is significantly 

smaller than the main steam mass flow, the influence of the water temperature 

on the mass flow change is rather low. It is thus only worth implementing, if 

very high gradients in water temperature are expected. This can be the case 
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during start-up procedure and/or if a hot wave is reaching the injectors with 

significant time delay after heating up. This phenomenon is especially observa-

ble at the DISS facility, but can be reduced by opening the injection lines early 

during the start-up phase. Even during high transients greater than 100 K, the 

resulting deviation of the steam temperature is smaller than 6 K, as e.g. shown 

in Figure 3.51. Experiments at the DISS facility promote this result and no sig-

nificant influence even during higher transients was visible. In consequence, 

the water temperature is not used for feedforward in the new concepts suggest-

ed in this work. 

There is one decisive aspect of water temperature that has been ignored so 

far. Although the feedforward, based on the overall energy balance, turns out to 

be negligible, the water temperature has a decisive influence on the injection 

gain. This must be considered by adaptation of the controller gain, as will be 

described in section 4.3.4. 

4.3.3.3 Outlet steam mass flow 

The mass flow before the SHI – or as an alternative the complete outlet 

steam mass flow – could be measured in principle. Nevertheless, such a sensor 

for steam mass flow is rather expensive and not very accurate. A simpler vari-

ant is to use the inlet mass flow into the loop added by the mass flows of the in-

jection(s). By that, one assumes that the system is in steady state, which is of 

course not correct for highly dynamic situations. It is thus a trade-off between 

more accurate feedforward and higher investment. In the following, it is as-

sumed that the sensor is not available. 

The steam mass flow can be considered as feedforward signal itself. After 

sudden drops in irradiation, the steam mass flow falls rapidly. Using its deri-

vate as feedforward signal can improve the controller performance [152]. Never-

theless, the LTI models from the simulations already consider such mass flow 

changes implicitly. Experiments showed that the controller reacts fast enough 

without this feedforward action. In consequence, it is a recommended option to 

save costs. 

4.3.3.4 Mixing temperature after the SHI 

The inlet temperature to the controlled section, that is the steam tempera-

ture after the SHI, could be measured. However, a long section for homogeniza-

tion, which is necessary for an accurate measurement, is usually not accepta-

ble between collectors in order to save costs and space. Thus, the measured 

temperature cannot be used as feedforward signal – as it is usually done in fos-

sil plants. The calculation of the temperature by an energy balance is possible, 

but its result is already implicitly included in the feedforward term of the tem-

perature before the SHI. Thus, no additional feedforward term is needed. 
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4.3.3.5 Local irradiation 

The DNI is not assumed to be measured at all locations of a large solar field. 

Sensors are too expensive and cloud formations are random, such that a per-

fect covering with DNI sensors is unlikely. An averaged irradiation signal of the 

plant is used for equation (4.16), accepting that a cloud could pass over the su-

perheating section and shortly lead to wrong feedforward signals. 

If a better guess on irradiation is available, it should be used. At the DISS 

facility, pyranometers with two side plates are installed on the collectors and 

tracked with them. Although pyranometers measure the global irradiation, the 

side plates act like a shield and stress the direct character of the signal. The re-

sult is a barely defined mixture between direct and global irradiation. No exact 

absolute value of DNI can be derived from it. Nevertheless, if such signals are 

understood better or are further developed, they could offer additional infor-

mation to control. Due to its improved direct irradiance character, the deriva-

tives of the shielded pyranometer signal allow for guessing of current changes 

in DNI at that point. Such a gradient can serve as feedforward signal. A similar 

signal might be found from small photovoltaic cells. If they were measured dis-

tributed along the loop, a good guess of irradiation even in the unobservable 

evaporation section might become possible. Such ideas are proposed for future 

research and testing, since they offer very promising control improvements. 

The controllers considered in this work do not employ such local irradiation 

measurements.  

4.3.3.6 Average DNI and effective irradiation 

The effective irradiation is the most important variable for the system. It is 

defined by equation (3.15) as the product of DNI, current optical efficiency and 

a focus signal. The current optical efficiency is assumed to be known, with the 

real cleanliness of the mirrors as dominating uncertainty. Note that for the 

DISS facility, the IAM is also a major uncertainty due to the variety of different 

collectors. The IAM uncertainty is assumed to be much lower for commercial 

plants with only one type of collector. The focus signal is usually known to the 

control system, assuming that a focused collector (signal is 1) is completely fo-

cused and a defocused collector has negligible heat input (signal is 0). Again, 

this assumption does not necessarily hold. A defocused collector that is track-

ing with a certain offset to its ideal focus will also generate a small heat input to 

the system. Diffuse irradiation and the low heat losses of commercial receivers 

is already sufficient (see e.g. [116] for more details). A good approximation from 

DISS experiments shows about 2 % “optical efficiency” for defocused collectors 

in the so-called “destir mode”. This is reduced to almost no heat input, if the 

collector is in stow position and the mirrors are facing the ground. 
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The main unpredictable heat input is the direct normal irradiance. The DNI 

is measured by pyrheliometers with a very small acceptance angle and an un-

certainty of about 1 to 2 % [134, 262]. The pyrheliometers are directly facing 

the sun position by a two-axis tracker. Only few sensors are installed in a 

commercial plant because of the high costs of the complete measurement sys-

tem, with the high-precision tracker being the main cost driver [135]. 

For equation (4.16), an averaged irradiation signal of the solar field is used. 

It is highly recommended to never base the average DNI signal on one sensor 

only. Experiments at the DISS test facility show very scattered clouds even for 

the single loop. The DNI sensor is mounted on top of the BOP building in the 

north of the loop. Various situations occurred with different DNI in the north 

and in the south. At least three or more sensors should be used and installed 

at different locations of a large solar field. Again, these could be accompanied 

by local substitutional irradiation measurements or cameras to improve the 

overall guess [218]. Nowcasting of the DNI from satellite and weather data or 

cloud cameras can also help to provide current DNI maps or predictions [109]. 

As such systems are not yet available commercially, they are not considered in 

this work, but can help to improve control in the future. 

The inlet mass flow is set by the feedforward signal of the effective irradia-

tion. A simple variant, as used in this work, is to pre-calculate the inlet mass 

flow as a function of the effective irradiation by steady-state heat balances. If 

operation conditions such as the inlet temperature and the outlet pressure are 

not varying much, it is sufficient to use only this dependency for feedforward. 

Otherwise, a more complex function considering significant influences should 

be used [254]. Another option is to solve the heat balances directly online dur-

ing operation by using the desired outlet temperature and injection mass flows.  

Note that this pure feedforward action is only justified, because of the long 

time delay of the inlet mass flow response, as derived in section 4.3.2.4 above. 

There is no effective rejection of any disturbance. The only chance of coping 

with DNI variations is to use it as feedforward, since it shows the same shape 

and delay of system response. By averaging the DNI signal over time, feedfor-

ward becomes more robust against noise and it is assumed that all cloud dis-

turbances are much faster. This already suggests that the time constant of the 

filter of the DNI signal should be adapted to the weather conditions. This is an-

alyzed in more detail in the adaptation section below. 

Slow changes and deviations in effective irradiation over the day can usually 

be dealt with by the suggested feedforward scheme and the PI controllers of the 

injections. Problems arise when DNI and incidence angle change quickly in the 

evening. The feedforward term must therefore at least include a model of the 

mean incidence angle modifier (IAM) for the current throughput time of the 

loop. Note that this was not foreseen in former approaches such as [254] or 
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[152]. Especially in winter afternoons, the IAM is slowly increasing, while the 

DNI can already decrease rapidly. Only using the IAM for prediction thus leads 

to an imbalance in the loop, which can only be compensated by the injections 

for a short time. Additional advancement can be achieved, if a clear sky day is 

modeled and its characteristic curve of the DNI is used as reference for DNI 

changes. The prediction factor for clear sky fclsky can be formulated by the help 

of the forecast horizon : 

1
	 	

 (4.20) 

It calculates the expected relative change in energy input during the resi-

dence time of the fluid. The IAM must include the cosine of the incidence angle 

in this formulation. The forecast horizon should be in the range of the fluid res-

idence time in the loop. Ideally, it is adapted based on the clear sky or current 

inlet mass flow. The clear sky factor is then multiplied with the feedforward 

signal from current effective irradiation to give the final inlet mass flow set-

point. Note that the clear sky factor can be pre-calculated for each day, if the 

forecast horizon is constant or set equal to the ideal clear sky mass flow. How-

ever, the clear sky model may have to be adapted during the day because of 

changing atmosphere conditions. Then, an adaptation scheme for estimation of 

the clear sky DNI can improve the forecast and feedforward performance. Very 

good results are already achieved by using the convex hull of the measured DNI 

of the day before as a prediction of the clear sky DNI function. An example of 

such a hull is depicted in Figure 4.41 on page 168. As equation (4.20) gives on-

ly a relative signal, small deviations of the DNI model are not significant. Only 

after severe atmospheric events, such as sand storms or rain, this approxima-

tion may be misleading and care must be taken. 

4.3.3.7 Ambient conditions 

Changes in ambient temperature have very slow dynamics and the influence 

on the system is negligible compared to other uncertainties. High wind veloci-

ties can lead to higher heat losses as well [32]. However, their impact again is 

negligible for a large scale loop. The modelling is more accurate taking ambient 

effects into account, especially for the feedforward of the complete loop. The re-

sult for control performance, however, is not significantly influenced. As not all 

ambient conditions – and other unusual ones might appear – can be foreseen, 

verification is recommended for each particular site. 

4.3.3.8 Collector defocus 

If problems with a collector occur and it has to be defocused, a feedforward 

action scheme should be designed to reject the resulting disturbances. As it is 
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an intended disturbance, it can be predicted quite well and feedforward action 

could be done jointly by the inlet and injection controller. This case is not criti-

cal, if it is foreseen in the operation scheme. Thus, it is recommended to design 

a feedforward scheme for failure/defocus of each individual collector of the 

loop. Especially for collectors close to the inlet, this is a very important safety 

requirement of a commercial plant. 

The design of such a feedforward is not part of this work. Procedures for it 

can be found in various text books on control, e.g. [11]. Corresponding LTI 

models are derived in chapter 3.4.8. 

This work concentrates on rejecting an unforeseen and mainly unmeasured 

disturbance. Let us consider that the first collector has a sudden failure, which 

is not known to the control system. A steep increase of superheating tempera-

ture is then followed by a steep decrease. The steep increase could be smooth-

ened by defocusing one of the first superheating collectors. The steep decrease 

could be smoothened by focusing this collector again. From an energetic point 

of view, only the final energetic loss of the first collector must be compensated 

by a different inlet or injection mass flow. However, from a dynamic perspective, 

the defocusing of the first superheating collector also results in an additional 

decrease in steam mass flow. The problem at the loop outlet thus becomes 

worse. To counteract the inlet density disturbance, the de-/re-focusing of su-

perheating collectors should ideally be concerted throughout all or various col-

lectors, e.g. by defocusing all collectors by about 5 %. If such a gradual defocus 

is not possible, the first superheating collector is the best remaining option to 

be defocused in order to limit the temperature increase within the superheating 

section. The other collectors may then have to follow, if temperature further in-

creases. It is thus beneficial if the defocus temperatures of the superheating 

collectors correspond to the desired temperature profile along the loop. A fast 

increase in temperature can thereby be compensated as early as possible to 

limit its impact on the downstream collectors. 

4.3.3.9 Inlet temperature 

Transients of the inlet temperature cause similar system responses as col-

lector disturbances close to the inlet. In principle, there are two possibilities to 

reduce such disturbances by feedforward. One is to react in the same way as 

collector defocus events above. The second is to also involve the inlet mass flow 

for such disturbances. System characterization showed that the response to in-

let temperature disturbances is faster than a response to inlet mass flow. How-

ever, in a large scale power plant, it may be possible to predict the behavior of 

the inlet temperature quite well before it even reaches the loop inlet, e.g. if it is 

measured at the outlet of the power block. Additionally, the gradient and speed 

of the response depends on the gradient of the inlet temperature change. This 
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is illustrated in Figure 4.21. In consequence, the inlet mass flow can be used to 

compensate some part of the disturbance for some selected situations, if a good 

header model is available. Note however, that this is limited by loop model un-

certainty and header model uncertainty. If there is a strong mismatch between 

the prediction and the real plant behavior, the disturbance can be amplified. 

The idea is thus better used in an MPC framework, considering it as multivari-

able optimization problem, instead of using it in a simple predefined feedfor-

ward scheme. The basic control concept does not foresee such feedforward. The 

behavior of inlet temperature must be considered, however, for start-up proce-

dures of the solar field. 

 

Figure 4.21: System response of temperature before SHI to inlet temperature ramps with 

different gradients for 900 W/m² simulated with DFEM. 

 

4.3.3.10 Enthalpy before the EVI 

The most desired feedforward for the evaporation injection would be using 

the enthalpy before the EVI. As it cannot be measured reliably at the moment, 

this kind of feedforward is not possible. However, the influence of the inlet 

mass flow on the enthalpy before the EVI or the temperature before the SHI, re-

spectively, can be modeled. This compensates for measurable influences from 

the inlet and requires inverting the inlet mass flow LTI model. The procedures 

can be found in various text books on control theory, e.g. [11]. Such a feedfor-

ward is useful for clear days, during which the inlet mass flow changes are the 

dominating disturbances in the evaporation section. But it can also be useful 

for cloudy days, during which the input uncertainty is high, but the inlet mass 

flow varies strongly. For the sake of simplicity, the basic control scheme does 

not foresee such a dynamic compensation. Instead, the resulting small fluctua-

tion of the temperature before the SHI is accepted. Note however, that it is a 

useful compensation, which is implicitly taken into account by any MPC 

scheme. 
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4.3.4 Adaptation 

The notion of adaptation is used here to denote changes in controller pa-

rameters, i.e. time constant and gain, and changes in related equations or con-

trol algorithms. The dynamic behavior of the system can be predicted quite well 

with the available tools. The adaptation can thus be performed via pre-

calculated relations. This is called gain scheduling [11]. It is easier to imple-

ment than classical adaptation, which implies that the controller parameters 

are changed by feedback to certain process conditions. For example, the cur-

rent plant model is estimated online and an automatic controller design is per-

formed and applied based on this new model [11]. The main and most im-

portant ideas suggested here apply gain scheduling. It can be interpreted as a 

feedforward schedule, which does not receive feedback whether the predefined 

changes are useful or not for the current system conditions. A block diagram of 

a gain scheduled controller is shown in Figure 4.22. The current measurements 

and states (x) from the plant are used as input to the precalculated scheduling. 

The controller parameters are then determined and applied to the controller. 

 

Figure 4.22: Block diagram of a gain scheduled controller, based on [11]. 

Such a scheme is applied for manipulating the controller parameters by 

mass flow, injection water temperature and control error. An extension to effec-

tive irradiation and clear sky DNI can be helpful for certain situations. Adapta-

tion in its feedback form is suggested by estimating the current optical efficien-

cy and the clear sky DNI model. All these suggestions, mainly derived from op-

erational experience, are described in more detail in the following paragraphs. 

Although a variety of adaptions are made, each one is simplified as much as 

possible. The resulting control is then non-linear, which is necessary to suc-

cessfully control the non-linear plant in a wide range of operating points. 

4.3.4.1 Gain scheduling by mass flow and irradiation 

The application of gain scheduling is not new for solar thermal power plants 

and an overview for solar fields with synthetic oil is given in [36]. Johansen 

[120] chooses a matrix of six operating regimes for scheduling.  They are select-
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ed based on three mass flow regions and two DNI regions. For each regime, a 

controller is designed based on a pole placement strategy. The resulting control 

scheme is good for high loads, but has poor performance for low loads. The rea-

son is the rough scheduling matrix. The non-linearity of both oil and DSG solar 

fields becomes more pronounced with lower mass flow. Thus, a high resolution 

of underlying operating points/regions must especially be chosen at low loads. 

The scheduling variable is of special interest. Various definitions for oil solar 

fields exist [2, 33, 120, 192]. They range from pure mass flow or DNI to ratios of 

mass flow and inlet temperature. Eck [57, 59] also suggests gain scheduling for 

the controllers of an injection mode DSG system. He uses an interpolation area 

based on various process conditions like pressure, inlet and outlet enthalpies, 

mass flow and DNI. The controller can be applied for a variety of different oper-

ating points. However, in a commercial plant, these operating points are – or 

should be – rather limited. A simpler scheme is thus suggested here. 

As shown in the LTI identification section, the process gain and characteris-

tic time constants can be well linked to the main mass flow at the inlet of the 

controlled section. Therefore, the section’s mass flow seems suitable as sched-

uling variable of a once-through mode controller. However, the mass flow is al-

so the manipulated variable, such that at certain excitations the system could 

become unstable in theory [2]. This concern can be confirmed for once-through 

boilers neither by simulations nor by experiments. This time, it is an advantage 

that there is only a delayed coupling between inlet mass flow and superheating 

temperatures. As the inlet mass flow is mainly dependent on irradiation by 

feedforward, there is no signal path to destabilize it by the injections or temper-

atures. On the other hand, the main mass flow, i.e. the main influence on PI 

controller scheduling, is the inlet mass flow. Unstable conditions can only oc-

cur if a) the scheduling is chosen wrong or b) the irradiation causes the system 

to fluctuate strongly. Case a) is a problem of any gain scheduling scheme and 

must be avoided by good design and on-site tuning. Case b) should be avoided 

by a good DNI signal filter for the feedforward control. In consequence, the sim-

plest and preferred way is to choose the measured mass flow as scheduling var-

iable. 

The procedure for scheduling of the PI controller parameters of the injec-

tions can be summarized as follows: 

1. The IMC time constants are determined to be a function of the mass 

flow at the inlet of the controlled section by simulations, e.g. the 

steam mass flow after the SHI defines the IMC time constants for the 

SHI controller. 

2. A regression is performed to find an explicit, smooth function for this 

relation. 
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3. The IMC time constant function is implemented as schedule in the 

controller and directly defines the reset time of the PI controller. 

4. For each analyzed operating point from step 1 (now with mass flow 

and corresponding time constant), a good controller gain is deter-

mined. 

5. The controller gains are approximated by a smooth function only de-

pending on the corresponding mass flow. 

6. The gain scheduling is implemented in the control system. 

After these steps, the basic pair of controller gain and time constant is de-

fined solely by the mass flow. As mentioned above, the steam mass flows are 

not measured, but the inlet (water) mass flows are used as scheduling variable. 

The approximations are already shown in the chapters on model identification 

(IMC time constants) and basic controller design (controller gain). They are not 

repeated here. Note that the resulting performance is much better than using 

regimes with constant controller parameters. Further note that there is no need 

in using a scheduling regime matrix for DNI and mass flow as in [120]. For 

steady states, there is only one optimal combination of effective irradiation and 

mass flow. Furthermore, a scheduling of the time constant by irradiation is not 

useful, as they do not correlate. Only the gain is depending on both irradiation 

and mass flow. 

 Slight improvements for strong irradiation disturbances are possible, if the 

effective irradiation or the clear sky irradiation is also considered for scheduling 

of the controller gain. This is true for a measurable and fast increase in irradia-

tion after a long period of cloud cover. A simple (weighted) interpolation scheme 

is then possible. The current effective irradiation is used to calculate the ideal 

corresponding steady-state mass flow. This mass flow is used as input to the 

same scheduling function as the real mass flow. The two different outputs of 

the function are then weighted. Tests at DISS facility with a weighting of 90 % 

on real mass flow and 10 % on ideal mass flow showed good results. These val-

ues have not been optimized, though, and also depend on the loop configura-

tion. 

Note that the dominating inlet mass flow is already influenced by the irradi-

ation via the feedforward term. The extra scheduling with DNI is only useful, if 

significantly different time-filters of the DNI signal are used for feedforward and 

scheduling.  

Some definitions for oil systems use the stationary heat balance and solve it 

for the mass flow. Then, not the mass flow, but the determining variables are 

used for scheduling. This is not recommended because of the complexity, the 

uncertain measurements of involved states and the inconsistency of the heat 

balance for transient situations. The performance is either equivalent or usually 

worse with such a scheduling scheme. 
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4.3.4.2 Gain scheduling by injection water temperature 

It has been shown that the feedforward compensation based on the injection 

water temperature is not needed. However, the injection gain depends on its en-

thalpy flow, i.e. the product of mass flow and enthalpy, relative to the steam en-

thalpy flow before the injection. If the injection temperature is reduced, the dif-

ference of enthalpy compared to the steam is increased. In consequence, the in-

jection mass flow must be varied less to achieve the same result. The gain is 

higher than its design value. The resulting control will show more oscillations 

compared to the nominal design. The gain deviation can be calculated from 

steady-state heat balances and is shown in Figure 4.23. The relative deviation 

of the gain is rather linear and almost the same for all loads, which is a very 

good characteristic for gain scheduling. 

The best way to compensate for deviating injection water temperatures is to 

consider various deviations and repeat the design procedure for the gain as for 

the basic controller. However, a simpler option is possible. Since the controller 

gain is proportional to the inverse of the process gain, as shown in equation 

(4.11), the nominal controller gain can be divided by the relative deviation of 

Figure 4.23. This implies using the same tuning factor as for the nominal mod-

el. This scheme was successfully applied at DISS test facility and is recom-

mended due to its simplicity. 

Note that it is in general not recommended to inject cold water into super-

heated steam in order to avoid material stress and corrosion by water droplets 

in the steam flow. 

 

Figure 4.23: Variation of injection mass flow gain as a function of the injection water tem-

perature; from steady-state heat balances for the SHI of the DISS facility. 
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4.3.4.3 Error-based gain scheduling 

The main drawback of linear PI controllers has been illustrated in the con-

troller design section. The controller gain is limited, because the final system 

response shall not oscillate significantly. In consequence, maximum control de-

viations are very high. 

One option to overcome this problem is to leave the path of constant con-

troller gain during disturbances. If the control error, i.e. the difference between 

measured and reference temperature, is high, one can assume that a disturb-

ance is currently acting on the system. In this case, it makes sense to increase 

the controller gain to reduce the resulting maximum control deviation. The gen-

eral framework of such a concept is called soft variable-structure control and is 

described in [3, 87, 88, 100]. The particular case of adapting PI parameters 

based on the control error is elaborated by Song [226] for a second order sys-

tem. It is introduced as error-based adaptive control. A very similar approach is 

suggested here, with the difference of only varying the controller gain. It can be 

denoted by error-based gain scheduling (EBGS) or, from the impact point of 

view, gain acceleration. 

The tuning factor approach of the basic controller design can be used to es-

tablish the EBGS. A tuning factor with smooth control at rather constant con-

ditions is selected to define the basic gain. Then, a greater tuning factor with a 

lower maximum control deviation is chosen for disturbance rejection. During 

operation with large disturbances, the gain is increased from its basic value to 

higher values, dependent on the actual control error. Figure 4.24 (left) illus-

trates two possibilities to implement such a scheduling scheme. A maximum 

gain acceleration factor is defined, which limits the gain of the controller. The 

resulting controller must still stabilize the system. A threshold error should be 

foreseen to start the gain adaptation. 

A different option is shown in Figure 4.24 (right). The derivative of the abso-

lute values of the control error is used to adapt the controller gain.  

| | | |
 (4.21) 

Note that positive gradients indicate that the error increases. The main ob-

jective of the gain acceleration is to reduce the maximum control error. A max-

imum gain acceleration factor fGA is defined for a certain gradient (e.g. 2.5 at 

4 K/min as shown in the figure). The maximum control error is reached when 

the gradient is zero. If only disturbance limitation is desired, a simple linear in-

terpolation is possible, which reaches a gain acceleration factor of one at a gra-

dient of zero (see Figure 4.24, right). An additional possibility arises from this 

gradient approach. A desired, ideal shape of the system response can be de-

fined. From this ideal response, the ideal gradients can be derived as a function 

of the absolute control error. The desired error gradients are negative and, ide-
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ally, should be located at a gain acceleration factor of one. The gain adaptation 

is thus continued to negative values. This is illustrated as well in Figure 4.24 

(right) for a very simple linear interpolation. 

   

Figure 4.24: Variation of relative controller gain as a function of the relative control error 

(left) or the derivative of the absolute error. 

The result of the closed-loop system response for the superheater injection 

at 900 W/m² is shown in Figure 4.25. The nominal controller exhibits the larg-

est control deviation of about 44 %. The adaptation based on the control error 

is slightly better, but has the drawback of more oscillations at the end. The 

gradient-based adaptation is significantly better. Its gain acceleration factor can 

be increased more strongly. This is due to different stability characteristics. 

While the error-based method requires the maximum controller gain to give a 

stable system, the gradient-based method is less restrictive. As a rule of thumb, 

which must be checked for each case, only the controller gain at the intersec-

tion with the zero gradients must be stabilizing. The goal of limiting the maxi-

mum control deviation is reached easier. Only 33 % of the original disturbance 

takes effect in closed-loop with gradient-based control (Figure 4.25), during 

which the maximum factor of 2.5 is used. In the example, the response shaping 

action is clearly visible in the graph of the gain acceleration factor. A simple 

first order element with 1.5	 , 	 is used as ideal response. This corre-

sponds to an exponentially decreasing error with the ideal derivative of 

/ 	 / . Due to the non-minimum phase characteristic and the high or-

der of the plant, it is not possible to force the real response to this ambitious 

ideal shape. Nevertheless, the response is already significantly smoother than 

the nominal one. A threshold of 2 K of absolute error is used in the simulations 

in order to provide a smooth control range around the setpoint. Improvements 

could be achieved by strictly designing the adaptation of both controller param-

eters by pole placement, similar to approaches in [11, 226].  

In practice, both simple gradient approaches (with and without response 

shaping) offer significant advantages compared to the nominal PI controller. 

Thus, it is highly recommended to implement them in a real plant. If the plant 
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dynamics are well-known, the simple scheme of disturbance limitation is suffi-

cient. If there is high uncertainty or strong oscillations in the nominal control-

ler design, the response shaping offers the possibility to automatically correct 

the controller gain. This brings it close to a real adaptive controller in the clas-

sical sense.  

 

Figure 4.25: Closed-loop disturbance rejection with nominal controller and different types of 

error-based adaptive control for SHI at 900 W/m². 

4.3.4.4 Disturbance frequency adaptation 

The design of the basic controllers for the evaporation injection and espe-

cially the inlet mass flow show resonance peaks at frequencies of realistic dis-

turbance scenarios, as e.g. shown in Figure 4.18 on page 120. Shifting those 

magnitude peaks to higher frequencies is not possible without severe oscilla-

tions during normal operation. Thus, the only option to use a PI controller dur-

ing such frequencies is to detune the controller gain, obviously only as long as 

the clouds appear in the critical frequency range. This requires estimation of 

the current cloud frequencies. The concept for the design of such controllers is 

equivalent to the procedure described for the basic controllers. The difference is 

in considering a periodic DNI disturbance instead of a single input step dis-

turbance. This frequency design is not elaborated here, but can be an option for 

improvements. Note that the EBGS scheme based on gradients and response 

shaping, as discussed above, offers a different solution to this problem. Alt-

hough the nominal controller might lead to oscillations, the gradient-based ad-

aptation already reduces these effects. The frequency adaptation is therefore 

not elaborated here for the PI controllers. 
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4.3.4.5 Adaptation for DNI feedforward 

Disturbance rejection is very slow by the inlet mass flow. Furthermore, 

steep gradients of the inlet mass flow result in very high temperature gradients 

in the superheating section. Such high gradients are a challenge to the injec-

tion controllers. On the other hand, the inlet mass flow must be used to coun-

teract imbalances between main inlet mass flow and injection mass flows. Such 

imbalances can arise from a wrong estimation of optical efficiency or other 

plant parameters. In consequence, it is recommended to use the inlet mass flow 

for very slow tracking of reference mass flows of the injections. As the effective 

use of this is limited to rather clear sky conditions, it is equivalent to use a 

state estimator to estimate the current (optical) efficiency of the collector loop. 

As this efficiency is a dominating factor in the feedforward action, it should be 

slowly adapted to the current estimate, e.g. by a first order hold with the cur-

rent IMC time constant. The advantage of efficiency adaptation, rather than 

temperature/injection mass flow adaptation, is the validity for the complete day 

– at least ideally. A wrong pre-defined optical efficiency in the feedforward ac-

tion for a clear sky day with variant A (two injections) is assumed as an exam-

ple. The working range of the EVI is controlled via a PI controller on the inlet 

mass flow. At constant effective irradiation, the inlet mass flow slowly changes 

and adapts the working range of the EVI. A change in effective irradiation again 

results in an imbalance between inlet mass flow and injection, which then 

again must be compensated slowly. In reality, such constant conditions cannot 

be expected even during clear sky days due to the variation of the sun position. 

Estimation of the optical efficiency also requires time. However, once a good es-

timate is reached, the feedforward action can already compensate DNI and sun 

position changes in advance. The imbalance is reduced to the level of plant-

model mismatch at the beginning of the day. Note however, that the simple pre-

definition of parameters is then sacrificed for the sake of online estimation and 

performance here. Alternatively, a day-to-day adaptation may also be possible 

manually by the operators. It could as well be performed after operation and by 

including cleaning schedules. The online estimation is especially useful for con-

trol, if a good feedforward model exists. If the latter model does not ensure ac-

curate feedforward, the efficiency estimation will not offer significant ad-

vantages. 

Online estimation of the optical efficiency can be performed using the LTI 

models in combination with standard observer algorithms, e.g. a Kalman filter 

[11, 126]. The same can be done with the help of the MBM or the DFEM. Note 

however, that more detailed state estimation is not easily possible with the 

MBM or DFEM. Standard observers use a derivate of the system, which usually 

cannot be derived numerically for the stiff MBM or DFEM models [215]. In the 

latter cases, more complicated non-linear estimation schemes like moving hori-
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zon estimation or particle filters must be applied. More details on state estima-

tion of once-through loops can be found in [215]. The online estimation is help-

ful for performance evaluation as well. 

If the estimation of the loop efficiency and the feedforward model are accu-

rate, an interesting case related to cloud frequencies arises for the inlet mass 

flow as well. There is no effective rejection of any fast disturbance. The only 

chance of coping with DNI variations is to use it as feedforward. By averaging 

the DNI signal over time, feedforward becomes more robust and it is assumed 

that all cloud disturbances are much faster. This already suggests that the time 

constant of the filter of the DNI signal could be adapted to the weather condi-

tions. A more elaborated adaptation arises, if the clear sky DNI is taken into ac-

count. The feedforward inlet mass flow is derived not only from measured DNI, 

but also from ideal maximum clear sky DNI.  

, 1 , ,  (4.22) 

The feedforward (index “FF”) from clear sky model (index ‘clsky’) is weighted 

by wclsky to correct the mass flow based on the measured DNI signal. 

The advantage can be illustrated by an example. Consider a clear day with 

only few small but thick clouds. If a small cloud covers the DNI sensor, its sig-

nal is reduced to almost zero irradiation. The resulting influence on the feed-

forward is the reduction to minimum mass flow. This causes a strong increase 

in the superheating temperatures of the loop, since only few of them are really 

influenced by the cloud. It is thus better, to limit the cloud influence. This can 

be achieved by increasing the weight wclsky to almost one. The small cloud has a 

minor effect on the feedforward signal and the injection mass flows can be used 

to effectively counteract the short disturbances. A weighting scheme depending 

on the cloud situation is therefore recommended. It also offers the chance of 

limiting the lower mass flow at the loop inlet depending on the clear sky DNI. 

This can be an important feature, because it offers the chance of operation at 

low loads with thick clouds, while still guaranteeing safe operation, even if the 

DNI is suddenly recovering 

In combination with the online estimation of the efficiency, it is possible to 

shift the working range of the EVI depending on the cloud situation. High cloud 

frequencies can usually be anticipated by the operator. The EVI mass flow 

share can be increased beforehand, to offer more buffer against the resulting 

transients. A similar adaptation is possible to increase the working range of the 

SHI. This is achieved by increasing the setpoint temperature before the SHI. 

The latter again implies a different feedforward function or weighting for the in-

let mass flow. In consequence, a complex scheduling scheme for the setpoints 

and feedforward action arises. Such a scheme can be elaborated by simulations 

of the corresponding conditions. It may also be a playground for fuzzy controller 
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design. As the basic control system works without these complex adaptations, 

such innovations are left for future research and operation experience. 

4.3.5 State feedback 

Loop variants with only one injection have the drawback of slow disturbance 

rejection. It is thus essential to detect disturbances as fast as possible. This 

improvement is achieved, if the feedback of a temperature located between in-

jection and loop outlet is measured. This measurement can be considered as a 

state of the superheater (model) and reveal disturbances before they reach the 

outlet. Thus, this state feedback further improves the overall response. A con-

cept, which considers this kind of feedback, is described in [138]. It is especial-

ly important, if the superheating section to be controlled is very long, i.e. longer 

than 150 m or one collector. There exist two possibilities to include such meas-

urements. One is by introducing a state feedback controller; the other is to let a 

proportional controller act on the intermediate temperature. The action in the 

real plant is equivalent for both approaches. 

Classical state feedback suggests using a certain controller design ap-

proach, but in the end also puts a proportional gain on the temperature state 

as well. Its main advantage is the additional consideration of plant inputs and 

the systematic gain balancing of the different states. In combination with a 

state observer, the state feedback control already includes the feedforward ac-

tion, which must be separately derived for the PI controllers. Nevertheless, note 

that a pure state feedback approach for the complete superheating section 

without using a PI controller shows a temperature offset even during nominal 

conditions, such that an additional integral part must act on the outlet temper-

ature. These control schemes are well-known for conventional steam generators 

and can be found in e.g. [85, 104]. It is also applied by Zapata [269] for a solar 

steam generation system using dish-stirling technology. A direct proportional 

controller is suggested and simulated in [138] for superheating sections of a 

parabolic trough plant. 

The installation of a temperature measurement after each collector is state 

of the art in parabolic trough plants. Thus, such a control structure is possible 

without additional sensors and should be used, if the superheating section 

comprises various collectors. However, the added value for short superheating 

sections or Fresnel collector fields must be analyzed specifically and might turn 

out not high enough to justify an additional installation effort. 

Variant C is suggested to use an additional proportional controller on the 

temperature before the last collector (one collector after the injection). Variants 

B and D could already justify a controller design based on state feedback. Note 

however, that a state space model is needed for such an approach. This could 

be generated from plant specific transfer functions or by the use of the analyti-
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cal superheater model as presented in [57, 139]. Then, an additional state es-

timator for the superheating section is recommended. This is helpful from a 

control point of view, but increases the effort in design and tuning significantly. 

Therefore, it is a rather individual or project-specific trade-off. Following the no-

tion of simplicity, even for variants B and D the proportional controller ap-

proach is feasible and would lead to very similar results. The controller design 

is not pursuit here, as its performance is in between the basic PI controller and 

an MPC scheme. The latter two controllers are analyzed in this work. 

4.3.6 Handling of severe disturbances 

For severe disturbances, even the second injection might not be sufficient. 

This is the case for a long defocus of the complete inlet collector (maybe due to 

failure) or the shadowing of a loop inlet section only. This can be described as a 

severe imbalance between evaporation and superheating section. A loss of en-

ergy at the inlet results in a steep increase of temperature in the superheating 

section, followed by a steep decrease after a maximum (see section 4.1 on sys-

tem characteristics for details). In these cases, it is favorable not only to main-

tain the outlet temperature, but rather to maintain the temperature profile 

along the loop. This guarantees to keep all collector coatings and tubes at safe 

conditions, while allowing a fast transition back to steady state. Therefore, not 

the last collectors should be defocused, but the collectors at the end of the 

evaporation and the beginning of the superheating section. Not the design tem-

perature is then relevant for defocusing, but a temperature about 15 to 30 K 

above the nominal collector outlet temperature should be chosen as defocus 

signal. If possible (like e.g. for Fresnel collectors), a stepwise defocus is favora-

ble to avoid high gradients for the tubes as well as for the superheating injec-

tion downstream. When a certain lower temperature (e.g. nominal temperature) 

is reached, the collectors can be focused again. Even a severe inlet disturbance 

such as a slowly passing cloud can be controlled smoothly with such a control 

scheme. 

A different critical situation is a large step increase (not decrease) in energy 

input near the loop inlet, e.g. the focusing of a collector or a harsh increase in 

inlet temperature. This is considered an extraordinary disturbance, since a 

good operation strategy does avoid such situations, e.g. by only very slowly fo-

cusing the collector and/or by accompanying it with corresponding feedforward 

action of the mass flows (see section 4.3.3.8). The resulting transient of the dis-

turbance is a steep drop in superheating temperatures. This cannot be recov-

ered by the focused collectors and injection mass flows might run out of range. 

In consequence, the outlet temperature can drop uncontrollably. The necessary 

measure is to reduce the steam mass flow. A harsh reduction in inlet mass flow 

is not fast enough, as the stored mass in the loop is too high. The only way to 
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actively reduce the steam mass flow is the partial defocus of one of the first 

evaporation collectors. Note that this can hardly be called control, since there is 

a very high uncertainty in the response. However, it allows for decreasing the 

steam mass flow and for providing a control range for the injection mass flow. 

After the original disturbance, the partially defocused collector must very slowly 

be focused again to stay in a controllable range. A similar option is mentioned 

in [152], who suggests to use deviation limits between feed water mass flow and 

outlet steam mass flow as a signal (control variable) for defocusing one or more 

complete inlet collectors. His results for an ideal control show potential of the 

method. However, with uncertainty in mind, an automatic control is very risky, 

as the deviations might also come from a different disturbance, which might be 

even intensified by the collector defocus. Furthermore, the outlet mass flow 

measurement of each loop is avoided in the basic control scheme to save costs 

and an absolute value from the measurement shows high uncertainty. A better 

indication might come from different signals: outlet temperature under a cer-

tain threshold, combined with a high decreasing temperature gradient along 

the loop and rather constant irradiation conditions. Only under those three 

prerequisites, it is likely to have an inlet disturbance of the mentioned kind. For 

large power plants, a more robust option is to allow two-phase flow at the out-

let. As such disturbances seldom appear in all loops at once, the two-phase 

flow of one loop can be compensated by the normal operation of the others. The 

preferred control option must thus be evaluated depending on the particular 

boundary conditions of the power plant configuration. 

4.3.7 Summary of design rules 

The design of the suggested ‘basic control scheme’ from the former sections 

is now briefly summarized. 

PI controllers are used for all the injections. The underlying integrational 

time constant  is chosen as the IMC time constant, as derived in section 3.4. 

For each operating condition of the derived LTI models (injection mass flow to 

superheating temperature), a controller gain kc is chosen by optimizing a 

weighted disturbance rejection response (section 4.3.2). During operation, the 

PI parameters are adapted by a scheduling scheme based on the corresponding 

mass flow of the controlled plant section (section 4.3.4.1). This can also be cal-

culated with a weighted mass flow including the clear sky conditions, which 

avoids slow reactions after sharp drops of irradiation. Additional adaptation of 

the controller gain is foreseen depending on the injection water temperature 

(section 4.3.4.2). In order to effectively reduce the maximum control deviation, 

an additional adaptation of kc is recommended based on the time gradient of 

the control error (section 4.3.4.3). Feedforward action on the temperature be-

fore the SHI is required. All other feedforward terms can be omitted. Feedfor-
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ward on the enthalpy before the EVI cannot be measured, but can be estimated 

to some extent. Using this estimation offers a significant improvement. Due to 

the higher effort, it is not part of the basic control scheme. The resulting injec-

tion controllers are fast and offer reliable performance during all operating con-

ditions. 

There are various differences to former approaches by [57, 139, 254]. The 

controllers are designed for disturbance rejection instead of reference tracking. 

A simple scheduling scheme based on internal model control time constants is 

used, which is very intuitive and easy to implement. Injection water tempera-

ture is used for gain scheduling instead of ineffective feedforward. All other 

feedforward terms and measurements (up to eight in former concepts) are omit-

ted as well, with the exception of the only important temperature before the 

SHI. In consequence, only water mass flows to the loop, (some) water tempera-

tures and two superheating temperatures are needed for control, which reduces 

the equipment costs significantly. The error gradient-based control developed in 

this work offers very good disturbance rejection results, which were not 

achieved by former concepts. 

The inlet mass flow control is designed considering its poor disturbance re-

jection quality. The mass flow is defined by feedforward action on averaged DNI 

signals of the whole plant. This defining function should take into account the 

IAM, the working condition of the injections, the cloud situation and the clear 

sky DNI model. Feedback is considered by estimating the optical efficiency of 

the loop and adapting this parameter in the feedforward function. The resulting 

inlet mass flow guarantees good control results during all normal operating 

conditions. The feedforward approach is also beneficial for the operation of par-

allel loops, since most of the control valve action is performed in all the loops at 

the same time. Mass flow imbalances between the loops can thus be reduced. 

As an alternative to the efficiency estimation, feedback can be established by a 

slow PI controller on the working condition of the EVI (loop variants A, B and D) 

or the temperature before the SHI (loop variant C). However, this kind of simple 

PI control leads to possible disturbance amplification and is only suggested for 

good days with very small fluctuations of the DNI. 

By this basic control scheme, the task of developing a robust controller for 

solar once-through boilers is achieved. The next section provides experimental 

results from the DISS test facility. Better control is possible, but more compli-

cated. The potential of MPC schemes is shortly illustrated in the subsequent 

section to indicate possible future improvements. 
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4.4 Experimental validation of new concept 

The following paragraphs discuss exemplary test results from the DISS 

facilty for different control variants and DNI conditions. 

Control system implementation at DISS facility 

The new control concept has been implemented at the DISS test facility to 

validate its performance. All sensors are connected to the main control system 

of the plant, which is based on an ABB Bailey Infinity90 ™ system. To allow for 

more flexibility in the controller testing, all control tests of this work have been 

performed via a Matlab® environment. The data exchange between the ABB 

and the Matlab® system is performed by an OPC (Object Linking and Embed-

ding for Process Control) interface, which is an OPC server by RoviSys linked 

with the Matlab® OPC Toolbox. 

Controller design has been done for continuous systems. The discrete time 

parameters for the real system are chosen equal to the ones derived for contin-

uous time. This can be done, because the applied sampling time  of 5 sec-

onds is very small compared to the dominating time constants of the system. 

The discrete time instant k is used for continuous time t; k+1 indicates . 

The implementation of the PI controllers is done in state space with the follow-

ing transformation from the continuous parameters [248]:  

1  (4.23) 

 (4.24) 

The variable u denotes the manipulated variable (mass flow) and e denotes 

the error, which is the reference minus the current measurement ( ). 

The variable x denotes the controller state. 

The control concept tested at the DISS facility mainly comprises the features 

as described in section 4.3.7 above. Exceptions are that both the gradient-

based adaptation and the clear sky model for DNI are not used. 

The tests were performed using the injections before collector 11 (index 

“inj11” in the following) and before collector 6 (“inj06”). The pressure was kept 

at a constant level of 80 bar, imitating fixed pressure mode of a turbine. The 

outlet temperature shown was measured directly after the last receiver of the 

last collector, with less than one meter of piping between sensor and receiver 

outlet. The DNI signal is measured on the roof of the building that houses the 

balance of plant. It is located in the north-west of the collector loop. The effec-

tive irradiation  is the DNI corrected by the cosine of the incidence angle and 

the IAM (see equation (3.15) on page 39). The efficiency of the loop was estimat-

ed by the operator without further correction, i.e. without online estimation.  
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Steam temperature stability requirements 

The experimental facility does not have a steam turbine for testing. Never-

theless, the measured data can be used to assess, whether a steam turbine 

would have worked with the provided live steam from the collector loop. Re-

quirements of turbines are listed in the IEC 60045-1 standard for steam tur-

bines [114]. A summary is presented in [24]. The following limitations for the 

turbine inlet can be derived, with  and ,  indicating the actual and the 

reference live steam temperature: 

 , 8	K: 

No limitations 

 , 8	K , 14	K: 

Limited to 400 hours/year in total 

 , 14	K , 28	K: 

Limited to 80 hours/year in total or 15 minutes per event 

 , 28	K: 

Not allowed 

 / 5	K/min: 

Usually possible for turbines at a rated power of 150 MWel or smaller, 

higher gradients limited by manufacturer [24]. 

As a result, the rated temperature can be exceeded by up to 8 K without 

limitations. Exceeding the rated temperature by 8 K up to 14 K is restricted to 

400 hours per year, which is more than one hour per day. Short overshoots in 

temperatures up to 14 K are thus acceptable for control. There is no explicit 

limit of temperature gradients at the turbine inlet, because the value is usually 

a particular characteristic of the turbine. To ensure safe operation, the control 

objective is to maintain the loop outlet temperature below 8 K above the set-

point and with smaller gradients than 5 K/min. Note that these are conserva-

tive criteria, since a large plant consists of various loops and a long live steam 

header line. The effect of one loop is damped by the piping and smoothened by 

a shift in time for clouds passing the solar field. 

There is no explicit lower limit for the live steam temperature. A commonly 

described requirement is too guarantee a minimum wet steam quality at the 

last low-pressure turbine stage in order to limit erosion by water droplets. Such 

a limit can be re-formulated for the inlet temperature. The value is again de-

pendent on the turbine design. A minimum of 25 K is chosen here as objective 

for the loop [234]. Note that this only applies to constant pressure operation. If 

the pressure at the turbine inlet is reduced, the inlet temperature can also be 

reduced until a minimum superheating temperature difference is reached. The 

latter limit is again particular for each turbine; a good estimate may be in the 

range of 10 to 30 K above saturation temperature. 
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Test A: Variant C with SHI only, IMF control by temperature 

Figure 4.26 shows the test results of September 5, 2014. The inlet mass 

flow is defined by feedforward as well as by a PI controller on the temperature 

before the superheating injection. This corresponds to a loop layout of variant 

C. The irradiation is very smooth and can be considered a clear sky day. The 

outlet temperature can be stabilized in the desired range. The only difficult 

event arose around 16.5 h (16:30 h). The desired injection mass flow was too 

small to be effectively established by the subcontroller of the injection valve. 

This results in two strong mass flow peaks, which influence the controller gain 

and integral state. A short overshoot can be seen in the outlet temperature. 

Another characteristic is observable in the data of Figure 4.26. The tempera-

ture before the injection cannot be stabilized well between 15.5 h and 16 h due 

to former inlet disturbances. There is only a slow correction of the inlet mass 

flow with a slow response. In consequence, it takes about 25 minutes to correct 

the high overshoot. This is acceptable for the test plant, since it is designed for 

temperatures up to 500°C. For a commercial plant, the defocus of a superheat-

ing collector may be the consequence. Nevertheless, because of the SHI’s static 

feedforward on the temperature before the SHI, the outlet temperature can be 

stabilized without problems. This is the main task of the SHI controller at this 

day, which can be seen by the rather parallel curves of the SHI mass flow and 

the temperature before the injection. 

 

Test B: Variant A with two injections, small clouds, low injection temperature 

Figure 4.27 shows experimental results for variant A with two injections. 

The sky was cloudier with thicker clouds around 17.5 h. Even this situation 

can be handled by the controller with the outlet temperature deviating less 

than 5 K from its setpoint. The temperature before the injection is oscillating 

slowly because of two effects. First, the injection water temperature is about 

30°C compared to 250°C design temperature, which had not been compensated 

by adaptation in this experiment. Thus, the process gain is significantly under-

estimated and the controller gain is too aggressive, resulting in an oscillating 

response. Second, the drop of DNI results in two short drops of the inlet mass 

flow by about 8 % around 17.5 h. This is not compensated by a weight on DNI 

clear sky model, since the latter one is not used for control during the experi-

ments. The resulting disturbance is compensated by the evaporation injection. 

Note that the SHI control is less affected by the low injection water tempera-

ture, because its measured value is included in the feedforward term acting on 

the temperature before the SHI.  
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Figure 4.26: Test A: Control experiment at the DISS test facility with variant C (only super-

heater injection before collector 11) on September 5, 2014. 

  

Figure 4.27: Test B: Control experiment at the DISS test facility with variant A (two injec-

tions) on October 8, 2014. 
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Test C: Variant A, thick cirrus clouds 

Another experiment of interest for commercial plants is the one on October 

9, 2014, which is illustrated in Figure 4.28. The DNI indicates a clear sky day. 

However, the picture of the actual cloud situation (Figure 4.29) reveals fields of 

cirrus clouds with varying thickness. The outlet temperature is therefore fluc-

tuating more than expected. Nevertheless, it remains well between ±8 K during 

the whole experiment. The influence on the injection water temperature is also 

illustrated. With low temperature, oscillations are high. After the water temper-

ature had risen, the controller was shortly re-initialized and then started again. 

The subsequent oscillations were smaller than before. 

 

Figure 4.28: Test C: Control experiment at the DISS test facility with variant A (two injec-

tions) on October 9, 2014. 

 

Figure 4.29: Test C: Sky image with cloud situation of October 9, 2014, taken from DISS 

control room in west direction; picture taken at 16:46 h. 
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Test D: Variant A, high minimum inlet mass flow, DNI imbalance on loop 

The experiment of November 10, 2014, is shown in Figure 4.30. The whole 

day is dominated by a minimum mass flow restriction at the inlet at 0.65 kg/s 

imposed by the operator. The effective irradiation is around 450 W/m², which 

requires a lower mass flow for good control. This restriction was only released 

after 15 h, but too late for effective control. Note that the minimum mass flow is 

not limited because of process restrictions. The operation at a lower mass flow 

would have been possible without problems for a loop of this type. As described 

above, the restriction of the mass flow based on the effective clear sky irradia-

tion would have indicated a significantly lower minimum mass flow. The set-

points for outlet temperature and temperature before the SHI had to be reduced 

to 350°C and 330°C, respectively, to allow for at least a small control range of 

the SHI. As a result, the EVI mass flow is zero between 13 h and 14 h. Thus, 

only the SHI is able to control the outlet temperature. The evaluation of the re-

sulting temperature response must take this limitation into account.  

Although the DNI measurement does not reveal any disturbance at 13 h, the 

outlet temperature shows a strong drop shortly after that. This situation shows 

the response to an imbalance between the evaporation and superheating heat 

input. A photo of the DISS test loop at 12:54 h is shown in Figure 4.31. It ex-

hibits a shadowing of 40 % of the total loop in the south. This is a typical event 

of an inlet energy disturbance. The outlet temperature shortly rises, before it 

steeply falls to a preliminary minimum and then recovers again. The EVI mass 

flow is already zero due to the inlet limitation. Thus, it cannot contribute to 

counteracting the disturbance. In consequence, the SHI controller quickly re-

duces the SHI mass flow to zero, but has no buffer for further reduction. The 

outlet temperature drops by more than 30 K. This could be critical, if the dis-

turbance was the same in all loops of a large plant. Since such an imbalance 

event is usually shifted in time and only affects a few loops, it is unlikely that 

even this unfavorable combination would have caused the turbine of a real 

plant to trip. 

Another disturbance happens during this day at 15 h. A stronger DNI dis-

turbance acts on almost the whole loop. The SHI controller is able to cope with 

this disturbance without problems. At 15.4 h, the controllers were deactivated 

and the plant was shut down because of a large cloud field covering the whole 

sky. 
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Figure 4.30: Test D: Control experiment at the DISS test facility with variant A (two injec-

tions) with lower mass flow limitation at the inlet on November 10, 2014; evapora-

tor/superheater imbalance around 13 h; injection water temperatures around 210°C. 

 

Figure 4.31: Test D: Sky image with cloud situation of November 10, 2014, taken from 

CESA-1 shadow cam in eastern direction at 12:54 h; cloud over southern collectors 1A to 4 

(Source: DLR, PSA). 
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slowly increasing until 14 h. Then, a sharp drop in DNI occurs with a complete 

shadowing of the loop for six minutes. The inlet mass flow is quickly reduced to 

its minimum value, which in this case are 0.575 kg/s and only 15 % less than 

before. The gradient catcher of injection 11 is active and gives a constant factor 

1.5 for outlet temperature gradients greater than 1.5 K/min. It is therefore very 

quickly brought to zero, which saves the temperature profile as long as possible 

along the superheating part. The controller of injection 6 only reacts very slowly 

on the disturbance, as it is detuned and does not have any other active feature. 

The situation is therefore comparable to variant C, although a slight influence 

of injection 6 exists. The outlet temperature falls to a minimum of 310°C, which 

is 40 K less than the setpoint. Such a situation may lead to a short low temper-

ature trip of the turbine in a power plant, if the header has only a low thermal 

inertia and the disturbance is not somehow distributed along the collector field. 

Nevertheless, if the controller of injection 6 would have been in normal mode or 

even featured by a gradient catcher, this trip could have been avoided success-

fully. This is even more remarkably when considering the relatively high inlet 

mass flow. Similar cases are discussed below for the assessment of disturbance 

classes. 

   

Figure 4.32: Test E: Control experiment at the DISS test facility with variant A (two injec-

tions) with lower mass flow limitation at the inlet on November 5, 2014; controller injection 6 

detuned, controller injection 11 with active gradient catcher (factor 1.5); injection water tem-

peratures around 210°C. 
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Conclusions on control experiments and comparison 

In total, control experiments have been performed on eleven days in 2014. 

The results reveal that the SHI controller works very well and as expected dur-

ing all disturbance situations. The EVI controller had to be slightly detuned, 

even after taking the injection water correction into account. A factor of about 

0.85 showed good results. This detuning is caused by the uncertainty of the 

model, which must always be corrected during commissioning, as well as by 

the different setpoint temperatures. Due to the mixed plant section with evapo-

ration and superheating, the setpoint temperature before the SHI has a signifi-

cant influence on the relevant transfer function and process gain. The EVI con-

troller design for 340°C was used during all experiments, even when lower set-

points were used in some experiments. Overall, the experiments support that 

the general controller design, with the additional adaptations suggested in the 

sections above, provides a robust control strategy for commercial plants. 

The direct comparison with former control concepts is difficult, since former 

experiments were performed for the old DISS facility and at lower loads. Control 

performance is exemplified by Valenzuela in Figure 10 of [254] for April 26, 

2002. For brevity, only the main transients are described here: A defocus of col-

lector 6 (10 % of loop energy at that time) was induced for about 5 min and led 

to a reduction of -21 K in outlet temperature. After the recovery, an overshoot 

of about 10 K happened. After that, a drop of the DNI from about 910 W/m² to 

about 620 W/m² (-32 %) happened for about 15 min. The resulting outlet tem-

perature was reduced by about 60 K and recovery to the reference temperature 

of 300°C took more than 30 min after the disturbance had disappeared. Figure 

4.32 (Test E) shows the experiment performed in this work for a drop of -100 % 

for 5 min. It can be supposed to be more severe than the published case, and 

only leads to a reduction of 40 K under the disadvantageous conditions men-

tioned above. Although the situations are not strictly comparable, it already in-

dicates the faster responses of the new concept. 

 

4.5 New control strategies based on model predictive control 

The sections on classical controllers above clearly show the limits of the sys-

tem under consideration. Due to the long response and delay times, the PI con-

trollers must be slowed down for robust performance. This can only partly be 

compensated by additional means such as feedforward or adaptive control. A 

powerful control strategy to deal with these problems is model predictive con-

trol (MPC). This field of control was pioneered by Richalet [207] and Cutler and 

Ramaker [40] together with Prett [197] and Martin-Sanchez [162]. Similar ideas 

to MPC can be traced back to the 1950s [159]. Good introductions to the topic 

can be found in [6, 50, 93, 159, 165, 202]. 
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This section briefly introduces the idea of MPC, shows some illustrative ex-

amples to motivate its application and outlines a useful MPC scheme for solar 

line focus boilers. The latter is done for a linear MPC with different parallel LTI 

models. Some aspects are added for non-linear MPC. 

4.5.1 Introduction to MPC 

An MPC algorithm is performed in the following main steps [159]: 

 The future behavior of the plant is predicted based on the current 

states, inputs and, as far as available, disturbances. 

 An optimizer is used to estimate the optimal trajectory of the ma-

nipulated variables to reach the desired setpoint under certain con-

straints. 

 The first value of the optimal trajectory for the manipulated variables 

is applied to the system. 

 The steps above are performed for each sampling instant again, 

which makes it a so-called receding horizon control. 

This conception is illustrated in Figure 4.33. The discrete time instant k in-

dicates the current time, 1 indicates the current time plus one sampling 

time of the system etc. The internal model is used to predict a free response 

 of the output to be controlled. This is done along the prediction horizon Hp 

and under the condition of keeping the former input 1  constant. The op-

timization problem is to find a combination of future inputs that lead to the op-

timal possible trajectory of the output ∗. The hat indicates that it is an esti-

mate of the internal model; the star indicates that it is the solution of the opti-

mization. The optimal inputs ∗ |  can be varied along the control horizon. 

The first index  indicates the future time at which the value is first applied, 

while the second index k denotes the time of the optimization. Although it is 

possible to optimize a trajectory for each sampling instant, this is computation-

ally not efficient. The reason is that only the first optimal input estimate is ap-

plied to the system, i.e. 	 ∗ | . The rest of the inputs are not needed, 

since the whole procedure is repeated at the next sampling time. For large mul-

tivariable systems and non-linear optimizations, it can be useful to store the 

trajectories to have a good initial starting point for the coming optimization as 

well as to have a back-up trajectory in the case of optimization failure. For line-

ar quadratic programming, i.e. quadratic optimization as performed during 

most of the linear MPC algorithms, this is usually not needed. Attention must 

be paid when designing the control horizon, since the interactions of control 

horizon and prediction horizon can be interpreted as tuning parameters of the 

MPC [159] and a wrong choice can even destabilize a stable open-loop plant 

[199]. 
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There is no integrator included in the MPC. However, the predictions are 

compared to the real system output and the free response is corrected by the 

prediction error. In this manner, constant disturbances can quickly be rejected 

with the same effect as an integrator [93]. 

The main advantages of MPC are the explicit modeling of the plant, the in-

herently consideration of multivariable interactions and the inclusion of con-

straints like actuator limitations. All three items play a significant role in a DSG 

line focus system, as has been shown above. The main drawback of MPC is the 

necessity of online optimization and the resulting computational effort. This as-

pect is especially relevant for non-linear MPC. In addition, the tuning effort to 

achieve a reliable MPC configuration may not be underestimated – though it is 

much easier than separately designing the same control via different concepts.  

 

Figure 4.33: Basic scheme of model predictive control, based on [50]. 

In the case of CSP systems, the main disturbance is the change of the DNI. 

During a clear sky day without clouds, the DNI varies slowly and can be well –

or at least sufficiently– predicted. Such a clear sky model serves as a disturb-

ance model for the MPC. The performance of MPC thus depends on how good 

the DNI prediction is and how well the MPC algorithm can cope with deviations 

between real and estimated DNI. The ideal case is shown Figure 4.34 for the 

example of August 9, 2013. The exact almost clear sky  curve is known to 

the controller. From this curve and the disturbance model, which is the trans-

fer function of the DNI to the temperature before the SHI in this case, the dis-

turbance is predicted in terms of temperature deviation. This is indicated in the 

upper graph of Figure 4.34. With the ideal prediction, an optimal inlet mass 

flow can be calculated. The optimal mass flow is shown in the lower graph and 

the optimal temperature deviation result is depicted in the upper graph. The 

maximum temperature deviation is about 1 K. Note that this is comparable to 

pure feedforward action, since all disturbances are known in this scenario. 
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Such a simulation can, and in fact should, be used for the basic controller in 

order to provide the optimal clear sky trajectory for the inlet mass flow. 

Unfortunately, the more realistic scenario is that the DNI behavior is not 

known for the whole day. The prediction of the DNI is a current field of research 

to improve the operation of CSP plants, especially for electricity scheduling 

[109, 264]. The term nowcasting usually indicates the forecasting or prediction 

of DNI in a time frame up to 6 hours [109] – though there is no strict definition 

yet. The relevant time frame for MPC applications considered here is even 

shorter in the range of 1 to 45 minutes. So far, the reliable online nowcasting of 

DNI for a solar plant is not possible. Nevertheless, it is essential to know, if 

nowcasting can be useful for the system in the future, what the quality re-

quirements would be and what benefit can be expected. Therefore, emphasis is 

put on the particular advantages and limits of MPC applied to solar line focus 

once-through boilers in general. Some aspects have already been discussed for 

line focus systems with synthetic oil [36]. But the DSG process shows different 

system characteristics, which leads to different MPC designs and results. 

 

Figure 4.34: Temperature deviation in superheater section without control and with perfect 

MPC (top) and optimal MPC inlet mass flow (bottom); simulated with LTI model for 

900 W/m²; manipulated variable: inlet mass flow, controlled variable: temperature before the 

SHI. 

4.5.2 Linear MPC 

The sections on basic control showed that there is a problem for the PI con-

trollers, if the controlled plant section is very long and time delay is high. Such 

sections appear at the inlet and for variants B to D with only one injection. Note 
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that MPC cannot change the plant dynamics, nor can delays be removed from 

the physical system. However, MPC uses an internal model to predict the future 

behavior. In consequence, the dynamics are known to a large extend and MPC 

can act on a (constantly adapted) feedforward basis. If disturbances can be an-

ticipated by a good disturbance model, MPC can use this feedforward strength 

to significantly improve the controller performance. 

An illustrative example is discussed now. As shown during the experimental 

validation, the short shadowing of an evaporation collector causes a strong re-

action of the superheating temperature. Collector 0B of the DISS test facility is 

assumed to be shadowed for two minutes and the response of the temperature 

before the SHI is analyzed. The peaks of the open-loop disturbance are about 

+20 K and -23 K before the steady state is reached again. Figure 4.35 shows 

the optimal results for a possible MPC configuration. The ideal case with a per-

fect disturbance prediction is shown on the left hand side together with the 

open-loop disturbance reaction. The shadowing starts at 50 s and ends at 

170 s of the simulation. The perfect prediction is available from the start, i.e. a 

perfect nowcasting of 50 s ahead is assumed. The resulting temperature devia-

tion is less than 3.5 K. This is possible due to the strong variation of the inlet 

mass flow. In fact, almost the complete working range between 0.55 kg/s to 

1.55 kg/s is used. The detailed constraints are listed in Table 4.3, of which only 

the input constraints are applied. Note that such a strong reaction as well as 

the various mass flow oscillations would hardly be accepted by the plant opera-

tors. The inlet mass flow fluctuation should therefore be penalized by a higher 

weight in the objective function of the optimizer, which will be illustrated later 

on. Simulation starts from steady state with mass flows of 1.1 kg/s at the inlet 

and 0.07 kg/s at the EVI. The response of the MPC and the basic PI controller 

of the EVI are shown on the right hand side of Figure 4.35. The PI controller is 

quickly guiding the EVI mass flow to its maximum. The influence of the inlet 

mass flow is not considered here, as it would even slightly worsen the response 

due to the time delay. Only feedforward can help to improve the situation. The 

MPC has a prediction horizon of about 1200 s, i.e. three times the IMC time 

constant. At each sampling time, it finds an optimal open-loop trajectory to 

compensate the current error, by using the inlet and the EVI mass flow. In con-

sequence, even without a disturbance prediction, the first peak of the tempera-

ture response is much lower than the one of the PI controller (at about +8 K). 

The second peak is close to the PI result and then there is a third peak before 

steady state is reached again. Note that a PI controller with a higher working 

range and without saturation would look very similar to this MPC result, but 

with slightly more oscillations at the end. The inlet mass flow is less fluctuating 

than before. By this, the potential of MPC is already visible, even if no accurate 

prediction is available. 
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Figure 4.35: MPC performance with perfectly known disturbance (left) and unknown dis-

turbance compared to basic PI controller (right); simulated with LTI models for 900 W/m²; 

manipulated variable: inlet mass flow and EVI mass flow, controlled variable: temperature 

before the SHI. 

 

Table 4.3: Assumed constraints of MPC optimization problem. 

Variable Minimum Maximum 

Inlet mass flow 0.5 kg/s 1.6 kg/s 

EVI mass flow 0 kg/s 0.25 kg/s 

SHI mass flow 0 kg/s 0.25 kg/s 

Inlet slew rate -0.1 kg/s 0.1 kg/s 

EVI slew rate -0.15 kg/s 0.15 kg/s 

SHI slew rate -0.15 kg/s 0.15 kg/s 

Outlet temperature , 20 K , 8	K 

Temperature before injection , 30 K , 20	K 

 

Unfortunately, the more realistic scenario is that the DNI behavior is not 

known or that only a certain guess can be made. Figure 4.36 illustrates the in-

fluence of the disturbance guess. It is assumed that the disturbance can be de-

tected with a delay of four minutes after the initial shadowing, i.e. two minutes 

after it has vanished. The percentage of the guess indicates to which extend the 

disturbance is known to the MPC prediction. This is comparable to the reliabil-

ity of the guess, although in a real system it would not be that simple. The ini-

tial response is the same for all delayed predictions. This can be explained by 

the fact that a faster reaction is not possible anymore. The guess then only in-

fluences the lower peak and the path to steady state. All assumptions lead to a 
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better result than without prediction (compare Figure 4.35, right). Therefore, a 

good qualitative assumption on the disturbance already improves the result, 

even if the disturbance has already vanished. 

 

Figure 4.36: MPC performance with different guess qualities; simulated with LTI models for 

900 W/m²; manipulated variable: inlet mass flow and EVI mass flow, controlled variable: 

temperature before the SHI; vertical lines indicate the disturbance (-) and the delay of the 

guess (--). 

Besides the quality of the guess, the time at which the guess is made avail-

able is very important. Figure 4.37 provides an impression on that influence. 

Note that the disturbance starts at 600 s and that the nowcasting availa-

bility is given relative to this time instant. An interesting result is that the tem-

perature deviations are barely influenced by the prediction availability between 

-10 min and +1 min. In fact, the temperature stability is better for the latter 

case. The reason is that the mass flow deviations of the inlet mass flow are 

highly penalized in the objective function of the optimizer in this configuration. 

A long nowcasting horizon enables the inlet mass flow to vary less and slower 

and, thereby, to shift the higher control action to the EVI. The resulting inlet 

mass flow is shown in Figure 4.38 for two examples. The optimal nowcasting 

horizon cannot be determined independently from the MPC objective function. 

If the input variables are highly restricted to reduce the valves’ wear and the 

fluctuation of the steam production, the nowcasting horizon should be longer. 

Nevertheless, a short-term nowcasting in the range of a few minutes is already 

very helpful for temperature stabilization. Note that the optimal nowcasting 

horizon also depends on the load. A reasonable requirement to the nowcasting 

seems to be the availability of the disturbance estimate in the range of one IMC 

time constant in advance. For the system of Figure 4.37, with the maximum 

IMC time constant defined from the inlet to the SHI, this is in the range of six 

minutes (compare Figure 3.31 on page 75). 
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Figure 4.37: MPC performance with different nowcasting lead times; simulated with LTI 

models for 900 W/m²; manipulated variable: inlet mass flow and EVI mass flow, controlled 

variable: temperature before the SHI; left vertical line indicates start of the disturbance at 

time td0 = 600 s. 

 

Figure 4.38: MPC performance with different nowcasting lead times; simulated with LTI 

models for 900 W/m²; manipulated variable: inlet mass flow and EVI mass flow, controlled 

variable: temperature before the SHI; left vertical line indicates start of the disturbance at 

time td0 = 600 s. 
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The following paragraphs provide first qualitative recommendations for the 

design of an MPC scheme. The linear time-invariant models of the plant are on-

ly valid in a small operating range. Thus, as derived in [248], a linear MPC 

scheme should consist of various parallel LTI models. These models should 

then be selected depending on the current operating point. A pre-scaling of the 

gain while using the same time constant seems possible from identification and 

resembles a Hammerschmidt modeling approach [260]. One reasonable choice 

is to use five or six models for nominal conditions of 900 W/m², 750 W/m², 

600 W/m², 525 W/m², 450 W/m² and maybe 375 W/m². Since the transient 

behavior gets more distinct with lower loads, a higher resolution must be used 

there. Similar to the scheduling of the basic controller, the selection could be 

based on inlet mass flow, taking into account that this should be a very slow 

change to guarantee stability. The regions, in which the models are applied, 

should then also be overlapping. Another possibility is to interpolate the free 

responses and the optimized trajectories between the two neighboring re-

gions/models. A Kalman filter can be used to estimate the current state of the 

plant for each model in parallel. This allows for having a reasonable starting 

point when switching models. 

The nowcasting can be accompanied by an augmentation of the model 

states for estimating the current disturbances. According to [159], the qualita-

tive estimate of a certain disturbance and its inclusion in the internal model al-

ready help to significantly improve the MPC performance. This is promoted by 

the examples shown above. 

An interesting option is also to use scenario-based MPC, e.g. similar to [21, 

155, 220]. The free response is not only simulated for constant inputs, but dif-

ferent disturbance scenarios are generated, e.g. various energy disturbances at 

the loop inlet or fluctuations of the DNI on the whole field. The optimal trajecto-

ry is then defined by fulfilling all scenarios to a minimum extend. Weighting of 

the scenarios is then recommended. However, it is computationally expensive to 

generate and optimize many possible disturbance variants and weight them via 

probabilities. It will still be unclear, if the real disturbance is met, if no other 

measurements are available. Furthermore, various very conservative scenarios 

would most likely lead to a poor nominal performance. A more promising con-

cept would be to combine the operator experience and other available infor-

mation with the scenario MPC approach. Thus, it is suggested here enabling 

the operator to enter one or more disturbance scenarios manually when need-

ed. For example, if a collector is defocused without the control system/MPC 

‘seeing’ it, the operator might notice it. Then he/she can provide a guess of the 

disturbance, i.e. when the collector was de- and re-focused. The MPC can then 

consider the disturbance and react on the input accordingly. This operator 

support is especially helpful, as the disturbance might happen in the unob-
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servable part of the plant. The ‘ignoring’ MPC reaction might otherwise take the 

wrong means or longer time for counteracting the disturbance. 

It is also reasonable to change the weights of the input variables and the 

setpoints depending on the weather conditions. This can be done either explic-

itly, by providing different values to the MPC. Alternatively, the same can be 

achieved by changing the underlying disturbance scenarios, e.g. putting more 

weight on a scenario with high DNI fluctuations on cloudy days. 

The application of the MPC is especially helpful for the multivariable inter-

actions of inlet mass flow and evaporation injection, since for the latter no sen-

sor for feedforward control exists. The improvements for the superheating injec-

tion are smaller due to the feedforward by the measured temperature before the 

SHI. Nevertheless, the overall performance could be improved by also integrat-

ing the SHI into the MPC. 

Hard constraints on the output, e.g. maximum limit of the outlet tempera-

ture, should usually be avoided [159]. It is more advisable to put a higher pen-

alty on such violations by the objective function. Exceptions are the physical 

limits of the system. This is usually the design temperature of the absorber 

tubes and their selective coatings. For an optimal exploitation of the working 

range, some superheating collectors should be integrated into the MPC such 

that an alternative to the hard constraints can be found by the optimizer. First 

preliminary simulation studies showed that even with a higher number of ma-

nipulated inputs, such as the collector focus values, the optimization can be 

realized within a sampling time of 5 seconds in a Matlab® and office PC envi-

ronment (Intel Core i7 with 2.8 GHz). Using more efficient programming and 

hardware, such an MPC configuration could be applied to a large power plant 

as well. 

Preliminary simulation studies also showed that there is a good agreement 

of the pure LTI simulations, as shown above, with simulations that use the 

MBM or DFEM as plant model, while keeping the LTI models for the internal 

optimization. Experimental validation and details of such an MPC strategy are 

not part of this work and must be left for future studies. 

4.5.3 Non-linear MPC 

Non-linear MPC (NMPC) has the advantage that only one internal plant 

model must be used. Predictions are more reliable compared to the LTI models, 

which can improve the overall performance. The main drawback of NMPC is 

usually that the simulations require more time and the internal optimization 

cannot be formulated as a computationally efficient quadratic programming 

problem. Good overviews can be found e.g. in [6, 45, 83]. For the system ana-

lyzed here, another problem arises from the fact that the optimizer tries vari-

ants that are physically not feasible or that do not fulfill the boundary condi-
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tions of the model. This is a problem especially associated to the MBM, because 

the boundaries of the model must be fulfilled. This is not the case during high 

transients, which require strong changes of the input variables. Even if the 

complete range of the loop’s operating conditions could be represented, the 

numerical stability and physical limits of the simulation would still be restrict-

ing this approach. Simulating the free response with the non-linear model and 

optimizing the trajectory with the linear models as suggested in [20] for para-

bolic trough plants with oil does not seem reasonable for DSG solar fields. A 

deeper analysis of NMPC for solar once-through boilers can be found in [215]. 

To overcome these numerical problems, it seems to be more useful to pre-

estimate a good trajectory by linear MPC and then further optimize this trajec-

tory by NMPC. The higher computational effort must then be weight against a 

slightly better trajectory. 

Another difficulty for the MBM and DFEM arises from its numerical stiffness 

and the strong coupling with algebraic constraints. Classical state estimation is 

not applicable for large solar boilers, as described in detail in [215]. A state es-

timator such as the Kalman filter modifies the initial system state for the next 

simulation. Such a modification is usually not consistent with the algebraic 

constraints. Furthermore, due to the stiffness of the equation set, a numerical 

linearization cannot be found reliably. Extended Kalman filters, e.g. as applied 

to a solar dish system with a similar MBM [270] are therefore not reliable 

enough for the large distributed OTM. As this is the result of the different dy-

namics, the same holds for a linearization of the DFEM. In consequence, the 

state estimation should be performed by moving horizon estimation or particle 

filter techniques [215]. These are computationally demanding, although numer-

ical tools and complex online applications already exist [46, 91, 98]. 

Concluding, the implementation of an NMPC scheme requires more reliable 

models, probably by further model reduction, or at least special integration al-

gorithms for stiff algebraic systems. State estimation is also more demanding. It 

is a very interesting example for academia. Detailed studies are needed to eval-

uate, if such a development path is worse going for real plants. 

 

4.6 Comparison and evaluation of control approaches 

The comparison and evaluation of control approaches is performed in two 

steps. First, typical DNI disturbance classes are defined. Then, the control 

strategies are applied on days with these disturbances. The advantages and 

disadvantages of the controllers are thereby illustrated. All simulations are per-

formed for the DISS test facility, since a validated model is available and the 

corresponding transfer functions and characteristics have already been intro-

duced above. 
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4.6.1 Definition of reference disturbances 

The main disturbance imposed on CSP systems is the fluctuation of the 

DNI. The course of the sun can be predicted very well and so can be the corre-

sponding changes in incidence angle. If the collector’s IAM is known, a good 

feedforward control can be established to compensate for these slow changes. 

Difficulties arise with clouds. It depends on the location, if there are cloud pat-

terns or disturbance patterns that can be selected as typical ones. Such an ap-

proach is developed in the following for the site of the PSA. DNI data of the 

complete year 2013 is analyzed from measurements with a resolution of 

10 seconds provided by PSA’s high precision meteorological station [200]. Typi-

cal DNI patterns were visually identified and shown in Figure 4.39. The DNI 

and the effective irradiation must now be distinguished. The three top graphs 

show both the DNI and the effective irradiation. In winter (2013-01-06), the in-

cidence angles are very large, resulting in an effective irradiation that is only in 

the range of 50 % of DNI and that reveals two peaks in the morning and in the 

evening. In summer (2013-06-24), the effective irradiation is almost the same 

as the DNI. The typical DNI patterns are valid for all seasons such that the ef-

fective irradiation is omitted in the other graphs. A typical situation of 2013 is 

an almost clear day with a short, but intense drop in DNI. This is represented 

by 2013-04-17 in the first row of Figure 4.39. Such a disturbance is caused by 

a small cumulus cloud – better known colloquially as “sheep cloud”. These 

clouds are small, thick and very distinct. Figure 4.40 illustrates some typical 

cloud types. At PSA, cumuli often appear very scattered such that one location 

of the solar field might be shaded only once or twice per day, although the 

clouds are visible in the sky for a long time period. About 14 % of the days in 

2013 were very similar. Additional 13 % of the days showed few but more than 

two drops with a significant time period between them. Depending on the 

height, thickness and velocity of the cloud as well as the sun position, the 

shading duration and intensity can vary. The DNI curves of 2013-07-13, 2013-

05-18 and others provide corresponding examples. 

With increasing cumuli density, only small clearings are left and the DNI os-

cillates strongly, e.g. on 2013-06-20, 2013-10-09 or partly 2013-10-06. In fact, 

data of 2013 revealed that about 15 % of the days showed significant time with 

similar cumuli field DNI patterns throughout the year, i.e. a sudden strong de-

crease of more than 80 % in DNI for various times within a short period of time. 

Similar patterns for cumulus humilis clouds have been described and mathe-

matically analyzed for PV systems for a location in Tallinn, Estonia by Tomson 

[247]. The cloud cover pattern is highly stochastic and may be described by ap-

proaches such as Markov processes [176, 177] or lattice models with certain 

probability functions [4, 5]. 
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Only about 3 % (10 days) could be identified as complete clear-sky days 

from the DNI data. 8 % of the days showed very small fluctuations of the DNI 

on a high level, which suggests the presence of thin cirri. This can be seen es-

pecially during noon on 2013-02-16, 2013-01-31 and many others. This pat-

tern dominates for about 25 % of the days, which includes a significant share 

of the days with single cumuli events. On various other days, cirri are also pre-

sent, but do not significantly contribute to the main cloud cover or disturbance, 

respectively. 

One important example are days with cirrocumuli or fields of thick cirrocu-

muli layers. Such phenomena seem to appear frequently in the morning and in 

the afternoon at PSA, which is exemplified by 2013-03-15, 2013-07-03 or 2013-

10-25. Bad DNI conditions are very likely to be caused by this kind of cloud 

type as well. From pure DNI data, it is not possible to distinguish unambigu-

ously between thick layers of cirrocumuli fields and pure cumuli fields. About 

4 % of the days showed comparable situations with drops by less than 20 % 

and being the dominant disturbance of that day. Days, for which this kind of 

disturbance appeared, but was not dominating, were not counted in this work. 

Another phenomenon at PSA is the formation of cumulonimbi. This cloud 

type is very high, very thick and usually moves very slowly. It may also not 

move at all, but form up and disappear at nearly the same place. DNI disturb-

ances are characterized by a long drop to zero, e.g. on 2013-04-02 in the morn-

ing or 2013-03-09 at noon and in the evening. This is probably due to meteoro-

logical low-pressure areas on the plateau of Tabernas [128, 150]. Such situa-

tions are unlikely for the Middle East or Californian deserts. However, for eval-

uating the likelihood of such situations, it is recommended to use local high 

resolution weather data and the expertise of local meteorologists. 

For the assessment of control strategies and typical situations, a more gen-

eral description of disturbances is desired. It is thus suggested here to normal-

ize the DNI patterns to a relative time series. Ideally, one could use a clear sky 

DNI curve for comparison. The problem is that atmospheric conditions, neces-

sary for a good clear sky prediction, are not available in historic DNI data and 

specialized equipment for measurement is needed. Therefore, an easier ap-

proach is used here, taking the convex hull of the DNI data of each day. The 

hull is initialized at sunrise and terminated at sunset. The relative DNI is then 

defined as ratio between DNI data and its hull. More precisely, it can be denom-

inated hull-normalized DNI. This is illustrated in Figure 4.41 for May 18, 2013. 

The relative DNI provides a good impression on the occurring events. In the 

morning, some cirrocumuli clouds are present. Then, cirri prevail and addition-

al cumuli appear in the afternoon. 
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Figure 4.39: DNI data for 33 selected days at PSA in 2013 with 10 seconds resolution, 

showing all relevant occurring DNI patterns of that year; grey line in the top graphs: 

DNI*IAM including cosine losses; vertical line: solar noon. 
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Figure 4.40: Cloud types for analysis of DNI characteristics (source: [261] and own pic-

tures). 

 

    

Figure 4.41: Normalized DNI exemplified for May 18, 2013; DNI and convex hull (left) and 

resulting ratio of DNI and hull (right) with integral mean value. 

The integral of the relative DNI can be used to characterize how much ener-

gy is lost because of clouds. Since it is scaled to one, taking the mean value is 

equivalent. It is 94 % for the example and indicated as horizontal line in Figure 

4.41, right. Note that it obviously does not give information about the absolute 

energy input. It is thus useful to include this value to the graph as well, which 

gives 11.66 kWh/m² in the example. The normalized DNI is shown in Figure 

4.42 for all the representative days. 

The scaled DNI is a very good means to assess typical patterns of a year, of 

cloud formations or of a power plant site. However, it lacks information on what 

might be critical situations for the solar field. To close this gap, typical transi-

ent characteristics or a system filter, respectively, are applied here to the nor-

malized DNI. With respect to the once-through loop, the fastest system time 

constant is the one of the last superheating collector. One can apply the typical 
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LTI transfer function from defocusing of the last collector to the outlet tempera-

ture. Such an LTI function was derived in chapter 3.4.1 and a scaled version 

with a gain of one can be applied to the normalized DNI patterns. The results 

are shown in Figure 4.43 (grey lines). The same can be done for the slowest 

time constant, which is represented by the transfer function of a change in DNI 

on the complete loop to the outlet temperature. The results are also depicted in 

Figure 4.43 (black dashed lines). 

The different influences are now better visible. Small fluctuations in DNI are 

smoothed by the fast and the slow system filters. It can be expected, that those 

do not cause difficulties for control. Drops visible only in the fast filter only af-

fect the outlet temperature and the superheating control. They are almost neg-

ligible for the complete system, which acts as a low-pass filter. For drops of the 

slow system response, two cases are apparent when compared to the fast (su-

perheater) response. High oscillations of the fast response are likely to cause 

high fluctuations of the outlet temperature. Thus, superheating control will be 

very ambitious. If the oscillations are small, the low-pass effect dominates and 

the superheating control can rather contribute to a fast adaption of the com-

plete system. Difficult situations arise if the difference of both filters is large. 

The injection mass flow is usually in the range of 10 to 20 % of the overall mass 

flow. If differences in the filtered system responses (right column of Figure 4.43) 

are greater than this share, the injection controllers may reach their limits and 

no effective control may be possible. The system is considerably non-linear, 

such that the limits are not that strict. However, the general assumptions al-

ready provide a good impression on critical situations. As a result, 10 load clas-

ses are defined. These are based on relative DNI data. An overview is provided 

by Figure 4.43 and details are given in Table 4.4. 
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Figure 4.42: Hull-normalized DNI for 33 selected days at PSA in 2013 with 10 seconds reso-

lution, showing all relevant occurring DNI patterns of that year; grey dashed horizontal line: 

mean/integral value of that day; vertical line: solar noon. 
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Figure 4.43: Definition of disturbance classes used as test cases for control strategies; fil-

tered signals are from the fast system (grey line, defocus coll. 12 to outlet temperature at 

900 W/m²) and the slow system (black dashed line, loop DNI to outlet temperature at 900 

W/m²); filter difference is in absolute values; 5 seconds resolution. 
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Table 4.4: Overview on defined DNI disturbance classes; *minimum values of relative DNI, 

fast filter and slow filter; fractal lengths scaled to 1 hour for relative DNI, fast filter, slow filter 

and filter difference. 

Class Original data 

(2013-MM-DD) 

Hourly 

mean 

Minimum* Hourly fractal length Maximum 

filter 

difference 

A 06-24: 11-15 h 0.997 0.98/0.99/0.99 1.0/1.0/1.0/1.0 0.01 

B 01-31: 11-13 h 0.97 0.91/0.92/0.93 1.4/1.05/1.01/1.06 0.04 

C 07-03: 10-11 h 0.99 0.4/0.93/0.98 2.2/1.1/1.01/1.1 0.06 

D 06-28: 15-18 h 0.95 0.89/0.89/0.90 1.1/1.02/1.01/1.02 0.04 

E 03-15: 8-12 h 0.88 0.58/0.67/0.76 2.4-7.8/1.4-2.3/ 

1.1/1.9 

0.22 

F 07-03: 18-20 h 0.93 0.38/0.60/0.77 4.3-5.8/2.0/1.2/2.3 0.35 

G 01-29: 8-10 h 

12-26: 11-13 h 

0.80 

0.55 

0.55/0.57/0.58 

0.24/0.26/0.29 

2.8/2.0/1.4/2.4 

5.4/1.8/1.4/1.7 

0.38 

0.39 

H 01-23: 15-16 h 

05-18: 16-17 h 

09-12: 10-11 h 

07-13: 13-14 h 

0.95 

0.93 

0.86 

0.86 

0/0.28/0.76 

0.12/0.29/0.61 

0.93/0.16/0.41 

0/0.01/0.30 

8.3/3.3/1.3/3.4 

4.6/2.4/1.5/2.8 

8.9/3.4/1.8/3.6 

5.6/3.1/2.0/3.9 

0.66 

0.55 

0.78 

0.83 

J 09-19: 12-13 h 

04-02: 9-11 h 

0.64 

0.23 

0.01/0.02/0.06 

0/0/0 

4.2/2.9/2.4/3.5 

11.6/4.1/2.3/4.7 

0.77 

0.83 

K 10-06: 11-15 h 0.73 0/0.02/0.33 11-23/6.2/2.1/7.0 0.82 

 

The standard load case A is a clear sky day. The relative data is equal to 

one, with only small fluctuations within about -1 % from the hull data. The fil-

ters applied in Figure 4.43 (second column) are the same as before at the same 

effective irradiation level of 900 W/m² for the DISS test facility. These are the 

relevant filters for a summer day. If winter days with low effective irradiation or 

other OTM loops are to be analyzed, a different filter must be chosen. For illus-

tration, results discussed here only include summer days. 

The disturbance type is important for the evaluation of control. Some differ-

ences of the classes are therefore discussed in the following. Control results are 

presented in the next section. 

A day with cirri (e.g. classes B or D) can have the same mean value as a pe-

riod with sharp drops in DNI (e.g. class H). However, the outlet temperature can 

be held within its desired boundaries much easier for cirri than for the sharp 

drop, which will be shown later. Therefore, another measure is introduced. It is 

inspired by Khenissi [133], who applied fractal indices to characterize the ener-

getic performance of a solar-thermal power plant. One of the first to introduce 

the fractal dimension to natural science was Mandelberg [160] based on the 

analysis of Richardson [208]. Richardson examined that the length of the coast 
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line of Britain cannot be determined, as it depends on the length of the ruler. If 

the coast line is measured by a ruler of 1 km in length, it is different, i.e. short-

er, to the measured length by a 1 meter ruler. The length thus increases with a 

smaller ruler. This scaling influence is still denotes as Richardson effect. Alt-

hough not the classical fractal dimension is applied here, the same idea is used 

for analysis of DNI signals. If a 10 seconds resolution of DNI measurements is 

considered, the length of the curve is longer than the length of the filtered or 

averaged signals. The fractal length  of a curve is defined here as the total 

length connecting all points (t, y) of a time series chronologically. It can be cal-

culated by the formula: 

Δ , Δ  (4.25) 

The arithmetic length within one sample time Δtsam can be calculated by the 

change in time Δtrel and the change in signal Δ . Note that the time scale 

Δ  must be fixed to get comparable results: 

Δ
Δ

Δ
1
1
 (4.26) 

As a result, the ideal length of an unchanged signal during the time horizon 

is always one, with N being the number of samples within the time scale hori-

zon. Table 4.4 provides values of the fractal lengths from the load classes 

scaled to a horizon of one hour. Note that not the time resolution is changed, 

which would be the equivalent of a changed ruler size for the coast line, but 

that the signal is changed by the characteristic filters. For an ideal clear sky 

day, the fractal length is equal to one. The ratio of the fractal lengths of the two 

filters already provides a first impression on the oscillations. If the ratio is close 

to one, changes are rather slow or oscillations are rather low. If the ratio is 

large or close to zero, respectively, sharp drops can be expected in the DNI and 

in the outlet temperature. Note that the absolute difference of the filters, as 

plotted in Figure 4.43, is also a good measure for sharp drops. Its fractal length 

is usually in the range of the fast filter signal, which is not surprising consider-

ing its calculation.  

A certain time period can in general be assessed by the provided measures 

of fractal lengths of the filters, mean value of the relative DNI and maximum of 

the filter differences. In addition, the minimum values of the slow filter signal 

play an important role when real operating points are analyzed. For summer 

days, a relative minimum of 50 % may not cause problems, while it may for 

winter days due to the absolute minimum mass flow of a plant. Four values can 

thus be used as a good estimation of how critical operation may be in a certain 

time period. 
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4.6.2 Control quality criteria 

The outlet temperature does not stay constant even during perfect clear sky 

conditions. There are two main requirements for successful operation. First, the 

operating conditions of a steam turbine must be met in all situations. Second, 

further restrictions of the loop, if they are more demanding, must also be ful-

filled. The turbine limits are already listed in section 4.4. The most important 

boundaries of the rated life steam temperature ,  being 

 , 8	K , 14	K: 

Limited to 400 hours/year in total 

 , 14	K , 28	K: 

Limited to 80 hours/year in total or 15 minutes per event 

This is the minimum requirement stated in the IEC 45-1 standard [114] for 

steam turbines. It is taken as conservative limit here. 

A temperature of 28 K above rated temperature is not allowed. This is usu-

ally not necessary as separate requirement, since the loop outlet temperature 

also has restrictions. In practice, there exist temperature limits to evoke an au-

tomatic defocus event of each collector. This temperature depends on the de-

sign temperature of the subsequent piping and the design temperature of the 

receivers. The latter is either limited by the absorber tube material or by the se-

lective coating on it. High temperature coatings already exist for 550°C or even 

higher. At lower temperatures, the absorber tube material is more likely to be 

the limiting factor. As there is no general limit, three different temperatures are 

considered here. The same two limits as for the turbine are taken, i.e. 8 K and 

14 K above the setpoint outlet temperature. Additionally, a higher deviation of 

20 K also seems reasonable. The goal of the injectors is to reduce the defocus 

events as much as possible. On the other hand, a higher outlet temperature is 

beneficial when considering mixing effects of various parallel loops. If one loop 

can be operated close to the high limit, the low limit of the other loops is re-

laxed. This is an important aspect during periods with high oscillations of DNI. 

The turbine limits are not important for the temperature before the SHI. In 

principle, the same design temperature as for the outlet temperature is valid. It 

may therefore be possible to simply restrict it to the setpoint of the outlet tem-

perature. However, this would require the SHI to provide a very high mass flow, 

which usually is not possible due to the design limits of the injection valve. It is 

therefore assumed here that the limit of the temperature before the SHI is 20 K 

above its setpoint. 

There are no strict limitations of the temperature gradient in the loop, in the 

header piping or in the turbine. Acceptable gradients for turbines are at least 

5 K/min according to [24]. Considering mixing and thermal inertia effects in 

the header piping, a higher gradient may be acceptable for the loop tempera-

tures. The limit considered here is chosen to be 8 K/min. If such a gradient is 
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critical must be determined by detailed studies for the receivers and especially 

for the header piping [26]. Such a study is not performed here and the gradient 

must be taken as an estimate for the loads on the system. The variables men-

tioned above are analyzed for the different disturbance classes and various con-

trol concepts for comparison in the following section.  

4.6.3 Comparison of control strategies 

The basic control strategy can now be analyzed based on the different dis-

turbance class situations. The relative DNI can be multiplied with the clear sky 

curve or hull of any day. All simulations are performed here with a summer 

day. The original DNI data of June 24, 2013 is used, which is an almost perfect 

clear sky day. For the disturbance periods, the hull data of that day is multi-

plied with the relative DNI of the corresponding disturbance class. All simula-

tions are brought to the same or at least comparable initial conditions before 

the disturbances start. Small deviations cannot be avoided, since different con-

trollers are applied. The DISS facility is used as an example with injections be-

fore collectors 6 (EVI) and 11 (SHI). The corresponding figures are compiled at 

the end of the section for a better visual comparison. 

Classes A to D 

On a perfect clear sky day, all controllers are equivalent. Thus, class A is 

not shown separately. The system response of the new basic controller is direct-

ly shown for classes B and C in Figure 4.44. As expected from the filtered sig-

nals for these classes, the disturbance is negligible. A relatively fast drop fol-

lowed by a fast increase in temperature is seen for class C around 13.3 h. The 

variation in outlet temperature is less than 6 K. After 14 h, the DNI slightly de-

creases and the temperature before the SHI falls to about 360°C. The mass flow 

of the EVI is reduced accordingly. The reduction in inlet mass flow, caused only 

by the decrease in DNI, makes the temperature before the SHI increase with a 

short time delay, which is then again compensated by the EVI. The result for 

class D, depicted in Figure 4.45, shows the same behavior over a longer period. 

It can be concluded that operation during disturbances of classes A to D does 

not cause any problem for control. When class C is imposed only on the evapo-

ration part of the loop, the temperatures fluctuate more, but not in a critical 

manner. Such an effect would also be distributed and evened out for a large 

collector field. 

Class E 

 DNI of class E is fluctuating with a high frequency and with jumps of up to 

40 %. Temperature control is therefore more difficult than in the former clas-

ses. The differences in the control strategies now become visible. The basic con-

trol concept serves as a reference in Figure 4.46. Its outlet temperature can be 
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kept within 380°C and 426°C. Table 4.4 summarizes the time periods related to 

the temperature limits derived in the former section. If the basic concept is ap-

plied, the limit of 8 K above the setpoint is exceeded for about 30 min. The 14 K 

limit is exceeded for about 5.5 min and the defocus temperature is exceeded for 

about 2.7 min. The latter event is due to the steep jump in DNI level of +30 % 

at 12.5 h. Other strong increases of outlet temperature happen after 13.5 h and 

15 h. An initial drop of DNI is catched by a fast reduction in SHI mass flow. The 

jump back to normal DNI then occurs before the former disturbance is settled 

and the delay in SHI reaction is too long to allow for a fast intervention. This 

kind of disturbance is critical for all controllers. Note that none of the shown 

concepts uses the DNI for feedforward of the injections, but only for the inlet. If 

a reliable local DNI signal was available, the disturbance could be reduced sig-

nificantly, although a steep increase would still be visible. 

The basic control strategy can be combined with the state-of-the-art ap-

proach of using a slow PI controller on the steam temperature [254]. This vari-

ant is represented here by the very similar control on the working range of the 

EVI. Note that all the rest of the controller design does not correspond to the 

state-of-the-art control, but is the same as the new basic concept as well. This 

case is called ‘PI Inlet’. The disadvantageous effect for disturbance rejection is 

as expected from the control design sections above. The long time delay be-

tween the DNI disturbance and the effect of the inlet mass flow amplifies the 

temperature peaks during oscillations. This can be easily seen at the tempera-

ture before the SHI (lower left graph of Figure 4.46). It exceeds the 20 K limit for 

39 min, which is about 16 % of the disturbance time of 4 h. During this time, 

16.8 % of the accumulated DNI of the disturbance period, which is 3.2 kWh/m² 

between 12-16 h, is incident on the loop. A collector defocus at DISS facility 

corresponds to 50 m collector length or 5 % of the loop length. For longer col-

lectors, it can be expected that the temperature is reduced quickly and stronger 

after defocus and it can be focused again after a short time. However, this will 

most likely again lead to another defocus event. The assumption of using an 

average of about 50 % of the collector area seems reasonable in this case. For a 

100 m collector, this also leads to about 5 % loss of the loop area. The latter 

value is thus used as a loss factor for defocus events. In consequence, the PI 

control of the inlet mass flow causes a loss of about 0.168*0.05 = 0.84 % due to 

defocusing before the SHI. Sensitivity studies showed that the temperature be-

havior and the loss value are not significantly influenced by the actual setpoint 

of the inlet PI controller. The PI parameters obviously have a large influence, 

but simulations are already performed with beneficial values. With the basic 

control concept, the loss value is only half of it, with about 0.44 %. An innova-

tive concept for a more reliable control was introduced in the adaptation section 

on page 141 with equation (4.22). The feedforward mass flow at the inlet is ad-
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justed by a weight on the expected clear sky DNI. The result for a weight of 

40 % is also shown in Figure 4.46 (with wcs = wclsky for brevity in the graphs). 

The inlet mass flow is in general higher compared to the basic concept, which 

leads to smaller gradients and a higher buffer in the collectors before the SHI. 

This innovation completely avoids defocus events for this disturbance class af-

ter 12.6 h, if a value higher than 30 % is chosen. Lower values at least reduce 

the need for defocusing. The energetic loss associated to the first strong over-

shoot at 12.5 h is about 0.1 % of the total irradiation for a weight of 40 %. This 

shows the effectiveness for efficiency of the improved concept. 

Note that such defocus events are very likely to happen for other CSP tech-

nologies as well, be it line focus or point focus systems. Line focus fields with 

DSG in recirculation mode (RM) have the advantage that they decouple steam 

mass flow generation in the evaporator part from the increase in temperature in 

the superheating section. The average mass flow in the superheating section is 

therefore more constant than for OTM. However, the temperature before the 

SHI, which is supposed to be installed in RM as well, cannot be controlled sep-

arately in recirculation mode. Thus, high DNI oscillations will have a compara-

ble, maybe even worse, influence. For parabolic trough plants with synthetic 

oil, only a subfield mass flow is controlled. The exact control strategy is not 

known and depends on the actual plant operator. The high heat capacity of the 

fluid reduces the impact of the fluctuations in DNI. Nevertheless, the heat ca-

pacity of the tubes is smaller, there is no individual adaptation of the loop mass 

flow and the defocus temperature threshold is closer to the setpoint (about 7 to 

10 K) due to the fluid’s stability limitations. It is thus very likely that an oil 

plant also suffers from defocus events during class E disturbances. The exact 

share cannot be determined reliably in this work. 

Class F 

Class F disturbances are very similar, but show more distinct minima in 

relative DNI.  The difference of the filtered signals is in the same range or slight-

ly higher (compare above in Figure 4.43). The effect of increasing disturbances 

is illustrated in Figure 4.47. First, the basic control concept is analyzed. The 

first increase in DNI at 13.3 h showed a filtered difference of less than 0.15 and 

can be controlled well without any defocus event. The increase at 13.9 h has a 

filtered difference of 0.23 and an overshoot of more than 20 K of the tempera-

ture before the SHI is provoked for 6.5 min. The last stronger DNI step at 

14.5 h has a filtered difference of 0.29 and an overshoot with defocus is likely 

for about 9.3 min. These values show a clear trend that the difference signal is 

a promising indicator for control performance. However, there is no direct cor-

relation between overshoot and filter difference due to different initial system 

states before the decisive DNI step. PI control by the inlet mass flow significant-
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ly increases the defocus time, while a weight on the clear sky mass flow signifi-

cantly improves performance. 

Class G 

Class G is a difficult case for control. The minimum of the slow filter reaches 

values of 0.58 and 0.28 for the two different disturbances, which correspond to 

an effective irradiation of 530 and 250 W/m² derived from the DNI hull data. At 

an irradiation level of 250 W/m², a minimum mass flow at the inlet of 0.4 kg/s 

is needed in steady-state. The safety margins at DISS facility usually foresee a 

minimum mass flow of 0.4 to 0.55 kg/s. The simulations performed for class G 

are depicted in Figure 4.48 and consider two different minimum mass flows, 

namely 0.525 kg/s, as standard for simulations, and 0.25 kg/s, for exemplify-

ing the corresponding system response. The mass flow of 0.525 kg/s requires 

an effective irradiation of 320 W/m² or a relative irradiation of 0.35 for the data 

of the summer day, respectively. The minimum of the slow filter already pro-

vides a good estimate on what happens. The first decrease in DNI is handled 

without problems by the control. All limitations are satisfied until the sudden 

step in DNI of +50 % at 12.75 h. Then, a longer overshoot compared to class F 

happens due to the lower initial mass flow. This overshoot lasts for about 

20 min after the DNI step. It is very high and suggests defocusing two collectors 

before the SHI. Thus, an energetic loss of two times 5 % for the overshoot peri-

od is assumed, which is a rather conservative estimate. The outlet temperature 

has a long overshoot as well. Its initial cause is the DNI step for about 3 min, 

but then, the overshoot is only due to the high temperature before the SHI, 

which cannot be handled because of the SHI mass flow limits. For an energetic 

evaluation, only the initial 3 min must be considered. Further note that it is 

unlikely that any CSP technology would be able to cope with such a DNI step 

without defocusing. The difference is mainly in the overshoot period, which can 

be smaller for incompressible fluids like synthetic oil. Defocusing of 3 to 10 min 

is probable for these, which is about half of the energetic loss. 

The second disturbance of class G, denoted G-2 in the following, shows a 

lower minimum of the relative irradiation. It is about 25 min below the required 

0.35 for the normal minimum mass flow. The slow filter suggests that the min-

imum is violated for about 15 min, while the simulation results show a viola-

tion of the lower temperature limit (375°C) for 37 min. If the inlet mass flow can 

be reduced to 0.3 kg/s, a superheating temperature of 320°C can be main-

tained, while otherwise saturation shortly appears at the outlet. The size of the 

field and the operating strategy are decisive factors now. The mass flow of 0.3 

or 0.4 kg/s could theoretically be applied safely at low DNI conditions. Only the 

increase in DNI requires a higher minimum mass flow. If the field and the 

thermal inertia are large enough to keep the turbine running, a reduction in 

minimum mass flow seems acceptable. More conservative loop operation would 
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probably lead to a trip of the turbine and to condensate entering the life steam 

header. Both events contribute to a certain life time reduction of the compo-

nents. Furthermore, the re-start of the turbine will take additional time and 

cause additional losses. If the overall loop suffers from the same disturbance, 

the pressure of the solar field also decreases. This is not represented in the 

simulations, but the effect is rather small for the OTM due to the small mass in 

the loop. For recirculation mode with a central steam drum, experience from 

the TSE1 plant [141] suggests that the disturbance can be handled by operat-

ing the turbine at low load in fixed power mode. The steam drum provides a 

continuous mass flow at decreasing pressure, which can still be slightly super-

heated by the superheating section. Turbine operation is thus maintained, alt-

hough at a lower efficiency. Recirculation mode thus offers decisive advantages 

for class G-2 disturbances. 

The subsequent increase in DNI after 14.8 h is slower than for the first dis-

turbance, such that the resulting overshoot period for the temperature before 

the SHI is only 21 min for one collector. A defocus in the last superheating sec-

tion may be needed for only about 3 min, if the collector before the SHI is defo-

cused. 

Class H 

Four different drops of DNI belong to class H. They differ in the minimum of 

their filtered signals, but can all be characterized by a fast drop followed by a 

fast increase of DNI. Figure 4.49 (left) shows the corresponding simulations. 

Due to the steep changes in DNI, the integration accuracy was relaxed by a fac-

tor of two. Various simulations with similar accuracies were performed and 

yielded the same results. The results of class G can be reproduced with the re-

laxed accuracy as well. This is mentioned here explicitly, since the results of 

class H look surprisingly well compared to class G. Differences between fast 

and slow filter reach values between 0.68 and 0.86 for class H, while remaining 

below 0.4 for class G. Nevertheless, the overshoots of class H are very small 

compared to class G. This can be explained by two effects. First, the last DNI 

step of class G-1 is 500 W/m² within 5 seconds. For the steepest step of H-4 at 

15.3 h, it is 700 W/m² within 60 seconds (H-2: 520 W/m² in 45 s), which is 

much less and leaves time for controller reaction. Second, the step increase of 

H-4 is further interrupted by a short drop of about 150 W/m² which is hardly 

visible in the graph. Similar intermediate drops exist for the other DNI recovery 

curves of class H.  The first pattern of class H is not critical for an OTM plant 

and the loop outlet stays within its desired limits. The second pattern (H-2) 

shortly falls below the desired turbine limit at the outlet of the loop. Neverthe-

less, this does not cause problems for a large solar field because of mixing ef-

fects. These might not be sufficient for the other two patterns of class H, for 

which saturation occurs at the outlet for a short time. The extent of energy loss 
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again depends on the operating strategy. For recirculation mode, it is likely that 

saturation is avoided by the same means as mentioned for class G. 

Class J 

Disturbances of class J can be described unambiguously. The quick and 

long reduction in DNI cannot be compensated by the system. After 7 to 15 min, 

saturation is reached at the outlet. Temperature is recovered quickly after DNI 

appears again, but even for large fields, it is unlikely that turbine operation can 

continue without further means like storage or co-firing. Note that periods 

without DNI can be bridged by the steam drum in recirculation mode. Half an 

hour or even longer is possible, e.g. as shown in TSE1 [141]. This is a clear dis-

advantage of the once-through concept, but an expectable result from omitting 

the installation of the steam drum, which otherwise serves as a short term 

storage. 

Class K 

Class K represents extreme oscillations of DNI. The results for the basic 

control concept are shown in Figure 4.50. Saturation appears for about 12 min 

of the three hours of disturbance. During about one hour, the outlet tempera-

ture is below the desired minimum temperature of 375°C (54 min for basic con-

trol, 64 min for weighted mass flow example). A collector before the SHI needs 

to be defocused for about 19 or 36 min, depending on the control chosen. Ideal-

ly, only the latter 1 or 2 % of the energy are lost due to defocusing. If violations 

of the low temperature limit cannot be compensated, additional 25 to 30 % of 

the solar energy is lost. If the turbine trips and needs to be restarted three 

times for about 20 min (hot start), about 40 % of the energy are lost in total. 

These values are based on operation of one loop and the assumption that the 

complete loop has the same local DNI distribution. Both assumptions do not 

hold for a large solar field. The mixing effect during such weather conditions 

can be very advantageous, such that the turbine may not trip. A reduced pres-

sure operation can be foreseen for this. If such weather conditions are very of-

ten, a large thermal inertia for buffering seems a very promising option. It is al-

so possible to reduce the feedforward mass flow and defocus more collectors. 

This can reduce the temperature variation, although it cannot avoid the satura-

tion events unless the minimum mass flow is reduced. The distribution of the 

DNI can have positive and negative effects on temperature stability. It is a high-

ly stochastic process and is therefore not analyzed here in detail. In summary, 

operation on a class K day seems possible, but a high energetic loss is very like-

ly. A loss of 2 to 10 % seems possible for large collector fields due to thermal 

inertia and mixing effects. Without these effects, a loss of about 40 % may be 

expected. The high temperature cycling at the outlet may significantly contrib-

ute to the life time reduction of the material. Three temperature cycles of about 
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110 K and three of about 70 K can be assumed from Figure 4.50. In a worst 

case scenario, it might be economically better to not operate at all considering 

the component cost and life time. Such analyses can only be performed for par-

ticular plants and with all information available. A general case is therefore not 

analyzed here.  

 

Table 4.5: Time periods of exceeding limitations of outlet temperature and temperature be-

fore SHI, all values in minutes; GA = gain acceleration; wCS = weight of clear sky mass flow. 

Class Case    

>	  + 8/14/20 K 

[min] 

 

>  + 20 K/  

<  + 20 K 

[min] 

 /	

 

> 8 K/min  

[min] 

A-D All - - - 

E Basic 29.9 / 5.5 / 2.7 19.6 / - 3.5 / 14.9 

(4 h) wcs = 20 % 25.6 / 5.3 / 2.2 9.4 / - 3.5 / 10.2 

 wcs = 40 % 20.5 / 3.3 / 1.2 3.7 / - 2.8 / 4.9 

 wcs = 20 %+GA 21.3 / 3.9 / 1.6 9.4 / - 3.5 / 10.1 

 PI Inlet 35.9 / 5.3 / 3.0 38.9 / - 3.3 / 15.7 

F Basic 15.3 / 7.3 / 2.7 15.8 / - 4.7 / 11.8 

 wcs = 10 % 14.8 / 6.8 / 1.8 11.9 / - 4.3 / 10.6 

 wcs = 30 % 13.8 / 2.1 / - 5.8 / 1.2 3.5 / 9.0 

 PI Inlet 34.4 / 23.0 / 17.1 38.3 / - 7.5 / 16.6 

G 

(1.5 h) 

Basic 24.4 / 19.8 / 16.8 

10.4 / 8.5 / 6.6 

19.9 / - 

21.1 / 35.6 

2.7 / 6.7 

10.2 / 7.6 

 Low min 24.4 / 19.8 / 16.8 

21.0 / 16.3 / 12.8 

19.9 / - 

25.9 / 28.6 

2.7 / 6.7 

8.9 / 8.3 

H Basic 2.3 / 0.0 / 0.0 

12.4 / 5.6 / 3.7 

6.4 / 4.3 / 1.3 

1.1 / 0.0 / 0.0 

12.0 / 1.6 

12.9 / 5.7 

14.8 / 11.3 

6.6 / 13.2 

2.7 / 7.7 

5.3 / 7.3 

7.8 / 5.5 

5.8 / 6.3 

 wcs = 30 % 0.0 / 0.0 / 0.0 

4.4 / 0.0 / 0.0 

2.3 / 0.0 / 0.0 

0.0 / 0.0 / 0.0 

4.2 / 1.9 

5.3 / 7.2 

3.5 / 13.5 

4.8 / 14.2 

2.3 / 7.6 

6.1 / 8.0 

7.6 /6.2 

5.6 / 6.2 

J Basic 9.0 / 4.4 / 0.0 12.3 / 30.1 4.6 / 7.3 

K Basic 35.5 / 24.8 / 16.7 47.1 / 37.7 40.7 / 58.6 

 wcs = 20 % 19.0 / 11.5 / 4.5 34.3 / 48.1 43.3 / 52.3 
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Table 4.6: Energetic considerations for the different disturbance classes and control strate-

gies; GA = gain acceleration; wcs = weight of clear sky mass flow. 

Class Case DNI share 

during high-T 

events bi/out 

[%] 

DNI share dur-

ing too low out-

let temperature 

[%] 

Expected energy 

loss due to defocus 

relative to solar re-

source bi/out [%] 

A-D All - - - 

E Basic 8.79 / 1.20 - 0.44 / 0.06 

(3 h) wcs = 20 % 4.17 / 0.98 - 0.21 / 0.05 

 wcs = 40 % 1.63 / 0.52 - 0.08 / 0.03 

 wcs = 20 %+GA 4.17 / 0.72 - 0.21 / 0.04 

 PI Inlet 16.79 / 1.34 - 0.84 / 0.07 

F Basic 13.98 / 2.38 - 0.70 / 0.12 

 wcs = 10 % 10.55 / 1.63 - 0.53 / 0.08 

 wcs = 30 % 5.08 / - - 0.25 / - 

 PI Inlet 33.46 / 15.17 - 1.67 / 0.76 

G 

(1.5 h) 

Basic 25.05 / 21.65 

31.20 / 9.44 

- 

23.3 

2*1.25 / 1.08 

1.56 / 0.47 

 Low min 25.05 / 21.65 

37.41 / 18.32 

- 

17.8 

2*1.25 / 1.08 

2*1.87 / 0.92 

H 

(1 h) 

Basic 20.57 / 0.00 

23.10 / 6.50 

27.11 / 2.20 

12.51 / - ? 

3.26 

8.47 

15.15 

16.70 

1.03 / - 

1.16 / 0.33 

1.36 / 0.11 

0.63 / - ? 

 wcs = 30 % 7.27 / - 

9.40 / - 

6.77 / - 

9.19 / - 

3.69 

10.54 

17.93 

18.75 

0.36 / - 

0.47 / - 

0.34 / - 

0.46 / - 

J Basic 31.74 / - 29.80 2*1.59 / - 

K Basic 30.48 / 11.71 25.85 

4.80 (sat.) 

1.52 / 0.59 

 wcs = 20 % 22.05 / 3.23 30.34 

6.06 (sat.) 

1.10 / 0.16 
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Figure 4.44: Control simulation of disturbance classes C (13-14 h) and B (14-16 h) with loop 

variant A for DISS test facility. 

 

  

Figure 4.45: Control simulation of disturbance class D with loop variant A for DISS test fa-

cility. 
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Figure 4.46: Control simulation of disturbance class E with loop variant A for DISS test fa-

cility. 

 

  

Figure 4.47: Control simulations of disturbance class F with loop variant A for DISS test fa-

cility; inlet PI controller with mass flow setpoint of 0.12 kg/s for the EVI. 
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Figure 4.48: Control simulations of disturbance class G with loop variant A for DISS test fa-

cility; minimum mass flow at inlet is 0.525 kg/s (basic) and 0.25 kg/s (Low min). 

 

 

  

Figure 4.49: Control simulations of disturbance classes H (left) and J (right) with loop vari-

ant A for DISS test facility; minimum mass flow at inlet is 0.525 kg/s. 
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Figure 4.50: Control simulations of disturbance class K with loop variant A for DISS test fa-

cility; minimum mass flow at inlet is 0.525 kg/s. 
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anyway. Only a very high installation cost of the second injection may shift this 

preference economically to variant B or C. The control characteristics of variant 

B then promote its application for loops with low superheating shares. This 

stabilizes the single end of evaporation, while the delays are still acceptable. 

Variant C is favored for high superheating shares to keep an acceptable delay 

for outlet temperature control. If low outlet temperatures are acceptable for 

some periods during a disturbance, variant B in combination with a smart de-

focus control of the outlet collector is another option beneficial for control. 

A classification of DNI disturbances of the particular project site is recom-

mended for the selection of the loop variant. This has been exemplified in the 

former section and can be followed adding information about the classes’ fre-

quencies throughout a typical year. In general, a large share of clear days from 

classes A to D favors the application of the once-through mode and a variant 

with only one injection may be an option. With a shift to classes E to H, variant 

A becomes more reliable and enables the application of the OTM. With a high 

share of class J and K disturbances, OTM suffers from the lack of thermal iner-

tia, which must be compensated by storage or co-firing for continuous turbine 

operation. Otherwise, recirculation mode with its inherent steam buffer tank is 

favorable. 

The control design derived here clearly enables the OTM to be applied in 

commercial plants under the mentioned conditions. Defocus control can con-

tribute to quickly react during fast disturbances of class K. This option seems 

worth analyzing in more detail in the future, especially for Fresnel collector 

fields. The only feasible option to further improve temperature stability with 

better efficiency at the same time is the application of more complex control 

schemes. Model predictive control can be used to allow the inlet mass flow to 

contribute to control of the steam temperatures. This may lead to the economic 

feasibility of variant B or C. The intrinsic feedforward action of the MPC could 

also be used for more aggressive action of the injections during fast increases of 

DNI to avoid defocus events. It also has the potential to optimize the combina-

tion of mass flow, predicted mean DNI and defocusing by including focus sig-

nals to the MPC algorithm. This can especially be beneficial for days of class K. 

A deeper analysis seems worth the effort for the medium and long term. 
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5 Methodology for absorber tube stress analysis 

The components of a power plant must be designed to work reliably during 

their whole life time. Design codes exist for conventional pressure vessels such 

as steam generators to guarantee this requirement. These are important for the 

safe operation of the plant and for the security of all people involved. It is obvi-

ous that a reliable design must be demanded from solar once-through boilers 

as well. The normal way of design is either to use empirical guidelines for par-

ticular components or to generate certain load scenarios and their associated 

influence on life time. For solar once-through boilers, some empirical estimates 

can be taken from conventional steam generators. However, the dimensions are 

significantly different with longer pipes, larger inner diameters and greater wall 

thicknesses. The heat flux incident on the absorber tubes is different as well, 

usually much lower than in conventional steam generators. Daily start-up and 

shut-down cycles impose further loads on the system. The main resulting ques-

tions are which load scenarios are realistic for a solar plant, how high their im-

pact is on material life time and how often one can assume them to happen 

during the plant’s life time. These aspects are important for the design of a 

component. They can also be used for its monitoring during operation in order 

to compare design and operating conditions. 

On the one hand, the component must withstand high static loads, e.g. the 

high pressure of the steam inside a receiver tube. The wall thickness should be 

increased to withstand these higher loads. On the other hand, temperature 

fluctuations within the wall of components cause alternating (thermal) stress. 

Such stress increases with the temperature deviation as well as with the inho-

mogeneity of the components’ shape. The wall thickness should be decreased to 

better withstand such transients. In consequence, a good compromise must be 

found for the design. 

The aim of this chapter is to provide a methodology to derive boundary con-

ditions for a reliable design of the solar field components. This methodology is 

exemplified by a receiver tube. The emphasis is put on the influence of low cy-

cle fatigue on the life time, since this is the most relevant mechanism associat-

ed with solar plants in the range of up to 500°C [26]. Fatigue can be described 

as material weakening due to frequently occurring loads. The influence of creep 

is not considered here because of the, for creeping, rather low temperatures in 

line focus systems. Three relevant impacts exist for a solar once-through boiler. 

One is the daily start-up and shut-down cycle of the solar field, which leads to 

very high temperature changes in the superheater section of the solar field. The 

second impact is steam temperature fluctuation in the superheating section. 

This is usually caused by high irradiation gradients or disturbances and should 
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be reduced by a good temperature control. The third aspect is the fluctuation of 

the end point of the evaporation and certain stratification or dry-out phenome-

na that might appear close to it. Start-up cycles can be estimated well and de-

sign is in principle similar to current coal-fired steam generators. Thus, the re-

maining two aspects are analyzed in more detail in the next sections. 

5.1 Outline of methodology 

The methodology is outlined here and then exemplified in the subsequent 

sections. This methodology can be applied to all CSP technologies and is sum-

marized by the following procedure: 

1. Identification of critical locations and components 

2. Identification of typical load classes 

3. Estimation on boundary conditions for thermal stress analysis at critical 

components/locations for each load class 

4. Estimation on cyclic thermal stress at critical components/locations for 

each load class 

5. Estimation on frequency of each load class for one year or whole desired 

life time 

6. Estimation of the stress rupture strength for each critical component 

based on appropriate design standard 

7. Evaluation of life time dependent on stress strength, frequency extrapo-

lation and weighting of load classes for each critical component. 

 

1) Identification of critical locations and components 

The identification of critical locations or components must be evaluated in 

detail. Welding of small pipes to thick-walled pipes is in general critical. One 

example is the connection of the loop outlet to the life steam header. The re-

ceivers at the loop outlet and before the SHI are prone to high temperatures 

with the smallest heat transfer coefficients (HTC). They are additionally cycled 

during defocus events or when the sun is covered by clouds. This might be crit-

ical as well. Thus, the receivers before the SHI and at the loop outlet shall be 

considered. The fluctuation of the end of evaporation is supposed to be critical 

due to certain dry-out phenomena and quickly changing heat transfer coeffi-

cients. One shall analyze receivers shortly before, at and after the EPE. These 

can also be treated as one to add conservatism. The fluctuation of the EPE dur-

ing strong disturbances must be considered as well. It might be the case that 

the EPE moves before the evaporation injection or after the SHI. The latter 

event is a standard load during start-up and shut-down of the solar field. The 

design of the header line and the steam attemperators must include this load 

as well. For recirculation plants, especially the steam drum is an additional 
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critical component. The receivers at the loop inlet have low temperature gradi-

ents around the circumference and high heat transfer coefficients. It is thus 

unlikely that these components suffer from additional critical loads. Neverthe-

less, this should be verified especially during start-up procedures and for the 

initial point of boiling. 

2) Identification of typical load classes 

The identification of different load classes is decisive for analysis. Start-up 

can probably be seen as the most critical event for life time due to the high 

temperature change. The combined increase of temperature and pressure is 

very important to avoid high loads [26, 140]. Furthermore, typical load classes 

must be identified for nominal operation. The new approach of hull-normalized 

DNI can be applied to identify corresponding operating conditions. It is ex-

plained in detail in section 4.6.1 above and is applied in the following. It allows 

for a standardized treatment of DNI situations with respect to load calculation 

for the first time. Other load classes can be necessary depending on the com-

ponent or operating conditions. 

3) and 4) Estimation on thermal stress 

Simulations of each identified DNI situation and other load classes are then 

used to estimate its transient temperature characteristic with corresponding 

heat transfer coefficients and heat fluxes. They also depend on the control 

strategy chosen, as has been illustrated in detail in section 4.6.3. 

With the boundary conditions from the transient simulations, a thermal 

stress analysis can be performed. A finite element model (FEM) can be applied 

considering the geometry, material properties and fluid boundary conditions to 

derive the resulting thermal stress. The maximum stress amplitude for each 

coordinate or the combined maximum equivalent stress amplitude is a typical 

result for each load class. The DNI disturbance classes defined above usually 

cover a certain period in time. Therefore, certain stress amplitudes may also 

appear more than once during a typical disturbance class situation. 

5) Estimation on frequency of each load class 

The stress analysis per class provides the bridge to the subsequent step, 

namely the estimation of the load class frequency. The identified typical situa-

tions are characterized by certain indicators. For OTM, some indicators are 

suggested in sections 4.6.1 and 4.6.3. These are the integral value of the hull-

normalized DNI, the maximum difference between fast and slow system filter 

signals, the ratio of the fractal lengths of slow and fast system filter as well as 

the slow filter minimum in combination with the effective hull irradiation and 

the minimum inlet mass flow. These indicators are identified for typical time 

periods of a class, e.g. one hour. They are applied for selection, if the time peri-
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od is feasible for operation, e.g. if enough energy is available in a certain hour. 

This approach allows for assigning a typical disturbance class to each operating 

period of a year with the help of annual DNI data. As a result, the expected fre-

quency of each disturbance class can be estimated and, thereby, the frequency 

of the stress amplitudes is available. Note that classical load classes only in-

clude one particular cycle, for which the frequency is estimated, e.g. by a rain-

flow algorithm [42]. This is not possible for CSP plants, since there is no direct 

transformation from DNI to thermal stress. Only the daily start-up cycles may 

be simple to estimate. The disturbance classes, as suggested here, can be de-

rived by the indicators for a certain period and different stress cycles are asso-

ciated to one period. The frequency of the periods within one year is then used 

to extrapolate the stress loads for one year or the plant’s life time. 

6) Estimation of the stress rupture strength by appropriate design standard 

A design standard must then be chosen for estimation of the material 

strength. Values for rupture strength can be derived from appropriate stand-

ards, e.g. DIN EN 10028-2 [43], DIN EN10216-2 [44]. These are modified de-

pending on the application, shape and installation of the material by further 

standards, e.g. by the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code [8], DIN EN 

12952-4 [42] or FKM Guidelines [86]. A typical result may be the characteristic 

line for the stress strength versus the number of cycles-to-failure, which is 

known as S-N curve in English or Wöhler diagram in German literature. 

7) Evaluation of life time 

The last step is the combination of the S-N curve, or similar characteristics, 

with the stress amplitudes and load frequencies derived from the disturbance 

classes. A simple linear extrapolation may be sufficient, if there is only one ma-

jor load. Otherwise, a more complex calculation considering the order of the 

loads may be necessary [86, 169]. As a result, one gains an estimation of the 

component life time. It can also be learned which component and, especially, 

which load class is the most critical one. Counter-measures may then be devel-

oped to increase the corresponding life time, e.g. by an improved component 

design or by an improved control strategy. 

The following sections exemplify this methodology. However, it must be un-

derstood as a preliminary example. Detailed analysis is needed for each plant, 

but is not performed in this work. 

 

5.2 Temperature variation in superheating section 

The temperature profile along the superheating section varies with time de-

pending on occurring disturbances. At the DISS facility, temperature meas-

urements around the circumference are used to determine the actual tempera-
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ture gradient within a cross-section. Details are described in section 1.3. An 

exemplary measurement of a cross section of collector 11 close to the outlet is 

shown in Figure 5.1 for August 7, 2013. A variety of tests has been performed 

on that day, e.g. a defocus of collector 10 at 15.1 h, an inlet mass flow reduc-

tion at 15.4 h and an inlet temperature reduction at 16.4 h. Thermocouple A 

(lowest line in upper graph of Figure 5.1) is on the non-irradiated side of the 

absorber tube and gives a good estimation on fluid temperature. The maximum 

temperature gradient around the cross-section is shown in the lower graph. 

Only small variations with fluid temperature are visible around the cross-

section. The highest value at 16.65 h is about 38 K. This fits very well with the 

design data from the FEM model by Uhlig [19, 62] as shown in Figure 2.8 on 

page 21 (compare with a mass flow of 1.1 kg/s and 880 W/m²). Even during 

high transient conditions between 16.6 and 16.75 h, the temperature gradients 

change smoothly. This indicates two important aspects. First, there are no crit-

ical temperature gradients during defocus or inlet energy disturbances. Second, 

temperature gradients of the cross-section can be modeled well with the sta-

tionary FEM tool even for fast fluid temperature transients. This is also in 

agreement with other studies considering even faster transients [127]. As a re-

sult, modeling of the thermal stress with the stationary FEM tool seems rea-

sonable. 

 

 

Figure 5.1: Temperature measurements of cross-section 611-40 close to the outlet of collec-

tor 11 of DISS test facility (top) and their maximum difference (bottom) on August 7, 2013; 

inlet mass flow 1.1 kg/s; Geff about 880 W/m². 
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The controlled simulations for each disturbance class, as shown in section 

4.6.3, are used to estimate the stress and frequencies of the different loads. 

Figure 5.2 illustrates an example for class H at a pressure of 110 bar. The DNI, 

the outlet temperature controlled by the basic control concept and the resulting 

stress series are depicted. The stress series have been derived by Rosselló [211] 

with the help of the mentioned FEM tool. The drops in DNI reduce the tempera-

ture difference around the cross-section and thus the equivalent stress level 

within the absorber tube. It can be learned that the irradiation level is the dom-

inant influence of stress variations. Nevertheless, stress peaks are detected af-

ter a sudden increase of DNI at a mass flow significantly below the steady-state 

design value. It is thus important that the injection control quickly recovers the 

desired mass flow level, although the actual temperature has only a minor in-

fluence on the stress result. The stress series is also shown for a winter day, for 

which the hull of January 6 (compare Figure 4.39 on page 167) is used. The 

outlet temperature (not shown) and the stress behavior are very similar to the 

summer day, but the maximum stress level is lower due to the lower irradiation 

level of about 450 W/m². A conservative estimate can therefore be derived from 

summer data. The maximum stress fluctuation is about 16 MPa for the dis-

turbances after 12 h and 15 h. For life cycle counting, e.g. by the rainflow algo-

rithm, a stress cycle must be closed to fully contribute to life time reduction 

[26]. The largest closed cycle does only have a stress variation of 12 MPa here. 

This corresponds to a stress amplitude of 6 MPa. However, further conserva-

tism is added by assigning two closed cycles of 10 MPa to one hour of disturb-

ance class H. Note that a defocus of a collector during normal operation would 

be comparable to a stress cycle between the normal DNI level (about 88 MPa for 

the summer day at 110 bar) and the zero DNI level (about 75 MPa at 110 bar). 

The pressure level usually shifts the absolute values, but not the variation 

bandwidth [211]. If the collector was defocused directly after the sudden in-

crease of the DNI, the stress peak would be lower and could ideally be reduced 

to a normal defocus event. On the other hand, a defocus control strategy for 

normal temperature control, in contrast to injection control, may impose such 

stress cycles regularly. 

The same assumptions as for class H are made for all other classes. Table 

5.1 summarizes the conservatively estimated stress cycles for the basic control 

for FEM simulations of Rosselló [211]. Stress amplitudes below 4 MPa are ig-

nored due to their insignificance for life time estimation. Classes A to D do 

therefore not contribute to additional life time reduction. 
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Figure 5.2: Stress series for the controlled simulation of class G, Temperature measure-

ments of cross-section 611-40 close to the outlet of collector 11 of DISS test facility (top) and 

their maximum difference (bottom) on August 7, 2013; inlet mass flow 1.1 kg/s; Geff about 

880 W/m². 

 

Table 5.1: Stress amplitudes and their frequencies per hour for different disturbance classes 

and a summer day based on FEM simulations. 

Class 10 MPa 8 MPa 6 MPa 4 MPa 

A to D - - - - 

E - - - 1/h 

F - - 1/h 1/h 

G - - 1/h - 

H 2/h 1/h - - 

J 1/h - - - 

K 2/h 2/h 2/h - 
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5.3 Fluctuation of the end of evaporation 

The end of the evaporation in a once-through boiler is not fixed to a certain 

location. It varies with the available irradiation and the mass flow in the evapo-

ration section. Former studies by Steinmann [230] revealed the main challenges 

of this fluctuating EPE. The HTC in the evaporation section is very high, while 

it is much lower in the superheating section. Two phenomena can be distin-

guished, one being caused by an overall mass flow to irradiation imbalance and 

the other one resulting in high frequency changes of the wall temperature gra-

dients. Both phenomena are explained and analyzed in the following. 

Mass flow to irradiation imbalance 

A decrease of irradiation or an increase of mass flow causes the EPE to be 

shifted downstream into the former superheating section. The receiver in the 

superheating section is then cooled by the evaporating water film. As a result, 

the material stress of the tube is changed. These disturbances are a result of 

the overall energy and mass balance of the system. They can be predicted very 

well by both the DFEM and the MBM. Thus, simulations can be used to esti-

mate the frequency and influence of it. 

 Depending on the value of the steam’s HTC, severe stress amplitudes may 

result [230]. For a Eurotrough collector, a rule of thumb is to assume a tem-

perature increase in the superheating section of 0.4 to 0.7 K per meter. A shift 

of 50 meters of the EPE can thus cause axial temperature gradients of about 

20 K to 35 K. This increases the axial stress. In addition, the temperature of the 

formerly superheated receivers is quickly decreased. A slow shift of the EPE 

slowly changes the stress level and is comparable to the behavior of the super-

heating temperatures, while a fast shift of the EPE can result in transitional 

stress peaks. Such fast variations of HTC and temperature at once should be 

simulated with a transient FEM tool. Therefore, Rosselló [211] has adapted the 

steady-state FEM tool to perform transient simulations. Grid studies are per-

formed that show the high influence of the element resolution in radial direc-

tion, i.e. in how many elements the tube wall thickness (5.6 mm) is divided. 

While for steady-state only one element is needed, an accurate transient simu-

lation requires four elements in radial direction [211]. 

Selected simulation results of [211] are depicted in Table 5.2. A transition 

from superheated steam of 400°C to evaporation is considered. The variants 

differ in the speed of transition, the two-phase flow regime and the track angle. 

Annular flow or stratified flow with half the inner circumference being wetted is 

assumed. A realistic scenario during a strong disturbance may be the shift of 

the EPE to the injection before the superheating injection or even to the outlet 

of the loop. A conservative assumption for such a shift from experimental data 

is in the range of 30 seconds or longer. Variant S1 considers such a transition 
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from superheated steam to annular flow within 30 s. The maximum stress am-

plitude is negligible with about 6 MPa. Note that this scenario can be interpret-

ed as fast disturbance in the superheating section, e.g. by suffering from two-

phase flow at the outlet of the loop. It is thus comparable to the situation of 

disturbance class G-3 in Figure 5.2 after 14 h. Its stress amplitude is in the 

same range of 6 MPa. Ideally, the slow shift of the EPE would already be cov-

ered by the superheating analysis. 

Table 5.2: Maximum stress variation range of receiver tube from strong shifts of EPE by sin-

gle ramp changes at 800 W/m² from superheated steam (Sh) to evaporation at 320°C with 

annular (An) or stratified (St) flow; HTC steam of 2000 W/m²/K and HTC liquid of 17000 

W/m²/K; rounded data from [211]. 

 Var. 

S1  

Var. 

S2 

Var. 

S3 

Var. 

S4 

Var. 

S5 

Var. 

S6 

Flow transition Sh-An Sh-An Sh-Str Sh-Str Sh-Str Str-Sh 

Initial temperature 

[°C] 
400 400 400 400 400 320 

Temperature change 

Δϑ [K] 
-80 -80 -80 -80 -80 +80 

Slope time Δtrise [s] 30 3 30 3 3 3 

Track angle [°] (0° for 

sun in zenith position) 

0-90 0-90 90 90 0 90 

Max. stress amplil-

tude of inner/outer 

tube  [MPa] 

5 

6 

24 

7 

7 

12 

26 

15 

27 

14 

8 

7 

Max. temperature dif-

ference at outer cross-

section [K] 

27 27 46 59 28 28 

 

Nevertheless, if the final flow regime is stratified flow, the stress amplitude 

is increased to about 12 MPa (variant S3). This increase justifies a more de-

tailed analysis of the EPE to get an impression on the sensitivity of the results. 

A theoretical transition time of 3 seconds results in significantly higher stress 

amplitudes of up to 27 MPa (variant S5), which is caused by a high transition 

stress peak. There is a strong dependency on the transition time. A good esti-

mation of it is thus important for the accuracy of the life time analysis. Note 

that the back-shift of the EPE from stratified flow to superheating (variant S6) 

does not impose significant stress loads on the receiver, even if its transition 

time of 3 s is chosen very fast. The influence of irradiation level does not change 

the results significantly either [211]. 
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Considering experimental data of transition times, the 30 s variant S1 

seems a reasonable scenario for life time estimation. However, it is already cov-

ered by the superheating scenarios of the disturbance classes. All other vari-

ants would add conservatism to the analysis and corresponding scenarios 

would have to be defined for their frequency estimation per year. 

High frequency wall temperature oscillations 

Another phenomenon observable at the DISS facility is a high frequency os-

cillation of the temperature gradient within the cross-sections close to the EPE. 

Similar phenomena are already described in [205] and [68]. Such oscillations 

are illustrated in Figure 5.3. The sensors A to F are aligned as shown in Figure 

1.4 on page 10, with A facing the sun and D facing the middle of the collector. 

The track angle (see Figure 5.4, left) was about -25°, i.e. the receiver was rotat-

ed such that sensor E was at the bottom. The temperature gradients within the 

cross-section vary between the evaporation (around 10 K) and the superheating 

case (around 25 K). A steady-state analysis with the FEM tool (Figure 5.4, right) 

shows that the temperature gradient becomes higher with a decrease of wetted 

inner circumference, i.e. an increase of the dry zone with steam. For the condi-

tions of the experiments, there is no critical temperature gradient exceeding the 

value for a cross-section with steam only during such an increase of the dry 

angle . A transition of the dry angle close to the EPE is then likely to result 

in a smooth transition of the cross-sectional temperature gradients. In that 

sense, the experimental results (Figure 5.3) suggest a stall of the annular flow 

with a continuously decreasing wetted inner wall surface. The stall position is 

varying slightly. The maximum and minimum values of one cross-section can 

well be estimated by the HTC of the completely wetted and dry surfaces. The 

transition period between peak and minimum is about 15 to 30 s for the exam-

ple. This phenomenon is visible during the majority of the experiments, alt-

hough some days exist with very little or negligible oscillations.  

Fluid temperatures downstream the corresponding cross-sections with wall 

temperature oscillations did not reveal any significant fluctuations during the 

experiments. Therefore, the high frequency oscillations cannot be modeled by 

the DFEM or the MBM and must thus be considered as a stochastic disturb-

ance. Its influence on outlet temperature is negligible.  

Siphon instability or severe slugging was thought to cause these oscillations 

[205]. However, recent developments [112] suggest that it is unlikely to be the 

case at the DISS facility at the high pressures of the experiments.  
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Figure 5.3: Temperature measurements of cross-section 609-20 close to the outlet of collec-

tor 9 of DISS test facility (top) and their maximum difference (bottom) on July 26, 2013; inlet 

mass flow 1.0 kg/s; Geff about 730 W/m². 

 

     

Figure 5.4: Receiver cross-section view with angle definitions (left) and dependency of cross-

section temperature difference as a function of dry angle (right) for a track angle of 30° at 

DISS test facility; based on [211] with scaling to 325°C steam temperature. 

 

An investigation of small, high frequency temperature oscillations for nucle-

ar steam generators is available in [127]. It is assumed there that such fluctua-

tions exist due to flow instability in parallel tubes. Though this is not the case 

for the single-loop DISS facility, the assumption of small mass flow variations 

may be realistic due to other reasons. The installed collectors might induce dis-
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turbances by imperfect tracking, either close to the EPE or already at the inlet 

of the loop. During high wind loads, the mirrors themselves oscillate quickly 

with a very small magnitude, which might also contribute to temperature oscil-

lation. The loop’s inlet control valve induces very small variations in mass flow 

due to unavoidable imperfection of its control. A detailed analysis of the cause 

of the temperature oscillation phenomenon is recommended for future research 

on the once-through concept. 

The cross-section measurements at DISS facility are installed within 12 m 

or 24 m in distance close to the EPE. The temperature oscillation is usually 

measured only at one cross-section. Thus, the phenomenon is likely to be lim-

ited to ±12 to ±24 m around the EPE. In a commercial plant, this would allow 

for keeping it within one collector during normal operation, if the boundary 

conditions would induce the phenomenon at all. 

Conclusions on EPE oscillations for design and stress analysis 

It is important to note that, on the one hand, dry-out phenomena at the 

EPE can be very critical with very high temperature gradients within a cross-

section and very high stress loads, but that, on the other hand, the dry-out be-

comes less critical with higher mass flows and higher heat transfer coefficients 

of the steam phase [230]. Furthermore, the location of the stall of annular flow 

close to the EPE can vary such that oscillations of the possible dry-out zone 

may occur. In consequence, a well-designed once-through loop must foresee a 

high HTC of the steam phase in order to achieve a smooth transition between 

evaporation and superheating as shown in Figure 5.4 (right). This requirement 

is likely to be met when considering the suggested design as in chapter 2.2. 

Nevertheless, it is highly recommended to check it for the particular boundary 

conditions by generating the temperature gradient versus dry angle curve for 

nominal and part load as well as for the relevant track angles. 

A transient FEM analysis can reveal the possible impacts of the EPE oscilla-

tions. Rosselló [211] simulated the transition from superheated steam to evapo-

ration similar as described above (e.g. in Table 5.2). The results for the small 

EPE fluctuations now consider a much lower initial superheated temperature of 

325°C, which is 5 K above the evaporation temperature. This assumption seem 

justified from the experimental results, as they do not show significant varia-

tions of the downstream fluid temperature. The temperature and heat transfer 

coefficient is then quickly changed by a linear ramp to meet the evaporation 

conditions. The stress and temperature gradient results are listed in Table 5.3. 

Variant F1 considers a transition to stratified flow with a dry angle of 90° with-

in 3 seconds and irradiation from the side. Especially, this irradiation condition 

is the most critical and usually results in the highest temperature gradients 

within a cross-section. Nevertheless, a significant stress peak does not appear 

and stress amplitudes of only 3 MPa are estimated. A fast transition of the HTC 
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within 1 second from steam to annular flow does neither reveal critical stress 

amplitudes (variant F2). 

As a result, the transient FEM analysis suggests that the wall temperature 

oscillations close to the EPE only induce negligible stress amplitudes. 

 

Table 5.3: Maximum stress variation range for small EPE oscillations by single ramp chang-

es at 800 W/m² from superheated steam at 325°C (Sh) to evaporation at 320°C with annular 

(An) or stratified (St) flow, according to [211]. 

 Var. F1 Var. F2  

Flow transition Sh-Str Sh-An  

Initial temperature [°C] 325 325  

Temperature change Δϑ [K] -5 -5  

Slope time Δtrise [s] 3 1  

Track angle [°] (0° for sun in zenith position) 90 0-90  

Max. stress amplitude of inner/outer tube [MPa] 3 

3 

4 

3 

 

Max. temperature difference at cross-section [K] 22 22  

 

A comparison with the assumptions of Steinmann [230] promotes that the 

experimental results are less critical than assumed. The thick receiver walls in 

combination with the low HTC of the steam assumed in [230] cause a change in 

maximum stress location from radial to circumferential stress. This corre-

sponds to a change from location B to A, when compared to Figure 2.6 on page 

20. As a result, a very high peak stress occurs at the instantaneous change of 

the HTC in [230]. A change from 500 W/m²/K to 3’000 W/m²/K is assumed in 

[230], while a change from 2’000 W/m²/K to 17’000 W/m²/K is likely for the 

new DISS facility and was applied for Table 5.3. The HTC for the new DISS fa-

cility is already high for pure steam, such that there is neither a change in loca-

tion nor in the cause of the maximum stress. In consequence, high transition 

peaks of the stress, caused by a fast change of the HTC during the fluctuation 

of the EPE, are not expected. This result holds for all part loads, since a change 

in the stress profile occurs at about 750 W/m²/K (Figure 2.7), which corre-

sponds to a steam mass flow below 0.45 kg/s at 30 bar. Such low steam mass 

flows were avoided already during loop design and by a minimum mass flow 

setting for operation. Note however, that the results from stress analysis 

change significantly with different boundary conditions such as outlet pressure, 

receiver material or loop length. Thus, the results must be checked again for 

new loop designs. 
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General assumptions for load cases 

Different loads can be established to represent the thermal stress behavior 

of a receiver in the evaporation section. From the sections above, two conclu-

sions can be drawn. First, strong shifts of the EPE put a stress load on receiv-

ers in the superheating section. Depending on the velocity of the EPE during 

the simulations of the disturbance classes, stress amplitudes can be increased 

when two-phase flow suddenly enters the receiver, e.g. at the loop outlet of dis-

turbance class G-3. This stress increase should be integrated in the superheat-

er analysis of disturbance classes. 

Second, the stress loads at the nominal location of the EPE can be estimat-

ed by a permanent oscillation of the wall temperatures between evaporation 

and superheating conditions. The transition with only partly wetted tube walls 

must be considered in such an analysis. An oscillation frequency of about 40 

changes per hour seems reasonable from experimental data. The latter oscilla-

tions should be considered as a separate load or disturbance class, which al-

ways occurs during operation of the solar field. 

Comparison to other load estimation study 

A different concept of load estimation corresponds to a study of the Material 

Testing Institute of the University of Stuttgart (MPA) [163]. It particularly deals 

with once-through receivers in parabolic troughs. Four load types are distin-

guished, representing four different situations. These situations are specified by 

Table 5.4 in combination with Figure 5.5. The receiver is symmetrically divided 

into a lower, irradiated part, which comprises 120°, and an upper, unirradiated 

part of 240°. Load type I represents the mentioned oscillations close to the EPE 

with a conservative approach. The lower part of the receiver tube experiences a 

periodic change of the HTC between steam (4700 W/m²/K) and boiling 

(40’000 W/m²/K). The upper part of the inner tube circumference always has 

an HTC of steam. Changes in HTC occur almost immediately within one or a 

few seconds. Furthermore, the circumferential temperature gradient is continu-

ously high due to a steam temperature of about 25 K higher than evaporation 

temperature. This condition would rather be associated with stratified flow in 

combination with a severe slip, i.e. the phase velocities are very different such 

that the steam may reach significantly higher superheated temperatures than 

the condensate at the receiver bottom. These are very conservative or unrealis-

tic assumptions, respectively, when compared to experimental data. Load type I 

must therefore be seen as a worst case estimation of thermal stress. Types II 

and III also start from the stratified flow case. The HTC of steam is then im-

posed on the lower side of the tube and the fluid temperature is increased by 

40 K or 80 K, respectively. The upper fluid temperature remains at the highest 

temperature level of the load type, while cycles are only imposed on the lower 
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part of the tube. This can be interpreted as liquid water film being swept into 

the superheating section. Type IV shall represent a typical start-up case. 

 

 

Figure 5.5: Nomenclature for boundary conditions of analysis close to the EPE. 

 

Table 5.4: Load type definition for analysis close to EPE. 

 Type I  Type II Type III Type IV 

Period Δtperiod [s] 60 600 1200 > 3600 

Temperature change Δϑ [K] +25 +40 +80 -250 

Slope time Δtrise [s] 30 30 40 1800 

Hold time at peak Δthold [s] 0 400 800 > 3600 

 

Table 5.5: Thermo-mechanical stress amplitudes associated with load types for the evapora-

tion section; values taken from [163]. 

 Type I  Type II Type III / IV 

Austenite, circumferential stress [MPa] 47 20 102 

Austenite, axial stress [MPa] 40 32 88 

Ferrite, circumferential stress [MPa] 25 13 55 

Ferrite, axial stress [MPa] 22 23 50 

 

 

The resulting stress amplitudes are listed in Table 5.5. Types III and IV were 

found to be very close to each other and only the higher values are listed. Two 

different materials are considered. Austenites such as ANSI type 321H usually 
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show a low heat conductivity of about 19 W/m/K, while ferrites such as ANSI 

type P11 (also known as 13CrMo4-5 or 1.7335, respectively) have about double 

the heat conductivity. The heat expansion coefficient is significantly higher for 

the austenite, with 1.7 ∙ 10  compared to 1.2 ∙ 10 /K of the ferrite [163]. The 

ferritic receiver has a wall thickness of 5.8 mm, while the austenitic receiver 

has a wall thickness of 6.5 mm. Both axial and circumferential stress ampli-

tudes are significantly higher for the austenite, while the rupture strength is 

slightly lower for the ferrite. Thus, it can already be concluded that a ferritic 

absorber tube would be beneficial for the reduction of thermal stress impacts. 

The circumferential stress is dominating for types I and III/IV, mainly due to 

the assumed stratified flow. The axial stress is dominating for type II and is 

about 80 % to 90 % of the circumferential stress for the other types. It must not 

be excluded from a general stress analysis, because it may become dominating, 

if the assumption of stratified flow is not applied. The values are derived for a 

high mass flow of 1.4 kg/s and high irradiation of 900 W/m². A strike of the 

EPE in the superheating section is assumed to have the same stress amplitude 

as type I.  

There are significant differences in the assumptions, modeling and results of 

the EPE disturbances between the MPA study [163] and Rosselló [211]. In 

[211], the boundary conditions are chosen as realistic scenario from experi-

mental data. The validated FEM tool is applied for one receiver (4 m) that can 

expand in axial direction. The number of elements was 4 in radial direction and 

36 in tangential direction for the transient analysis. On the other hand, as-

sumptions in [163] provide first guesses on worst case situations. A length of 5 

receivers including their collector supports is modeled. One end is fixed, repre-

senting the middle pylon of a collector, while the other end can expand in axial 

direction. A shell model is used for the receivers such that there is only one 

wall element in radial direction and 18 in tangential direction. The axial resolu-

tion is not provided. The same austenite is considered by the studies, but [211] 

uses a wall thickness of 5.6 mm, the original dimensions of the new Schott 

PTR70-DSG receivers, while [163] analyzes a wall thickness of 6.5 mm. Fur-

thermore, the receiver is divided into a lower and an upper part in [163]. The 

steam temperature of the upper part remains at maximum temperature, while 

only the lower part is cycled. In consequence, much higher temperature gradi-

ents exist and the transitional stress peak is much higher than in simulations 

of [211], which assume a rather homogeneous temperature change along the 

loop. 

In consequence, the assumptions and results of [211] seem realistic from 

experimental data and for a good loop design. Results of [163] represent rather 

unrealistic worst case assumptions.  
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Final choice of stress loads and frequency 

Despite the unrealistic scenarios, the stress amplitudes of [163] are used in 

the following section to derive an estimate of the receiver life time and illustrate 

the methodology. The reason for that choice is trivial. Stress loads of the realis-

tic scenarios of [211] are below any critical limit and detailed life time estima-

tion would not be needed. 

For extrapolation of results, a frequency for each load type I to IV of [163] 

must be associated to the different disturbance classes A to K. Table 5.6 sum-

marizes the assumed distribution. The stochastic disturbances of the EPE are 

associated with load type I and are estimated to happen 40 times per hour dur-

ing normal operation. Load types II and III are linked with significant mass flow 

and irradiation imbalances. A first guess for start-up is assumed by load type 

IV, but highly depends on the start-up procedure, which shall not be analyzed 

here. The same holds for other values given in brackets. Two scenarios of [211] 

are chosen for illustration as well. Variant F2 is a realistic case for EPE fluctua-

tions and the same frequency as for type I is chosen. 

Variant S5 is chosen for a fast cooling of superheater receivers. The scenario 

is for an 80 K temperature shock within 3 seconds, which does not happen at 

all in any simulated or tested operating condition. Nevertheless, its frequency is 

derived from disturbance class simulations by counting the number of temper-

ature drops of the temperature before the SHI. A situation is counted, if the 

temperature falls more than 30 K within 5 minutes. For simplicity, this variant 

replaces all former, and less critical, superheater loads from Table 5.1 in the 

following. 

Table 5.6: Frequency of load types from [163] corresponding to disturbance classes for evap-

oration section; superposition of EPE and receivers nearby. 

Class Type I / 

Var. F2 

Type II Type III Type IV Var. S5 

Start-up (20/h) - - 1 - 

A 40/h - - -  

B 40/h - - -  

C 40/h - - -  

D 40/h - - -  

E 40/h 1/h - - 1.5/h 

F 40/h 1/h (0.5/h) - 2/h 

G 40/h 1/h 1/h - 2/h 

H 40/h 1/h 1/h - 2/h 

J (20/h) - 1/h - 1/h 

K 40/h 3/h 2/h - 5/h 
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5.4 Life time estimation 

The estimation of life time depends on two aspects. First, the acceptable ma-

terial strength is determined to be a function of the number of load cycles. 

Then, the expected number of load cycles and their corresponding stress ampli-

tudes are compared to the acceptable ones. The exact approach depends on the 

design code to be applied. Amongst others, it differs in the value of rupture 

strength as a function of temperature, its correction factors and the final crite-

ria for determining the life time. 

Fundamentals of life time analysis 

Figure 5.6 illustrates an exemplary stress versus number of cycles curve 

(S-N curve). The fatigue range starts at about 104 cycles and is characterized by 

a typical slope or slope exponent, respectively. The material can withstand a 

certain stress amplitude Sa,i for Na,i cycles. Some codes, such as the ASME Boil-

er & Pressure Vessel Code [8], assume a permanent fatigue strength Sa,p after 

about 106 cycles, which is indicated by the horizontal line in Figure 5.6. All 

stress amplitudes below this value do not contribute any more to fatigue and 

are ignored for life time estimation. Various studies [16, 169] suggest that even 

small stress amplitudes can contribute to fatigue, if the number of cycles is 

high enough and a crack with a critical initial length exists at the beginning. 

Some design codes, such as the EN 12952-4 [42], therefore extrapolate the ac-

ceptable stress by a certain slope. The extrapolation with the same slope expo-

nent, also referred to as Miner elementary, or half the main slope exponent, re-

ferred to as modified Miner, are commonly used. In practice, stress amplitudes 

are often considered for pipe design, if they are greater than 80 % of Sa,p [26]. 

Otherwise, they are ignored. 

 

Figure 5.6: Exemplary S-N curve with extensions for high cycle fatigue. 
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An incremental damage ΔDi of the pipe can be described by relating the im-

pact of one cycle to the number of cycles-to-failure Na,i with the same stress 

amplitude [26]: 

Δ
1

,
 (5.1) 

The overall damage D, also referred to as usage factor, is the accumulation 

of the incremental damages ΔDi. High stress amplitudes thus contribute more 

to the overall damage than small ones [30]. The underlying idea is very intui-

tive. However, the simple additive increase in overall damage is far from being a 

realistic assumption [169]. In consequence, there is no reliable understanding 

on when the life time of a component is reached. A value of one sounds reason-

able, but in practice, values around 0.4 are a common choice [26], although 

even values greater than one are possible [30]. The chronological order of the 

loads can be accounted for as well, e.g. by the FKM Guideline [86]. 

Acceptable and expected number of cycles 

As a result from design codes, the acceptable number of cycles is deter-

mined for each load type and the S-N curve for the component can be drawn. 

The values in this work are derived from [163]. They are listed in Table 5.7 for 

an austenitic receiver and a ferritic receiver. The underlying material tempera-

ture for rupture strength correction is 400°C. The austenitic receiver can with-

stand the type I fluctuation of the EPE for more than 17 million times. If the 

scenarios of [211] from Table 5.3 are considered, the allowable number of cy-

cles of the EPE fluctuations is even higher, in the range of 3.3 ∙ 10  cycles. 

Table 5.7: Acceptable number of load cycles for the corresponding load types in the evapora-

tion section; based on values in [163] (type I to IV) and [211] (variants S5 and F2 as in tables 

above) with modified Miner approach. 

 Type I 

[105]  

Type II 

[105] 

Type III / IV 

[105] 

Variant S5 

[105] 

Variant F2 

[105] 

Austenite 174 5’000 1 23’700 3.3*108 

Ferrite 15’463 39’912 14 - - 

 

The expected number of cycles remains to be estimated. A very common 

procedure is to generate a complete time series of stresses and then use an al-

gorithm to categorize the stress loads. The rainflow algorithm [26, 42] is often 

implemented to do this. This concept is very useful, if a time series is available 

from data, e.g. from a plant’s data acquisition system. For design, the data 

must be generated by simulations and it would be very ineffective to simulate 

data for a whole year or longer. The disturbance classes from section 4.6.1 are 

applied here to estimate the frequencies. Each hour with normal operation is 
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assigned to one class. Hours of start-up are assumed to have an access of mass 

flow and the identified loads may therefore overestimate their influence. The 

criteria for categorization are explained in Annex D. The characteristic values 

from the visual identification are sufficient for 90 % of the annual hours. A rig-

orous algorithm is used to assign the remaining 10 % to a suitable class. Figure 

5.7 shows the result for the exemplary year 2013 at Tabernas, Spain. About 

900 hours are found to be of nearly clear sky condition of class A. Class Z is in-

troduced for hours with very low irradiation, which would not be suited for op-

eration. The ‘start’ class does not only include successful start-up periods, but 

also days with irradiation not being sufficient for reaching normal operation. It 

must therefore not be confused with the number of start-up times. The catego-

rization of class A to Z is performed starting from the time of successful start-

up. Sun set is thus not reached exactly at the end of one hour. The remaining 

periods are accumulated as well and shown separately. A high uncertainty ex-

ists for those times. A decreasing DNI at the end of the day is usually assigned 

to class J or Z correctly. Note that the number of hours of classes J and Z are 

high, but that their energy content is in the range of 5 %. Corresponding details 

are provided in the next chapter. Table 5.8 lists the number of hours from Fig-

ure 5.7. A total of 3930 hours are categorized. 

 

Figure 5.7: Graphical overview on number of hours assigned to one disturbance class for 

the year 2013 at Tabernas, Spain. 

Table 5.8: Number of hours assigned to one disturbance class for the year 2013 at Taber-

nas, Spain. 

 A  B C D E F G H J K 

Hours per year 906 534 90 125 173 75 165 138 407 227 
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Results of life time estimation 

The results of the various data are depicted in Figure 5.8 for an austenitic 

receiver. A superposition of superheater loads (type II-IV or S5) and EPE fluctu-

ations (type I or F2) is assumed. The high number of cycles close to the EPE 

can gain significant influence on life time, depending on the underlying ap-

proach. An overall usage factor of 0.4 is reached after about 14 years with the 

modified Miner approach and the extreme assumptions of type I and III/IV of 

[163]. If the more realistic scenarios of [211] are considered (S5 + F2), their in-

fluence is negligible and below 50 % of the fatigue endurance limit. In conse-

quence, the start-up loads dominate the life time estimation, which corre-

sponds to results in [26]. With the assumed values of type IV, a life time of 

more than 40 years can be expected. 

The detailed results for the superheater from section 5.2 are not shown sep-

arately. The maximum stress amplitude for temperature variations is about 

10 MPa, which is securely below the permanent stress strength as well.  

 

 

Figure 5.8: S-N curve of austenitic receiver with load types of the EPE and superheater. 
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Conclusions from life time estimation and recommendations 

The results of this chapter may not be taken as exact values, but are rather 

meant as a first estimate. Nevertheless, they can be used to draw some im-

portant conclusions. The main result is that there is no fundamental obstacle 

for solar once-through boilers. Realistic operating scenarios for well-designed 

loops and their simulation with the transient FEM tool did not show any influ-

ence on life time. Only extreme and rather unrealistic scenarios showed a life 

time reduction, but would still allow for an operation of more than 14 years.  

Thus, an exchange of receivers may be necessary only once or twice throughout 

a plant’s life time in a worst case scenario. This would increase the mainte-

nance costs, but could still be cheaper than comparable solar field concepts in 

the end. 

Another result is that the application of a ferritic receiver material would 

lead to lower stress loads in all sections of a once-through loop. It is especially 

helpful close to the EPE. The current state-of-the-art material is austenitic 

steel. The main reason is probably the coating process of the absorber tubes. 

Polished austenitic steel keeps a clear surface for a long time, such that the 

steel manufacturer can polish the tubes and the receiver manufacturer can 

spray the coating onto it at a different time and place. This is not possible for 

ferritic steel, such that the receiver manufacturer would have to polish the 

tubes directly before coating [58]. It thus depends on the receiver manufactur-

ing process, whether a ferritic absorber may be available or not. For other com-

ponents such as the superheating header piping, ferritic materials are recom-

mended. This agrees with the current practice in fossil power plants. The fer-

rites 10CrMo9-10 and 13CrMo4-5 can be used up to 550°C and wall thickness-

es up to 60 mm. The ferrite X10CrMoVNb9-1 (ANSI T-91), which has a smaller 

heat conductivity of about 26 W/m/K, can be used up to 560°C and wall thick-

nesses up to 120 mm [26, 44]. Both types are often applied for live steam head-

ers and collecting headers in fossil plants. 

Only the receivers are considered in this work. It is obvious that all compo-

nents must be evaluated regarding fatigue during the design stage. It is sug-

gested to include the influence on fretting and fatigue by the HCE supports in 

parabolic troughs or the expansion sliding shoes of the receivers in Fresnel col-

lectors for such an analysis. Tube bends caused a high risk of failure in nuclear 

plants due to stress-corrosion cracking [38, 47, 158]. Corresponding design 

modifications must be taken into account especially for the particular case of 

Fresnel collectors with U-bend receiver tubes [170, 242]. 

Another issue is worth mentioning separately here. One loop may fall to 

saturation at the outlet, while the main header line provides superheated 

steam. This may be due to strong cloud fluctuations or a component failure in 

the single loop. The connection of the loop to the main superheating header 
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then has two very different temperature levels, which imposes high thermal 

stress in the material. This situation cannot be avoided in a once-through solar 

field. Thus, the header design must foresee it already in the design stage. An 

analysis in [26] suggests that such situations can be handled by ferritic pipes 

without a significant loss of life time. A corresponding header design is thus a 

solvable, but a very important task for thermo-mechanical analysis. Water 

droplets might also enter the live steam header in such a situation. Condensate 

traps should be foreseen at the outlet of each loop in order to reduce such 

events as much as possible. 

A more detailed analysis of the latter situation and the EPE is recommended 

for future work regarding life time estimation. It will be especially important to 

monitor the loads during long term operation in a commercial plant. Such mon-

itoring is a standard procedure for in-service steam turbines or thick-walled 

components in power plants [241, 258, 259]. It is also foreseen for critical com-

ponents of solar tower plants [243]. A corresponding surveyance system can be 

used for two purposes. The real stress loads can be accumulated to estimate 

the current fatigue status. It can be compared to material inspections and a 

better estimate on an acceptable usage factor may be derived. 

In-service inspections do not always reveal small cracks in progress, that 

might later on result in tube failures. This is a typical problem known from 

failures in nuclear power plants in the USA [169]. It is therefore recommended 

to foresee regular inspections at some representative loops of a plant, after a 

certain usage factor is reached. These inspections can provide more confidence 

in life time estimation. Note that they are easily implementable in solar plants, 

since the inspection of one loop does not require the plant to be shut down. In-

spections can be done in parallel or at night without affecting operation. 

The system monitoring should also be applied for verifying and improving 

the proposed methodology of load frequency estimation. A reliable prediction is 

important in order to foresee suitable maintenance periods and to associate 

certain costs to critical operating conditions. There must be a tradeoff between 

maximum energy output and life time reduction of the components. The opera-

tion on days with highly fluctuating DNI can provide electricity and revenue, 

but also causes costs for the auxiliary power consumption and fatigue. A share 

of life time reduction ΔD could be estimated and multiplied with the costs asso-

ciated to the exchange of the related components, such as receivers or header 

piping at the loop outlet. By comparing those figures, an operating strategy can 

be developed and the operator can better decide on how to react on particular 

cloud situations or electricity market demands. The adjustment or optimization 

of operation depending on fatigue variables has been proposed for fossil plants 

e.g. in [125, 140]. This seems even more reasonable for solar power plants in 

the future. 
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6 Comparison of once-through and recirculation mode 

The former chapters promote that the concept of once-through boilers is 

feasible in general. The main initial drawbacks associated to the concept, 

namely difficult temperature control and high thermo-mechanical loads, have 

been shown to be solvable. It is therefore a matter of economical evaluation, 

whether the once-through mode (OTM) or the recirculation mode (RM) is ap-

plied for a certain solar field or power plant project, respectively. A final evalua-

tion on this aspect is not possible here and is not the objective of this chapter. 

The intention in comparing OTM and RM is rather to provide general aspects to 

be considered for choosing one or the other. An example is used to exemplify 

these aspects. Nevertheless, one must be aware that a change in boundary 

conditions can completely change the outcome of this comparison. Further-

more, as in most economic evaluations, figures must be treated as guesses with 

a certain probability rather than deterministic values. Under these conditions, 

the following chapter provides a preliminary comparison that must be checked 

for each individual project. 

6.1 Reference power plants 

A reference power plant is defined to estimate the potential of the OTM com-

pared to RM. Various applications of a DSG solar field are possible. One option 

is solar augmentation of a fossil plant, i.e. steam produced by the solar field is 

used to reduce the amount of fossil fuel. The fossil part is usually dominating 

in such plants. The Australian coal-fired plant in Liddell is one example, which 

shows the potential for this kind of solar integration [190]. The requirements for 

the solar field are rather low. The total share of solar heat input is almost negli-

gible, such that turbine requirements must not be met all the time by the solar 

steam. The emphasis is on cheap and efficient steam generation. This is an ide-

al application for DSG, especially OTM, solar fields without thermal storage. 

Existing plants could be upgraded by a solar field to reduce CO2 emissions and, 

when assuming high fuel prices, to reduce costs. The same holds for process 

heat applications, in which the steam is not fed to a turbine, but is used for 

other purposes, such as food production or chemical processes. 

In the long run, it is more desirable to have solar thermal power plants 

without or with a low share of fossil fuels. The DSG solar field must then pro-

vide steam that meets the requirements of a turbine. To increase the solar 

share, a thermal energy storage system (TES) can be foreseen. A large-scale 

power plant of this type is used as reference in this work. The nominal electric 

power output is set to 50 MW. A TES with a thermal storage capacity of eight 
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full load hours is assumed. A latent phase change material storage [145, 195, 

277] is used for the evaporation/condensation of the water/steam. Sodium ni-

trate is a suitable phase change material, which has a melting point at 306°C 

[17]. The sensible heat for superheating is stored by a two-tank molten salt 

storage system. Such a TES and its meaning for power block operation are de-

scribed in [23] and [81]. The TES is charged at a pressure level of 110 bar, 

which is also the nominal live steam pressure. It corresponds to a saturation 

temperature of 12 K above the melting temperature of the sodium nitrate. The 

TES can be discharged only at a lower pressure level, for which an evaporation 

temperature of about 13 K below the melting temperature of the sodium nitrate 

is assumed here. This results in a discharge pressure of 78 bar. The solar field 

is thus operated at a fixed pressure of 110 bar for nominal operation. Only dur-

ing low part load below 50 %, the pressure is reduced to 78 bar in sliding pres-

sure mode. At the low level, fixed pressure mode is activated again. Parallel 

steam production by the solar field and the TES is possible only at this low 

pressure level. 

A schematic diagram of such a plant is shown in Figure 6.1. It is divided in-

to four major parts, solar field, TES, fossil co-firing and power block. The focus 

is laid on the solar field here. It is depicted for RM in order to see the differ-

ences to OTM. The central steam drum or separator, respectively, divides the 

solar field into two parts. The recirculation line and pump are foreseen to feed 

condensate from the separator to the solar field inlet. The main pressure head 

is generated by the feed water pump, as for OTM. An injection in each super-

heater loop is foreseen, which is fed from the main feed water line. The feed wa-

ter comes from the power block, where it is already pre-heated by bleed lines 

from the turbine. The TES and/or the co-firing can be used to keep the turbine 

running when the weather is cloudy or during the night. 

The analysis here is closely related to the ones in [71, 72, 80, 81], which 

mainly focused on a comparison between DSG in RM and plants with synthetic 

oil as heat transfer fluid. These are extended by a more detailed comparison of 

RM and OTM. A live steam temperature of 500°C is assumed. The nominal 

gross power block efficiency at 500°C and 110 bar is estimated to be 40.6 % 

with dry cooling [81]. The nominal thermal power to the power block is thus 

123.15 MW. The TES is designed to be charged at the same nominal power. As 

a result, the solar field provides about 246.3 MW at nominal conditions. The 

nominal effective irradiation is a degree of freedom, which is equivalent to 

choosing the solar field size. Usually, it is optimized to give the lowest levelized 

cost of electricity of the complete plant. Since the aim of this study is only the 

comparison of OTM and RM, this optimization is not performed. A reasonable 

value is between 800 W/m² and 900 W/m² for sites in Spain (rather lower) and 
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the south west of the USA (rather higher). A nominal value of 900 W/m² is cho-

sen here. 

Two solar fields are designed to meet the desired nominal 246.3 MW thermal 

power at an effective irradiation of 900 W/m². Note that these values cannot be 

met exactly due to discrete loop lengths and a desired symmetry of the solar 

field. The chosen collector is a scaled Eurotrough collector with 150 m length, 

5.76 m aperture width and a nominal optical efficiency of 75 % based on an ap-

erture area of 864 m², which is slightly higher than assumed in [72] and similar 

to [81]. It corresponds to a net optical efficiency of 79 % for its net aperture ar-

ea of 817.5 m². 

 

Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram of a DSG power plant with recirculation mode, thermal ener-

gy storage (TES), co-firing and power block; HPT = high pressure turbine; LPT = low pressure 

turbine; PCM = phase change material. 

 

At nominal irradiation, the OTM loop then provides a thermal power of 

about 5’527 kW. A solar field with 44 loops is chosen to provide 243.2 MW, 

which corresponds to about 110 kg/s of live steam. Variant A with two injec-

tions is chosen, as derived in the examples of chapter 2. The reference case has 

a nominal temperature difference of 45 K over the SHI. The design foresees a 

constant temperature before the SHI of 475°C during part load. As a more effi-
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cient variant, an OTM loop with a constant temperature difference of 25 K is 

analyzed. The main characteristic figures are summarized in Table 6.1. 

In the case of RM, the decision of the solar field size is usually not that easy. 

In fact, the nominal case at 900 W/m² was chosen to allow for a design with 

four symmetric subfields and a nominal thermal power of 245.7 MW. Six collec-

tors form an evaporation loop and three collectors form a superheating loop. 

This corresponds to the design suggested in [72]. This ideal RM solar field then 

comprises 48 evaporation loops and 52 superheating loops. This results in an 

aperture area share for superheating of 0.35, i.e. 35 % of the solar field are al-

ways used for superheating. The only feasible symmetric alternative for 500°C 

is a field with 48 evaporation loops and 56 superheating loops. The latter field 

would then provide 251.9 MW, with an aperture area share of 37 % for super-

heating. 

Table 6.1: Solar field designs for comparison of OTM and RM for nominal live steam parame-

ters of 500°C and 110 bar; EVL = evaporator loop, SHL = superheating loop; OTM with nom-

inal temperature difference of 45 K (25 K) by the SHI; RM with 52 (56) SH loops. 

 OTM RM 

Loop length 1500 m 900 m EVL 

450 m SHL 

Number of loops 44 48 EVL 

52 (56) SHL 

Injections per loop EVI at 750 m 

SHI at 1350 m 

SHI at 1200 m 

Total solar field aperture area 380’160 m² 383’616 m² 

(393’984 m²) 

Loop efficiency at 900 W/m² 71.08 % 

(71.22 %) 

71.16 % 

(71.03 %) 

Loop efficiency at 475 W/m² 68.03 % 

(68.31 %) 

68.19 % 

(67.95 %) 

Thermal power at 900 W/m² 243.2 MW 

(243.7 MW) 

245.7 MW 

(251.9 MW) 

Thermal power at 475 W/m² 122.9 MW 

(123.3 MW) 

124.3 MW 

(127.2 MW) 

 

 

The north-western subfield of the OTM solar field is sketched in Figure 6.2. 

The header lines for feed water and live steam are the same for the northwest-

ern and the southwestern subfield. The solar field of the RM can have various 

alignments. It is assumed that the size of the total field requires the installation 

of a central steam drum within each subfield. Thus, a total of four steam drums 
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are needed. An alignment with only one central drum in the power block would 

have two drawbacks. First, the header lines of the live steam would be signifi-

cantly longer, such that heat losses would increase. Second, a steam drum of 

the desired size would probably lead to significantly higher costs, if available at 

all. Since high pressures must be considered for design, the wall thickness 

would be very high. It is thus assumed to have four smaller steam drums. The 

alignment of the evaporators can then be chosen very compact for low pressure 

losses (left variant of Figure 6.3) or it can be designed with one simple long 

header (right variant of Figure 6.3). Other variants may be possible depending 

on the particular project and site. For simplicity, the variant with one long feed 

water distribution header is considered here. Nevertheless, the other variant is 

included in an additional sensitivity analysis. The OTM and RM solar fields are 

compared regarding efficiency and costs in the following sections. 

 

 

Figure 6.2: Schematic layout of an OTM subfield for variant A with two injections per loop. 
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Figure 6.3: Schematic diagram of an RM subfield with central steam drum, recirculation 

pump and injection for each superheating loop; compact evaporator alignment (left) and 

simple evaporator alignment (right). 

 

6.2 Efficiency potential of once-through mode 

The efficiency and temperature profile of a once-through loop can be evalu-

ated easily. This is not possible directly for RM due to the two different loop 

lengths and the different number of loops. A scaling approach is therefore used 

here to make them comparable. The temperature profile along the loop provides 

information about the loop’s heat losses and gives an estimate on the controlla-

bility by the SHI. The RM profile is scaled by the total aperture area associated 

with the corresponding system state. The definition of the relative loop length 

zrel distinguishes between an evaporation loop (EVL) and a superheating loop 

(SHL). The EVL length is LEVL = 900 m and the SHL length is LSHL = 450 m. The 

ratio of the number of the loops is REVL-SHL = 48/52 = 0.92 for the RM reference 

or 0.86 for its alternative. The relative loop length is then defined by 

,  with 0  

z ,  with  
(6.1) 

For OTM, a simple division by the loop length gives the same result. Note 

that these definitions assume the same collectors being used in the whole solar 

PB + TES PB + TES
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field. If this is not the case, the integral of the aperture area must be used in-

stead of the length definitions. The reference profiles along the scaled loop are 

shown in Figure 6.4. The OTM loop has a different profile depending on the 

chosen temperature difference by the SHI. The equivalent degree of freedom is 

the ratio REVL-SHL for RM. The scaled temperature profile is very similar for both 

concepts. The inlet temperature to the loop is higher for RM, since the feed wa-

ter is mixed with the condensate from the steam drum. At nominal conditions, 

the inlet temperature is 275°C for RM and 260°C for OTM. The relative position 

of the SHI is further downstream for OTM, which causes slightly higher relative 

heat losses. Nevertheless, the efficiency of the OTM loop can be varied accord-

ing to the weather conditions. At clear sky conditions, the temperature differ-

ence by the SHI can be reduced, e.g. to 25 K, in order to achieve a better per-

formance. This kind of variation is not possible for RM, since the temperature 

difference is fixed by the loop ratio REVL-SHL and the current irradiation. It can 

only be influenced by defocusing of collectors, which reduces the efficiency. The 

steam quality profile reveals the assumptions for the evaporation sections. A 

steam quality of 75 % at the outlet of the EVL is considered for RM. Depending 

on the loop ratio, the relative position varies. The share of the EVI is assumed 

to be 7 % for OTM. 

 

Figure 6.4: Scaled temperature and steam quality profile along the loop for two OTM and 

two RM variants. 
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The part load behavior of the loop is shown in Figure 6.5. The efficiency is 

very similar for all loops. It considers the effective thermal power to the fluid 

from each loop, which is scaled by the aperture area for RM. This loop efficiency 

does not include header losses or pumping power consumption. The nominal 

values are given in Table 6.1 above. The thermal power output is normalized to 

the number of loops for OTM and superheating loops for RM. At an effective ir-

radiation of about 475 W/m² the solar field provides the nominal power to the 

power block and the storage cannot be charged anymore. The sliding mode is 

then active until a pressure of 78 bar is reached, which would be at about 70 % 

of the power block load [23, 79]. A linear transition between 110 bar and 78 bar 

is therefore assumed between 475 and 400 W/m². The loop efficiency slightly 

increases due to the lower saturation temperature. The EPE is shifted down-

stream in OTM. The different heat capacity of the steam results in an increased 

temperature difference at the SHI for RM, which cannot be influenced. At low 

loads, this temperature difference falls rapidly in RM, while it can be main-

tained longer for control by OTM. Note that the OTM reference loop reduces the 

temperature difference slightly in order to allow for an almost constant temper-

ature before the SHI of 475°C. At very low loads, the operation of the RM at 

nominal conditions is hardly possible. The aperture area of the superheating 

section is not sufficient for reaching 500°C below 175 W/m². For OTM, it is 

possible with a low mass flow of about 0.35 kg/s. It may also be possible to re-

duce the outlet temperature in order to maintain a minimum mass flow in the 

loop. This depends on the turbine design and the operating strategy. 

   

Figure 6.5: Part load behavior of the reference loops for OTM and RM; reference for thermal 

power is the number of loops (OTM) or superheating loops (RM); loop efficiency does not in-

clude solar field piping losses, but only loop piping and receiver heat losses. 

The feed water pump compensates the main pressure loss of the plant for 

both modes. The recirculation pump additionally increases the pressure of the 

recirculated mass flow in the evaporation section. Figure 6.6 depicts the part 

load behavior of pressure loss and recirculation mass flow in the EVLs. For 
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OTM, the recirculation mass flow is zero and the pressure loss is calculated up 

to the EPE. These are only loop values, such that inlet control valves and head-

er piping are not yet included. The total nominal recirculation mass flow is 

0.71 kg/s (0.72 kg/s) per EVL or 34.2 kg/s (34.4 kg/s) for the complete solar 

field, respectively. The pressure loss is slightly higher for RM due to the recircu-

lation mass flow. 

 

Figure 6.6: Pressure loss and recirculation mass flow per evaporation loop (EVL); inlet to 

end of evaporation for OTM loop. 

The loops for OTM and RM have been designed such that no significant dif-

ference exists. It is thus necessary to look into the details of the solar field pip-

ing design. A row spacing of about three times the aperture width, i.e. 18 m, is 

assumed. The main distances for the header lines are listed in Table 6.2. Those 

indicate the net distances to be covered, but do not consider any piping bridge 

or thermal expansion bends. A rough estimation of the gross solar field dimen-

sions is also included. The feed water line for RM is divided into two types, one 

type for the two east-west piping connections from the power block and the 

other type for the subsequent four north-south piping connections to the steam 

drum and recirculation line. The inlet distribution headers are different for the 

RM layouts with one header per subfield or with the compact design (compare 

with Figure 6.3). 

The diameters of the solar field piping are determined by design standards 

for certain design conditions. Nevertheless, there are various degrees of free-

dom, such as the choice of the (discrete) standard design dimensions of a tube 

available on the market, the alignment of thermal expansion bends or the 

thickness of insulation. A general method for the comparison is chosen here. 

The mass flows at 1000 W/m² are used as design mass flow, i.e. as maximum 

mass flow for operation. The solar field is divided into design segments, e.g. the 
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feed water header of the OTM field has eleven segments between the loop inlets. 

The inner diameter of a pipe segment is calculated with the help of a design ve-

locity. These velocities are 2 m/s for water, 15 m/s for two-phase flow and 

20 m/s for pure steam. The outer diameter is defined to 1.2 times the inner di-

ameter. This diameter factor is an average estimate from a design study for RM 

fields [234]. Different steel types have different diameter factors at different de-

sign pressures and temperatures. The factor suits well when applying steel type 

16Mo3 for the piping of the feed water and saturation system and steel type 

X10CrMoVNb9-1 for the superheated steam headers [234]. 

The design velocity and the steel type have a significant influence on the 

cost of the system and a small influence on the thermal efficiency. A variation is 

thus only considered in the cost section below. However, the design velocity has 

a high impact on the pressure loss. Common velocities from conventional steam 

power plants are in the range of 2 to 6 m/s for feed water and 15 to 60 m/s for 

live steam [222]. Resulting pressure losses of the higher velocities would be in 

the range of 40 to 60 bar by the RM solar field piping without loops, which is 

not considered feasible here due to component limitations. The lower velocities 

as mentioned above are therefore chosen and induce a much lower pressure 

loss. 

The insulation diameter or thickness, respectively, is ideally determined 

from an economic optimization as a trade-off between insulation cost and 

avoided heat loss. Such a choice is rather particular for each project and re-

quires a large effort. Therefore, it is not considered useful here. Instead, the 

outer diameter of the insulation around the pipe is chosen to be two times the 

outer tube diameter for water lines and three times the tube diameter for steam 

lines. The same factors are used for OTM and RM to give a somehow compara-

ble trend. The results must be interpreted with care because of the stated rea-

sons. 

With the general piping design, the corresponding heat losses and pressure 

loss can be estimated. Table 6.3 lists the resulting values and illustrates the 

trends. The heat loss can be significantly reduced by OTM. The total heat loss 

is about 2.2 MW for OTM and 4.5 to 6 MW for RM. This corresponds to a loss of 

1 % or 2-3 % of the nominal thermal power, respectively. The specific heat loss 

of OTM per solar field aperture area is reduced to about 5.8 W/m², which is 60 

to 70 % less than the RM field. The latter values for RM are in the range of oil 

fields, with about 15 to 20 W/m² [151]. The feed water temperature is assumed 

to be constant at 260°C. Thus, the specific heat loss is almost constant during 

operation for OTM. A variation of inlet temperature would slightly change the 

heat losses, but has a negligible impact on the results. The saturation level is 

only important for the RM piping to and from the steam drum. In consequence, 

there is a small difference depending on the load and the pressure level. The 
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distribution of the heat loss is very interesting for both solar fields and is de-

picted in Figure 6.7. The long loops allow for compact main headers of the OTM 

field. Only 27 % of the heat loss corresponds to the main feed water and live 

steam piping. The main loss is associated with the injection lines, since they 

are significantly longer and exist for each subfield. The EVI has the largest 

share of 39 % due to the long north-south connection. The SHI causes about 

27 % of the losses. About 7 % are added by the loop piping, i.e. the losses asso-

ciated by the connection of each loop to the next header. A length of 6 m is as-

sumed for these pipes. In contrast, the two headers to and from the steam 

drum cause about 49 % of the heat loss in the RM field with compact layout. 

This includes losses by the recirculation line and the steam drum. This share is 

60 % for the simple RM layout with only one evaporation and wet steam head-

er. The feed water line requires a rather long north-south link per subfield, 

which results in additional 24 % of the heat loss. The influence of live steam 

header and injection lines is rather small for RM. 

Table 6.2: Main characteristics of header piping for OTM and RM solar fields; RM reference 

with 52 SHL for layouts with one evaporation distribution header (and compact variant). 

 OTM RM RM 

compact 

Gross width (east-west) [m] 2 x 400 2 x 690 2 x 360 

Gross height (north-south) [m] 2 x 770 2 x 480 2 x 940 

Feed water line [m] 2 x 30 2 x 270 

4 x 490 

2 x 270 

4 x 490 

Inlet distribution header [m] 2 x 396 4 x 396 4 x 324 

Evaporator collection header [m] - 4 x 452 4 x 354 

Superheating distribution header [m] - 4 x 264 4 x 264 

Live steam collection header [m] 2 x 396 4 x 264 4 x 264 

Live steam line [m] 2 x 30 2 x 30 2 x 30 

Recirculation line [m] - 4 x 20 4 x 20 

SHI line [m] 4 x 160 4 x 10 4 x 10 

SHI distribution header [m] 4 x 396 4 x 234 4 x 234 

EVI line [m] 4 x 600 - - 

EVI distribution header [m] 4 x 396 - - 

 

The pressure loss induced by the solar field piping is also significantly re-

duced by OTM. At nominal conditions, the OTM header piping causes about 

2.1 bar of additional pressure loss. The overall pressure loss including the loop 

is 20.7 bar. About 4 to 6 bar should be foreseen additionally in order to provide 

a good control range of the inlet valves. The pressure loss of the RM field is 7.2 

to 9.4 bar, depending on the chosen layout. The two-phase flow header has a 
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significant influence. Its pressure drop could be reduced by choosing a lower 

design velocity. Nevertheless, especially the two-phase flow should have a high 

velocity to keep a good mixture of water and steam along the path. The RM field 

thus has a total pressure drop of 23 or 25.2 bar, which should also be in-

creased by the control valve working range. As a result, the OTM has an 8 to 

15 % lower pressure loss at nominal conditions. It can be expected that the 

power consumption of the feed water pump is also lower for OTM. For such a 

comparison, additional assumptions must be made. The pump efficiency is es-

timated as 78 % for the feed water pump and 70 % for the recirculation pumps. 

The lower feed water tank level is assumed to be constant at 20 bar. The total 

power consumption can then be reduced by 7 to 9 % at nominal conditions and 

by 4 to 10 % throughout all part load conditions. The relative part load behav-

ior for OTM compared to RM is shown in Figure 6.8. The recirculation pump 

consumes about 130 kW at nominal conditions.  

Table 6.3: Main trends of header piping for OTM and RM solar fields; RM reference with 52 

SHL for layouts with one evaporation distribution header (and compact variant in brackets); 

pressure loss includes 5 bar by inlet control valve for all systems. 

 OTM RM Comparison 

OTM to RM 

Total nominal piping heat loss [MW] 2.2 6.0 

(4.5) 

-67 % 

(-56 %) 

Heat loss per aperture area [W/m²] 

at nominal conditions 

 

at 78 bar 

 

5.78 

 

5.78 

 

20.24 

(15.26) 

19.00 

(14.53) 

 

-71 % 

(-62 %) 

-70 % 

(-60 %) 

Nominal pressure drop [bar] 

  by field piping 

 

2.1 

 

 

9.4 

(7.2) 

 

-77 % 

(-70 %) 

  by evaporation section 

 

12.2 

 

19.6 

(17.4) 

-38 % 

(-30 %) 

  by complete solar field 

 

25.7 30.2 

(28.0) 

-15 % 

(-8 %) 

Nominal electricity consumption by feed 

water and recirculation pumps [MW] 

2.0 2.26 

(2.20) 

-9 % 

(-7 %) 
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Figure 6.7: Shares of heat loss for the different sections of solar field piping of OTM (left) and 

RM (right; with compact layout) at nominal conditions. 

 

Figure 6.8: Relative values of OTM compared to RM solar fields; total pressure loss of solar 

field including piping and loops (top) and electricity consumption of feed water and recircula-

tion pumps (bottom). 
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must be heated up to the final temperature levels. While the density of the oil 

does not change much during this process, the water is partly evaporated and 

the final thermodynamic state highly depends on the distributed profile of the 

water and steam mixture as well as on the temperature profile. A more complex 

procedure is therefore needed. At first, the pressure level of the loop is in-

creased with a high remaining share of liquid water. At a certain pressure level, 

superheating is initiated to push most of the water content out of the solar 

field. Then, the remaining temperature rise can happen more efficiently with a 

reduced mass content. This procedure is assumed for both OTM and RM. The 

energetic difference is thus estimated via an intermediate state before the su-

perheating is started. The chosen values are listed in Table 6.4. An increase 

from 80°C to 233°C/30 bar is chosen for the first step. The second step is then 

performed with the final mass content and a difference to the intermediate 

state. This procedure is rather easy for OTM. The loop is focused completely 

and the total heat input can be used for heating up the system. The header 

lines are calculated section-wise as for the heat loss and the loop is discretized 

with a resolution of 5 m to get the final mass content and temperature profile. 

The total start-up energy is determined to be 83 MWh for the complete solar 

field. This corresponds to a specific start-up energy of 0.22 kWh/m² when com-

pared to the collector field aperture area. 

The start-up procedure of the RM field is more complex. The superheating 

section requires a certain minimum mass flow, which must be provided by the 

evaporation section. In consequence, the evaporation section must be started 

significantly earlier than the superheating section, which causes a loss of solar 

energy. It is assumed that the superheating section is started after the inter-

mediate level is reached. The intermediate level is thus only defined for the 

evaporation section and must be achieved only by the collector field of the 

evaporation section. Note that this intermediate level requires various assump-

tions on the energy content of the solar field piping and the steam drum as 

well. The same mass content of 90 % is chosen for the evaporation loop. It is 

further assumed that the first step heats up the distribution header line of the 

evaporator, but not the feed water line. The latter is included in the second step 

by the complete solar field. The specific energy is therefore divided into two 

parts. The required energy of the first step is normalized by the aperture area of 

the evaporation section, while the energy of the second step is normalized to 

the complete solar field area. As a result, this sum implicitly includes the losses 

of the superheating section during start-up. This is especially advantageous for 

annual yield calculations, which are usually based on the complete solar field 

area and for which a distinction is rather complex. The results of the start-up 

energy calculations are provided in Table 6.4. The compact field layout requires 

a total of 126 MWh, which is 0.33 kWh/m² based on the complete solar field 
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and similar to a synthetic oil solar field [108]. However, the effective specific 

start-up energy is estimated to be 0.42 kWh/m². This value is composed of 

0.27 kWh/m² of aperture area in the evaporation section for the first start-up 

step, in which only the evaporation section is in focus, and 0.15 kWh/m² of to-

tal aperture area for the second step, in which the complete solar field is in fo-

cus. The effective start-up energy thus also considers the chronologically avail-

able aperture area. OTM requires about one third of the start-up energy 

(83 MWh), but only about 50 % of the solar heat input (0.22 kWh/m²) is needed 

to reach the final state. It can be seen that the fast focusing of all the collectors 

is a significant advantage during start-up. 

Note that the start-up energy is calculated from one common level as in 

[108]. This assumption may not be realistic for some plants, since they may be 

able to maintain an advantageous temperature profile along the loops or may 

be started-up by a completely different procedure. The actual estimation of the 

start-up energy and the correction factors applied for annual yield analysis are 

a current topic of research and standardization [106, 108]. The values here 

must be treated as a first guess for comparison and have a high uncertainty. 

Table 6.4: Assumptions and results of OTM and RM start-up comparison; * specific energy 

composed of evaporation part and complete solar field part; compact RM layout in brackets. 

 OTM RM Comparison 

OTM to RM 

Initial temperature 80°C 80°C  

Intermediate pressure level 30 bar 30 bar  

Intermediate temperature level 233°C 233°C  

Liquid share at intermediate level 90 % 90 %  

Resolution of temperature/mass level 

 for loop 

 for solar field piping 

 

5 m 

Section 

 

5 m 

Section 

 

Total start-up energy [MWh] 83 137 

(126) 

-37 % 

(-32 %) 

Specific start-up energy [kWh/m²] 0.22 0.47* 

(0.42*) 

-53 % 

(-49 %) 

 

An annual yield analysis is performed for the reference plants to estimate 

the combined impact of the various efficiency items presented so far. The site of 

PSA in Tabernas, Spain (latitude 37.09° North, longitude 2.36° East) is chosen. 

Data from the high precision measurement station of PSA are used. The data 

has a resolution of 10 s and is the same as used in previous chapters. The total 

sum of DNI is 2209 kWh/m² for that year. The sum of the effective irradiation 

is 1873 kWh/m². Average values of 60 min are used for yield analysis. The 
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start-up behavior is analyzed with a higher resolution of the data of 1 min, 

since it may have a significant influence on the result. Three requirements 

must be fulfilled for start-up. The specific energy must be accumulated by the 

effective irradiation. A constant thermal start-up efficiency of 71 % is assumed 

for this accumulation step. The theoretical start-up energies are multiplied by a 

correction factor of 1.1 to account for imperfect start-up [108]. A minimum du-

ration is required for start-up to consider limitations of thermal gradients. A ra-

ther aggressive strategy is possible for the OTM field. Gradients of 10 K/min are 

assumed, such that 500°C can be reached after about 45 min. The steam drum 

of the RM must be treated with care due to its thick walls, such that maximum 

gradients of 5 K/min are allowed. The superheating section can have 10 K/min 

as well, if a high mass flow is available. As a result, a minimum start-up dura-

tion of 60 min is assumed. Furthermore, the minimum effective irradiation of 

250 W/m² must be available for at least 15 min directly before the system is 

considered in normal operation. The assumed requirements lead to reasonable 

start-up times of the RM field compared to available data from the TSE-1 plant 

[141]. They are in the range of 70 to 90 min for the reference plant during clear 

sky mornings. 

Once the system is in normal operation, the resolution of 60 min is used. 

The start of the hourly resolution of the DNI data thus depends on the start-up 

time. Although this might lead to inaccuracies, simulations showed that a shift 

of the hourly data does not change the results notably. The average effective ir-

radiation of each hour is applied to calculate the steady state performance as 

discussed above in this section. The results of the yield analysis are shown in 

Table 6.5. The useful thermal energy of the OTM solar field is about 

448.4 GWh/year. This energy could be used by a power block or any other 

steam consumer. The energy output is about 7.1 % better than the RM field 

with simple header layout. The advantage to the compact version is 4.4 %. If 

the whole year could be operated with a lower temperature difference of 25 K by 

the SHI, the OTM performance would be about 3 % better with an energy out-

put of 461.9 GWh/year. This would be more than 10 % better than the simple 

RM design. Normalized to the aperture area of the solar field, the OTM is there-

fore between 6.2 and 11.4 % more efficient. Note that the listed yield and effi-

ciency values do not consider any losses due to cleanliness or availability. 

Especially the start-up performance is responsible for the greater energy 

yield. About 44 GWh of effective irradiation are needed for the start-up of the 

OTM field, while the RM fields require about double the irradiation. The elec-

tricity consumption is about 3 to 4 % lower for the OTM field. It depends on the 

price associated to the electricity, whether this is negligible (e.g. standard in-

dustry price) or whether it may be interesting (e.g. when it means a loss of a 

high feed-in tariff in some electricity markets).  
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In addition to standard yield analyses, each hour is categorized comparable 

to the suggestions made in section 4.6.1. Classes A to K are used for operation. 

An additional class Z is introduced for hours with low energy content, for which 

operation is unlikely. The procedure of categorization is described in detail in 

Annex D. The categorization is only performed for hours after start-up. The re-

sult of the OTM analysis is shown in Figure 6.9. The shares are robust against 

different start-up times and only vary within ±1 % of each class. The shares of 

the different classes can be used to interpret the uncertainty of the yield analy-

sis. Classes A to C are joined and form the largest share of hours. As they do 

not pose limitations to operation, the more efficient OTM configuration could be 

used. Ideally, the 64 % share of classes A-C could be transferred to the addi-

tional 3 % of performance, which results in 1.9 % of additional energy gain. On 

the other hand, the OTM performance for classes H, J and K is not ideal. De-

tails are described in section 4.6.3 above. The performance of the RM plant is 

neither perfect during these situations, but it might be better than the OTM 

performance. A reliable comparison for these situations is not possible. It would 

require a detailed analysis of both systems. Furthermore, the assumptions of 

the simulations do not necessarily hold in reality due to the distributed charac-

ter of the irradiation. It also depends on the solar field size and turbine re-

quirements, whether the whole plant could be operated or not. Only a rough 

evaluation can be done. If half of the energy of classes H, J and K could be used 

by the OTM, it would still be equivalent or slightly better than the RM field. For 

class K, operation is expected to be feasible with a more advanced control strat-

egy and losses may be in the range of 20 % compared to the ideal value. A 

higher value can be expected for RM. Class J is characterized by long DNI inter-

ruptions. These could provoke a turbine trip and an additional loss by a subse-

quent re-start of the turbine. The definition of class J often includes the last 

hour of a day, which does not reduce the ideal performance. It is sometimes 

doubled, if the drop and recovery of DNI are splitted into two hours. The effec-

tive loss of energy may then be in the range of only 15 to 30 %. The examples 

show that a very detailed analysis would be required to reduce the uncertainty 

of the comparison.  

As a conclusion, one can say that the potential of the OTM is up to 13 % in 

performance at sites with very good weather conditions, i.e. few days with fluc-

tuating DNI and long drops in DNI. The performance advantage mainly results 

from the reduced start-up energy and to a small degree from the more flexible 

operation of the loops. If challenging weather conditions of classes H, J and K 

prevail at a site, the advantage can even turn into a disadvantage. The perfor-

mance may then be equivalent or worse compared to the RM field, for which the 

thermal inertia of the steam drum is then a decisive advantage. Similar consid-

erations hold for the size of the field, thermal storage or fossil co-firing. Large 
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solar fields offer the chance to balance the fluctuations in DNI. If the turbine 

can be kept running by auxiliary sources, the loss of irradiation can also be re-

duced significantly. The OTM offers the chance to preheat the solar field from 

the TES in the morning. This may increase the usage factor of the TES and fur-

ther accelerate start-up. Such a preheating is not possible or very complex for 

RM due to its separated loops. 

Another comparison is interesting from former control considerations. Cer-

tain energetic losses were assumed from simulations of the OTM loop variant A 

for the different disturbance classes (compare Table 4.6 on page 182). A rea-

sonable control choice is a clear sky weight of 20 % for the inlet feedforward 

mass flow of variant A. The useful thermal energy of each category can be re-

duced by the corresponding losses to give a reference performance for control. 

This would reduce the energetic output to about 444.6 GWh/a. The application 

of a state-of-the-art PI controller for the inlet mass flow increases the duration 

of defocusing. Such a strategy may further reduce the result by at least 1 %. 

Although more detailed simulations must be performed for both systems, an es-

timate can be given for variant C. Its defocus duration is in the range of double 

the loss of the PI Inlet variant for best-case scenarios. A distributed variation of 

the DNI can significantly increase defocus times for variant C. Therefore, the 

reference yield of variant A could be reduced in the range of 2 to 5 % by variant 

C. A more detailed analysis is needed, which is out of the scope this work, but 

may be useful for the decision of investing in a second injection in the future. 

 

Figure 6.9: Categorization of useful thermal energy output by disturbance classes for opera-

tion hours of OTM solar field for data of 2013 at PSA. 
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Table 6.5: Parameters and results of annual yield analysis for OTM and RM; compact RM 

layout in brackets. 

 OTM RM Comparison 

OTM to RM 

Specific start-up energy [kWh/m²] 0.24 0.52 

(0.46) 

 

Minimum start-up duration [min] 45 60  

Minimum effective irradiation [W/m²] 250 250  

Start-up thermal efficiency [%] 71 71  

Useful thermal energy [GWh/year] 448.4 418.5 

(429.5) 

+7.1 % 

(+4.4 %) 

Specific useful thermal energy [kWh/m²] 1’180 1’091 

(1’120) 

+8.2 % 

(+5.4 %) 

Efficiency to effective irradiation [%] 63.0 58.2 

(59.8) 

+8.2 % 

(+6.2 %) 

Electricity needed by pumps [MWh/year] 3.62 3.78 

(3.74) 

-4.3 % 

(-3.3 %) 

Effective irradiation for start-up 

[GWh/year] 

44.1 89.5 

(79.9) 

-51 % 

(-45 %) 

 

6.3 Cost reduction potential of once-through mode 

The procurement cost of the solar field is a decisive factor for commercial 

projects. It depends on many particular aspects such as the CSP technology it-

self, component availability, piping design, labor costs, financing costs, financ-

ing schemes, supplier management and many others. In consequence, the cost 

assumptions of this section can only provide a rough estimation on the costs of 

a DSG solar field. The objective is therefore to identify trends between costs of 

solar fields with OTM and RM. These can serve as basis for detailed analyses in 

the future and for certain project decisions. Cost assumptions are mainly de-

rived from two studies for recirculation mode fields, one performed during the 

DETOP project [79] and one provided by the engineering company Tiede- & 

Niemann in Hamburg, Germany [234]. Both studies are not open to the public 

and figures here are not identical. In fact, cost assumptions within the studies 

and other published data differ significantly at some points. Nevertheless, the 

assumptions are chosen to be consistent to the data. An uncertainty analysis 

provides an impression on the variety and effects of different assumptions in 

the next section. 
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The cost comparison uses the general solar field layout from the former sec-

tions. Specific costs are assumed in order to scale them to the current field lay-

out. The reference values are provided in Table 6.6. The piping is divided into 

two parts. One is the low temperature piping below about 400°C, which is all 

the piping except the superheating and live steam headers. The latter ones 

usually require other steel types, which will lead to different specific prices of 

the tubes and installation. The diameter factor can vary significantly with the 

material and design temperature, between 1.1 and 1.9 in the case considered 

here [234]. Some steel types can be welded easily, while others require addi-

tional glowing after the welding to become stress-relieved. The final cost is 

therefore complex to estimate and must be found for each particular case. A 

study of the RM field [234] showed that the resulting costs vary significantly for 

a high temperature variant as considered here, while the final costs only slight-

ly deviate for lower temperatures in the range of 400°C. For simplicity, only the 

specific costs of the piping are used and varied here, without details on its 

composition. The diameter factor is kept at 1.2 for the ratio of outer to inner 

tube diameter. The resulting steel mass is multiplied by the specific costs of 35 

or 45 EUR/kg, respectively. The insulation cost is added by considering its out-

er insulation diameter. The recirculation pumps are divided into two times 

75 % of the design volume flow, with an investment of 250’000 EUR per pump. 

All steam headers are equipped with condensate traps to avoid water droplets 

within the piping. The excess water during start-up must be fed to the power 

block during start-up. For RM, a flash tank is foreseen for each subfield to re-

duce the pressure of the condensate. Additional long piping and pumps must 

be installed from the steam drum to the power block to transport this conden-

sate. For OTM, only the condensate traps of the superheating header are need-

ed, which significantly reduces the costs. A total cost of the condensate and 

flash tank system is assumed for both systems. Safety valves are considered 

separately for each loop and control valves are foreseen at the inlet of each 

evaporation loop or OTM loop. The main sensor costs result from temperature 

and mass flow measurements. Not only the sensor, but also its installation and 

its connection to the control system are included in the cost estimation. The 

steam attemperators for injecting the water within the loop cost about 13’000 

EUR per piece. This includes the injector itself, the control valve and related in-

stallation cost. In addition to the mentioned piping and equipment, the rest of 

the solar field installation is included by an overall estimate of 180 EUR/m². 

This includes the collectors with receivers, flexible joints, foundations and other 

costs. They are set equal for both OTM and RM. 
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Table 6.6: Cost assumptions including installation. 

 OTM RM 

Low temperature piping [EUR/kg] 35 35 

Live steam piping [EUR/kg] 45 45 

Insulation [EUR/m² outer insulation surface] 115 115 

Steam drum [EUR/kg] - 9 

Total steam drum equipment [106 EUR] - 1.2 

Recirculation pump (75 % flow) [106 EUR/pump] - 0.25 

Total condensate and flash tank system [106 EUR] 0.4 2.0 

Wired connection to control system [EUR/channel] 2’000 2’000 

Temperature sensor [EUR/piece] 1’300 1’300 

Water mass flow sensor [EUR/piece] 3’500 3’500 

Steam attemperator [EUR/piece] 13’000 13’000 

Control valve [EUR/piece] 4’000 4’000 

Safety valve [EUR/piece] 7’000 7’000 

Collector field [EUR/m²] 180 180 

 

The resulting total cost of the reference systems is itemized in Table 6.7. The 

OTM field requires an investment of about 89 million EUR, while the RM fields 

cost between 103 and 108 million EUR. Thus, a reduction of about 14 to 18 % 

can be expected. The breakdown of the shares is illustrated in Figure 6.10. The 

overall collector costs dominate the OTM investment with about 79 %. The 

main header piping accounts for about 15 % of the investment. Condensate 

system, control valves and safety valves within the loops together add another 

4 %. The injections make about 5 % of the investment, when EVI and SHI are 

foreseen. The injection costs include not only the steam attemperators, but also 

the associated piping, a mass flow measurement, a temperature measurement 

and the required control system connection. Those sum up to 23’800 EUR per 

injection or 2.1 million EUR in total without piping. The north-south piping for 

the EVI injection accounts for additional 1 million EUR. The specific costs of 

the injections per aperture area can serve for an evaluation of their economic 

effectiveness. They must be compared to the overall collector cost, which gives 

about 3.6 % (6.4 EUR/m²) for the EVI and 2.6 % (4.7 EUR/m²) for the SHI. In 

other words, each loop could be extended by 54 m for the investment of the EVI 

and by 39 m for the investment of the SHI. This value must be interpreted in 

the context of the energetic and control effect of the EVI. If the total energy out-

put is about 2 to 5 % higher with the EVI, as estimated above, its direct ener-

getic and economic amortization is a matter of detailed analysis and cannot be 

evaluated in general. It will depend on the quality requirements of the outlet 

steam conditions and the robustness of the loop against significantly higher 
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fluctuations of the end of evaporation. It is therefore recommended to foresee 

the evaporation injection at least for first commercial parabolic trough plants 

with OTM. Furthermore, it is assumed that EVI and SHI cost the same. Since 

the differences between feed water and evaporation temperatures are low at the 

EVI, a detailed design might turn out to be much simpler with significantly low-

er costs. The design assumed here considers a complex injection with inlet tube 

and water spraying to reduce temperature shocks in the steam piping. An easi-

er design might thus shift the economic advantage back to the EVI. A detailed 

analysis is needed to derive reliable recommendations. In general, the cost ad-

vantage is shifted towards a system without EVI or SHI in the long run when 

assuming a reduction of the specific collector costs. 

The RM cost composition shows a significantly higher share of the main so-

lar field piping and therefore a lower share of the collector field. The direct cost 

of the recirculation system is 4.9 million EUR including steam drums and re-

circulation pumps. This is about 5 % of the total investment. The overall ad-

vantage in the specific solar field costs of the OTM is about 13 to 18 % for the 

assumed specific costs. The reduction of collector costs is beneficial for OTM, 

since the share of the additional equipment is increased thereby as well.  

 

Table 6.7: Cost comparison of OTM and RM; compact RM layout in brackets; injection costs 

including associated sensors and piping; sensors and valves without injection equipment. 

 OTM RM Comparison 

OTM to RM 

Collector field [106 EUR] 68.4 69.0 - 

Main piping [106 EUR] 12.5 27.2 

(22.7) 

-54 % 

(-46 %) 

Steam drums only [106 EUR] - 1.7 -100 % 

Total recirculation system [106 EUR] - 4.9 -100 % 

Condensate system [106 EUR] 0.6 2.0 -70 % 

Sensors and valves [106 EUR] 2.8 3.4 -18 % 

Injection [106 EUR] 4.2 1.5 +180 % 

Total solar field [106 EUR] 88.6 108.1 

(103.5) 

-18.0 % 

(-14.4 %) 

Superheating injection [EUR/m²] 4.7 3.8 +23 % 

Evaporation injection [EUR/m²] 6.4 - - 

Total solar field [EUR/m²] 233 282 

(270) 

-17.4 % 

(-13.7 %) 
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Figure 6.10: Cost breakdown of the OTM and simple RM solar field; injection costs including 

all associated sensors. 

 

6.4 Overall comparison and evaluation 

The results of the yield and cost analysis can be combined by a joint meas-

ure. The levelized cost of energy (LCOE) is used here for comparison. Since no 

project-specific requirements exist, a simple formula for the LCOE analogue to 

[81, 194] serves as criterion: 

LCOE
FCR ∙ , ∙ &

 (6.2) 

The fixed charge rate FCR [81] represents the annual financing cost as a 

share of the total investment Cinv,0. The latter is equivalent to the total solar 

field cost derived in the former section. It is increased by a surcharge for engi-

neering, procurement and construction (EPC) of the project according to [41]. 

The chosen financial parameters are provided in Table 6.8. An FCR of 

10 %/year is comparable to an annuity payment at an interest rate of 7.8 % for 

a duration of 20 years [72]. It also agrees well with assumptions in [41]. In ad-

dition, the operation and maintenance (O&M) cost is considered. A dependency 

kO&M on the solar field aperture area ASF is used here. The chosen 4 EUR/m² 

agree with the assumptions in [41] for the RM variants. Nevertheless, the ap-

proach in [41] depends on aperture area, energy yield and investment. The re-

sulting specific cost of the OTM plant is 3.7 EUR/m². It must be noted that 

there has not been a detailed analysis on the different O&M costs of both sys-

tems. The maintenance of the recirculation pumps and the steam drum may 

increase the costs compared to OTM, while the same might hold for increased 

injection maintenance. Since no reliable information is available, the area-

specific costs serve as first estimate here and are the same for both systems. 

The O&M cost is therefore about 1.5 million EUR/year. The derived total annu-
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al costs are divided by the useful thermal energy yield Eth, which is equivalent 

to the total thermal energy calculated in section 6.2. Note that LCOE is often 

used to give the cost of electricity; while it is defined for useful thermal energy 

of the solar field here.  

Table 6.8: Cost comparison of OTM and RM; compact RM layout in brackets; injection costs 

including associated sensors and piping; sensors and valves without injection equipment. 

 Nominal 

FCR [%/year] 10 

fepc [-] 1.3 

kO&M [EUR/m²] 4 

 

 

Main results 

The values for total cost and thermal energy can be used for the LCOE cal-

culation. The LCOE of the OTM solar field is 2.91 EUR-cents/kWh (thermal en-

ergy). The LCOE of the OTM reference system is 16 to 22 % lower than the one 

of the RM systems. The main results are summarized in Table 6.9. 

The nominal assumptions suggest that the once-through concept can signif-

icantly contribute to a reduction of solar energy costs. The sensitivity of the as-

sumptions must be evaluated as well in order to get an impression on the ro-

bustness of this result. Figure 6.11 therefore illustrates some aspects. The 

nominal case is shown as reference. The upper and lower limits in the chart re-

sult from the different RM field layouts.  

Table 6.9: Main results of the OTM and RM comparison; ranges for RM from compact and 

simple field layout; LCOE for thermal energy. 

 OTM RM Comparison 

OTM to RM 

Cinv,0 [106 EUR] 88.6 103.5 .. 108.1  -14.4 .. -18.0 % 

Eth [GWh/year] 448.4 418.5 .. 429.5 +4.4 .. +7.1 % 

LCOE [EUR-cents/kWh] 2.91 3.49 .. 3.72 -16.7 .. 21.9 % 

 

Impact of start-up assumptions 

The start-up energies applied to calculate the annual yield of the solar field 

have been multiplied by a factor of 1.1 for the nominal case. If the theoretical 

value with a factor of one is taken, the LCOE potential changes according to the 

second bar in Figure 6.11. The lowest potential results from the compact RM 

layout, for which the solar irradiation can be used by the complete solar field 
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immediately, i.e. the first start-up step is already supported by the superheat-

ing collectors. The energy yield of the OTM is only 1.7 % higher in this case and 

the LCOE potential reduces to about 14 %. The upper limit considers a com-

posed start-up of the simple RM field. On the other hand, correction factors for 

start-up can be much higher than assumed for the nominal case [108]. The po-

tential of the OTM can increase up to 23 % for a start-up correction factor of 

1.3. This corresponds to a specific start-up energy of 0.61 kWh/m² for the sim-

ple RM layout. 

Impact of design velocity or pressure 

The piping cost plays a key role in the comparison. An increase in design ve-

locity reduces the overall steel mass and thereby reduces the piping cost. The 

RM field may benefit from this reduction significantly. However, it significantly 

increases the pressure loss of the system. An increase in design velocity of the 

RM field may result in the necessity to design the piping and the components 

for a higher design code level. This changes the assumed diameter factor and 

thereby again increases the steel mass. Such a change would require a com-

plete re-design with different assumptions for the collector costs as well. A reli-

able estimate is not possible in this framework. Vice versa, a cost effective de-

sign of the OTM field would utilize the pressure loss difference to the RM field 

to increase its design velocities. The simple RM layout sets the maximum pres-

sure loss and design code level of 148 bar/350°C for the following comparison. 

The OTM and the compact RM field are then changed to meet the same design 

pressure. The pressure loss of the OTM field can be increased by about 4.5 bar 

(compare Table 6.3 on page 222 for complete pressure loss). To achieve this, 

the design velocities can be augmented by a factor of 1.47 to 2.9 m/s for water 

and 29 m/s for steam flow. The EVI header line is kept at 2 m/s to avoid im-

balances between loop and injection water pressure levels. The resulting in-

vestment is reduced to 84.4 million EUR. The theoretical start-up energy is re-

duced slightly to 0.20 kWh/m², by which the energy output becomes 

450.4 GWh/year. The LCOE of this configuration is 2.77 EUR-cents/kWh, 

which is about 5 % lower than the reference. The compact RM field can allow 

for an increase by 2.2 bar to reach the level of the simple RM field. This results 

in an investment of 101.5 million EUR, a specific start-up energy of 

0.41 kWh/m² and an energy output of 430.5 GWh/year. As a result, the OTM 

field could raise its LCOE advantage to a potential of 19 to 26 % compared to 

the RM design. Note that this option is probable, since the design engineer will 

try to exploit the limits and reduce the costs in any case. Increasing the design 

velocity is usually cost effective, as the increase in power consumption is negli-

gible compared to the reduction in investment and LCOE. In fact, close to the 

nominal field design, the increase by 1 bar of pressure loss gives an investment 

reduction of almost 1 million EUR. 
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Figure 6.11: Potential reduction in LCOE by OTM compared to RM; upper and lower limits 

from simple and compact RM layout, respectively. 

Impact of disturbance classes 

The disturbance classes and the thermal output associated to them have 

been evaluated for one year at the site of Tabernas, Spain. Depending on mix-

ing effects and the steam requirements, it might be infeasible to operate con-

tinuously during disturbances of classes H, J or K. These contain about 16 % 

of the total thermal energy output. As a worst-case scenario, it is assumed that 

90 % of that energy is lost for OTM, while only 10 % of it is lost for RM. The 

LCOE potential remains positive and above 4 %, but is significantly influenced 

by those losses. The upper limit in Figure 6.11 is given by the simple RM layout 

with a loss of 20 % of the energy, while remaining at 90 % loss by OTM. A com-

plete energetic loss of those classes by OTM and a complete usage by RM would 

result in a negligible potential of 0.8 % of the OTM system for that year. In con-

sequence, the site and the control handling of disturbances must play a key 

role in the final evaluation of both concepts. A more detailed analysis may clari-

fy these aspects in the future and show open development paths for OTM oper-

ation. 

Impact of receiver life time 

The life time of a receiver close to the end of evaporation cannot be predicted 

reliably yet. It is thus useful to estimate its influence on the comparison. As a 

worst-case scenario, the receivers of two collectors per loop might have to be 

exchanged after every five years. The receiver cost is estimated by 
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1’000 EUR/piece. This gives an additional annual cost of about 0.63 million 

EUR. Assuming an exchange of one collector after every ten years demands 

about 0.16 million EUR/year. The worst case is compared to the compact RM 

field and the better case to the simple RM layout in Figure 6.11. The potential 

LCOE reduction is still higher than 12 % for OTM even under the worst-case 

scenario. Note that, by comparing the latter result with the disturbance class 

loss, it might be beneficial to accept a regular exchange of the receivers due to 

high thermal cycling instead of conserving the solar field during strong cloud 

transients.  

General sensitivities 

Figure 6.12 shows the sensitivity of the LCOE potential, when only the OTM 

parameters are changed. Each parameter change is bounded by the two lines 

for either the compact or the simple RM layout with constant nominal condi-

tions. The reference potential is 100 %, i.e. 100 % in the figure means either a 

reduction potential of 16.7 % compared to the compact RM layout or 21.9 % 

compared to the simple RM layout. If the relative OTM potential is reduced to 

0 %, the LCOE of RM and OTM are equal and no potential in cost reduction is 

left. If the annual thermal energy yield of the OTM is reduced to 83 %, compact 

RM and OTM have the same LCOE. Compared to the simple RM layout, about 

40 % of the potential would still be achievable. An increase of the OTM invest-

ment of more than 20 % would still result in an overall LCOE reduction of the 

OTM. 

The O&M cost is small compared to the annual financial cost caused by the 

investment. Therefore, the relative influence is smaller. As proposed in [61, 

110], a good impression on the significance of the parameters is achieved by 

comparing their sensitivity slopes. These are depicted in Figure 6.13. The RM 

variants are combined to an average LCOE, which is 19.3 % higher than the 

OTM value. The left bar chart is comparable to Figure 6.12. The slope of the en-

ergy yield is positive, such that an increase in yield results in an increase of the 

OTM potential. The absolute value of the slope is slightly higher than the abso-

lute value of the OTM investment slope. Their ratio allows for an estimation of 

the economic effectiveness of the injections. The EVI accounts for about 2.75 % 

of the investment. An average economic benefit can be expected, if the gain in 

annual energy yield exceeds about 2.2 %. 

The influence of the general assumptions can be interpreted with the right 

hand side bar chart of Figure 6.13. The cost parameters are equally varied for 

all systems. Their slopes are therefore much smaller than for the single OTM 

variations. The collector cost has the highest influence on the comparison with 

a negative slope. A decrease by 10 % to 162 EUR/m² would result in a 1.8 % 

higher reduction potential, i.e. an average potential of 19.65 %. This is a mod-

erate change and indicates that the comparison result is rather robust against 
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the economic assumptions. The changes in FCR or EPC surcharge are equiva-

lent to the investment change. A variation of availability or thermal energy yield 

of the plants does not influence the relative comparison. 

 

Figure 6.12: Sensitivity curves indicating the influence of different OTM parameters; one 

line for each RM layout, for which parameters are kept at nominal conditions; 16.7 and 

21.9 % reference LCOE potential; zero on y-axis indicates loss of potential. 

 

   

Figure 6.13: Sensitivity slopes indicating significance of cost influence of different parame-

ters; change in OTM reduction potential by a change of 1 % of the parameter cost; 19.3 % 

reference LCOE potential; changes only in OTM parameter (left) and for both RM and OTM 

(right). 

 

Conclusions of the comparison 

Concluding, solar once-through boilers offer a significant potential for the 

reduction of the levelized cost of energy compared to the state-of-the-art solar 

recirculation steam generators. Two variants of RM systems are considered to 

illustrate the uncertainty by RM design and performance. The ideal OTM sys-

tem can have an about 17 % lower LCOE than the ideal compact RM field vari-
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ant. This value is only slightly changed, when considering that there might be 

solutions for a faster RM start-up on the one hand, but a higher design velocity 

of the OTM piping on the other hand. The overall design and modeling uncer-

tainty suggests an OTM cost reduction potential between 14 and 26 %. 

Two influences can change the main results and should be analyzed in more 

detail in the future. First, the OTM and RM performance on operation days with 

high DNI fluctuations and long drops in DNI needs to be compared. The case of 

DNI data of Tabernas, Spain, showed that the complete potential might be lost, 

if no operation during these situations was possible. The RM field has signifi-

cant advantages due to its inherent steam buffer during these operating situa-

tions. The outlet pressure level can be reduced to discharge the steam drum 

and maintain a mass flow to the turbine during low irradiation periods. This 

has been operationally proven by the TSE-1 plant [141]. This operating strategy 

is not recommendable for OTM plants, since the reduction in pressure also 

leads to a discharge of the mass in the evaporation section. As the EPE is not 

fixed, it is shifted downstream significantly and, thereby, already reduces the 

achievable outlet temperature. This has been indicated in [150, 198]. To main-

tain full controllability during high irradiation disturbances, a fixed outlet pres-

sure is therefore more favorable for OTM. Only a slow sliding of the pressure 

under controlled conditions is recommended. This operating strategy has not 

been proven yet, since conventional steam generators do usually not show such 

high disturbances, and will be important for the yield potential. The OTM per-

formance also depends on the solar field size, the transient mixing effects of the 

piping system, the (stochastic) local DNI distribution and the requirements of 

the steam consumer, e.g. the steam turbine. Disturbance classes have been de-

fined in this work and the resulting temperature curves have been derived by 

simulations for one OTM loop. Nevertheless, the real DNI distribution over a 

field is not reliably predictable at the moment and mixing effects are difficult to 

estimate. Detailed simulation studies and, especially, more experimental data is 

needed to eventually judge on this aspect. 

The second major uncertainty of the comparison is the criticalness of the 

fluctuating end point of evaporation. Even if 20 % of the loop must be regularly 

equipped with new receivers, the OTM plant remains robustly cost effective 

compared to the RM plants. Analyses from thermo-mechanical loads suggest 

that an exchange of receivers might not be needed at all, such that the nominal 

potential could be confirmed. Nevertheless, not all aspects of a complete life 

time analysis could be covered here, as the emphasis was put on developing a 

methodology for estimation. This should be applied for future detailed life time 

assessments of all critical components. As the OTM potential remains high even 

under very conservative assumptions, it may be an option to build first OTM 

plants and continuously monitor their real loads. Non-destructive inspections 
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are available and can allow for a secure, regular evaluation of critical parts. A 

reliable evaluation will only be available after such long-term experience. 

In general, RM offers more flexibility, or more complexity, during the solar 

field layout, which bears the chance to adapt more easily to unsymmetric re-

stricted project sites. For example, some shorter loops for evaporation can be 

foreseen apart from the nominal loop length, in order to fill some gaps of the 

site. The imbalance between different subfields must then be considered, but is 

feasible in principle. The resulting ratio of superheating to evaporation is al-

ways fixed and cannot be changed anymore. OTM has the best and easiest lay-

out for symmetric sites from scratch and then offers a high operational flexibil-

ity. This is especially beneficial for part load operation and if changes in the de-

sired steam parameters may occur during the project or after changes of the 

power block. The nominal potential of the OTM is then very likely to be achiev-

able at sites with few cloud transients. If a flexible auxiliary heat source like 

TES or fossil co-firing exists, it can compensate steam variations during diffi-

cult DNI situations. The quality requirements or the bandwidth of acceptable 

temperature fluctuations from the solar field, respectively, can then be re-

leased. As a result, it is probable that most of the OTM potential can also be 

harvested at locations like Tabernas, which show a significant share of difficult 

disturbances. Solar hybrid plants are an example of a perfect match for OTM 

applications, in which the solar part should be as cheap as possible and flexi-

bility is available by a fossil or biomass co-firing. At locations with a very small 

share of cloud fluctuations, e.g. expectable in countries such as Jordan or 

Chile, solar-only plants are feasible as well. 

One future development might be to have additional TES for shifting the so-

lar energy to the peak demand times [223], without the necessity of 24 hour 

operation. These small storage systems could provide both the shifting of solar 

energy to demand times and the compensation of certain steam temperature 

variations by the OTM field. Former studies suggest that the solar field of DSG 

plants with recirculation concept are already about 10 % cheaper than plants 

with synthetic oil, but that the special high capacity TES is too expensive for 

DSG plants [81]. The further cost reduction by the OTM development might en-

able DSG technology to compete in the peak shifting market. 
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7 Conclusions 

Direct steam generation (DSG) in parabolic trough power plants is a promis-

ing option for the generation of solar heat and power. Such power plants al-

ready exist in Thailand and Spain. In these plants, the state-of-the-art recircu-

lation concept is applied, which separates the generation and the superheating 

of the steam by a steam drum. Analogue to the development in conventional 

boilers, the introduction of a solar once-through steam generator offers the po-

tential to reduce the costs of the solar field. Before this work, only few experi-

ments with the once-through concept had been performed at the Direct Solar 

Steam (DISS) test facility of the Plataforma Solar de Almería, Spain. Two main 

disadvantages of a once-through loop were identified. Temperature control was 

not successful during stronger cloud transients and the fluctuation of the end 

of evaporation was thought to severely damage the receivers, which would lead 

to a very short life time of the plant. In consequence, the comparison with other 

operating concepts suggested the initial development of the recirculation mode 

due to its robustness. With the experience and the confirmed safe operation of 

that concept in the commercial plants, the focus could be put on further cost 

reduction options of DSG. The objective of this work was to provide a profound 

technical and economic analysis of the potential of solar once-through steam 

generators. This task led the work to cover the whole range of steam generation 

aspects, such as design, modeling, temperature control, component life time es-

timation, energy yield analysis and economic assessment. 

The design tools for parabolic trough loops with recirculation mode [62, 65, 

66] have been adapted to the once-through mode. Criteria to maintain a favor-

able annular flow regime and to limit the temperature gradients within a receiv-

er cross-section are applied. They guarantee a safe operation throughout the 

whole operating range. Three different loop layouts are suggested varying by the 

number and location of injections. These are necessary for a reliable and effi-

cient temperature control. The most robust layout foresees one injection closely 

before the end of evaporation and one injection close to the loop outlet in the 

superheating section. The two other variants only use one injection either in 

the evaporation or in the superheating section. Design criteria for these injec-

tions have been derived and applied for the re-design of the DISS test facility. 

This facility currently has a loop length of 1000 m and was used for all experi-

ments of this work. Special equipment is installed for the analysis of the once-

through concept. 

Simulation models are the basis for understanding the system dynamics 

and for developing control strategies. An axially discretized model was devel-

oped by Hirsch [105] for recirculation mode. It could be successfully validated 
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for the application of once-through boilers within this work. The steam temper-

ature behavior and the main variations of the end of evaporation can be accu-

rately simulated. For large simulation studies and as a preparation for real-

time simulation, a new moving boundary model has been developed based on 

[203] as well. It combines fast computation of a concentrated model, while still 

offering insight into the distributed character of the once-through loop at se-

lected locations. This model has also been validated successfully at the DISS 

facility. The models represent the temperature behavior during inlet disturb-

ances of the loop especially well. If the inlet temperature is decreased or the 

heat input at the inlet is reduced, respectively, the outlet temperature shows a 

characteristic non-minimum phase behavior. It increases at first, due to a lower 

outlet steam flow, and then decreases to its lower final value after about one 

throughput time of the system. This reaction can take between 10 to 

45 minutes, depending on the system states and inputs. The discretized model 

could be validated for various constellations of the direct normal irradiance 

(DNI), especially for inhomogeneous distributions along the loop. As a matter of 

model assumptions, the new moving boundary model does not reflect the 

smaller non-minimum phase fluctuations of these distributed disturbances. 

Nevertheless, most of the operating time is reproduced well with both models. 

In contrast to fossil once-through steam generators, the heat source of the 

system, namely the sun light being influenced by passing clouds, cannot be 

controlled. The general goal of control is to keep the outlet temperature in a 

small bandwidth around the desired live steam temperature, e.g. 500°C, by 

adapting the mass flow to the loop. A fixed outlet pressure is assumed here for 

turbine operation and for charging a thermal energy storage system. The once-

through loop shows a long delay of several minutes between inlet mass flow 

variation and the response of the outlet temperature. This phenomenon compli-

cates the control of the system, since DNI disturbances caused by clouds are in 

the same range as this delay. It is also a decisive difference to solar fields with 

synthetic oil or molten salts. Control reactions may therefore lead to amplifica-

tion of the disturbance. One important result is thus that state-of-the-art pro-

portional integral (PI) controllers with steam temperature as controlled variable 

are not recommended for the inlet mass flow. One or two injections of feed wa-

ter are foreseen within the loop to reduce the time delay. First control concepts 

for such injections had been developed and tested at DISS facility by Valenzue-

la [253] and Eck [57]. However, their control strategy was not suitable for the 

whole operating range or optimally adapted to the needs of large-scale power 

plants. Therefore, the main contribution of this work is the development of a 

robust, fast temperature control, which at the same time is easy to understand 

and implement in commercial plants. Linear time-invariant transfer functions 

have been derived from the discretized model for the whole operating range. PI 
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controllers are then designed for the injections in two steps based on those 

models and an internal model control approach [175]. The PI control parame-

ters are adapted based on the current mass flow within the loop by a gain 

scheduling scheme. Feedforward action plays another important role. Former 

feedforward schemes have been modified and tested for their effectiveness in 

large commercial power plants. As a result, only one feedforward variable is 

maintained, namely the temperature before the superheating injection, which is 

measured anyway and therefore does not require additional sensors. A non-

linear steady-state feedforward is suggested and shows very good results in 

practice. The temperature of the injection water, formerly used as feedforward 

variable, was shown to be better used for an additional gain scheduling. The in-

let mass flow is suggested to be based mainly on feedforward by an average DNI 

signal. This is ideally accompanied by a clear sky DNI model and estimation of 

the loop efficiency, which have been proposed here for the first time. Experi-

ments at the DISS facility showed a reliable and very fast temperature control, 

which proved the suggested design. It was thus proven that temperature con-

trol of once-through solar fields is feasible and now readily available for com-

mercial application together with steam turbines. The control is limited only by 

the physical boundary conditions of the system. That is, if no DNI is available 

for a period of 5 to 20 minutes, the outlet temperature may fall to saturation. In 

addition, high frequency fluctuations of DNI are difficult to manage and rely on 

mixing effects of the distributed solar field. It is thus advantageous to build 

once-through steam generators at sites with a low share of such situations. As 

an outlook, the potential of model predictive control strategies has been illus-

trated. It is a challenging task, but might lead to very advantageous control, es-

pecially in combination with local DNI measurements or nowcasting. The sec-

ond injection might become unnecessary thereby in the future. 

 The notion of DNI disturbance classes has been proposed in this work to 

categorize irradiation situations. Criteria have been derived to identify certain 

critical control situations based on typical system filters. This categorization 

can be used as well for life time estimation and yield analysis. A classical meth-

od of life time estimation is the analysis of complete time series of stresses and 

the counting of cycles, e.g. via a rainflow algorithm [42]. By categorizing the 

DNI time series with the new methodology, load cycles can easily be identified 

for each class and the extrapolation for life time can be performed by multipli-

cation of the class frequency. Preliminary life time analyses of receivers in the 

superheating section and close to the end of evaporation showed that there is 

no significant life time reduction due to temperature variations. The result for 

the end of evaporation depends on the design code and related assumptions, 

with variations between 16 and 60 years. It is thus necessary to detail this 

analysis in the future. It is also suggested to foresee a monitoring system for 
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critical solar field locations in order to track the real plant loads and gain expe-

rience for more reliable life time estimations. 

Three reference plants have been analyzed for comparison of once-through 

and recirculation solar fields with 500°C and 110 bar live steam conditions at a 

nominal thermal power of 250 MW. The once-through loop can be aligned very 

compact and therefore significantly reduces the piping demand. Two types of 

state-of-the-art recirculation fields have been designed with four subfields and 

one central steam drum per subfield. The annual thermal energy of the once-

through field is about 4 to 13 % higher due to a faster start-up and a more flex-

ible operation. The overall cost of the once-through field is about 14 to 18 % 

lower, which is due to the more compact piping and to omitting of the recircula-

tion components such as steam drum and recirculation pumps. The measure of 

levelized cost of thermal energy then shows that the average cost reduction po-

tential of a once-through solar field is around 19 % compared to recirculation 

fields. Depending on the exact assumptions, it may reduce the cost within 14 

and 26 %. The exact behavior of the outlet steam conditions depends on the lo-

cal DNI distribution and the thermal inertia of the solar field. Worst-case as-

sumptions on the performance were made for a year with an energetic share of 

16 % of critical DNI situations. The result still suggests a remaining potential of 

more than 4 %. Nevertheless, the cloud conditions of the site as well as the 

quality requirements of the steam consumer have a significant influence on the 

comparison and must be analyzed carefully. If the end of evaporation would 

cause an increased worst-case exchange rate of receivers, which could not be 

answered eventually here, but seems unlikely, the potential in levelized cost re-

duction would remain above 10 %. A cost reduction of collectors further im-

proves the relative advantage of the once-through configuration. 

A much more complex control strategy was expected to be necessary for 

once-through boilers at the beginning. This turned out to be not true necessari-

ly. From a practical perspective, the recirculation mode field is more flexible, 

but also more complex in the design stage, while the once-through system is 

much more flexible during operation and regarding changes in live steam pa-

rameters. 

Future work may focus on advanced control concepts to reduce the number 

of injections and clearly elaborate critical cloud conditions and related control 

strategies. It must also be proven by long term plant data, whether or how chal-

lenging the varying end of evaporation is in reality. Even without exact infor-

mation on the latter issues, solar once-through boilers already are a very prom-

ising option for commercial power plants and the reduction of solar energy gen-

eration cost. Their characteristics are ideal for solar hybrid plants with steam 

turbines or for solar-only applications at sites with few cloud appearances. 
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A Annex: Moving boundary model formulations 

The following paragraphs explain the modeling of the base model formula-

tion of the MBM. It refers to a layout with two injections of which one (injector 

A) is in the evaporation section and the other (injector B) is in the superheating 

section (see Figure A.1). Only the main equations are provided here, the re-

maining ones can be derived from the articles of Ray [203]. 

 

Figure A.1: Overview of sub-systems and states for base model configuration. 

 

The moving boundary between preheating and evaporation section is: 

	

1 ∂

∂
 (A.1) 

The specific inner energy u2 of volume 2 is: 

1
 (A.2) 

The mean absorber wall temperature of volume 2 is described by: 

1
, ,

1
 (A.3) 

Note that  and ,  both are dependent on the wall temperature. Also 

note that the original formulation in [204] for the second term would result in 

,  . The original formulation suggests a smaller effect by the bounda-

ry movement. In a later paper, the current formulation is used. 

Analogous, we find the specific inner energy of volume 4I: 
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1
, ,

 
(A.4) 

and the mean absorber wall temperature of volume 4I: 

1
, ,

1
, ,  (A.5) 

Again,  and ,  both depend on the wall temperature. It is also as-

sumed that , ,  .  

Within the sub-system II, the moving boundary between evaporation and 

superheating section is: 

	
, ,

 (A.6) 

Note that the change in l13 is already included in volume 4I and, thus, is not 

explicitly used in the derivative of l15, as must be done in [204]. 

The internal energy u4II is approximated by 

1
2

 (A.7) 

The wall temperature in the evaporation section is split into two independ-

ent parts or states, respectively. Thus, the mean absorber wall temperature of 

volume 4II is: 

, 1
, ,

1
, ,  (A.8) 

Additional equations for the mass flows are: 

Outlet mass flow: 

,
 (A.9) 

Outlet mass flow sub-system II: 

,
,

 (A.10) 

Outlet mass flow sub-system I: 

,
,

 (A.11) 
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The mass flows at the start and end of evaporation are interpolated: 

,

2
 (A.12) 

, ,

2
 (A.13) 

The following table summarizes the system states as implemented in the ex-

tended moving boundary model. The state ,  is for the second order prefilter 

of the specific inlet enthalpy. Outlet temperature  and temperature before in-

jection B ( , ) are not needed for the simulation, but are ‘measured’ states for 

information. 

Table A.1: System states of the extended moving boundary model for the base formulation. 

No. State  No. State 

1   15  

2   16 ,  

3   17 ,  

4 ,   18 ,  

5 ,   19 ,  

6   20  

7 ,   21 ,  

8 ,   22 ,  

9   23 ,  

10   24 ,  

11   25  

12 ,   26 ,  

13 ,   27  

14   28 ,  
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B Annex: Analytical LTI model for superheater 

LTI models for single-phase flow line focus systems with oil as heat transfer 

fluid have been derived in [278]. They can analogously be used for other incom-

pressible fluids such as liquid water or molten salts. The special case of line fo-

cus steam superheaters has been derived by [57] based on [137, 198] and is 

published in English in [139]. Both approaches derive basic transfer functions 

for the outlet temperature of a collector depending on inlet temperature, inlet 

mass flow and irradiance. The current chapter summarizes both approaches 

and it is shown where there exist differences. The analysis is limited here to the 

temperature transfer function, since it is the dominant influence and present in 

all other transfer functions. 

The transfer function from inlet to outlet temperature as stated in [278] is 

s
∆
∆

 

	  

(B.1) 

Note that in transfer function notation only deviations from a steady state 

are considered. The complex argument s denotes the Laplace variable. τres is the 

throughput time or the residence time of the fluid in the collector, respectively. 

It can be calculated from the equation 

 (B.2) 

This includes fluid density ρF, inner cross-section AF, collector length Lcoll, 

and mass flow . The dimensionless characteristic numbers are 

 

 

 

(B.3) 

This includes heat transfer coefficient , circumference U, and heat capacity 

c. The index F indicates fluid properties, while w indicates tube wall material 

properties, “a” is for outer, and “i” is for inner tube values. The dimensionless 

numbers N indicate relations between the heat transfer and the heat storage 

ability. They are better known as number of transfer units (NTU) (see [257] for 

details). With the four characteristic variables from equations (B.2) and (B.3) 
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the temperature transfer function for any collector with incompressible single-

phase flow is characterized. 

The factor  in Nwa considers the heat loss to the environment. Originally 

this was derived for convective receiver losses at low temperatures [278]. How-

ever, with modern receivers at high temperatures, the convective heat loss is 

misleading. Therefore, we use the linearization of the empirical heat loss corre-

lation (3.16) to replace it: 

, 4 ,  (B.4) 

The unit of this factor is [W/m/K] and ϑw,0 is the steady state value of the 

mean wall temperature of the collector. This approximation is within 1 % of the 

correct heat loss for a temperature deviation of about ± 20 K and within 5 % for 

a temperature deviation of about ± 40 K with ϑw,0 = 400°C. The sensitivity  

is 1.65 W/m/K in the case of the DISS facility at 400°C. 

The influence of fluid or wall temperature changes on the inner heat trans-

fer is expressed by the sensitivity . The inner circumference  is 

about 0.185 m for the new DISS receivers. Thus, all values for  1000 

W/m²/K would lead to a negligible heat loss influence of less than 1 % for the 

characteristic number (Nwi+Nwa). A general correlation can be derived for this 

estimation introducing the maximum share for neglection sneg: 

⇔ ,
1

4 ,  (B.5) 

For sneg = 1 % the characteristic curve is shown in Figure B.1. Note that this 

curve is specific for the receiver and independent from the fluid used. For an 

operating point at the new DISS facility at 400°C, 80 bar and an effective irra-

diation of 375 W/m², the minimum heat transfer coefficient of 1000 W/m²/K is 

reached. As lower DNI values are barely relevant, we can neglect Nwa for this 

purpose. However, when higher temperatures are desired at the same irradia-

tion level and at the same facility, the share of Nwa would be larger than 1 %. 

The main temperature transfer function of Eck (eq. 2.8 in [57]) is equivalent 

to equation (B.1), if heat loss or Nwa, respectively, is neglected.  

In the temperature transfer function equation (B.1), there is a transcendent 

term, which causes numerical and structural problems. It should thus be re-

placed by a rational function to simplify subsequent controller design. We ana-

lyze this term now separately and denote it as G0: 

s exp  (B.6) 
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Figure B.1: Minimum inner heat transfer coefficient for new DISS receivers and sneg = 1 %. 

One possibility is to use an approximation suggested in [161] as found in 

[252]. It is used by Eck [57] and then slightly adapted in [139] for Eurotrough 

collectors. The result of the latter approximation is a serial connection of n1 

first order elements defined by  

s , s
1

1
 (B.7) 

The order and time constant can directly be derived from the characteristic 

numbers: 

2
2, ∈ 1 

 

(B.8) 

Note that the order n1 mainly depends on the collector length and process 

design, while the time constant τ1 is predominantly changed by the residence 

time or mass flow, respectively. Thus, the order of the system can well be kept 

constant for a plant, while the time constant must be adapted to the current 

operating point. For very large collectors, such as the UltimateTrough [209], 

this still holds, but should be analyzed depending on the overall configuration 

individually. For the new DISS facility and outlet conditions of 400°C at 80 bar, 

we get n1 = 1 and τ1 = 39..89 s for a 50 m LS-3 collector, and n1 = 3 and τ1 = 

27..63 s for a 100 m SL4600+ collector, covering the complete operating range. 

The heat losses are neglected in this approach, as Nwa does not appear anymore 

in the definitions of n1 and τ1. The problem of the definition above is that for 

long superheating sections the n1 approximated poles dominate the dynamic 

behavior, which might result in misleading controller design assumptions. This 

effect is still acceptable for our purposes, but should also be analyzed individu-

ally for other system configurations. 
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A simpler structure is chosen by Zunft [278], who suggests a PDT1 element 

and keeps the constant factor of equation (B.6): 

s , s 1
1

 (B.9) 

Again the time constant and gain can directly be derived from the character-

istic numbers. They are calculated by guaranteeing equivalence in steady-state 

(k2) and at amplitude of -3 dB (τ2) [278]: 

exp 1 

1 1

ln√2
1  

(B.10) 

Note that by separating the (very small) constant term in equation (B.9) 

leads to a very high gain k2. For the new DISS facility at conditions like above, 

we get k2 = 51..100 and τ2 = 32..68 s for a 50 m LS-3 collector, and k2 = 

3140..12’300 and τ2 = 48..102 s for a 100 m SL4600+ collector for the operating 

range. Considering ,  as of [278] completely, we learn that the high gain is 

compensated by the first constant term and that the resulting transfer function 

can be further simplified. When neglecting the heat loss, we see that →

1  such that 

s , s , s
1

1
 (B.11) 

The gain of ,  is now replaced by one. 

The approximation by [278] can also be interpreted as first order element 

with an additional very fast zero. For large values of NF, the zero is too fast to be 

relevant for CSP applications. In consequence, for superheater parabolic 

troughs with a length greater than 100 m, we can simplify the approximation to 

a simple first order element: 

s , s , s
1

1
1

 (B.12) 

Its gain is one, if we assume heat losses to be negligible. Vice versa, we can 

use the idea to modify the approach ,  of Eck [57, 139] by considering heat 

losses and guaranteeing steady state equivalence: 

s , s
1

 

 

(B.13) 
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Time constant τ1 and order n1 are the same as in equation (B.8). This formu-

lation is recommended for the transfer function approximation to be used for  

in equation (B.1). Because of the significant change in heat capacity in the su-

perheating section, we also have to consider another change in the gain: 

s
Δ
Δ

,

,
s ,

,

1
1

 (B.14) 

We use definitions of equations (B.8) and (B.13). The factor fcp is 1 in [57] 

and 0.9 in [139]. 

With this temperature transfer function, we can also formulate the transfer 

functions for mass flow and irradiance. The change in irradiation to outlet tem-

perature is [139]: 

s
Δ
Δ

	 ,

, ,

1

1
1 s  (B.15) 

And the transfer function from mass flow changes after the injection to out-

let temperature is [57]: 

s
Δ
Δ

	 ,

, ,
	
1

1

1
1 s  (B.16) 

The factors fI and fM are 0.95 in [139] for a Eurotrough collector. The varia-

ble m is the exponent of a Nusselt correlation as derived in [57] to represent the 

dependency of heat transfer coefficient on mass flow. It can be approximated by 

0.8 [57]. 

Note that the temperature transfer function is present in the mass flow and 

irradiation transfer function as well. The latter ones both have the same poles. 

They are characterized by an integrator (1/s) and first order delay correspond-

ing to heat transfer characteristics. The mass flow transfer function has an ad-

ditional zero depending on the change in heat transfer by mass flow. Also mind 

the negative sign of GM(s), as a higher mass flow leads to a lower outlet temper-

ature. 

The deadtime of Gt(s) is usually approximated by a simple Padé approxima-

tion for simplification: 

1 2
1 2

 (B.17) 

The three transfer functions are fully parameterized based on steady-state 

energy balances and geometries. They are good approximations for small 

changes, but care must be taken for strong variations or long simulations. 
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C Annex: Identified LTI model parameters 

The identified linear time-invariant models are explained in chapter 3.4. The 

following tables list the main parameters. For each model one nominal case is 

chosen and the minimum and maximum values of all models are given as well. 

They are all derived for the DISS test facility at nominal conditions of 260°C at 

the inlet, 400°C and 80 bar at the outlet. 

 

Table C.1: Superheater injection mass flow to outlet temperature, 3 poles and 2 zeros (nom-

inal chosen as -10 %). 

DNI 

[W/m²] 

 MafterInj        

375 Nom. 0.59 -1011.7 168 0.698 257 71 -0.217 
 Min. 0.58 -1032.0 155 0.600 230 71 -0.307 
 Max. 0.60 -981.9 169 0.719 278 80 -0.217 
450 Nom. 0.72 -844.1 134 0.775 184 58 -0.259 
 Min. 0.71 -862.8 126 0.608 179 56 -0.273 
 Max. 0.74 -816.7 138 0.784 230 83 0.068 
525 Nom. 0.85 -724.0 112 0.794 158 58 0.000 
 Min. 0.84 -741.1 107 0.622 156 45 -0.231 
 Max. 0.87 -699.1 119 0.794 197 63 0.040 
600 Nom. 0.98 -633.6 102 0.878 113 48 -0.013 
 Min. 0.97 -649.3 93 0.713 106 38 -0.193 
 Max. 1.00 -610.9 129 0.878 156 49 0.074 
675 Nom. 1.11 -563.3 91 0.904 98 38 -0.044 
 Min. 1.09 -577.7 83 0.739 78 32 -0.053 
 Max. 1.14 -542.5 106 0.909 135 41 0.188 
750 Nom. 1.24 -507.0 88 0.928 73 32 -0.051 
 Min. 1.22 -520.2 76 0.783 65 31 -0.061 
 Max. 1.27 -487.9 97 0.936 117 37 0.015 
825 Nom. 1.37 -460.9 91 0.915 49 27 -0.043 
 Min. 1.35 -473.2 69 0.735 43 24 -0.063 
 Max. 1.41 -443.3 94 0.944 120 30 0.269 
900 Nom. 1.50 -422.5 87 0.922 36 24 -0.045 
 Min. 1.48 -433.9 64 0.805 35 23 -0.061 
 Max. 1.54 -406.2 90 0.948 80 26 0.270 
975 Nom. 1.64 -390.0 85 0.917 24 22 0.038 
 Min. 1.61 -400.6 70 0.842 24 20 -0.057 
 Max. 1.67 -374.8 87 0.956 52 23 0.238 
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Table C.2: Evaporator injection mass flow to temperature before injection, 4 poles/ 1 zero 

(nominal chosen as -20 %). 

DNI 

[W/m²] 

 MafterInj        

375 Nom. 0.566 -970.3 69 0.481 137 0.890 6 
 Min. 0.566 -970.3 67 0.410 128 0.884 5 
 Max. 0.571 -961.1 94 0.514 183 0.900 109 
450 Nom. 0.691 -816.7 58 0.452 121 0.885 18 
 Min. 0.683 -827.2 51 0.403 108 0.877 7 
 Max. 0.708 -792.4 71 0.502 137 0.890 53 
525 Nom. 0.815 -704.6 48 0.437 107 0.869 17 
 Min. 0.807 -714.1 44 0.412 97 0.868 14 
 Max. 0.836 -682.7 68 0.547 138 0.926 97 
600 Nom. 0.940 -619.3 43 0.429 99 0.866 25 
 Min. 0.930 -627.9 41 0.404 92 0.860 24 
 Max. 0.963 -599.3 55 0.527 140 0.911 137 
675 Nom. 1.065 -552.5 40 0.416 96 0.855 33 
 Min. 1.054 -560.6 38 0.416 87 0.855 33 
 Max. 1.092 -533.8 47 0.556 123 0.899 115 
750 Nom. 1.190 -498.6 38 0.473 102 0.859 67 
 Min. 1.177 -506.0 36 0.436 92 0.859 56 
 Max. 1.219 -481.5 41 0.519 119 0.911 112 
825 Nom. 1.315 -454.2 35 0.509 97 0.866 72 
 Min. 1.301 -461.2 33 0.471 92 0.860 65 
 Max. 1.347 -438.3 39 0.630 110 0.929 122 
900 Nom. 1.440 -417.1 32 0.494 94 0.861 70 
 Min. 1.425 -423.7 30 0.454 92 0.861 67 
 Max. 1.476 -402.2 33 0.527 103 0.909 99 
975 Nom. 1.565 -385.6 30 0.481 94 0.863 74 
 Min. 1.549 -391.8 27 0.426 91 0.863 72 
 Max. 1.604 -371.7 31 0.524 107 0.939 124 

 

 

 

Figure C.1: Pole parameters for evaporation injection to temperature before injection. 
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Table C.3: Evaporator injection mass flow to outlet temperature, 4 poles/ 3 zeros (nominal 

chosen as -20 %). 

DNI [W/m²]  MafterInj          

375 Nom. 0.566 -970.3 163 0.53 270 0.91 -374 -0.39 -19 
 Min. 0.560 -981.2 147 0.48 241 0.82 -422 -0.40 -24 
 Max. 0.580 -944.5 189 0.69 291 0.98 -346 -0.34 -11 
450 Nom. 0.691 -816.7 132 0.55 224 0.91 -313 -0.37 -15 
 Min. 0.683 -827.2 121 0.50 206 0.81 -348 -0.38 -19 
 Max. 0.708 -792.4 136 0.68 245 0.93 -288 -0.35 -5 
525 Nom. 0.815 -704.6 111 0.57 190 0.91 -270 -0.36 -12 
 Min. 0.807 -714.1 99 0.48 158 0.81 -303 -0.37 -16 
 Max. 0.836 -682.7 121 0.67 213 0.97 -250 -0.32 -7 
600 Nom. 0.940 -619.3 94 0.59 169 0.90 -243 -0.34 -11 
 Min. 0.930 -627.9 72 0.55 133 0.76 -262 -0.35 -13 
 Max. 0.963 -599.3 105 0.70 199 0.97 -223 -0.30 -8 
675 Nom. 1.065 -552.5 81 0.63 149 0.90 -219 -0.33 -11 
 Min. 1.054 -560.6 77 0.60 131 0.87 -274 -0.33 -14 
 Max. 1.092 -533.8 97 0.65 152 0.92 -206 -0.26 -8 
750 Nom. 1.190 -498.6 73 0.67 131 0.90 -204 -0.31 -13 
 Min. 1.177 -506.0 60 0.61 110 0.86 -211 -0.31 -14 
 Max. 1.219 -481.5 83 0.73 146 0.92 -188 -0.29 -9 
825 Nom. 1.315 -454.2 63 0.70 121 0.89 -193 -0.29 -13 
 Min. 1.301 -461.2 57 0.60 115 0.85 -200 -0.29 -14 
 Max. 1.347 -438.3 65 0.70 133 0.92 -177 -0.27 -6 
900 Nom. 1.440 -417.1 58 0.71 112 0.89 -185 -0.27 -10 
 Min. 1.425 -423.7 51 0.58 84 0.72 -261 -0.27 -14 
 Max. 1.476 -402.2 84 0.95 124 0.95 -168 -0.20 -4 
975 Nom. 1.565 -385.6 53 0.80 101 0.89 -178 -0.25 -10 
 Min. 1.549 -391.8 39 0.53 82 0.80 -282 -0.25 -11 
 Max. 1.604 -371.7 69 0.88 129 0.89 -167 -0.16 -3 

 

 

 

Figure C.2: Pole parameters for evaporation injection to outlet temperature. 
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Table C.4: Inlet mass flow to temperature before injection, 5 poles/ 2 zeros (nominal chosen 

as +2 %). 

DNI [W/m²]  Minlet          

375 Nom. 0.561 -786.6 163 0.25 281 0.62 397 -289 -0.52 
 Min. 0.495 -944.2 143 0.24 247 0.62 352 -605 -0.57 
 Max. 0.605 -696.5 196 0.31 320 0.65 693 -262 -0.22 
450 Nom. 0.684 -649.7 136 0.27 232 0.64 320 -243 -0.49 
 Min. 0.604 -786.5 118 0.22 208 0.59 303 -728 -0.54 
 Max. 0.738 -573.4 168 0.29 273 0.65 600 -221 -0.17 
525 Nom. 0.808 -553.1 116 0.24 200 0.62 280 -240 -0.45 
 Min. 0.713 -673.7 102 0.22 179 0.57 218 -532 -0.53 
 Max. 0.872 -486.9 139 0.42 235 0.76 528 -195 -0.21 
600 Nom. 0.932 -481.2 100 0.24 176 0.63 244 -203 -0.47 
 Min. 0.823 -588.8 88 0.23 155 0.55 223 -414 -0.54 
 Max. 1.005 -422.8 120 0.30 207 0.66 469 -166 -0.24 
675 Nom. 1.055 -425.6 89 0.26 156 0.63 215 -176 -0.48 
 Min. 0.931 -522.5 78 0.22 138 0.54 195 -412 -0.53 
 Max. 1.138 -373.4 107 0.29 188 0.66 424 -145 -0.21 
750 Nom. 1.179 -381.3 83 0.27 142 0.65 190 -166 -0.43 
 Min. 1.041 -469.6 72 0.23 126 0.53 175 -267 -0.49 
 Max. 1.272 -334.1 106 0.29 181 0.66 396 1030 0.07 
825 Nom. 1.303 -345.3 76 0.27 131 0.65 173 -167 -0.41 
 Min. 1.150 -426.1 66 0.20 115 0.51 158 -606 -0.48 
 Max. 1.406 -302.2 91 0.31 160 0.68 357 -126 -0.12 
900 Nom. 1.427 -315.3 69 0.27 121 0.64 160 -140 -0.46 
 Min. 1.259 -389.9 62 0.20 108 0.51 147 -510 -0.46 
 Max. 1.539 -275.7 86 0.29 151 0.66 333 -124 -0.13 
975 Nom. 1.552 -289.9 70 0.33 113 0.70 139 -176 -0.28 
 Min. 1.369 -359.2 59 0.19 102 0.50 139 -675 -0.43 
 Max. 1.673 -253.2 79 0.33 141 0.70 308 -139 -0.09 

 

 

 

Figure C.3: Pole parameters for inlet mass flow to temperature before injection. 
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Table C.5: Inlet mass flow to outlet temperature, 5 poles/ 2 zeros (nominal chosen as +2 %). 

DNI [W/m²]  Minlet          

375 Nom. 0.561 -941.5 237 0.27 399 0.65 563 -327 -0.62 
 Min. 0.495 -1052.8 204 0.25 353 0.63 509 -637 -0.67 
 Max. 0.605 -861.5 309 0.33 507 0.71 839 -310 -0.28 
450 Nom. 0.684 -790.1 195 0.29 328 0.66 454 -263 -0.61 
 Min. 0.604 -898.3 169 0.26 291 0.63 416 -608 -0.66 
 Max. 0.738 -718.1 258 0.34 405 0.72 695 -252 -0.22 
525 Nom. 0.808 -680.5 167 0.29 280 0.66 386 -228 -0.59 
 Min. 0.713 -782.9 144 0.26 250 0.63 358 -519 -0.66 
 Max. 0.872 -615.5 219 0.33 345 0.70 614 -213 -0.22 
600 Nom. 0.932 -597.2 145 0.28 249 0.65 346 -194 -0.60 
 Min. 0.823 -693.3 125 0.27 216 0.64 305 -423 -0.66 
 Max. 1.005 -538.2 190 0.32 301 0.68 551 -183 -0.23 
675 Nom. 1.055 -532.1 129 0.29 221 0.66 306 -170 -0.61 
 Min. 0.931 -622.0 111 0.26 194 0.63 279 -406 -0.66 
 Max. 1.138 -478.3 168 0.32 269 0.67 502 -158 -0.21 
750 Nom. 1.179 -479.8 117 0.30 198 0.67 270 -150 -0.59 
 Min. 1.041 -564.0 100 0.27 175 0.63 249 -730 -0.65 
 Max. 1.272 -430.3 151 0.33 244 0.67 461 -141 -0.09 
825 Nom. 1.303 -436.8 108 0.30 182 0.67 246 -142 -0.57 
 Min. 1.150 -515.8 91 0.27 159 0.62 225 -752 -0.64 
 Max. 1.406 -391.1 138 0.33 225 0.69 429 -127 -0.08 
900 Nom. 1.427 -400.9 98 0.30 167 0.67 227 -125 -0.60 
 Min. 1.315 -449.3 84 0.28 146 0.61 205 -162 -0.63 
 Max. 1.539 -358.4 113 0.32 190 0.69 350 -116 -0.37 
975 Nom. 1.552 -370.4 92 0.34 152 0.70 200 -113 -0.54 
 Min. 1.430 -415.9 79 0.28 136 0.60 190 -141 -0.60 
 Max. 1.673 -330.8 105 0.34 177 0.70 326 -110 -0.38 

 

 

 

Figure C.4: Pole parameters for inlet mass flow to outlet temperature. 
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Table C.6: DNI to outlet temperature, 5 poles/ 4 zeros (nominal chosen as -6 %). 

DNI 

[W/m²] 

 Mout            

375 Nom. 0.592 1.7 201 0.16 395 0.43 876 -721 -0.20 -617 -0.39 
 Min. 0.592 1.6 182 0.15 336 0.42 624 -1200 -0.29 -1331 -0.54 
 Max. 0.592 1.7 207 0.19 432 0.50 1186 -498 -0.12 -449 -0.19 
450 Nom. 0.723 1.4 177 0.26 314 0.61 484 -515 -0.24 -506 -0.39 
 Min. 0.723 1.3 149 0.22 289 0.56 425 -690 -0.29 -1055 -0.53 
 Max. 0.723 1.5 183 0.28 333 0.62 679 -414 -0.18 -379 -0.20 
525 Nom. 0.854 1.2 154 0.28 268 0.65 383 -447 -0.24 -454 -0.38 
 Min. 0.854 1.2 132 0.24 235 0.61 349 -548 -0.29 -900 -0.51 
 Max. 0.854 1.3 159 0.29 273 0.65 542 -355 -0.19 -330 -0.20 
600 Nom. 0.986 1.1 135 0.29 232 0.67 322 -430 -0.21 -411 -0.36 
 Min. 0.986 1.0 116 0.24 206 0.60 301 -526 -0.31 -587 -0.56 
 Max. 0.986 1.1 136 0.30 233 0.67 463 -292 -0.18 -295 -0.25 
675 Nom. 1.117 1.0 121 0.31 207 0.68 281 -413 -0.19 -382 -0.35 
 Min. 1.117 0.9 103 0.25 183 0.61 266 -493 -0.27 -737 -0.48 
 Max. 1.117 1.0 121 0.31 214 0.68 431 -293 -0.17 -273 -0.19 
750 Nom. 1.248 0.9 108 0.31 187 0.68 252 -364 -0.20 -358 -0.35 
 Min. 1.248 0.8 93 0.25 166 0.59 238 -474 -0.25 -656 -0.46 
 Max. 1.248 0.9 108 0.31 195 0.68 395 -278 -0.16 -258 -0.20 
825 Nom. 1.379 0.8 99 0.32 171 0.69 226 -379 -0.17 -365 -0.31 
 Min. 1.379 0.7 85 0.25 151 0.58 216 -460 -0.25 -681 -0.44 
 Max. 1.379 0.8 99 0.32 180 0.69 364 -265 -0.15 -246 -0.17 
900 Nom. 1.511 0.7 91 0.33 157 0.69 207 -360 -0.17 -348 -0.31 
 Min. 1.511 0.7 78 0.26 140 0.57 198 -451 -0.23 -609 -0.42 
 Max. 1.511 0.8 91 0.33 166 0.69 338 -258 -0.14 -239 -0.18 
975 Nom. 1.642 0.7 83 0.33 145 0.69 192 -333 -0.17 -338 -0.30 
 Min. 1.642 0.6 73 0.26 130 0.56 183 -487 -0.22 -592 -0.39 
 Max. 1.642 0.7 83 0.35 155 0.70 315 -253 -0.12 -240 -0.18 

 

 

 

Figure C.5: Pole parameters for DNI to outlet temperature. 

(Plot_lti_identeval_dni_Tout_p5z4_PolesTandD_DNI) 
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Table C.7: DNI to temperature before injection, 5 poles/ 4 zeros (nominal chosen as -4 %). 

DNI 

[W/m²] 

 MbefSHInj            

375 Nom. 0.570 1.3 144 0.26 249 0.63 356 -286 -0.27 -443 -0.42 
 Min. 0.570 1.3 144 0.26 249 0.62 353 -821 -0.32 -702 -0.42 
 Max. 0.570 1.4 171 0.35 279 0.65 630 148 0.59 14 0.00 
450 Nom. 0.696 1.1 120 0.25 209 0.62 296 -248 -0.25 -409 -0.39 
 Min. 0.696 1.1 120 0.25 209 0.60 285 -540 -0.33 -593 -0.40 
 Max. 0.696 1.2 138 0.33 232 0.67 537 56 0.68 9 0.00 
525 Nom. 0.821 0.9 101 0.26 177 0.63 248 -198 -0.27 -378 -0.37 
 Min. 0.821 0.9 101 0.26 177 0.57 248 -755 -0.29 -458 -0.37 
 Max. 0.821 1.0 118 0.30 208 0.66 476 51 0.50 10 0.00 
600 Nom. 0.947 0.8 88 0.27 155 0.64 213 -178 -0.24 -348 -0.36 
 Min. 0.947 0.8 88 0.27 155 0.56 211 -438 -0.29 -383 -0.36 
 Max. 0.947 0.9 98 0.33 172 0.69 346 1090 0.03 11 0.00 
675 Nom. 1.073 0.7 79 0.28 140 0.65 190 -191 -0.19 -339 -0.34 
 Min. 1.073 0.7 79 0.28 140 0.56 179 -510 -0.28 -359 -0.35 
 Max. 1.073 0.8 96 0.37 181 0.70 405 -191 -0.07 5 0.00 
750 Nom. 1.198 0.6 71 0.26 126 0.63 174 -180 -0.20 -331 -0.32 
 Min. 1.198 0.6 71 0.26 126 0.54 169 -4126 -0.27 -369 -0.34 
 Max. 1.198 0.7 90 0.33 176 0.68 395 480 0.53 -11 0.00 
825 Nom. 1.324 0.6 64 0.28 114 0.65 154 -182 -0.17 -319 -0.31 
 Min. 1.324 0.6 64 0.21 114 0.52 154 -3663 -0.23 -361 -0.34 
 Max. 1.324 0.6 84 0.32 168 0.68 384 355 0.08 -10 0.00 
900 Nom. 1.450 0.5 60 0.30 106 0.67 140 -351 -0.07 -330 -0.28 
 Min. 1.450 0.5 59 0.27 106 0.54 140 -467 -0.23 -384 -0.30 
 Max. 1.450 0.6 77 0.33 158 0.68 375 225 0.67 -9 0.00 
975 Nom. 1.576 0.5 57 0.28 101 0.65 135 -2009 -0.01 -374 -0.23 
 Min. 1.576 0.5 52 0.27 100 0.54 127 -2009 -0.23 -377 -0.28 
 Max. 1.576 0.5 73 0.36 150 0.69 385 389 0.39 -9 0.00 

 

 

 

Figure C.6: Pole parameters for DNI to temperature before superheating injection. 

(Plot_lti_identeval_dni_TbefInj_p5z4_PolesTandD_DNI) 
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D Annex: Procedure for categorization of DNI classes 

The determination of the disturbance or DNI class, respectively, is per-

formed automatically from the data. The accuracy has been validated visually 

for 60 days of the year 2013 based on 10 s data from PSA. A general applicabil-

ity cannot be guaranteed and the procedure must be treated as a first start for 

DNI categorization. The procedure is implemented and shown here in Matlab® 

code. Comments are given after the % symbol. First, the different values of the 

criteria variables are determined for each hour. Second, a procedure from visu-

al inspection is performed, which step by step checks for classes. This does not 

completely cover all cases. Therefore, the third rigorous step categorizes the 

remaining cases to cover 100 % of the hours. From the 2013 data, about 90 % 

of the hours are categorized by the second step, while only about 10 % require 

the rigorous procedure. 

Mind that curly brackets for structs are replaced in the code by the follow-

ing definition: ## starts the struct index and !! ends a struct. 

 

 
% The variable nh is the number of hours of the considered day. 

% Each hour is categorized on its own with index kkk. 

% The incidence angle modifier of a EuroTrough collector is used (variable IAM.et) 

% The 10 s DNI data is stored in the variable DNI_data. 

% The indices indcl##kkk!! and indcscl##kkk!! represent the elements of hour kkk within the vari-

ables. 

% The filter transfer functions are stored in structs tf (slow filter) and tf2 (fast filter). 

 

% Definition of the variables for discriminating the classes: 

cat_meanGeff(kkk,1) = mean(DNI_data(indcl##kkk!!).*IAM.et(indcl##kkk!!)); % in W/m² 

cat_meanRelDNI(kkk,1) = mean(rel_DNI(indcscl##kkk!!)); % in - 

cat_minRelDNI(kkk,1) = min(rel_DNI(indcscl##kkk!!)); % in - 

cat_FiltDiff##kkk,1!! = abs(tf.rel_DNI(indcscl##kkk,1!!)-tf2.rel_DNI(indcscl##kkk,1!!)); % in -, vector 

cat_maxFiltDiff(kkk,1) = max(cat_FiltDiff##kkk!!); % - 

cat_meanFiltDiff(kkk,1) = mean(cat_FiltDiff##kkk!!); % - 

cat_minSlowFilt(kkk,1) = min(tf.rel_DNI(indcscl##kkk,1!!)); % - 

 
    if cat_meanRelDNI(kkk,1) >= 0.99 && cat_maxFiltDiff(kkk,1) <= 0.01 

        cat_class(kkk,1) = 1; % 1 = A 

        cat_className(kkk,1) = 'A'; 

    elseif cat_meanRelDNI(kkk,1) >= 0.96 && cat_maxFiltDiff(kkk,1) <= 0.05 ... 

        && cat_minRelDNI(kkk,1) >=0.9 

        cat_class(kkk,1) = 2; % 2 = B 

        cat_className(kkk,1) = 'B'; 

    elseif cat_meanRelDNI(kkk,1) >= 0.96 && cat_maxFiltDiff(kkk,1) <= 0.1 ... 

        && cat_minRelDNI(kkk,1) <=0.75 

        cat_class(kkk,1) = 3; % 3 = C 

        cat_className(kkk,1) = 'C'; 
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    elseif cat_meanRelDNI(kkk,1) >= 0.91 && cat_maxFiltDiff(kkk,1) <= 0.1 ... 

        && cat_meanFiltDiff(kkk,1) < 0.03 

        cat_class(kkk,1) = 4; % 4 = D 

        cat_className(kkk,1) = 'D'; 

    elseif cat_meanRelDNI(kkk,1) >= 0.85 && cat_maxFiltDiff(kkk,1) <= 0.25 ... 

        && cat_meanFiltDiff(kkk,1) < 0.08 

        cat_class(kkk,1) = 5; % 5 = E 

        cat_className(kkk,1) = 'E'; 

    elseif cat_meanRelDNI(kkk,1) >= 0.85 && cat_maxFiltDiff(kkk,1) <= 0.36 ... 

        && cat_meanFiltDiff(kkk,1) < 0.11 

        cat_class(kkk,1) = 6; % 6 = F 

        cat_className(kkk,1) = 'F'; 

    elseif cat_meanRelDNI(kkk,1) >= 0.5 && cat_maxFiltDiff(kkk,1) <= 0.5 ... 

        && cat_meanFiltDiff(kkk,1) < 0.16 

        cat_class(kkk,1) = 7; % 7 = G 

        cat_className(kkk,1) = 'G'; 

    elseif cat_meanRelDNI(kkk,1) >= 0.85 && cat_maxFiltDiff(kkk,1) > 0.45 ... 

        && cat_minRelDNI(kkk,1) < 0.2 && cat_fractLrelDNI(kkk,1) > 3.5 

        cat_class(kkk,1) = 8; % 8 = H 

        cat_className(kkk,1) = 'H'; 

    elseif cat_meanRelDNI(kkk,1) >= 0.6 && cat_maxFiltDiff(kkk,1) > 0.36 ... 

        && cat_minRelDNI(kkk,1) < 0.3 && cat_fractLrelDNI(kkk,1) > 6 

        cat_class(kkk,1) = 10; % 10 = K 

        cat_className(kkk,1) = 'K'; 

    elseif cat_meanRelDNI(kkk,1) < 0.6 && cat_maxFiltDiff(kkk,1) > 0.45 ... 

        && cat_minRelDNI(kkk,1) < 0.2 && cat_meanFiltDiff(kkk,1) > 0.15 % besser FractL 

        cat_class(kkk,1) = 9; % 9 = J 

        cat_className(kkk,1) = 'J'; 

    elseif cat_meanRelDNI(kkk,1) <= 0.2 && cat_minRelDNI(kkk,1) < 0.1 

        cat_class(kkk,1) = 11; % 11 = Z 

        cat_className(kkk,1) = 'Z'; 

    else 

        cat_class(kkk,1) = 0; % ? 

        cat_className(kkk,1) = '?'; 

    end 

     

    % Rigorous categorization 

    if strcmp(cat_className(kkk,1),'?') 

        cat_secondtry = cat_secondtry+1; 

        if cat_minSlowFilt(kkk,1) > 0.95 

            cat_class(kkk,1) = 4; 

            cat_className(kkk,1) = 'D'; 

        elseif cat_minSlowFilt(kkk,1) > 0.75 % E, F, H 

            if cat_maxFiltDiff(kkk,1) < 0.2 

                cat_class(kkk,1) = 5; 

                cat_className(kkk,1) = 'E'; 

            elseif cat_maxFiltDiff(kkk,1) < 0.4 

                cat_class(kkk,1) = 6; 

                cat_className(kkk,1) = 'F'; 

            else 

                cat_class(kkk,1) = 8; 

                cat_className(kkk,1) = 'H'; 

            end 

        elseif cat_minSlowFilt(kkk,1) > 0.45 % G, H, K 
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            if cat_maxFiltDiff(kkk,1) < 0.45 

                cat_class(kkk,1) = 7; 

                cat_className(kkk,1) = 'G'; 

            else 

                if cat_meanFiltDiff(kkk,1) < 0.15 

                    cat_class(kkk,1) = 8; 

                    cat_className(kkk,1) = 'H'; 

                else 

                    cat_class(kkk,1) = 10; 

                    cat_className(kkk,1) = 'K'; 

                end 

            end 

        else 

            if cat_meanGeff(kkk,1) > Geff_min_op 

                cat_class(kkk,1) = 9; 

                cat_className(kkk,1) = 'J'; 

            else 

                cat_class(kkk,1) = 11; 

                cat_className(kkk,1) = 'Z'; 

            end 

        end 

    end 

             

Figure D.1 shows an exemplary result for January 23, 2013 at PSA. 

 

 

Figure D.1: Exemplary day and categorized hours after start-up with values of selection cri-

teria. (Plot_DNI_PSA_categ_20130123) 
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